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Outline of the Project Implementation

① Background and Project Outline
Catastrophic natural disasters have been occurring frequently over the world in recent years, killing hundreds of
thousands of people every year. Urban disaster risk is also on the rise due to rapid urban growth and due to
vulnerable buildings and infrastructure. Hence, the enhancement of urban resilience against natural disasters is one
of the urgent and important global issues. This project was implemented in Kathmandu, Nepal, and Yangon,
Myanmar, which are prone and vulnerable to natural disasters. Kathmandu tackled earthquake disasters while
Yangon tackled fire, earthquake, and cyclone disasters. The project was conducted from August 2015 to March
2018 for two years and seven months, with the Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) initiated by the United Nations
University (UNU), Tokyo, Japan. Based on the results of these pilot projects, a universal model for urban resilience
enhancement has been developed.

② Objectives of the Project
The project aimed to enhance the resilience of Kathmandu and Yangon against natural disasters through capacitybuilding of the local stakeholders. The goal of the project was to contribute to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, to attain effective and robust science-policy interfaces at the local level, and to contribute to the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, which was adopted during the 2015 UN World
Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (WCDRR).

２．

Project Implementation

① Objectives
Catastrophic natural disasters have been occurring frequently over the world in recent years, killing hundreds of
thousands of people. Urban disaster risk is also on the rise due to rapid urban growth and vulnerable buildings and
infrastructure. As the level of disaster resilience of a city can be defined as a total of physical vulnerability and
capacity of all stakeholders, all the stakeholders should build up their capacity jointly to improve hard and soft
measures in order to enhance the resilience of the city.
This project aimed to enhance resilience of cities against natural disasters through capacity buildings of stakeholders
in a city. The pilot projects were conducted in two selected cities from Asia, which are prone to various severe
disasters, namely, Kathmandu (Nepal) and Yangon (Myanmar). Kathmandu targeted earthquake disasters, trying to
assess ongoing recovery and reconstruction activities after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake and to reflect the findings
of the project to these activities to “Build Back Better”. Yangon targeted fire, earthquake, and cyclone disasters.
The project was conducted for nearly three years. It was expected that through the project activities all the
stakeholders would be able to better understand the risks and probable damages caused by natural disasters as their
own problems to be tackled, and would be motivated or be willing to take appropriate actions for disaster reduction
by themselves. In this way, the resilience of the pilot cities would be enhanced.

② Implementation Methodology
Firstly, pilot projects were conducted in Kathmandu and Yangon. The two cities established a local platform where
stakeholders worked and discussed among themselves to understand and assess the disaster risk of the city, estimate
probable damages, propose policies, and make action plans. Some local projects for disaster education and
community-based disaster management were also implemented. In order to facilitate these activities, local
counterpart organizations were selected from local governments, universities, and NGOs. The municipality
managed the platform, while the university and NGO gave technical advices to the platform and were assigned to
implement projects for disaster education and community-based disaster management projects. The local
counterpart organizations received technical support from Japanese experts and received financial assistance to
cover part of actual expenses as a seed money. In addition, the local universities and NGOs and Japanese researchers
conducted some joint researches to support the enhancement of urban disaster resilience.
Secondly, a universal model for urban resilience enhancement has been developed using a multi-disciplinary
approach, i.e., through a combination of engineering approach and political/social approach, based on the
experiences of the pilot projects and the joint researches in the two cities. The model describes how to conduct
similar projects to enhance the resilience against various natural disasters. The model will be freely available with
archived data on the project’s dedicated website. The participating international organizations and experts will
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encourage other cities in the world to utilize the model through their international network. The pilot cities are also
expected to transfer their experiences to other cities in the country and neighboring countries. In order to disseminate
the findings of the project and exchange information, international conferences were held twice during the project,
at the beginning and the end of the three year project.
Table 1. Schedule of activities

The project was conducted by the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES), Kyoto University,
in collaboration with some Japanese researchers from other institutions. Japanese researchers conducted some
specific research in cooperation with the local researchers in an inter-disciplinary basis, combining engineering,
sociology, and humanities. For risk assessment and damage estimate of earthquakes and capacity development, the
Global Earthquake Model (GEM) Foundation assisted the two pilot cities at the start of the project. The GEM
Foundation is a public-private partnership that drives a global collaborative effort to develop high-quality resources
for assessment of earthquake risk and to facilitate their application for risk management. Some of the tools, data,
and methods of GEM were applied to the pilot cities.

③ Progress with Respect to the Original Implementation Plan
In general, the GGS Project implementation in Kathmandu and Yangon had been smooth despite some initial delays
in the establishment of the local platforms and in the start of the joint research activities of some teams. Establishing
and maintaining local platforms and joint research teams took time as the members needed some interaction first in
order to coalesce and work smoothly with each other. By February 2018, all project activities were completed as
scheduled.

A. Identification of Participating Organizations
Local counterparts
The project leader and some researchers visited Yangon from 10 to 12 September and Kathmandu from 6 to 10
October 2015 to discuss with the key experts and possible counterparts and identified the participating organizations
from the two cities as follows:
Kathmandu
 Lalitpur Metropolitan City (LMC; originally in 2016, Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City and Karyabinayak
Municipality were selected as pilot cities in Nepal but these two cities merged to form LMC in January
2017)
 Center for Disaster Studies (CDS), Institute of Engineering (IOE), Tribhuvan University
 National Society for Earthquake Technology-Nepal (NSET)
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Yangon
 Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
 Faculty of Engineering, Yangon Technological University (YTU)
 Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)
Japanese researchers
Participating researchers from Japan were identified as follows:
GSGES
 Kenji Okazaki (Prof.): Project Leader
 Junji Kiyono (Prof.), Aiko Furukawa (Assoc. Prof.): Urban seismic risk assessment
 Rajib Shaw (former Professor of GSGES, now Professor at Keio University Shonan Fujisawa Campus),
Koichi Shiwaku (Researcher): Disaster education and action plan
 Kenji Okazaki (Prof.), Hirohide Kobayashi (Assoc. Prof.), Glenn Fernandez (Researcher): Risk perception
and housing safety
 Makoto Usami (Prof.): Social fairness of policies and action plans
Others
 Kazuyoshi Nishijima (Assoc. Prof., Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI), Kyoto University) and
Seitaro Tajiri (Assoc. Prof., Graduate School of Engineering, University of Tokyo): Wind Vulnerability
(previously: Practical seismic diagnosis methods reflecting variation in building quality)
International experts
GEM Foundation
 Carlos Villacis (Regional Project Manager and Strategy Coordinator)
 Christopher Burton (Social Vulnerability and Integrated Risk Coordinator)

Figure 1. Participating organizations and the established structure (Yangon)

B. Signing of MOU
A memorandum of understanding (MOU) was concluded between GSGES and the local counterpart organizations
in the two cities to clarify the role and responsibilities of the participating parties. MOU with Kathmandu was
concluded on 22 January 2016 and MOU with Yangon on 12 February 2016. The role and responsibilities of the
participating parties are provided in MOU as follows:
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Municipalities:
 Establish and manage a participatory platform
 Develop the earthquake damage estimate and the action plan

University:
 Provide scientific and technical advice to municipalities
 Conduct joint researches with the Japanese researchers
NGO:
 Provide technical and practical advice to the municipalities
 Conduct community-based projects
GSGES
 Provide technical advice and financial assistance as grant

C. International Kick-off Conferences
An international kick-off conference was organized in Kathmandu from 21 to 23 January 2016 and in Yangon from
16 to 19 March 2016 to launch the pilot project in the two cities and to initiate discussion on the establishment of
local participatory platforms needed for the enhancement of urban disaster resilience and to conduct a field survey
for the international participants. The international kick-off conference reports are in Annex 1 (Kathmandu) and
Annex 2 (Yangon).

Figure 2. Kick-off conference in Kathmandu in January 2016 (left) and in Yangon in March
After the discussion among the local stakeholders during and after the kick-off conference, the following has been
decided regarding the local platform and the pilot areas within the cities.
Table 2. Targeted areas for the local platform
Kathmandu, Nepal
Lalitpur Metropolitan
Ward No. 16
City
Lalitpur Metropolitan
Ward No. 21 (formerly Khokana
City
Village of the erstwhile
Karyabinayak Municipality)

Pazundaung Township
Tamwe Township

The existing DRR Committee of Ward No.
16 is used as the platform.
At first, a municipal-level local platform
and VDC-level platform were established;
after the merger of Lalitpur and
Karyabinayak, a new DRR Committee of
Ward No. 21 was formed

Yangon, Myanmar
No. 2 Ward
The existing Disaster Management
Committee (DMC) at the ward level is
Byane Kwet Thit Ward
used as the platform.

D. International Closing Conference
An international conference was held in Yangon on 16-17 January 2018 to mark the culmination of the three-year
long project in Myanmar and Nepal titled “Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities of local
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participatory platform.” The two-day conference was co-organized by Yangon City Development Committee
(YCDC), Yangon Technological University (YTU), Myanmar Engineering Society (MES), and the Graduate School
of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University. Representatives from Lalitpur Metropolitan City,
Nepal and researchers from Japan who were part of the project attended the conference.
On Day 1, representatives from Myanmar and Nepal presented the outcomes of their local platform activities and
joint research activities to the 200 attendees at Yangon City Hall. Highlights included the presentation of the urban
resilience action plans of the two pilot wards in Yangon, an open forum on how to move forward with action plan
implementation, and a choreographed presentation by high school students about the disaster risk management cycle.
Posters showing the outputs of different workshops in the past two years were displayed at the venue. The event
was attended by Mayor Maung Maung Soe of Yangon and Mayor Chiri Babu Maharjan of Lalitpur and was covered
by six local media organizations.

Figure 3. Participants of the conference
included government officials and residents
of the pilot wards

Figure 4. Students presenting about the phases
of the disaster risk management cycle

Figure 5. Presentation of the action plan of
No. 2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

Figure 6. Open forum participated by
representatives of stakeholder groups

Figure 7. The mayors of Yangon and
Lalitpur in an interview with the media

Figure 8. Student explaining his drawing
about a possible disaster in his community

On Day 2, a research symposium attended by 90 experts, practitioners, graduate students, ward-level stakeholders,
and government officers was held at the MES Building. Representatives of the different joint research teams
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presented in detail their findings and recommendations. There were presentations on urban seismic risk assessment,
disaster education, wind vulnerability, risk perception and housing safety, and social fairness of action plans. One
professor and two PhD students from YTU also gave a presentation related to urban resilience.
Side events of the international conference included a courtesy call of the Mayor of Lalitpur to the Mayor of Yangon,
where they exchanged tokens and discussed potential collaborations between the two cities; meeting between the
President of MES and the delegations from Nepal and Japan; and Disaster Mitigation Card game among the ward
stakeholders at the end of the conference. The report on the international closing conference is in Annex 3.

Figure 9. YCDC focal person presenting
current DRR activities and future plans

Figure 10. Prof. Okazaki thanking everyone
for actively participating in the GGS Project

Figure 11. Ward stakeholders playing the
Disaster Mitigation Card Game

Figure 12. The delegation from Nepal
meeting with the President of MES

Figure 13. Main contact person of the GGS
Project in Yangon being interviewed

Figure 14. Handouts provided to the
participants of the closing conference

E. Collaboration between the Two Cities
In order to promote collaboration between Kathmandu and Yangon, three experts of Yangon were invited to the
kick-off conference in Kathmandu and two experts of Kathmandu were invited to the kick-off conference in Yangon.
In addition, one Yangon expert was invited to participate in the GEM training workshop, which was held for two
days in October 2015 in Pavia, Italy.
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In January 2017, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City and the Municipal Engineer
of Karyabinayak Municipality attended a workshop in Yangon to present the progress of the GGS Project
implementation in Nepal. They were also able to learn about the activities of their counterparts in Yangon.
During the GGS Project International Conference in Yangon in January 2018, the Mayor of Lalitpur Metropolitan
City personally gave an overview of the GGS Project implementation in Nepal. The delegation from Nepal also
included a representative from NSET and the city engineer and three ward chairmen of Lalitpur, two of whom were
not involved in the GGS Project. The travel expenses of the ward chairmen were borne by the government of
Lalitpur, indicating the city’s strong desire to replicate the GGS Project in the other wards by allowing the ward
chairmen to learn from the various local platform and joint research presentations.

Figure 15. The mayors of Lalitpur and Yangon exchanging
flags during the international closing conference

④ Achievements
At the end of the GGS Project, all four of the pilot wards in Kathmandu and Yangon were able have a working local
platform for DRR activities and to conduct various types of risk assessments and earthquake disaster scenario
planning, which were then used as bases for their urban resilience action plan. To our knowledge, this is the first
time in both Nepal and Myanmar that this kind of participatory and evidenced-based ward-level action plans had
been prepared. Many interactive activities, such as meetings, consultations, workshops, and trainings, were
conducted over a period of two years before the ward stakeholders could finalize their action plans. Because of the
amount of effort poured into the preparation of the action plans, we believe that there is a high chance that many of
the activities in the action plans will eventually be implemented. In the case of Ward 21 of Lalitpur, they had
implemented three priority actions even before the end of the GGS project.
Part of the capacity-building component of the GGS Project was the transfer of knowledge and skills from Japanese
researchers to the local counterparts in Kathmandu and Yangon. By the end of the project, eight teams were able to
conduct joint research in five different topics. Although the amount of progress achieved by each team varies (some
were able to complete their work while others will have to continue beyond the GGS Project), there is agreement
among the various participants that, overall, the experience had been positive and that everyone learned a lot in the
course of two years. Hopefully the knowledge of what worked and what did not work will be useful in guiding
similar future endeavors of all the researchers involved. Specially in the case of Myanmar, many young researchers
(Master’s and PhD students) were actively participating in the different joint research activities, such as in field
visits and data-gathering. The guidance provided by experienced researchers from Kyoto University will be
beneficial to them even beyond the GGS Project, as they continue in their career in the academe.

A. Local Platform Activities
Between January 2016 and February 2018, a total of 28 workshops were conducted under the GGS Project, 16 in
Kathmandu and 12 in Yangon. All the workshops were well attended, with the number of participants ranging from
35 to 108 per workshop. The cities made sure that different groups of stakeholders, including women, youth, and
children, were represented in the workshops. In addition to the workshops, there were also five trainings (3 in
Kathmandu and two in Yangon) conducted under the GGS Project. A total of 132 persons were able to obtain
different kinds of training, contributing to the enhancement of their DRR-related knowledge and skills.
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Figure 16. Resilience Performance Scorecard workshop in Kathmandu in May 2016 (left)
and town-watching workshop in Yangon in July
WORKSHOPS
Myanmar
 March 16-17, 2016: workshop by Global Earthquake Model (GEM) Foundation (Resilience Performance
Scorecard)
 March 18-19, 2016: 1st local platform workshop (meeting with partners; international kick-off conference; site
visit)
 June 22, 2016: 2nd local platform workshop (formation of local platform in two wards)
 July 15, 2016: 3rd local platform workshop (simultaneous town-watching in two wards)
 October 19, 2016: 4th local platform workshop (progress of risk assessment in two wards)
 January 25, 2017: 5th local platform workshop (school action planning)
 January 26, 2017: 6th local platform workshop (earthquake disaster scenario planning)
 June 15-16, 2017: 7th local platform workshop (formation of Disaster Management Committees)
 August 11, 2017: Disaster Education workshop (image scenario workshop for teachers and students)
 August 15, 2017: 8th local platform workshop (drafting of urban resilience action plan)
 November 30-December 1, 2017: 9th local platform workshop (finalization of action plan)
 January 16-17, 2018: international closing conference
Nepal
 January 21-22, 2016: 1st local platform workshop (meeting with partners; international kick-off conference;
site visit)
 May 18, 2016: 2nd local platform workshop in Karyabinayak (Resilience Performance Scorecard)
 May 19, 2016: 2nd local platform workshop in Lalitpur (Resilience Performance Scorecard)
 August 5, 2016: 3rd local platform workshop in Lalitpur (update of vulnerability and capacity assessment)
 November 27-28, 2016: 4th local platform workshop in Karyabinayak (school-centered action planning)
 February 11, 2017: 4th local platform workshop in Lalitpur (orientation on youth’s role in DRM)
 March 6-7, 2017: 5th local platform workshop in Karyabinayak (municipal DRM planning)
 August 11, 2017: Disaster Education workshop (image scenario workshop for teachers and students)
 August 12, 2017: 7th local platform workshop in Ward 16 (earthquake scenario planning)
 August 22, 2017: 6th local platform workshop (CBDRM orientation for newly elected officials)
 September 9, 2017: 7th local platform workshop in Ward 21 (earthquake disaster scenario planning)
 November 23, 2017: 8th local platform workshop in Ward 16 (action planning)
 November 24, 2017: 8th local platform workshop in Ward 21 (drafting of disaster resilience action plan)
 December 15, 2017: 9th local platform workshop in Ward 21 (finalization of action plan)
 December 18, 2017: 9th local platform workshop in Ward 16 (finalization of action plan)
 February 22-23, 2018: final conference in Lalitpur
TRAININGS
 August 8-12, 2016: CBDRM training by NSET (Karyabinayak), 29 participants (15 female)
 March 1-3, 2017: Non-structural disaster mitigation training by NSET (Lalitpur), 22 participants (18 female)
 March 10-12, 2017: Community search and rescue training by Armed Police Force and NSET (Lalitpur), 24
participants (10 female)
 June 15-16, 2017: DRR Training by SEEDS Asia (Yangon), 27 participants (16 female)
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August 15, 2017: Training on fire-fighting by Fire Service Department and on emergency first aid by
Myanmar Red Cross Society (Yangon), 30 participants (11 female)

The Final Report of Lalitpur Metropolitan City (LMC) and of Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
showing the details of the workshops and trainings that they conducted can be found in Annex 4 and Annex 7,
respectively. These local platform activities from 2016 to 2018 are summarized in Annex 17. The Urban Resilience
Action Plan of the four pilot wards are in Annex 19 to 22. The Final Report of the two NGOs supporting the local
platforms, NSET in Nepal and MES in Yangon, are in Annex 5 and Annex 8. These reports show the technical and
practical assistance that the NGOs provided to the cities.

B. Joint Research Activities
During and after the kick-off conferences, the Japanese researchers and local experts discussed the research topics
and elaborated on how the research should be conducted. They also identified the local joint research participants
such as professors, students, and government officers. There are a total of eight joint research teams (five in
Myanmar and three in Nepal) covering five research topics.
Urban Seismic Risk Assessment
The joint research team on urban seismic risk assessment (led by Prof. Junji Kiyono and Assoc. Prof. Aiko
Furukawa) focused on the vulnerability of existing masonry buildings in Kathmandu. The material properties of
bricks and mortar, such as density, Young’s module, Poisson’s ratio, tensile strength, bond strength, friction angle,
and compression strength, with and without the reinforcement, were obtained through the experiments. The loading
tests of masonry walls with and without reinforcement were conducted for both in-plane and out-of-plane directions.
The team also did the microtremor observations to grasp the characteristics of the ground in Kathmandu. The results
can be used for the estimation of input ground motion to assess the risk of the structures. After obtaining expected
earthquake ground motion, the collapse simulations using the obtained material properties were done by numerical
simulation.

Figure 18. Example of simulation

Figure 17. Microtremor observation in Kathmandu

In Yangon, the team investigated the damage patterns of local structure and characterized the damage grades to
allow easy classification of damaged structures. By combining the seismic intensities with damage degrees due to
past earthquake, fragility curves for local structure were constructed.

Figure 19. Damaged building

Figure 20. Damage patterns of brick-nogging building
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Prof. Kiyono attended both kick-off conferences in Kathmandu and Yangon and met with local members of his
team. He also met with his team members in Yangon and in Kathmandu on separate occasions in June 2016. In
November 2016, Prof. Furukawa and two of her students conducted a field survey in Kathmandu and had a meeting
with CDS.
Here are some of the findings and recommendations of the joint research on urban seismic risk assessment:
Nepal
Findings:
 Although the community building did not collapse during the Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake, several cracks were
found by the visual inspection.
 From the microtremor observation, it was found that the natural frequencies of the lowest 8 modes decreased
by 3.46 to 11.86%, indicating structural damage.
 Though the damage identification using the FEM, it was found that the stiffness of the members decreased from
8%-13.8%.
 The lateral out-of-plane vibration at the center of the long side wall is significant for the both acceleration
response and story drift.
 The computed maximum story drift assessed by this simulation using the acceleration at PTN is approximately
0.2% at Point C. The allowable design story drift specified in the provision of the National Building Code of
India (Bureau of Indian Standards, 2016) is 0.4%. Considering that the National Building Code is applied in
the design of Nepalese buildings, this simulation indi-cates that the response of the building to the Gorkha
earthquake is marginally within the collapse limit state.
 The location of structural damage found in the post-earthquake inspection is successfully explained by the shear
strain distribution.
Recommendations:
 Although many heritage structures collapse during the Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake, many residential buildings
could survive with no damage or slight damage. The reason was that the predominant frequency of the ground
acceleration was far from the building’s natural frequency. If the ground acceleration had same natural
frequency as building, there could be a high possibility that the building had been severely damaged.
 Seismic risk evaluations of buildings are indispensable for the mitigation of the future earthquake risk.
 Essences of strengthening/retrofitting techniques are following:
o Restriction of materials use
o Limitations of unreinforced masonry
o Planning and configuration
o Detailed seismic vulnerability assessment
o Confinement of structural URM walls
o Vertical upright posts and horizontal ties of timber at strategic locations
 To survive the traditional historical structures, the engineering interpretation of traditional technology should
be made clear detailed damage and vulnerability assessment should be conducted.
Myanmar
Findings:
 Field investigations were conducted in some damage-affected areas to collect information on the scale of
building damage caused by the Thabeikkyin earthquake. Damage statistics for physical building damage in
affected areas were collected. Available photographs were used to classify buildings in terms of their height
and structural type. Through this procedure, the damage condition of each building was obtained with a focus
on factors that included the location of damaged members, the range of damage in these members, and the
structural type according to the photographs.
 Damage patterns and grades were developed for local buildings. Damage patterns of brick-nogging buildings
were categorized by observing photographs that captured the scale of damage inflicted on buildings. Damage
grades were classified after reviewing previous damage scales. The level of damage was categorized into three
grades (slight, moderate, and heavy damage) to develop the damage patterns of brick-nogging buildings.
 A questionnaire survey was administered in the most-damaged areas. The questionnaire method modified was
used in this survey to estimate MSK seismic intensity. With respect to the questionnaire survey results, the
highest and lowest average QMSK seismic intensities existed in Thabeikkyin and Kyauk Myaung, respectively.
However, most buildings, except for wooden construction types, experienced the highest intensity in Ma Lae,
which is located close to the epicenter.
 Depending on the questionnaire survey data and damage levels, the percentage of damage for each building
type was classified into four levels: heavy, moderate, slight, and no damage. The damage ratio for brick-nogging
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buildings was calculated depending on the damage levels. The highest percentage of severe damage in bricknogging buildings existed in Ma Lae.
Fragility curves were constructed using the relationship between the damage ratio of brick-nogging buildings
and the estimated QMSK seismic intensity from the Thabeikkyin earthquake. Fragility curves will be a useful
tool to predict damage to brick-nogging buildings in rural areas of Myanmar resulting from future earthquakes.

Figure 21. Proposed fragility curves for brick-nogging building
Recommendations:
 Yangon is one of the major regions that has a high potential of earthquake risk because population and
infrastructures are densely concentrated. The people should be aware of the risk that they are facing.
 Local buildings such as brick-nogging would sustain more severe damage than R.C. frame and wood frame
buildings in a future large earthquake.
 To know the seismic environment of their own city (seismicity, surface ground characteristics, building types,
construction materials, etc.) is a crucial issue for preventing loss of lives from a natural disaster.
Wind Vulnerability
The joint research team on wind vulnerability (led by Assoc. Prof. Kazuyoshi Nishijima and Assoc. Prof. Seitaro
Tajiri) wanted to bring attention to non-structural components of buildings such as roofing materials, fasteners, etc.
Wind-induced damages to non-structural components can be significantly reduced by improved construction and
maintenance, such as using appropriate roofing materials with sufficient thickness, narrowing the intervals of
fasteners, and replacing corroded roofing sheets. In their survey, team members used two methods: investigation by
drone and direct visual investigation.
Prof. Nishijima and Prof. Tajiri attended the kick-off conference and first experts’ meeting in Yangon in March
2016. In July 2016, Prof. Nishijima and one of his doctoral students conducted a preliminary survey on contruction
quality at selected constructions sites in Yangon. Prof. Nishijima attended a local platform workshop and the second
experts’ meeting, as well as conducted a pre-survey at a construction site, in January 2017. In October 2017, Prof.
Nishijima and one of his Master’s students conducted a joint field survey on residential and schools buildings in
two townships in Yangon with MES and YTU staff. Prof. Nishijima also gave a public lecture during this visit on
wind load modeling in the structural design code.

Figure 22. Prof. Nishijima conducting a pre-survey (left) and giving a public lecture
Here are some of the findings and recommendations of the joint research on wind vulnerability in Myanmar:
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Findings:
 The construction quality is reasonable and proper construction quality management system seems functioning,
so long as the constructions that we have visited. However, the construction sites we have visited may not be
representative of construction sites in Yangon due to possible biased selection of the sites.
 YCDC has its inspection protocol. It is partly based on the guideline developed for quality control for high-rise
buildings, which was developed by the committee for quality control of high-rise buildings construction project.
 Not many practitioners and engineers well understand the background and theory behind the structural design
code; especially for what concerns wind-resistant design.
 Less attention is paid for non-structural components such as roofing materials, fasteners etc., which is subjected
to wind-induced damages. It concerns not only the design and construction (such as thickness and intervals of
fasteners), but also the maintenance (most of (galvanized) iron sheets and nails are found corroded).
Recommendations:
 Development of inspection manual for mid/low-rise buildings that less-experienced construction workers can
understand may be useful. Such inspection manual should include basic background and theory behind the
inspection protocols.
 Awareness toward wind-induced damages to non-structural components should be emphasized. Wind-induced
damages to non-structural components can be significantly reduced by improved constructions and maintenance
such as using appropriate roofing materials with sufficient thickness, narrowing the intervals of fasteners,
replacing corroded roofing sheets. It is also useful to remove sources of flying debris such as stones, bricks,
unfixed parabolic antenna; otherwise fix.
 Design specifications should be prepared especially for non-structural components especially for types of
structures that are built by less-experienced workers.
Disaster Education and Action Plan
The joint research team on disaster education and action plan (led by Prof. Rajib Shaw and Dr. Koichi Shiwaku)
applied two assessment tools, the Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI) and School Disaster Resilience
Assessment (SDRA), in the pilot wards in Kathmandu and Yangon. They investigated how to engage communities
and schools in developing school-centered disaster resilience action plans.

Figure 23. Workshops and surveys under the joint research on disaster education in Nepal
Prof. Shaw attended the kick-off conference in Kathmandu in January 2016. Dr. Shiwaku conducted surveys,
workshops, and interviews in February, August, and November 2016 in Kathmandu and in March and July 2016
and in January 2017 in Yangon. Prof. Shaw conducted an Image Scenario Workshop for teachers and students in
both Kathmandu and Yangon in August 2017. Dr. Shiwaku gave a presentation at the international closing
conference in January 2017 in Yangon.
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Figure 24. Workshops and surveys under the joint research on disaster education in Myanmar
Here are some of the findings and recommendations of the joint research on disaster education and action plan:
Nepal
Findings:
 In CDRI, Lalitpur has the higher resilience in physical and Karyabinayak’s social resilience is higher than
Lalitpur.

Figure 25. CDRI survey result in Nepal
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Both municipalities have lower resilience in institutional issues and external relationships in SDRA.

Figure 26. SDRA survey result in Nepal


SDRA results are reflected to the results of the action planning, which means SDRA can be acceptable,
understandable, and effective assessment tools for school.
 Some of important experiences were derived from the image scenario workshop.
Recommendations:
 The process of activities in this research topics is a part of school disaster management planning, which is the
process of assessment, planning, and implementation. Image scenario workshop can be regarded as disaster
learning for students and teachers as one of important actions for school disaster risk reduction. The workshop
can also be expected as the beginning part of school disaster management planning. Teachers and other related
persons need to understand the disaster situation including recovery process and expected problems. Reviewing
and imaging disaster situation is important process for planning, which aims not only to save lives but also
achieve early and effective recovery process.
 To improve school disaster management, cooperation with community is one of the important issues and in
other words, it can be useful for community people for their disaster management. Both school and community
are require to share knowledge and lessons and to implement necessary measures for them. But some of them
can not be achieved due to lack of fund, lack of resources, and others. School and community need to share
their own needs to other stakeholders to be considered as a part of the works of a government, a university, and
an NGO. A university and an NGO are expected to integrate field-based activities and researches with the policy
suggestion. In the future, it is hoped that school-community platform is established and connected to the local
platform developed in this project.
Myanmar
Findings:
 In CDRI, Tamwe has the higher resilience in physical and institutional resilience of Pazundaung has higher.
 Both municipalities have lower resilience in institutional issues and external relationships in SDRA.
 More kind explanation and facilitation are necessary to achieve the assessment-based planning for school
teachers.
 Some of important experiences were derived from the image scenario workshop.
 The image scenario activity can be the tool for motivating students and teachers.
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Recommendations:
 The process of activities in this research topics is a part of school disaster management planning, which is the
process of assessment, planning, and implementation. Image scenario workshop can be regarded as disaster
learning for students and teachers as one of important actions for school disaster risk reduction. The workshop
can also be expected as the beginning part of school disaster management planning. Teachers and other related
persons need to understand the disaster situation including recovery process and expected problems. Reviewing
and imaging disaster situation is important process for planning, which aims not only to save lives but also
achieve early and effective recovery process.
 In the research activities, government: both townships, university: Yangon Technology University, and NGO:
Myanmar Engineering Society joined. Figure 10 shows the expected relationship among stakeholders. To
improve school disaster management, cooperation with community is one of the important issues and in other
words, it can be useful for community people for their disaster management. Both school and community are
require to share knowledge and lessons and to implement necessary measures for them. But some of them can
not be achieved due to lack of fund, lack of resources, and others. School and community need to share their
own needs to other stakeholders to be considered as a part of the works of a government, a university, and an
NGO. A university and an NGO are expected to integrate field-based activities and researches with the policy
suggestion. In the future, it is hoped that school-community platform is established and connected to the local
platform developed in this project.
Risk Perception and Housing Safety
The joint research team on risk perception and housing safety (led by Prof. Kenji Okazaki and Assoc. Prof. Hirohide
Kobayashi) aimed to better understand the earthquake risk perception of people and their lifestyles in order to
develop policies and strategies to motivate people to construct and maintain safer buildings. In Kathmandu, the team
investigated how the houses and communities have been reconstructed after 2015 Gorkha Earthquake.
Both Prof. Okazaki and Prof. Kobayashi attended the kick-off conference in Kathmandu while Prof. Okazaki and
Dr. Fernandez attended the kick-off conference in Yangon. The team had conducted a pre-survey in Kathmandu in
May 2016 and a pre-survey in Yangon in July 2016. The full surveys were conducted in October 2016 in Yangon
and in November 2016 in Kathmandu. The final fieldwork was conducted in both cities in June 2017.

Figure 27. Risk perception surveys in Kathmandu (left) and Yangon in 2016
Here are some of the findings and recommendations of the joint research on risk perception and housing safety:
Nepal
Findings:
 The researchers used statistical tests (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test) to compare the ratings given by the survey
respondents (n=106) on risk perception items before and after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake. Results showed
that there are significant changes (p<0.05 at 95% level of confidence) on the following: perception of likelihood
of earthquake, knowledge of disaster mitigation actions, anticipated financial loss due to a destructive
earthquake, and fear of earthquake. By reporting the effect size, we can provide empirical information on by
how much each of the risk perception items changed.
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Figure 28. Perceived likelihood of earthquakes

Figure 29. Knowledge of earthquake mitigation measures

Figure 30. Anticipated financial loss from earthquake
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Figure 31. Fear of earthquake

Recommendation:
 The local government should take advantage of the heightened earthquake risk perception of the residents and
conduct awareness and education campaigns that can help incorporate resilience into the recovery and
reconstruction of Khokana.
Myanmar
Findings:
 Very few of the survey respondents (n=199) believed that a destructive fire, earthquake, or cyclone was likely
to happen in the next ten years. What is surprising is that 39% of the respondents perceived that a fire is very
unlikely, even though fire is the most frequent disaster in Myanmar, accounting for 71% of all the disasters
based on data from 1983 to 2009. A possible explanation for this is that because of greater levels of exposure
to and experience of fire hazards, residents of Yangon are now less sensitive to fire risk. Another possible
explanation is that because there had been more fire drills compared to earthquake drills (there had been no
cyclone drill), the respondents might be in a false sense of security when it comes to fire hazard.

Figure 32. Perceived likelihood of fire, earthquake, and cyclone in the next ten years


When we asked the respondents what kinds of impacts they anticipated from a destructive fire, earthquake, and
cyclone, their answers were similar across the three hazards. Most of the respondents anticipated a loss of
property. Half expected injuries but only a quarter to a third believe that a destructive fire, earthquake, or
cyclone will result to death in the family. Previous studies have found that experience with hazards can have
the effect of lowering perceived risk of future occurrences of those hazards. So while most of the respondents
believe that a strong earthquake will likely destroy their property, not as many anticipate more serious impacts
like injury or death.
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The ratings for dread are almost the same across the three hazards. Around two-thirds of the respondents are
either afraid or very afraid of fire, earthquake, or cyclone. Among the seven risk perception items, the
respondents gave the highest rating to dread.

Figure 33. Dread of fire, earthquake, and cyclone


Very few of the respondents claim to have knowledge of mitigation actions against fire, earthquake, and cyclone.
What is interesting is that the fewer respondents said that fire mitigation actions are unclear, compared to
earthquake and cyclone. This might be because there are more fire drills and fire prevention outreach activities
conducted in the wards by the Fire Service Department.

Figure 34. Perceived knowledge of mitigation actions against fire, earthquake, and cyclone


Majority of the respondents believed that they have little or no control on the impacts of fire, earthquake, and
cyclone. However, the mean rating for controllability of the impacts of fire is significantly higher than that for
earthquake and cyclone. This might be due to the nature of a fire disaster (human-induced, not natural) and due
to the higher perceived knowledge of mitigation actions against fire.
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Figure 35. Perceived controllability of the impacts of fire, earthquake, and cyclone


One surprising finding of this study is that, in contrast to several previous studies, none of the sociodemographic and experiential factors seem to influence or are related to the perceived ability to control the
impacts of fire, earthquake, and cyclone.
Recommendations:
 In Myanmar, disaster risk management plans were prepared at various administrative levels, often without a
good understanding of how local people perceived risks and what preparations they had adopted to be safe from
disasters. To promote disaster preparedness among local people, it is necessary to first understand what factors
motivate them to take precautionary measures.
 Some of the findings of this study can have important implications for disaster risk management policy makers
and implementers. For example, the finding that very few of the survey respondents believe that a destructive
fire, earthquake, or cyclone is likely to happen in the next ten years will affect public support for disaster risk
management initiatives of the government and will undermine efforts to increase insurance coverage among atrisk residents. This and other findings such as the high dread for fire, earthquake, or cyclone and the low
knowledge of disaster mitigation actions are compelling justifications to organize education campaigns in
Yangon to enhance the residents’ understanding of and preparedness for disasters.
The joint research team on social fairness of policies and action plans (led by Prof. Makoto Usami) conducted a
normative analysis of measurement problems concerning stakeholders’ needs and studied justice in distributing
goods and services among people who might have conflicting.
Prof. Usami had attended the kick-off conference in both Kathmandu and Yangon. He was able to visit Yangon and
met with his team members in July 2016 and January 2017. Prof. Usami gave a presentation at the international
closing conference in Yangon in January 2018.
Here are some of the findings and recommendations of the joint research on social fairness of policies and action
plans in Myanmar:
Findings:
 In Myanmar and Nepal, where traditional values, beliefs, and customs seem to persist among general people, it
is predictable that many people’s discursive attitudes are not immune from biases based on the values, beliefs,
and customs.
 In the process of group discussion in some local participatory platform meetings and school student workshops
held in Yangon, it was observed that the discursive behaviors of adults and school students were under the
influence of traditional authority of seniors. Elderly men and women more frequently spoke than the younger
led the group’s discussion. They occasionally stood and spoke loudly and confidently, while the youth tended
to listen to the elderly silently. School students preferred to wait for their teachers’ directions and to follow
them rather than to take the initiative in discussing and doing assigned works. Interestingly, these tendencies
are much less salient in local platform discussions in Kathmandu, where traditional values seem to sustain.
However, no rigorous quantitative measurement of discursive bias among local people was conducted in either
of the two cities in the project’s period, which would go beyond the purpose of the Social Fairness project.
Therefore, the question remains open what the exact degree is to which local young and old in Yangon and
Kathmandu follow social norms of seniority system compared with those living in other cities and other
countries.
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The questionnaire survey conducted in Yangon by the project of Risk Perception and Safety of Reconstructed
Houses reveals that the ratio of tenants in the population of Pazundaung is higher than that of Tamwe. This
arguably implies that the probability of dispute over the repair of rented property is higher in the former
township than the latter. As regards the rights and duties of residents, owners, and contractors in the case a
building is damaged, the disadvantage of a resident in his/her relationship with the building contractors or
carpenters/masons seems relevant. As illustrated by the result of the survey, many residents in the two townships
have only limited knowledge on their owned or rented properties. Such limited knowledge of the residents,
along with their lack of legal expertise, would predictably leave them disadvantageous in the relationship with
their counterparts.
Recommendations:
 The authority of elderly people in group discussion, which was observed in local platforms in Yangon,
encourages young people to learn the elderly’s wisdom. On the other hand, it may hinder the youth from
deliberating by themselves the causes of and remedies for public problems in a changing society. However,
given the rapid change of local housing situation and the development of relevant technology, it is crucial that
young people actively get involved in platform discussion.
 To remedy the discourse bias based on the sense of seniority system, facilitators in a discussion group can play
an important role. For instance, it is recommendable to induce young members of the group by asking them
simple questions. Given the significance of the facilitator, it is also occasionally advisable to form a discussion
group only consisting of young people. In the context of school workshop, teachers are advised to promote
students’ free remarks rather than to lead the discussion according to their own opinions and agenda.
 Given the fact that many residents have limited knowledge on their owned or rented properties and lack
expertise on relevant legal rules and procedures, it is recommendable for stakeholders including municipalities,
researchers, those of legal profession, and NGOs to cooperate in order to institute a local system intended to
help the residents. It is advisable to provide information on the current legal rules governing the distribution of
rights and responsibilities between the owner and the tenant of property.
A Final Report has been prepared for each of the five research topics. These reports are in Annexes 10 to 14. The
Final Report of the two local universities, Tribhuvan University in Nepal and Yangon Technological University in
Myanmar, are in Annex 6 and Annex 9, respectively. The list of members of the joint research teams are in Annex
15 (Nepal) and Annex 16 (Myanmar). The joint research activities from 2016 to 2018 are summarized in Annex
18.

⑤ Status of Knowledge Transfer to Counterparts
The Japanese researchers and international experts imparted their knowledge to the municipalities, NGOs, and
universities in Kathmandu and Yangon. For example, Japanese researchers demonstrated to local counterparts how
to properly conduct surveys and interviews and emphasized the importance of high-quality primary data. In the case
of the joint research on risk perception and housing safety, the members of the Japan team checked the answers to
the completed pre-survey questionnaires and provided feedback to the local university students on how to correctly
record responses and how to elicit more detailed answers from the respondents through the use of examples or by
asking follow-up questions. In terms of preparing house drawings, Japanese researchers showed the local university
professors and students how to use the laser measuring device. They were also provided instructions and feedback
on house drawings rendered in AutoCAD, to help them improve their proficiency in the use of the design software.
In the other joint research topics, the local counterparts are exposed to the updated theories and methodologies being
followed by the Japanese researchers. In the case of the joint research on wind vulnerability, a lecture on the
background and theory behind the wind load modeling in the structural design code was conducted for the public
by the team leader at the MES Building.
Briefing and de-briefing meetings were frequently held by the joint research teams to explain the tasks to be carried
out and to review if the tasks had indeed been performed properly. The local counterparts were given opportunities
to share their knowledge and opinion or to ask questions.
The local counterparts mentioned that the joint research topics were new to them and that they were interested to be
involved in the joint research because they wanted to learn more and because they believed that the topics would be
useful in their own research and work.
The international experts also transferred knowledge to the local counterparts. By learning from GEM, NSET was
already able to conduct the Resilience Performance Scorecard workshop by itself. What GEM may need to do next
in the future is to help the NGOs and municipalities on how to analyze data and write a report. These skills will be
helpful and useful to the NGOs and municipalities, not just for the GGS Project but also for their other current as
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well as future projects. GEM had also previously offered to provide online training to the local counterparts in
Yangon on the use of the GEM tools in earthquake risk assessment.
Both Japanese and international experts shared their experiences from previous similar projects (e.g., RADIUS) and
from disaster risk management in Japan to the local counterparts during the workshops or in conversations. In
return, the Japanese researchers and international experts were able to know more about the situation in Nepal and
Myanmar from the local project partners. The GGS Project allowed all the participants to learn from each other.
At the end of the GGS Project, the local counterparts learned and understood well how to conduct and develop
transdisciplinary joint research in several topics involving foreign and local universities, NGOs, local governments,
and local residents. Their experience in the GGS Project will hopefully be useful to them when they initiate their
own or participate in similar joint research projects in the future.

⑥ Unforeseen Circumstances
Organizing workshops had been challenging due to the busy schedule of the participating organizations. For
example, June and July are extremely busy months in Nepal as government offices are closing the fiscal year and
preparing for the next one. In Nepal there were also several other post-2015 Gorkha Earthquake projects involving
the GGS Project partner organizations there. For example, Lalitpur was involved in a JICA project on preparing a
build back better recovery plan. Our GGS Project focal person has been handling all DRR-related projects in
Lalitpur so it was very challenging for him to meet with local platform members and organize workshops with them.
The 2016 Chauk Earthquake on August 24 in Myanmar which damaged nearly 400 pagodas in the ancient city of
Bagan had preoccupied our partner NGO in Yangon. MES had been very busy in the earthquake damage assessment.
There was a three-week delay in the submission of the Interim Report of the participating organizations based in
Yangon. On the other hand, however, the earthquake was a wake-up call for earthquake disaster risk management
for the people of Yangon. There was a renewed interest to get involved in GGS Project activities by the local
stakeholders.
In Myanmar, the joint research team led by Assoc. Prof. Kazuyoshi Nishijima and Assoc. Prof. Seitaro Tajiri initially
aimed to develop an approach to assess connections of structural elements and effects of construction quality as
well as develop a simplified method to evaluate local technology to reinforce the structural performance. However,
after two fieldworks in Yangon, they realized the existing construction manuals are already adequate. They shifted
their research to wind vulnerability, which was eagerly welcomed by the local counterparts as this topic is still
unfamiliar to them.
In Nepal, the joint research team on risk perception and housing reconstruction was supposed to investigate the
safety issues of the reconstructed houses. However, being a cultural heritage site, reconstruction in Khokana has
been very slow. As of February 2018, the residents were still waiting for instruction and assistance from the
government for reconstruction. With the assistance of GGS Project seed money and funds from other donors, the
ward officials and residents of Khokana were able to initiate the removal of debris in early 2018. This can pave the
way for reconstruction by the residents.
The participation of the Japanese researchers in local platform workshops had also been hindered by the tight
schedule of classes and meetings in the university. Not all Japanese researchers were able to visit Kathmandu and
Yangon as often as recommended.
The political situation in Myanmar and Nepal had changed since the GGS Project started. Myanmar elected a new
president on 15 March 2016 (just before the kick-off conference in Yangon) while Nepal’s prime minister resigned
on 24 July 2016. The kick-off conference in Yangon could not be organized earlier because of the anticipated
political change in Myanmar, causing a slight delay in the start of the local platform and joint research activities.
The scheme of the GGS Project in Myanmar was different from that in Nepal. In Myanmar, the conditional grant
for the three local partners had to be remitted only to MES as it would be complicated and time-consuming to spend
the grant if it had to pass through the administrative procedures of YCDC and YTU. Being an NGO, MES is more
flexible in managing the grant on behalf of the three organizations. In Nepal, the grant was remitted directly to each
of the three partner organizations.
Local elections were held in Nepal in May 2017. Local platform workshops could not be organized until the elected
officials were declared. There were no GGS Project activities from April to July 2017. Fortunately, with constant
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follow-up and with the very capable facilitation of NSET, the pilot wards in Lalitpur were able to catch up and were
able to manage to complete all planned activities as initially scheduled.

３．

Impact and Sustainability the Project

Through the collaboration among partners promoted by the GGS Project to establish the local platforms in the two
pilot cities and through the various activities of the local platforms in the past two years, the stakeholders now have
a better understanding the disaster risk in their communities. Through the risk assessments, scenario planning, action
planning, and DRR-related training, it is expecteded that city and ward officials as well as ward residents now know
what will be happening in case of a disaster and what kinds of actions should be taken to reduce disasters. Through
the GGS Project, the stakeholders were able to develop an Action Plan and some of the activities in the Action Plan
are already planned to be implemented. According to NSET, this is the first time in Nepal for scenario planning and
action planning to be implemented at the ward level.
Impressed by the activities in Ward 16 and Ward 21, the Mayor of Lalitpur repeatedly promised to continue what
the GGS Project had started. The experience of Ward 16 and Ward 21 will be replicated in the other 29 wards of
Lalitpur using local funds. The Mayor of Yangon likewise mentioned during the international closing conference
that the momentum created by the GGS Project will be sustained by continuously working the MES, YTU, and
other stakeholders involved in the project to conduct similar activities in other townships. In the presentation of the
YCDC focal person at the international closing conference, they intend to conduct additional assessments of existing
vulnerable buildings in other townships similar to the rapid visual screening (RVS) survey conducted in Pazundaung
and Tamwe under the GGS Project. During the courtesy call of the Mayor of Lalitpur to the Mayor of Yangon, both
mayors discussed possible collaboration between the two cities. Yangon can learn many things related to disaster
preparedness, emergency response, and disaster recovery from Lalitpur, which recently experienced the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake. The Mayor of Lalitpur extended an invitation to the Mayor of Yangon to visit Lalitpur in the
near future.
During the final conference in Lalitpur, the last local platform activity under the GGS Project, the partner
organizations in Nepal, LMC and NSET, toured Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez of GSGES, Kyoto University,
around Ward 21 (22 February 2018) and Ward 16 (23 February 2018) to present the on-going activities of the two
pilot wards, which were part of the implementation of their Urban Resilience Action Plan. The group observed the
removal of debris in different areas of Ward 21. Residents also showed their tools for emergency response. In the
case of Ward 21, the tools were kept inside one of the schools. In Ward 16, the tools were on the ground floor of
the ward office. The ward officials and residents expressed enthusiasm in continuing the activities started by the
GGS Project. There are plans of procuring more equipment and supplies for their stockpile, as well as providing
training to more volunteers in the ward. Everyone was pleased that they were involved in the GGS Project and could
acquire knowledge and skills related to DRR.
In Yangon, the active and unwavering participation of school principals, teachers, and students was very noticeable
right from the start of the GGS Project. The Disaster Education team was the first to conduct fieldwork in Yangon,
even before the kick-off conference in that city. All activities to which the schools were invited always had a large
number of participants. The principals and teachers in the pilot wards are very committed to educate their students
about natural hazards and about disaster risk management. They also encourage their students to share what they
have learned in school and in the GGS Project activities with their family members and with their friends and other
schoolmates.
Because the principals in Yangon were themselves involved in the creation of the school-centered disaster risk
management action plans (in addition to the ward’s urban resilience action plan), there is a high probability that
some of the activities in the action plans will be implemented. This is very important as schools are usually
designated as evacuation areas or temporary shelters in Yangon. Given the central role of the schools in the action
plans of the pilot wards in Yangon and the strong involvement of the principals, teachers, and students, the
contribution of the GGS Project will have a long-lasting impact. The Mayor of Yangon has expressed interest in
conducting activities similar to GGS Project activities in the other downtown wards of the city.
As a final output of the GGS Project, a universal model to enhance urban resilience against disasters has been
developed and it will be available on the Internet via the dedicated project website. A draft of the universal model
is shown in Annex 23. It is expected that other cities will try to apply the model with assistance from international
organizations. The pilot cities are also expected to transfer their experiences to other cities in their country.
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The outputs of the joint research teams in the form of journal articles; conference abstracts, presentations, and
papers; and workshop presentations are also posted on the GGS Project website. Anyone interested in learning more
about the research process can refer to the step-by-step guidance prepared by the different teams on how to conduct
similar joint research projects in other cities.

４．

Scientific Significance and Policy Contribution

① Scientific Significance
The outputs of the different joint research teams are expected to contribute to the scientific literature on disaster risk
management related to Myanmar and Nepal by providing sound empirical data gathered in a transdisciplinary
approach. At the moment, two journal articles have been published in peer-reviewed journals. The concept of the
GGS Project was presented in four international academic conferences. The different joint research teams will
continue submitting papers for publication in scientific journals in the coming months using data gathered under the
GGS Project. Future publications will be shared on the GGS Project website, which will be maintained even after
the end of the project.

② Policy Contribution
The contribution of the GGS Project can be classified as policy development and policy implementation at the subcity level. For example, in the case of Nepal, each ward is required by law to come up with is own Local Disaster
Risk Management Plan (LDRMP). The ward-level urban resilience action plan created under the GGS Project can
be considered as the LDRMP of Ward 16 and Ward 21. In the case of Ward 21, some of the priority activities listed
in their action plan had already been implemented before the end of the GGS Project, using seed money provided
by the GGS Project, their own resources, and contributions from other people and organizations. These priority
activities include the demolition of damaged houses and removal of debris; promotion of awareness of disasterresilient reconstruction practices; and provision of first-aid training to volunteers. Although no city-level policy has
been made during the implementation of the GGS Project, there is a possibility that a directive can be issued to
require all wards in Lalitpur to conduct similar activities as those carried out under the GGS Project, as the Mayor
of Lalitpur is very keen to promote DRR in his city.

Figure 36. Copy of action plan displayed on the wall of the Ward 21 office (left) and copy of the ward action
plans displayed during the international closing conference in Yangon

５．

Overcoming Issues on Project Implementation

As mentioned earlier, conflicting schedules was a major concern in the implementation of local platform activities
and joint research activities. Through the use of a master calendar showing the activities until March 2018 and
through constant follow-up with local partners, we were able to complete all activities by February 2018.
Learning from lessons from the first few workshops conducted in each city, the local platforms and supporting
organizations were able anticipate the optimal duration of the workshops. For example, in both Karyabinayak and
Lalitpur, the number of participants drastically dwindled in the afternoon when the workshop was whole-day long.
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An issue had also been raised that the amount of the conditional grant was too small for implementing local platform
projects. The cities were encouraged to secure additional funds from other sources and to implement projects at the
ward level only, not city-wide. During the final conference in Lalitpur, the Mayor heaped praises on the Chairman
of Ward 21 (Khokana Village) for being able to initiate several activities despite the small seed money provided to
them. They were able to conduct debris removal, first-aid training, and awareness campaign on resilient
reconstruction, which are among the priority activities in their action plan. They were able to demonstrate that there
financial constraints should not be a hindrance to conducting DRR activities if the officials and residents are creative
and resourceful.

Figure 37. Implementation of its action plan by Ward 21 of Lalitpur

６．

Implementation of Project Results

There was some apprehension that short-term projects such as this GGS Project would only come up with action
plans with no further support for the actual implementation of the action plans. For example, in Lalitpur, several
action plans had been prepared in the past with assistance from Red Cross and from Oxfam. After the previous
projects ended, the municipality was left on its own to act on the action plans. In the end, very little was implemented.
We therefore encouraged discussions among local platform members and supporting organizations regarding the
preparation and implementation of the action plans during and after the implementation period of the GGS Project.
We tried to enhance the feeling of “ownership” of the project among the local stakeholders.
During the international closing conference in Yangon, the mayors of Yangon and Lalitpur expressed their
commitment to continue prioritizing DRR in their city. During the final conference in Lalitpur, the Mayor of Lalitpur
reiterated his desire to have all the other 29 wards of their city conduct activities similar to the ones implemented
under the GGS Project in Ward 16 and Ward 21. Their first activity will be to conduct a community search and
rescue training to be attended by three representatives from each ward. Facilitators for this training will include
NSET and Ward 16 representatives who underwent this training in March 2017 under the GGS Project.

７．

Contribution toward the realization of SDGs, toward Japan's increased presence, etc.

This GGS Project aimed to contribute to the realization of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly
Goal 4 (Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all), Goal
11 (Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable), and Goal 17 (Strengthen the means
of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development). Some of the local platform
and joint research activities involved the promotion of safe and resilient housing through the participatory planning
and management of human settlements with the aim of helping reduce the number of deaths and injuries due to
earthquakes and cyclones. Through this GGS Project, organizations based in Japan and Italy assisted cities in Nepal
and Myanmar in preparing disaster resilience action plans.
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The GGS Project also aimed to contribute to the implementation of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015–2030 (SFDRR), particularly in Priority 1 (Understanding disaster risk) and Priority 2
(Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk). The GGS Project promoted the collection,
analysis, and use of risk data and information, as well as facilitate the assessment of vulnerability, capacity, and
exposure of the pilot wards in Kathmandu and Yangon. By working with the municipalities, the GGS Project helped
build the disaster risk management (DRM) capacity of government officials through sharing experiences, lessons
learned, and good practices and through training and research. Local participatory platforms were established to
promote and improve dialogue and cooperation among government officials, residents, NGOs, university
researchers, and other stakeholders in order to facilitate effective decision-making in DRM.
The GGS Project likewise aimed to contribute to the “Human Security”, which the Japanese Government is taking
lead in promoting. Protecting human lives from disasters is one of the most important issues under “Human
Security”.
The GGS Project had contributed to Japan’s increased presence in Nepal and Myanmar and complemented efforts
made by JICA and the embassies of Japan in the two countries as well as those of the Japanese civil society
organizations. The joint research component helped the professors and students in the partner local universities and
hopefully encouraged them to be interested and to be engaged in research conducted by and in Japanese universities,
such as Kyoto University.

８．

Future Plans

The pilot wards in the two cities have plans of implementing some of the activities in their urban resilience action
plans. The Mayor of Lalitpur Metropolitan City (LMC) has expressed his intention to replicate the experience of
Ward 16 and Ward 21 to the other 29 wards of LMC. Their first step will be to hold a training on community search
and rescue to be facilitated by Ward 16. Three representatives from all the wards of LMC are expected to attend.
NSET staff are expected to act as resource persons. Collaboration among the local government and NGO, which
were strengthened by the GGS Project, will be able to promote such kind of activities even after the end of the GGS
Project.
In Yangon, YCDC intends to conduct additional assessments of existing vulnerable buildings in other townships
similar to the rapid visual screening (RVS) survey conducted in Pazundaung and Tamwe under the GGS Project.
The Mayor of Yangon has expressed interest in conducting activities similar to GGS Project activities in the other
downtown wards of the city.
Some of the joint research teams are in the process of preparing manuscripts for submission to scientific journals
for publication and of preparing abstracts for submission to academic conferences.

９．

Project Outreach

① Research Papers
PUBLICATIONS (with peer review)
 Fernandez, G., Tun, A. M., Okazaki, K., Zaw, S. H., & Kyaw, K. (2018). Factors Influencing Fire,
Earthquake, and Cyclone Risk Perception in Yangon, Myanmar. International Journal of Disaster Risk
Reduction. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijdrr.2018.02.028
 Furukawa, A., Kiyono, J., Parajuli, R. R., Parajuli, H. R., & Toki, K. (2017). Evaluation of Damage to a
Historic Masonry Building in Nepal through Comparison of Dynamic Characteristics before and after the
2015 Gorkha Earthquake. Frontiers in Built Environment, 3. https://doi.org/10.3389/fbuil.2017.00062
WORKING PAPERS
 Earthquake Risk Perception in Khokana, Nepal before and after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake (partial research
results presented at the GGS Project Final Conference in Lalitpur in February 2018)
 Earthquake Risk Perception Research in Asia Post-2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake (partial research results
presented at the International Symposium on Global Environmental Studies Education and Research in Asia,
Mahidol University, Salaya, Thailand in November 2016)
 Grant for Global Sustainability Project: Enhancing the Urban Disaster Resilience of Kathmandu and Yangon
through Local Participatory Platform Activities (poster presentation with extended abstract at the 3rd Global
Summit of Research Institutes for Disaster Risk Reduction in Kyoto in March 2017; oral and poster policy
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and practice presentation at the 7th International Conference on Building Resilience in Bangkok in November
2017)

② Presentations and Media Coverage
PRESENTATIONS
Domestic
 July 15, 2016: 3rd Local Platform Workshop, Yangon City Hall, Yangon, Myanmar
o “Earthquake Disasters and Risk Assessment”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Fairness Issues on Local Participatory Platform: Theoretical and Practical”
Prof. Makato Usami (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Assessment to Action”
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Risk Perception and Housing Safety in Yangon”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Current Research Progress and Future Plan by Yangon Team”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Earthquake Hazard and Risks” (presentation in Tamwe during the town-watching)
Mr. Saw Myat Min (Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
 August 5, 2016: 3rd Local Platform Workshop, Dhapagal, Lalitpur, Nepal
o “Risk Perception and Housing Safety”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 October 19, 2016: 4th Local Platform Workshop, MES Building, Yangon, Myanmar
o “GGS Project: Progress and Way Forward”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “GGS Project: Research Progress”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
o “Existing Buildings Appraisal of Earthquake Risk Assessment in Kyauktada Township”
Ms. Hnin Ei Win (Yangon Technological University / Yangon City Development Committee)
o “Housing Safety Survey”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Proposed Screening Method for Seismic Evaluation of R.C. Buildings”
Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw (Yangon Technological University)
o “Preparation for Risk Perception and Housing Safety Survey”
Mr. Aye Min Tun (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 November 25, 2016: Action Planning Workshop on School Disaster Risk Reduction, Clock Building,
Bhaisepati, Karybinayak, Nepal (4th Local Platform Workshop)
o Result of School Disaster Resilience Assessment
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 January 11, 2017: Social Gathering at GSGES, Kyoto University
o “Outline of the GGS Project”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Urban Seismic Risk Assessment”
Prof. Junji Kiyono (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Disaster Education”
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Risk Perception and Housing Safety in Kathmandu and Yangon”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 January 25, 2017: Action Planning Workshop on School Disaster Risk Reduction, MES Building, Yangon,
Myanmar (5th Local Platform Workshop)
o “Hazards and Risks in Yangon”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Result of School Disaster Resilience Assessment”
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 January 26, 2017: 6th Local Platform Workshop, MES Building, Yangon, Myanmar
o “Overview of the GGS Project”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “GGS Project: Progress and Way Forward”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
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“Implementation of the GGS Project in Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City”
Mr. Bharat Mani Pandey (CEO, Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City)
o “Implementation of the GGS Project in Karyabinayak Municipality”
Ms. Shubha Amatya (Karyabinayak Municipality)
o “Urban Seismic Assessment of Byane Kwet Thit Ward and Pazundaung Ward 2”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
o “Development of Disaster Scenario”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
January 26, 2017: Experts’ Meeting, MES Building, Yangon, Myanmar
o “GGS Project Joint Research: Progress and Way Forward”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Disaster Education and Action Plan”
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Disaster Resilience and Social Fairness: Legal Issues”
Prof. Makato Usami (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Joint Research on Risk Perception and Housing Safety in Yangon”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Toward Inspection Manual Development: Survey and Follow-up Activities”
Assoc. Prof. Kazuyoshi Nishijima (DPRI, Kyoto University)
June 15, 2017: 7th Local Platform Workshop, MES Building, Yangon, Myanmar
o “GGS Project Outline”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Earthquake Risk and Vulnerability Assessment for Yangon”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Urban Seismic Assessment of Byane Kwet Thit Ward and Pazundaung Ward 2”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
August 15, 2017: 8th Local Platform Workshop, MES Building, Yangon, Myanmar
o “GGS Project Outline”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Contributions and Achievements of Myanmar Earthquake Committee in the GGS Project”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Interpretation of RVS and Town Watching Program and Resilience Scorecard Survey Results”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
January 17, 2018: GGS Project International Conference on Urban Disaster Resilience, Yangon City Hall,
Yangon, Myanmar
o “GGS Project in Lalitpur Metropolitan City”
Mr. Chiri Babu Maharjan (Mayor, Lalitpur Metropolitan City)
o “Overview of of the Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project”
Dr. Riyanti Djalante (Academic Program Officer, United Nations University, Tokyo)
o “Overview of the Pilot Projects in Kathmandu and Yangon”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Local Platform Activities in Yangon”
Ms. Hlaing Maw Oo (Secretary, Yangon City Development Committee)
o “Local Platform Activities in Lalitpur”
Mr. Harish Chandra Lamichhane (Lalitpur Metropolitan City)
o “Joint Research Activities in Yangon”
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw (Myanmar Engineering Society / Myanmar Earthquake Committee)
o “Role of NSET in the Implementation of the GGS Project in Kathmandu, Nepal”
Mr. Bijay Krishna Upadhyay (National Society for Earthquake Technology – Nepal)
o “Action Plan of Ward No. 2 of Pazundaung Township”
Mr. Ko Oo (Pazundaung General Administrative Department Officer)
o “Action Plan of Byaing Kwet Thit Ward of Tamwe Township”
Ms. Maw Maw Win (Principal, Basic Education High School No. 10 Tamwe)
January 18, 2018: GGS Project International Conference on Urban Disaster Resilience (Research Symposium),
Yangon City Hall, Yangon, Myanmar
o “Disaster Risk Reduction: Progress in Implementing the Sendai Framework for DRR”
Dr. Riyanti Djalante (Academic Program Officer, United Nations University, Tokyo)
o “Urban Seismic Risk Assessment in Yangon”
Dr. Kyaw Kyaw (Yangon Technological University)
o “Disaster Education and Action Plan”
o
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Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (GSGES, Kyoto University)
“Urban Seismic Risk Assessment in Kathmandu”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Risk Perception and Housing Conditions”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Disaster Resilience and Social Fairness: A Legal Perspective”
Prof. Makoto Usami (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Acquisition of Ground Information for Development of Disaster (Earthquake) Response Support
System in Yangon”
Prof. Tun Naing (Yangon Technological University / SATREPS Project)
o “Current Activities and Future Plans of YCDC”
Ms. Hnin Ei Win (Yangon City Development Committee)
o “Rapid Visual Screening Survey”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
o “Wind Vulnerability of School and Residential Buildings in Yangon”
Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Myanmar Earthquake Committee / Yangon Technological University)
o “Seismic Performance Evaluation of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings in Yangon”
Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw (Yangon Technological University)
o “Total Quality Management for Construction Projects in Myanmar”
Ms. Hsu Wutyee Htun (Yangon Technological University)
February 22, 2018: GGS Project Final Conference, Lalitpur Metropolitan City Hall, Lalitpur, Nepal
o “Overview of the Pilot Projects in Kathmandu and Yangon”
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Risk Perception and Housing Recontruction”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
o “Disaster Education and Action Plan”
Dr. Basanta Adhikari (Center for Disaster Studies, Tribhuvan University)
o “Evaluation of Damage to a Community Masonry Building in Nepal by Comparing Vibrational
Characteristics Before and After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake”
Dr. Basanta Adhikari (Center for Disaster Studies, Tribhuvan University)
o “Local Platform Activities in Ward 21 of Lalitpur”
Mr. Rabindra Maharjan (Ward Chairman)
o “Local Platform Activities in Ward 16 of Lalitpur”
Mr. Dilip Joshi (ward representative)
o



International
 December 13, 2015: 6th International Conference on Science and Engineering, Yangon Technological
University, Yangon, Myanmar
o “For Safer Houses and Resilient Communities” (keynote speech)
Prof. Kenji Okazaki (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 November 14, 2016: International Symposium on Global Environmental Studies Education and Research in
Asia, Mahidol University, Salaya, Thailand
o “Earthquake Risk Perception Research in Asia Post-2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake” (poster and oral
presentations)
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 March 20, 2017: 3rd Global Summit of Research Institutes for Disaster Risk Reduction: Expanding the Platform
for Bridging Science and Policy Making (GSRIDRR 2017), Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI),
Kyoto University, Uji Campus, Japan
o “GGS Project: Enhancing the Urban Disaster Resilience of Kathmandu and Yangon through Local
Participatory Platform Activities” (poster presentation)
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 October 17, 2017: Invited Seminar Presentation, Institute for Disaster Management and Reconstruction (IDMR),
Sichuan University, Chengdu, China
o “Enhancing Urban Disaster Resilience through Participatory Local Platform Activities”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
 October 30, 2017: 12th Inter-University Workshop on Education and Research Collaboration in the Indochina
Region, Hanoi University of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam
o “Grant for Global Sustainability Project: Enhancing Urban Resilience in Kathmandu and Yangon”
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
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October 31, 2017: HUST and KU International Symposium on the Education and Research of the Global
Environmental Studies in Asia, Hanoi University of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam
o “Factors Influencing Fire, Earthquake, and Cyclone Risk Perception in Yangon, Myanmar” (poster
presentation)
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)
November 27, 2017: 7th International Conference on Building Resilience: Using Scientific Knowledge to
Inform Policy and Practice in Disaster Risk Reduction, Swissotel Le Concorde Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand
o “Grant for Global Sustainability Project: Enhancing the Urban Disaster Resilience of Kathmandu and
Yangon through Local Participatory Platform Activities” (oral and poster presentations)
Dr. Glenn Fernandez (GSGES, Kyoto University)

MEDIA COVERAGE
The announcements and news about the GGS Project are on the website of the partner organizations and of the
media organizations, such as the following:


International kick-off conference in Kathmandu
NSET website: http://www.nset.org.np/nset2012/index.php/event/eventdetail/eventid-309
GSGES website: http://www2.ges.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/SNL_No13.pdf



Third local platform workshop in Yangon on 15 July 2016 was covered by Myanmar Radio and
Television (MRTV). A copy of the news segment can be viewed using this link:
https://www.facebook.com/mrtvwebmediaportal/videos/1139106822801809/



International Conference in Yangon on 19 January 2018 was covered by Eleven Broadcasting. A copy of
the news segment can be viewed using this link:
https://www.facebook.com/elevenbroadcasting/videos/2046037382319402/



Reports of the activities of the joint research on risk perception and housing safety are uploaded to the
website of the Global Environmental Architecture Laboratory headed by Prof. Okazaki:
http://www.gea-lab.ges.kyoto-u.ac.jp/news.html



The GGS Project has a dedicated website for sharing updates and announcements:
https://ggsurbanresilience.org/
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Annex 1

Report of the GGS Project
International Kick-Off Conference
in Kathmandu, Nepal
21-23 January 2016

Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience
through Activities of Local Participatory Platform

Background
Catastrophic natural disasters have been occurring frequently over the world in recent years, killing
hundreds of thousands of people. Urban disaster risk is also on the rise due to rapid urban growth and
vulnerable buildings and infrastructure. Hence, enhancement of urban resilience against natural disasters is
one of the urgent and important global issues. As the level of disaster resilience of a city can be defined as
a combination of physical resilience and coping capacity of stakeholders, and as the physical resilience is
the reflection of efforts and behaviors of the various stakeholders, the capacity of the stakeholders matters
most to cope with urban disasters.
The objective of this project is therefore to enhance resilience of cities against natural disasters through
capacity buildings of the stakeholders in cities. Firstly, the pilot projects will be conducted in two selected
cities from Asia, which are prone and vulnerable to natural disasters, namely, Kathmandu (Nepal) and
Yangon (Myanmar). Kathmandu will target earthquake disasters, while Yangon will target earthquake and
cyclone disasters. The two cities will establish a local platform where all stakeholders will work and
discuss together to understand and assess the disaster risk of the city, estimate probable damages, propose
policies, and make action plans. It is expected through these activities that all the stakeholders will be able
to better understand the risks and probable damages caused by natural disasters as their own problems to
be tackled, not the others problems, and will be motivated or be willing to take appropriate actions for
disaster reduction by themselves. In this way, the resilience of the pilot cities will be enhanced.
Secondly, a universal model for urban resilience enhancement will be developed as a multi-disciplinary
approach, i.e. combination of engineering approach and political/social approach, based on the experiences
of the pilot projects in the two cities. The model will describe how to conduct similar projects to enhance
the resilience against various natural disasters. It is expected the model will be widely distributed to other
cities over the world and used in international technical cooperation, through international conferences and
networks established through the project. The universal model will be freely available on the web with its
archived data. The participating international organizations and experts will encourage other cities in the
world to utilize the model through their international network. The pilot cities are also expected to transfer
their experiences to other cities in the country and neighboring countries. In order to disseminate the
findings of the project and exchange information, international conferences will be held twice during the
project, at the beginning and the end of the three-year project.
The International Kick-off Conference was held in Kathmandu, Nepal from 21 to 23 of January 2016,
organized as an initiation of this project. The brief outline of the activities is given below.

Outline of the events
Day 1 – 21 January 2016 Partner Consultation Meeting (Appendix 1)
A half day closed group meeting was arranged with the stakeholders from both cities to explain the
objectives of the projects, role and responsibility of the partner organizations. Researchers from Kyoto
University made detail presentations on their field of research while the local partners presented on
their expertise and what kind activities they might be interested in engaging in future.
Day 2 – 22 January 2016 International Kick-off Conference (Appendix 2)
The second day of the conference was planned as the first platform meeting and signing of the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the partner organization from Nepal was undertaken
as a part of the first session. Representatives of local partnering organizations, academic institutions,
international NGOs and community leaders attended the kick off conference. The second half of the
kick off conference session was dedicated to a brainstorming session to identify the possible
directions for Institutionalization, risk assessment and implementation of the project.
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Day 3 – 23 January 2016 Field Visit (Appendix 3)
As part of the conference site visits were made to Karyabinayak and Lalitpur city core area to
understand the extent and type of damage. The team also visited Patan Durbar Square in Lalitpur to
understand the extent of damage to the heritage structures. In Karyabinayak the team visited the site
of Rato Machindranath temple, which collapsed complete in the 2015 Nepal earthquake. In the second
half a visit was made to school buildings and residential area of Shankhu in Bhaktapur, which was the
most damaged area in the Kathmandu Valley.
Participating Partners
 Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES), Kyoto University
 Global Earthquake Model (GEM) Foundation
 Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City (LSMC)
 Karyabinayak Municipality
 Center for Disaster Studies (CDS), Institute of Engineering (IOE), Tribhuvan University
 National Society for Earthquake Technology - Nepal (NSET)
 Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
 Faculty of Engineering, Yangon Technological University (YTU)
 Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)

Summary of the presentations on 21 January 2016
Prof. Kenji Okazaki made a detail presentation on the project objectives and probable research topics. His
presentation stressed that active participation of the stakeholders into the platform and coordination of the
participating local organizations, namely two municipalities, CDS, and NSET, are the keys for the
successful implementation of the pilot project to enhance urban resilience in Kathmandu. He also
explained that a universal model with a multi-disciplinary approach will be developed as the result of the
GGS project. This will be useful in contributing to 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development agenda by
attaining effective and robust science-policy interfaces at local level, which was envisioned in the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030, adopted by 2015 UN World Conference on Disaster
Risk Reduction (WCDRR).
Prof. Rajib Shaw made presentation on developing resilience plan with specific focus on pilot activities in
schools and communities. As a part of the activity, Application of Climate Disaster Resilience Index
(CDRI) and School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA) would be conducted in the pilot study area in
cooperation with the local government. CDRI consists of Physical, Social, Economic, Institutional, and
Natural dimensions. The SDRA focuses on five dimensions of the integrated resilience assessment with
emphasis on school community linkages: physical condition, Human resources, Institutional condition,
External relationship, and natural condition. In both target cities, several wards/townships (several wards in
Nepal, 8 townships in Myanmar) would be selected for CDRI application in order to develop action plan
and ward/township level local plat form (2 wards/townships in each city). Then SDRA will be applied to
schools in selected wards/townships in each city and based on the results of SDRA, 2-3 schools in each of
selected wards/townships are selected to develop school based community platform.
Prof. Makoto Usami made presentation on Social fairness of policies and action plans in enhancing urban
resilience against natural disasters. By utilizing theoretical observations on these scales in the real-world
context of resilience platform development, Prof. Usami will engage in the normative analysis of
measurement problem concerning stakeholders’ needs in Kathmandu and Yangon. He will apply findings
of his research goals to distributive contexts in the aforementioned cities. Results of the applications are
expected to be cooperated into the intended general model of resilience enhancement.
Dr. Carlos Villacis from GEM made presentation on OpenQuake Engine, the open-source software for the
assessment of seismic hazard and risk, and other GEM tools and methodologies have been developed and
applied through regional projects to understand earthquake risk around the world. For example, the
OpenQuake Engine was recently used for the calculation of the most recent European Seismic Hazard
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maps and is currently utilized by many national organizations for the calculation of national seismic hazard
map and the understanding of the earthquake risk. These projects rely heavily on the integration of local
experts to properly reflect local conditions and needs and effectively incorporate local knowledge. He
highlighted GEM currently in partnership with NSET, a member of GEM’s Governing Board, is starting
the implementation of a long-term collaboration plan with Nepal to support the reconstruction process after
the Gorkha Earthquake of April 2015. Under the leadership and guidance of Nepali Government, and in
close collaboration with other key local stakeholders, this long-term plan aims at achieving the following
objectives:
 To compile and generate information and understanding of earthquake risk needed to support
reconstruction process and long-term DRM and decision-making
 To install the capacities needed to strengthen local institutions to ensure sustainability and selfsufficiency
 To facilitate Nepal positioning as a model for the region and NSET, and other Nepali
organizations, developing leadership for replications in the region
Prof. Kyaw Kyaw from YTU presented on the hazard risk of Myanmar and that many important
infrastructures and major cities are located near or along active fault lines, which include the Sagaing Fault.
He suggested Seismic Risk Assessment (SRA) as a useful tool to predict the probability of the building and
infrastructure damage and economic losses according to potential seismic hazard or scenario earthquakes.
Generally, it consists of two procedures: analyzing seismic hazard and assessing structural vulnerability.
Assessment of structural vulnerability is the major aspect of SRA. Therefore, Seismic Risk Assessment for
Critical Urban Infrastructure in Yangon, Myanmar should be developed.
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw from MES highlighted that the cities in Myanmar are growing rapidly due to
urbanization; the risk is also increasing at the same time. Rapid Visual Screening technique (RVS) is an
efficient method to quickly identify the seismic resistance status of a building. Currently Myanmar
Earthquake Committee (MEC) has adopted FEMA 154 methodology with some modification to meet with
Myanmar local context. He further discussed the recent RVS results from selected projects.
Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw from YCDC, which is the principal agency responsible for planning,
development, infrastructure provision and operation of municipal services for 33 townships. YCDC’s
expectations from the platform were to enhance disaster resilience of City Yangon through capacity
buildings and participating of stakeholders.
The Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City and Karyabinayak Municipality made respective presentations on the
present vulnerabilities and the extent of damage faced by the city and its infrastructure in the Nepal
earthquake of 2015. Lalitpur city administration expects from the GGS project to contribute in the
following areas 1. Prioritization of Relief (basic need supports) to be considered during post disaster
management; 2. Preparation of rescue and Relief Plan of the city for post disaster management; 3.
Improvement on the Reconstruction plan to make it Disaster Resilience; 4. Disaster Resilience Index Map
of the city at each ward and community level.
The Center for Disaster Studies (CDS), Tribhuvan University made presentation on their area of expertise
and ongoing research activities. As part of the research collaboration CDS suggested to involve students
and faculties for field level research work on various urban safety and earthquake risk reduction related
studies.
NSET made presentation on the earthquake risk modeling, which they are conducting for Nepal. To reduce
earthquake risk of Nepal through awareness-raising, capacity building, preparedness, mitigation, and
institutionalization initiatives, and to Institutionalize Earthquake Risk Management Practice in Nepal are
the specific objectives of the program. As a part of this project, training in methods for earthquake hazard
and risk assessment, and in the social aspects of earthquake impacts will be used to convince the
municipality and government of the safety benefits of implementing the building code and making the
houses safer.
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As part of the meeting the following focal points from the four Nepal based partners of the GGS project
was identified who will be responsible for all project coordination henceforth.
 CDS - Prof. Basanta Raj Adhikari
 NSET - Dr. Ramesh Guragain
 Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City - Mr. Ram Dhakal
 Karyabinayak Municipality - Ms. Shubha Amatya
The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to all the participants

22 January 2016 International Kick-off Conference
The international kick-off conference was attended by 70 participants from United Nation agencies,
academic institutions, partner organizations (CDS, NSET, Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City, and
Karyabinayak Municipality. As part of the meeting Prof. Okazaki briefed the audience on the outline of the
GGS Project and the expected outcome of the project.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the partnering organizations was inked to formally
launch the project in Nepal. The chief guest Prof. Dr. Jiba Raj Pokharel, Vice Chancellor, NAST, spoke on
the present challenges in relation to the hazard risk of Nepal and Kathmandu Valley in detail. He
highlighted the aptness of the GGS project in considering the urban risk reduction focus and its importance
for Kathmandu valley especially in relation to conserve the heritage monuments in Nepal many of which
were damaged in the Nepal earthquake 2015.
The second part of the first session had presentation from various experts outlining the need for
Kathmandu and how can they contribute to the GGS project.
In the second session a brainstorming workshop was organized with the partner organizations to identify
the key areas that GGS project should focus and what kind implementation plan should be adopted. As a
part of the workshop three areas of importance was identified which are Risk identification, Risk
governance, Implementation. The participants were divided into three groups with each group working on
one of the topic. At the end of the session each group made presentation on the issues.
The platform needs to address the issue of lack of Public awareness. The city administration along
with the NGOs can take an active role in this. This wills also strengthening public participation. It was
suggested that Community Friendly Capacity Assessment methods must be developed for involving
the community and creating ownership of the risk identification techniques.
It was shared during the presentation that at present the major challenge faced by the city is that there
is lack of Policy for Disaster risk reduction and Financial Resources are limited for taking up new
initiatives. The GGS project will pitch in to bridge this gap in future.

23 January 2016 Field Visit in Kathmandu Valley
Program: Field visit of GGS Project team
Date: 23rd January, 2016
Team Members: GGS Project team from Japan, Students from Center for Disaster Studies (CDS),
IOE Pulchowk Campus, and Karyabinayak Municipality
Facilitator: CDS, IOE Pulchowk Campus, Karyabinayak Municipality and NSET
Place of Travel: Patan Durbar Square; Bungamati, Karyabinayak Municipality; Sankhu
Purpose of Travel: Field visit and study of earthquake-affected areas and vulnerability walk
Time of Travel: 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
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Field Observations





The residential areas were badly affected by the Gorkha Earthquake of 2015 with majority of
the old buildings suffered major damage, as they were non-engineered constructions.
The layouts of the residential areas were such that most of the buildings could block the
escape route.
The retrofitted buildings before earthquake were able to withstand the shock as was seen in
the case of the school building visited where the retrofitted part of the school had no damage
in comparison to the non-retrofitted part.
The owner on their own has done most of the repairing and as a result the structural
vulnerability of the building is still same as it was earlier.
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Appendix 1. Schedule of the Meeting on 21 January 2016
Time: 14:00- 17:00
Venue: Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur
Participants: Japanese experts, GEM, Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City, Karyabinayak Municipality,
CDS, NSET
Schedule
Time
14:00- 14:05
14:05- 14:30
14:30- 14:40
14:40- 14:50
14:50-15:05
15:05- 15:10

Activity
Welcome Remarks
Presentation 1
Presentation 2
Presentation 3
Presentation 4
Presentation 5

Delivered by
Mr. Nagendra Sitoula
Prof. Kenji Okazaki
Prof. Rajib Shaw
Prof. Makoto Usami
Dr. Carlos Villacis
Prof. Kyaw Kyaw

15:10- 15:15

Presentation 6

Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw

15:15- 15:20

Presentation 7

Ms. Aye thin thin
Chaw

15:20- 15:30
15:30-15:40

Presentation 8

15:40-15:50

Presentation 9

15:50-16:00

Presentation 10

16:00-16:10

Presentation 11

16:10- 16:55
16:55- 17:00

Concluding Remarks

Tea Break
Prof. Basanta Raj
Adhikari
Dr. Ramesh
Guragain
Mr. Ram Dhakal
Mr. Toran Prasad
Bhatt
Discussion
Dr. Ramesh
Guragain
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Affiliation
CDS
Kyoto University
Kyoto University
Kyoto University
GEM, Italy
Yangon
Technological
University
Myanmar
Engineering Society
Yangon City
Development
Committee
CDS, Tribhuvan
University
NSET
Lalitpur SubMetropolitan City
Karyabinayak city
office
NSET

Appendix 2. Schedule of the Meeting on 22 January 2016
Time- 9:00- 17:00
Venue – Hotel Himalaya, Kathmandu
Participants- Japanese experts, GEM, Lalitpur Sub metropolitan city office, Karyabinayak city
office, CDS, NSET and other invited guests
Time
09:00-09:30

Activity
Registration

Speakers

Opening Session MC: Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari, Deputy Director, CDS
09:30-10:30
Welcome Speech
Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula, CDS
Program Outline
Prof. Kenji Okazaki
Address by Guests
- CEO, LSMC
- CEO, Karyabinayak Municipality
(KM)
- Mr. Christian Manhart, Director,
UNESCO
- JICA
- GEM
Signing of the MOU
Address by Special Guest
Mr. Gopi Krishna Khanal, Joint Secretary,
MoFALD
Address by Chief Guest
Prof. Dr. Jiba Raj Pokharel, Vice Chancellor,
NAST
Vote of Thanks
Mr. Surya Narayan Shrestha, NSET
10:30- 10:45 Photo Session
10:45- 11:00 Tea Break
Key Note Session
11:00- 12:15 Chair: Dr. Jagat Kumar Shrestha, Assistant Dean, IOE
Kyoto University
Prof. Kenji Okazaki
IOE/CDS
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
LSMC
Mr. Rudra Gautam, Engineer, LSMC
KM
Mr. Toran Prasad Bhatt, Engineer, KM
NSET
Dr. Ramesh Guragain
GEM
Dr. Carlos Villacis
JICA
Dr. Yukio Tanaka
Guest from Yangon
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw, Secretary, Myanmar
Earthquake Committee (MEC) under MES
Address by Chair and closure
12:15- 13:00 Lunch Break
Group Work Session
13:00- 14:30 Group work
CDS/NSET to elaborate on the
activities
 Briefing work task
 Group division
 Group work
14:30- 14:45 Tea Break
14:45- 15:45 Group presentation
15:45- 16:45 Discussion
16:45- 17:00 Summarizing and closure of the session
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Appendix 3. Schedule of the Field Visit on 23 January 2016
Time
08:00
8:30- 11:30

Activity
Meeting at the Hotel Himalaya lobby
Visit to Lalitpur and Karyabinayak (Patan Durbar
Square, Rato Machindranath Temple reconstruction
site)

11:30- 13:00
13:00 – 17:00

Lunch
Visit to other highly damaged areas of Kathmandu
valley (Sankhu)
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Arrangements
NSET
Lalitpur SubMetropolitan
City/Karyabinayak
Municipality

Annex 2

Report of the GGS Project
International Kick-Off Conference
in Yangon, Myanmar
16-19 March 2016

Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience
through Activities of Local Participatory Platform
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Background
Catastrophic natural disasters have been occurring frequently in many parts of the world in recent years,
killing hundreds of thousands of people. Urban disaster risk is also on the rise due to rapid urban growth
and vulnerable buildings and infrastructure. Hence, the enhancement of urban resilience against natural
disasters is one of the urgent and important global issues. As the level of disaster resilience of a city can
be defined as a combination of physical resilience and coping capacity of stakeholders. Physical
resilience, which is a reflection of the efforts and behavior of various actors, and the coping capacity of
the stakeholders therefore matter most in addressing urban disasters.
The objective of this project is to enhance the resilience of cities against natural disasters through
capacity building of the stakeholders in cities. Firstly, pilot projects will be conducted in two selected
cities in Asia, which are prone and vulnerable to natural disasters, namely, Kathmandu, Nepal and
Yangon, Myanmar. Kathmandu will address earthquake disasters, while Yangon will address
earthquake and cyclone disasters. The two cities will establish a local participatory platform where all
stakeholders will work and discuss together to understand and assess the disaster risk of the city,
estimate probable damages, propose policies, and prepare and implement action plans. It is expected
that through these activities the stakeholders will be able to see the risks and probable damages caused
by natural disasters as their own problems to be tackled, not the problems of others and that they will
be motivated or willing to take appropriate actions for disaster reduction by themselves. In this way, the
resilience of the pilot cities will be enhanced.
Secondly, a universal model for urban resilience enhancement will be developed through a multidisciplinary approach, i.e., through a combination of engineering approach and political/social approach,
based on the experiences of the pilot projects in the two cities. The model will describe how to conduct
similar projects to enhance the resilience against various natural disasters. It is expected that the model
will be widely distributed to other cities all over the world and be used in international technical
cooperation, through international conferences and networks established through the project. The
universal model will be freely available on the Internet with the archived data of the project. The
participating international organizations and experts will encourage other cities in the world to utilize
the model through their international network. The pilot cities are also expected to transfer their
experiences to other cities in their own country and in neighboring countries. In order to disseminate
the findings of the project and exchange information, international conferences will be held twice, at
the beginning and at the end of the three-year project.
An International Kick–off Conference was held in Yangon, Myanmar from 16th to 19th of March 2016.
Details of the activities are provided below.
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Activities
16-17 March 2016: Workshop on Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience
Seminar Room 1, 1st Floor Main Building, Yangon Technological University

Participants of the workshop conducted by GEM
Dr. Carlos Villacis and Dr. Christopher Burton of the Global Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM)
introduced the Resilience Performance Scorecard, a self-evaluation tool for cities based on the “Ten
Essentials for Making Cities Resilient” promoted by the United Nations International Strategy for
Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR). The overall goals of the scorecard are to provide city managers
and communities a participatory tool to evaluate and monitor resilience at both the community and city
levels and to identify strengths and weaknesses in resilience and produce results which are comparable
across communities and over time. The expected outcomes of the workshop were to provide a localized
scorecard for Yangon amenable to benchmarking and long-term use, to identify gaps in key thematic
areas of resilience, and to foster discussion and communication among decision-makers, planners, and
disaster risk reduction specialists.
To complete the scorecard, 50 stakeholders from Yangon consisting of community members from
Pazundaung and Tar Mwe townships, government officials, university professors and graduate students,
and NGO representatives answered 39 multiple-choice questions along six thematic areas: (1) Legal
and institutional arrangements; (2) Social capacity; (3) Critical services and public infrastructure
resiliency; (4) Emergency preparedness, response, and recovery; (5) Planning, regulation, and
mainstreaming risk mitigation; and (6) Awareness and advocacy. All 39 questions were translated from
English to Myanmar language. U Saw Htwe Zaw of the Myanmar Engineering Society (MES) acted
as the local facilitator and ensured that the questions were properly understood and that
misinterpretations were avoided. Answers from 50 stakeholders were captured using an audience
response system. Handheld input devices were provided to the stakeholders and their responses to the
questions were transmitted to a computer.
On the second day of the workshop, an overview of the scorecard results was presented to the
participants, showing how the participants in aggregate answered all 39 questions. An open forum was
held to obtain feedback on the initial scorecard results. One participant asked how the data and results
would be interpreted. The workshop facilitators explained that a report would be prepared by GEM and
shared with the participants for their feedback and additional inputs. The report would include a
comparison of the responses from city government officials versus those from township representatives,
to highlight the gap, if there is any, between the disaster resilience knowledge, perception, and priorities
of stakeholders at different administrative levels.
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Scorecard questions translated into Myanmar language were easily understood by the participants
The participants also discussed the needs and gaps in earthquake risk and resilience in Yangon. An
example of the gaps identified was low level of awareness and knowledge of disaster risk as most of
the people specially in the townships only have limited understanding of risks and there are very limited
disaster education programs. A participant who is an Associate Professor in Mandalay Technological
University mentioned that the learning materials of their undergraduate Earthquake Engineering
program, the only one of its kind in Myanmar, are mostly in English. He plans to launch a website with
learning materials in Myanmar language to make these materials accessible to more people and easier
to understand. Another gap identified by one of the participants was the weak implementation of
existing laws and legal frameworks, such as the building code. Dr. Villacis explained that people often
confuse getting a building permit as implementation of the building code.

Participants using a handheld device for
transmitting their response to scorecard questions

A participant sharing information about the
Earthquake Engineering program of his university
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The experts from Nepal, Dr. Ramesh Guragain, Deputy Executive Director of the National Society for
Earthquake Technology – Nepal (NSET) and Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari, the Deputy Director of the
Center for Disaster Studies (CDS) of the Institute of Engineering of Tribhuvan University, also shared
their knowledge and experiences. For example, after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake, many international
search and rescue teams went to Kathmandu and spent USD 20 million in one month and saved 19
people. But the national rescue force composed of the Nepali army, police, and Red Cross volunteers
trained by NSET in the last 10 to 15 years for a total training cost less than USD 1 million were able to
rescue more than 800 persons. Untrained community members rescued 18,000 persons. Wards with
disaster risk reduction (DRR) committees with trained volunteers and some equipment performed better
than those without. This illustrates the capacity of the community members to help themselves and
others if they are provided education and training. It is more effective and efficient compared to sending
external assistance after a disaster has happened.
At the end of the workshop, Dr. Villacis gave the participants some points to ponder on:
 The workshop participants are not observers anymore but have to be actors who can suggest
what should be done in their communities. The pilot project can help them by providing
opportunities to become more and more participatory.
 The community members have to understand the disaster risk of Yangon. One of the weakest
points is bad construction. Experts involved in the pilot project can assist the participants in
conducting risk assessment. The risk assessment might become a bit technical but the process
and results have to be properly communicated to and understood by the community members.
 An important goal of the pilot project is the creation of a permanent participatory local platform
which can work continuously toward urban resilience enhancement. The participants of the
workshop can be the initial members of the permanent platform.
 There are five million other residents of Yangon not attending the workshop. They have to be
informed about this initiative. There is a need to reach out to the rest of the community, such
as the schools and hospitals, so that they can also be involved.
 Yangon can benefit from a partnership with Kathmandu. This is an excellent opportunity to
learn from a more experienced city. The people of Nepal will be very willing to share their
experiences.
 The real actors in enhancing disaster resilience are the individuals themselves. Ultimately, each
community member is responsible for his or her own safety, not the country, not the city.
Residents can start by checking their surroundings. They can think of their children’s school:
is it safe? Their hospital: is it safe? With this mentality everybody can help the city. There is no
need to wait for the government. Everyone can start contributing to the disaster resilience of
Yangon by examining his or her own home and backyard.
The list of participants of the workshop is in Appendix 1.

17 March 2016: Expert Meeting on the Pilot Project
Meeting Room, Myanmar Engineering Society Building, Hlaing University Campus, Hlaing Township
To explain the objectives and goals of the project, the roles and responsibilities of the partner
organizations, and the research interest of participating experts, a half-day meeting was held.
Opportunities for joint research between Japanese experts and Myanmar counterparts were presented
and discussed. Researchers from Kyoto University provided a presentation on their field of research
while the local partners from the Myanmar Engineering Society (MES), Yangon Technological
University (YTU), and Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC) briefed the researchers on the
disaster risk situation in Yangon and expressed the kind of activities they might be interested in
engaging in the future.
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The participants of the Expert Meeting
U Kyaw San Win, President of the Myanmar Earthquake Committee (MEC), welcomed the
participants and gave a brief opening remark. He said that the joint research between Japanese experts
and Myanmar professors, graduate students, and practitioners would be a good learning opportunity for
everyone involved and hopefully would contribute to the disaster resilience of Yangon.
Dr. Kenji Okazaki, Project Leader and Professor in the Graduate School of Global Environmental
Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University, explained the background, objectives, goals, participants, and
implementation methodology of the project. He also presented the activities of the project from
September 2015 until March 2016 and the planned activities for the new fiscal year from April 2016 to
March 2017. At the end of the project in February 2018, a universal model for urban resilience
enhancement will be developed based on the experiences of the pilot cities of Kathmandu and Yangon.
The universal model will be disseminated widely to share the lessons learned from the project to other
cities in Nepal and Myanmar, as well as in other countries.
Dr. Carlos Villacis, the Regional Program Manager and Strategy Coordinator of the Italy-based Global
Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM), introduced GEM, its guiding principles, the public and private
organizations supporting it, the countries where it has activities, and the typical components of a GEM
project. Dr. Villacis also provided an overview of GEM’s activities in Myanmar and Nepal. He
mentioned that local capacity development is an important component of GEM’s work.
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari, the Deputy Director of the Center for Disaster Studies (CDS) of the
Institute of Engineering of Tribhuvan University in Nepal, started his presentation with a ground motion
video of the 7.8-magnitude 25 April 2015 Gorkha Earthquake. He then proceeded to introduce CDS
and its activities related to the Gorkha Earthquake. He also shared the research topics being pursued by
CDS students. Dr. Adhikari ended his presentation by stating the potential contribution of CDS to the
GGS pilot project.
Dr. Ramesh Guragain, Deputy Executive Director of the National Society for Earthquake
Technology-Nepal (NSET), introduced his organization. NSET started with only six employees in 1996
but now has 250 staff members, reflecting increasing demand for its services. Out of NSET’s numerous
activities, Dr. Guragain presented their Safer Schools project and their contribution in building code
implementation in Nepal. He highlighted two important lessons that NSET learned over the years that
led to successful activities: (1) to work with local authorities such as city officials who are the ones
doing the implementation on the ground and (2) to have long-term programs instead of short-term
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projects as continuous support is needed to achieve lasting results. Success stories and evidence can
motivate authorities to perform better.
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw, Executive Engineer in the Engineering Department of Yangon City
Development Committee (YCDC), provided a brief overview of the development of Yangon from its
foundation in 1755 to its present role as the gateway of Myanmar with a population of 5.21 million and
area of 595 square kilometers. She also explained the main responsibilities of YCDC as well as the
major land-use issues confronting Yangon. She ended her presentation by expressing YCDC’s
expectations from the GGS pilot project.
Dr. Kyaw Kyaw, Associate Professor in the Civil Engineering Department of Yangon Technological
University (YTU), presented on the need for Seismic Risk Assessment of critical urban infrastructure
in Yangon. He showed some of the major earthquakes and significant disaster events in the history of
Myanmar. The Yangon area has not experience any strong earthquake since 1930. A Seismic Risk
Assessment will help in estimating building and infrastructure damage and economic losses.
U Saw Htwe Zaw, Secretary of the Myanmar Earthquake Committee (MEC), provided a brief history
as well as examples of the activities of the Myanmar Engineering Society and of MEC. He also gave
an overview of the building stock in Myanmar. He expressed hope that the GGS pilot project would
lead to sharing of knowledge and experiences and new opportunities for future partnerships. There is
now a change in thinking in Myanmar and people are becoming more interested in starting and growing
collaborations.
Dr. Junji Kiyono, Professor in the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies of Kyoto
University, introduced the research his team intends to conduct in Yangon. Prof. Kiyono’s team will
attempt to estimate the vulnerability of local structures based on previous research on the 2012
Thabeikkyin Earthquake. The team will collect standard penetration test (SPT) data and construct a
model of shallow ground in Yangon.
Dr. Kazuyoshi Nishijima, Associate Professor in the Disaster Prevention Research Institute of Kyoto
University, explained his research with Dr. Seitaro Tajiri, Associate Professor of the Department of
Architecture of the Graduate School of Engineering of the University of Tokyo. Their team will
endeavor to come up with methods for practical structural performance diagnosis that address the
variation in construction quality of non-engineered construction. In their research, they will identify
common failure modes of non-engineered construction and classify constructions according to materials
and according to ways structural elements are connected.

Dr. Nishijima explaining his team’s research
plan

YTU graduate students expressing their
interest to be involved in the joint research
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Dr. Makoto Usami, Professor in the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies of Kyoto
University, provided insights on the social fairness concerning the process and products of the local
participatory platform that will be established as part of the GGS pilot project in Kathmandu and
Yangon. There is a need to address issues on the diversity and representativeness of the participants of
the local platform, as well as on what distributive goals should be pursued and how various needs of
different stakeholders would be measured. Prof. Usami will be providing advice on fairness issues
related to the process of establishing and managing the local platform and to the urban resilience
enhancement action plans that will be prepared through the platform.
After listening to the presentations of the Japanese professors, the graduate students of YTU signified
their interest and approached the Japanese professors they would like to work together with in joint
research activities in the next two years.
The list of participants of the Expert Meeting is in Appendix 2. The list of members of the joint research
teams is in Appendix 3.

18 March 2016: GGS International Kick-off Conference
Function Hall, Myanmar Engineering Society Building, Hlaing University Campus, Hlaing Township
The International Kick-off Conference in Yangon had three sessions. The first session featured the
signing ceremony of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the Graduate School of Global
Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University and the three partner organizations in Myanmar,
namely, the Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC), the Myanmar Engineering Society (MES),
and the Yangon Technological University (YTU). Representatives of the four organizations gave their
welcome remarks. The first session ended with all the conference participants posing for a
commemorative group photo (please see picture on the cover of this report).

Signing of the Memorandum of Understanding among Kyoto University, YCDC, MES, and YTU
The second session consisted of four keynote speeches. Dr. Kenji Okazaki, Project Leader and
Professor in the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University,
explained the background, objectives, goals, participants, and implementation methodology of the
project. He mentioned that this project is one of only two projects chosen by the United Nations
University Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability (UNU-IAS), Tokyo, Japan out of more
than 60 applicants to its Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) initiative. The pilot projects in
Kathmandu, Nepal and Yangon, Myanmar are envisioned to contribute to the Sustainable Development
Goals and to the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. Prof. Okazaki emphasized that the
local stakeholders should be the ones to manage the project through the local platform as they are the
ones most concerned about their own safety and resilience. The external partners are only there to
provide support and encouragement. To illustrate this, Prof. Okazaki shared the experience of Tijuana
City, Mexico in the RADIUS Project (1996-1999). Although the RADIUS Project ended a long time
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ago, the stakeholders in Tijuana continue to meet monthly up to this day because the local people were
involved from the very beginning of the project and saw the relevance and benefits of the project to the
city and its local communities.
Dr. Carlos Villacis, the Regional Program Manager and Strategy Coordinator of the Italy-based Global
Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM), introduced GEM, its guiding principles, the public and private
organizations supporting it, the countries where it has activities, and the typical components of a GEM
project. He also showed some of the tools that GEM developed, such as the OpenQuake platform, which
has the potential of harmonizing seismic hazard databases worldwide. GEM is sharing these tools to
empower local stakeholders to be involved in understanding and evaluating their own risk, in keeping
with the motto of GEM: “Working together to assess risk.”
U Saw Htwe Zaw, Secretary of the Myanmar Earthquake Committee (MEC), presented about the
earthquake risk in Myanmar. Exposure to earthquake hazard has increased due to rapid urbanization,
population growth in cities, and reduction of open spaces, among many factors. He shared that a few
ways of reducing vulnerability to earthquake would be to strictly implement the building code to new
engineered buildings; to conduct a visual inspection of existing buildings and determine which ones
need retrofitting; and to promote disaster risk reduction education for those using non-engineered
buildings so that they can assess their risk and act accordingly. He also shared some of the current
activities of MEC.
Dr. Ramesh Guragain, Deputy Executive Director of the National Society for Earthquake
Technology-Nepal (NSET), talked about Earthquake Risk Management in Nepal, about the damage
caused by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake, and about the GGS pilot project in Kathmandu. He also
mentioned how NSET worked hard in lobbying to have some basic building data included in the
population census conducted by the government. Because they succeeded, building stock statistics will
now be regularly updated. For the GGS pilot project, NSET is now coordinating with the stakeholders
in Karyabinayak Municipality and Lalitpur Sub Metropolitan City on the creation of local participatory
platform and on the schedule of succeeding workshops. The GGS pilot project was launched in
Kathmandu in January 2016.
In the third session, the participants were divided into three groups. Each group was assigned a
facilitator and discussed the following two topics:
Topic 1: Implementation Opportunities and Challenges
 How do we organize and maintain a local participatory platform for urban disaster resilience?
Should there be separate platforms at the city level and the township level?
 Who should be invited to participate in the local participatory platform? Please list the potential
participants. How will they be invited and how can we keep them interested and engaged in the next
two years and beyond?
 What are the planned and on-going city, township, and ward activities and organizations where we
can integrate this current urban disaster resilience project?
 What will be the main challenges in implementing this two-year project successfully?
Topic 2: Risk Assessment and Action Planning
 How can we ensure that our risk assessment is comprehensive (integrating physical and socioeconomic aspects) and multi-hazard? What significant hazards should be addressed in addition to
earthquake and cyclone?
 How can we ensure that decision makers and the public (the community members) are involved in
the risk assessment and the action planning?
 How do we raise public awareness of the process and result of the risk assessment and the action
planning?
 There will be two workshops to be conducted before August 2016. These workshops are related to
the formation of the local participatory platform and the risk assessment and action planning. Can
we agree on when these workshops will be held to ensure high participation?
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Participants discussing in groups how to
organize the local participatory platform

A representative of one of the three groups
presenting the output of their discussion

After the group discussion, a representative from each of the three groups gave a presentation on the
summary of their discussion.
It is hope that through the activities of the international kick-off conference and in succeeding
workshops the collaboration among different stakeholders in Yangon will be strengthened and they can
work together in enhancing the disaster resilience of their city.
The list of participants of the kick-off conference is in Appendix 4.

19 March 2016: Field Survey around Yangon City
The last activity in the international kick-off conference in Yangon was a field survey around the city.
The participants visited eight sites, as shown in the map below.

Map showing the eight sites visited by the participants of the field survey in Yangon
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(1) Tar Mwe Township Development Committee Office and Upper Kyauk Myaung Kyi Ward
(09:15 – 10:10)
At the Tar Mwe Township Development Committee Office, U Than Oo, the Township Administrator,
welcomed the group and provided general information about Tar Mwe Township. The township is
around 1.71 square miles. It has a permanent population of 90,000 inhabitants and transit population of
15,000. There are 20 wards, 7,200 houses, and 35,464 households in this township. After the orientation,
the group visited one of the wards, Upper Kyauk Myaung Kyi Ward, to take a look at the residential
buildings. The local guides explained that it would be possible to tell the age of apartment buildings by
looking at the number of storeys a building has. Different periods imposed a two-storey, three-storey,
and eight-storey limit.
Photos taken during the visit to Tar Mwe Township:

(2) Junction City Project (10:42 – 11:36)
The next site the participants visited was Junction City, a mixed-use development that when completed
will comprise a five-star hotel, a shopping center, office towers, and residential towers. The new
development is strategically located at the junction of Shwedagon Pagoda Road and Bogyoke Aung
San Road and is in the vicinity of major landmarks such as the Holy Trinity Cathedral, the Yangon
Railway Station, and Bogyoke Aung San Market. Among the construction materials, only concrete and
big timber are locally produced. The rest are imported from other countries.
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Photos taken during the visit to Junction City:

(3) Air Compression Station of the Water Supply and Sanitation Department (11:50 – 12:24)
At the air compression station of the Water Supply and Sanitation Department of the Engineering
Department of YCDC, U Wai Lwin, the Assistant Chief Engineer, explained the functions of the
sanitation division, the history of the sewerage system in Yangon, and the current wastewater treatment
of the city.
Photos taken during the visit to the Air Compression Station:
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(4) Pazundaung Township Development Committee Office and No. 4 Basic Education Primary
School (12:24 – 12:35)
Next the group visited the Pazundaung Township Development Committee Office and studied office
building which was constructed in 2002 and has brick-nogging type of partition wall. U Zaw Myint,
the Township Administrator, provided the explanation on the office building. Afterward, the group
visited No. 4 Basic Education Primary School and Township Education Office. Daw Myint San Yi,
the school principal, explained that the school building was constructed in 1905, during the colonial
regime. She said that the constructing quality was good and that the building would not collapse when
hit by an earthquake. There are only 5 teachers and 30 students in that school.
Photos taken during the visit to the Pazundaung Township Development Committee Office and No. 4
Basic Education Primary School:

(5) Golden Duck Restaurant (12:40 – 13:40)
The group had lunch at the Golden Duck Restaurant branch near Sule Wharf.
(6) Taung Lon Pyan Ward (13:51 – 14:11)
In the afternoon the group went to Taung Lon Pyan Ward in Mingalar Taung Nyunt Township and
studied the typical residential buildings there. The ward administrator explained the history of the ward,
which was founded in 1943 and got burned down in 1958. When U Nu, the former Prime Minister of
Myanmar, came to get power in 1962, he made a systematic plan for the housing in Taung Lon Pyan
Ward. All the houses were built from timber at that time. A height of seven storeys was the limit set for
the buildings. There were only eight such buildings in the ward.
Photos taken during the visit to Taung Lon Pyan Ward:
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(7) Bogyoke Aung San Market (14:50 – 15:40)
The group also visited the Bogyoke Aung San Market and took a look at the situation of jewelry shops,
wooden handicraft shops, and souvenir gift shops over there.
(8) Yangon City Development Committee Building and Apartments in No. 1 Ward in Kyauktada
Township (16:00 – 16:40)
Next the group visited the iconic Yangon City Hall, the headquarters of the Yangon City Development
Committee. Lastly, the group visited No.1 Ward of Kyauktada Township and examined one of the
apartments in that area.
Photos taken during the visit to No.1 Ward of Kyauktada Township:

The list of participants of the field survey is in Appendix 5.

Next Activities
After the kick-off conference, representatives of MES, YCDC, and YTU had a meeting on March 21,
2016 to discuss how to proceed with the pilot project. Provisionally, these will be the activities in the
next two workshops:
Second Workshop (June 2016)
 formation/reactivation of Disaster Management Committee
 presentation of the result of GEM's Resilience Performance Scorecard workshop
 explanation of and discussion on how to conduct risk assessment
Third Workshop (July 2016)
 risk assessment (MES will coordinate with GEM regarding training on GEM's inventory tool)
 community-mapping
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Appendix 1: Participants of the Workshop on Participatory Evaluation
of Earthquake Risk and Resilience
Title

Name

Designation

Address

1

Daw

Than Than Htay (1)

Assistant Supervisor

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

2

Daw

Than Than Htay (2)

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

3

U

Aung Swe

Assistant Supervisor
Assistant Education
Officer

4

U

Kyaw San Oo

Member

5

U

Zaw Win

Staff Officer

6

U

Kyaw Tint

Community member

7

U

Tin Hla

Community member

8

U

Zay Yar Kyaw

Ward Administrator

9

U

Maung Maung Lat

Ward Administrator

10

Daw

Myint Myint Oo

11

Daw

Aye Aye Win

12

U

Myint Oo

13

U

Hein Aung Kyaw

14

U

Heng Za Mung

15

U

Cho Htun

16

U

Than Tun

Chairman

17

U

Nay Myo Swe

Deputy Staff Officer

18

U

Aung Thu Tun

Officer

19

U

Saw Hla Than

Staff Officer

20

U

Zaw Oo

Staff Officer

21

Dr.

Mya Moe Win

22

Daw

Pan Myat Mon

23

Daw

Khine Su Su Than

Assistant Director
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Assistant Engineer

24

Dr.

Pwint Thwe Win

Executive Engineer

25

U

Ye Lin Naing

26

Daw

Su Wint Yee

Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer

27

Daw

Khine Chan Myae Thu

Station Officer
Deputy Township
Education Officer
Assistant Education
Officer

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township
Township Development Committee, Pazundaung
Township
General Administration Department, Pazundaung
Township
Pazundaung Township
Pazundaung Township
General Administration Department, Pazundaung
Township
General Administration Department, Pazundaung
Township
General Administration Department, Pazundaung
Township
General Administration Department,
Pazundaung Township
Township Red Cross Society, Pazundaung Township
Fire Service Department, Tar Mwe Township
Township Education Office, Tar Mwe Township
Township Education Office, Tar Mwe Township
Township Development Committee, Tar Mwe
Township
General Administration Department, Tar Mwe
Township
Fire Service Department, Tar Mwe Township
Irrigation Department, Ministry of Agricultural and
Irrigation
Irrigation Department, Ministry of Agricultural and
Irrigation
Ministry of Construction
Ministry of Construction

Irrigation Department, Ministry of Agricultural and
Irrigation
Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
YCDC
YCDC

28

Daw

Thet Myat Thawdar Win

29

Daw

Chit Su San

30

Daw

Aye Thin Thin Chaw

31

Daw

Eint Thu Htet

32

Daw

Theint Theint Ko

33

Daw

Aye Chan May Win

Senior Assistant
Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Executive Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Junior Field Coordinator

34

Daw

Yadanar Kyaw

Junior Field Coordinator
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YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
UN Habitat
UN Habitat

35

Daw

36

Daw

Khin
Phyu
Thandar
Tin Mar Lwin

37

Daw

Cherry Han

38

Daw

Ye Ye Nyein

39

Daw

Zin Myo New

40

Daw

Mu Yar Khin

41

U

Saw Pyae Aung

42

U

Thant Zin Htwe

43

Dr.

44

Phyu

Junior Field Coordinator

UN Habitat
UN Habitat

Hla Myo Aung

project Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Vice President
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Associate Professor

U

Pyae Sone Aung

Field Engineer

MEC, MES

45

U

Eain Thu

Field Engineer

46

Daw

Zarlee Tint

PhD Student

47

Daw

Thiri Kay Khine

QA/QC Inspector

MEC, MES
Civil
Engineering
Department,
Technological University (YTU)
MES

48

U

Saw Htwe Zaw

Secretary

MEC, MES

49

Dr.

Kyaw Kyaw

Associate Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

50

Daw

Le Myat Thu

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

51

Dr.

Khin Aye Mon

Associate Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

52

Daw

Hnin Ei Win

Master student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

53

U

Phyo Hein Kyaw

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

54

Daw

Khin Khin Thaw

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

55

Daw

Thin Thiri Soe

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

56

Daw

Thiri Nyein Pyae Aung

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

57

Daw

May Thu Thu Tun

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

58

Daw

Khine Khine Wut Yee

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

59

Dr.

Carlos Villacis

60

Dr.

Christopher Burton

PhD Student
Regional Project
Manager and Strategy
Coordinator
Social Vulnerability and
Integrated Risk
Coordinator

61

Dr.

Basanta Raj Adhikari

62

Dr.

Ramesh Guragain

63

Dr.

Tomoko Matsushita

Deputy Executive
Director
Researcher

64

Mr.

Hiroyuki Okazaki

Coordinator of Project

65

Dr.

Glenn Fernandez

Researcher

66

Mr.

Aye Min Tun

Master student

67

Ms.

Thinn Hlaing Oo

Master student

68

U

Sai Myint

Assistant Engineer

69

U

Aung Khaing Zaw

70

Dr.

Sone Han

Vice President

GSGES, Kyoto University
Township Development Committee, Pazundaung
Township
Township Development Committee, Pazundaung
Township
Myanmar Geosciences Society

71

U

Win Bo

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

72

Dr.

Kenji Okazaki

Professor

GSGES, Kyoto University

Deputy Director
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Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)
Myanmar Earthquake Committee (MEC), MES

Mandalay Technological University (MTU)

Yangon

Global Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM)

GEM
Center for Disaster Studies, Institute of Engineering,
Tribhuvan University, Nepal
National Society for Earthquake Technology
(NSET), Nepal
The University of Tokyo
JICA
Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies
(GSGES), Kyoto University
GSGES, Kyoto University

Appendix 2: Participants of the Expert Meeting
Title

Name

Designation

Address

1

Dr.

Kyaw Kyaw

Assistant Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

2

U

Kyaw San Win

President

MEC, MES

3

Daw

Thin Thiri Soe

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

4

Daw

Ye Ye Nyein

Vice President

MEC, MES

5

Daw

Aye Chan May Win

Junior Field Coordinator

UN Habitat

6

Daw

Junior Field Coordinator

UN Habitat

Junior Field Coordinator

UN Habitat

Master student
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Secretary
Senior Assistant
Engineer

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

7

Daw

8

Daw

Yadanar Kyaw
Khin
Phyu
Thandar
Hnin Ei Win

9

Daw

Zin Myo New

10

Daw

Mu Yar Khin

11

U

Saw Htwe Zaw

12

Daw

Su Wint Yee

13

Daw

Khine Chan Myae Thu

Phyu

MES
MES
MEC, MES
YCDC
YCDC

14

Daw

Thet Myat Thawdar Win

15

Daw

Chit Su San

16

Daw

Aye Thin Thin Chaw

17

Daw

Eint Thu Htet

18

Daw

Theint Theint Ko

19

Daw

Khin Khin Thaw

Senior Assistant
Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Executive Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
PhD Student

20

U

Pyae Sone Aung

Field Engineer

MEC, MES

21

U

Eain Thu

MEC, MES

22

U

Saw Pyae Aung

23

Dr.

Carlos Villacis

24

Dr.

Christopher Burton

25

Dr.

Basanta Raj Adhikari

26

Dr.

Ramesh Guragain

27

Dr.

Kenji Okazaki

Field Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Regional Project
Manager and Strategy
Coordinator
Social Vulnerability and
Integrated Risk
Coordinator
Deputy Director
Deputy Executive
Director
Professor

28

Dr.

Makoto Usami

Professor

GSGES, Kyoto University

29

Dr.

Kazuyoshi Nishijima

Associate Professor

Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI),
Kyoto University

30

Dr.

Junji Kiyono

Professor

31

Dr.

Seitaro Tajiri

Associate Professor

32

Dr.

Glenn Fernandez

Researcher

GSGES, Kyoto University
Department of Architecture, The University of
Tokyo
GSGES, Kyoto University

33

Mr

Aye Min Tun

Master student

GSGES, Kyoto University

34

Ms

Thinn Hlaing Oo

Master student

GSGES, Kyoto University
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YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
YCDC
Civil Engineering Department, YTU

MES
GEM

GEM
CDS, IOE, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
NSET-Nepal
GSGES, Kyoto University

Appendix 3: Members of Joint Research Teams
Research
Topic

Urban
seismic risk
assessment

Disaster
education
and action
plan

Practical
structural
performance
diagnosis
methods
reflecting
variation in
construction
quality

Risk
perception
and housing
safety

Social
fairness of
policies and
action plans

Kyoto University

YTU

MES

 Dr. Junji Kiyono
Professor
kiyono.junji.5x@kyoto-u.ac.jp

 Dr. Kyaw Kyaw
Associate Professor
kyaw.u.kyaw@gmail.com

 Dr. Aiko Furukawa
Associate Professor
furukawa.aiko.3w@kyotou.ac.jp
 Dr. Rajib Shaw
Professor
rajib.shaw@gmail.com

 Ms. Thet Myat Thawdar
Win
PhD Student
thetmyatthawdar@gmail.com

 Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
Researcher
shiwaku.koichi.7u@kyotou.ac.jp
 Dr. Kazuyoshi Nishijima
Associate Professor
nishijima.kazuyoshi.5x@kyotou.ac.jp
 Dr. Seitaro Tajiri
Associate Professor, University
of Tokyo
tajiri@arch.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
 Ms. Keiko Sakoda
PhD student
kkaneda@worldbank.org
 Dr. Kenji Okazaki
Professor
okazaki@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp

 Dr. Kyaw Kyaw
Associate Professor
kyaw.u.kyaw@gmail.com

 Dr. Thin Zar Khaing
Associate Professor
tzkhaing@gmail.com
 Ms. Khin Khin Thaw
PhD Student
khinkhinthaw87@gmail.com
 Ms. Thin Thiri Soe
PhD Student
rainflower379@gmail.com

 Dr. Hirohide Kobayashi
Associate Professor
kobahiro@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp

 Dr. Khin Su Su Htwe
Associate Professor
kssh11@gmail.com

 Dr. Glenn Fernandez
Researcher
fernandez.glennfiel.4m@kyotou.ac.jp

 Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw
PhD Student
phyoheinkyaw29@gmail.com

 Mr. Aye Min Tun
Master’s student
mr.ayemintun@gmail.com
 Dr. Makoto Usami
Professor
usami.makoto.2r@kyotou.ac.jp

 Mr. Saw Pyae Aung
sawpyae03@gmail.com
 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Pyae Aung
sawpyae03@gmail.com
 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Eain Thu
eainthu3000@gmail.com
 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Eain Thu
eainthu3000@gmail.com
 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

YCDC
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com
 Ms. Chit Su San
PhD Student
chitsusan3@gmail.com
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com
 Ms. Hnin Ei Win
Master’s Student
hninei.03@gmail.com

 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com
 Ms. Su Wint Ye
PhD Student
suwintyeeko@gmail.com

 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com
 Ms. Su Wint Ye
PhD Student
suwintyeeko@gmail.com

 Dr. Myo Thant
myothant05@gmail.com
 Ms. Ei Mhone Nathar Myo
eimhonnatharmyo14@gmail.com
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Appendix 4: Participants of the International Kick-off Conference
Title

Name

Designation

Address

1

Dr.

Nyan Myint Kyaw

Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

2

Dr.

Kyaw Kyaw

Assistant Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

3

Dr.

Khin Aye Mon

Assistant Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

4

U

Thant Zin Htwe

General Secretary

MES (Mandalay Branch)

5

Daw

Khin Myat Kyaw

Structural Specialist

UN-Habitat

6

Daw

Su Su Myint

Secretary

Rime

7

Dr.

Pwint Thawe Win

Assistant Director

Geological Division, Irrigation Department

8

Dr.

Zaw Lwin Tun

Director

Design, Irrigation Department

9

U

Khin Maung Aye

Assistant Director

10

U

Myo Nanda Aung

Staff Officer

11

Daw

Mya Mya Win

Director

12

Daw

Mya Sein Aye

Deputy Director

Geological Division, Irrigation Department
Earthquake Division (Yangon), Department of
Meteorology and Hydrology
Design, Quantity Survey & Research Department,
Ministry of Construction
Building Department, Ministry of Construction

13

U

Soe Pyae Aung

Project Coordinator

SEEDS-Asia

14

U

Tin Latt

General Secretary

MES

15

U

Kyaw San Win

President

MEC, MES

16

U

Nyunt Maung San

Vice President

MEC, MES

17

Daw

Hla Hla Aung

Patron

MEC, MES

18

U

Thura Aung

Secretary

MEC, MES

19

U

Saw Ngwe Khaing

Committee Member

MEC, MES

20

U

Kyi Lwin

Secretary

MIC Projects Assessment Committee, MES

21

Daw

Than Than Htay (1)

Assistant Supervisor

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

22

Daw

Than Than Htay (2)

Assistant Supervisor

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

23

U

Sai Myint

Assistant Engineer

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

24

U

Aung Khaing Zaw

25

U

Zaw Win

Staff Officer

General Administration Dept, Pazundaung Township

26

U

Kyaw Tint

Community

Pazundaung Township

27

U

Tin Hla

Community

Pazundaung Township

28

U

Zay Yar Kyaw

Ward Administrator

General Administration Dept, Pazundaung Township

29

U

Maung Maung Lat

Ward Administrator

General Administration Dept, Pazundaung Township

30

Daw

Myint Myint Oo

General Administration Dept, Pazundaung Township

31

Daw

Aye Aye Win

General Administration Dept, Pazundaung Township

32

U

Myint Oo

Township Red Cross Society, Pazundaung Township

33

U

Hein Aung Kyaw

34

U

Heng Za Mung

35

U

Cho Htun

36

U

37

Township Education Office, Pazundaung Township

Fire Service Department, Tar Mwe Township

Than Tun

Station Officer
Deputy Township
Education Officer
Assistant Education
Officer
Chairman

U

Nay Myo Swe

Deputy Staff Officer

General Administration Dept, Tar Mwe Township

38

U

Aung Thu Tun

Officer

Fire Service Department, Tar Mwe Township

39

U

Saw Hla Than

Staff Officer

Irrigation Dept, Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation

40

Dr.

Mya Moe Win

Ministry of Construction

41

Daw

Pan Myat Mon

Assistant Director
Senior Assistant
Engineer
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Township Education Office, Tar Mwe Township
Township Education Office, Tar Mwe Township
Township Dev’t Committee, Tar Mwe Township

Ministry of Construction

42

Daw

Khine Su Su Than

43

Daw

Su Wint Yee

44

Daw

Khine Chan Myae Thu

45

Daw

Aye Thin Thin Chaw

46

Daw

Eint Thu Htet

47

Daw

Theint Theint Ko

48

Daw

Ye Ye Nyein

49

Daw

Zin Myo New

50

Daw

Mu Yar Khin

51

U

Saw Pyae Aung

52

Dr.

53

U

54

Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer

Ministry of Construction
YCDC
YCDC
YCDC

Hla Myo Aung

Executive Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Senior Assistant
Engineer
Vicce President
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Technical Assistant
Engineer
Associate Professor

Pyae Sone Aung

Field Engineer

MEC, MES

U

Eain Thu

Field Engineer

MEC, MES

55

U

Saw Htwe Zaw

Secretary

MEC, MES

56

Daw

Hnin Ei Win

Master student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

57

U

Phyo Hein Kyaw

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

58

Daw

Khin Khin Thaw

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

59

Daw

Thin Thiri Soe

PhD Student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

60

Daw

Khin Khin Htay

61

U

Wunna Tun

62

Daw

Cherry Zaw

Staff Officer
Deputy District
Administrator
Civil Engineer

Ministry of Construction
General Administration Department, Ministry of
Home Affairs
YTU

63

U

Khine Zaw Win

YCDC

64

Daw

Aye Ei Ei Soe

YCDC

65

Dr.

Carlos Villacis

66

Dr.

Christopher Burton

67

Dr.

Basanta Raj Adhikari

68

Dr.

Ramesh Guragain

69

Dr.

Kenji Okazaki

Regional Project
Manager and Strategy
Coordinator
Social Vulnerability and
Integrated Risk
Coordinator
Deputy Director
Deputy Executive
Director
Professor

70

Dr.

Makoto Usami

Professor

GSGES, Kyoto University

71

Dr.

Kazuyoshi Nishijima

Associate Professor

DPRI, Kyoto University

72

Dr.

Junji Kiyono

Professor

GSGES, Kyoto University

73

Dr.

Seitaro Tajiri

Associate Professor

Department of Architecture, The University of Tokyo

74

Dr.

Glenn Fernandez

Researcher

GSGES, Kyoto University

75

Mr.

Aye Min Tun

Master student

GSGES, Kyoto University

76

Ms.

Thinn Hlaing Oo

Master student

GSGES, Kyoto University

77

Mr.

Hiroyuki Okazaki

Coordinator of Project

JICA

78

Ms.

Mayumi Toritani

Sumitomo Corporation

79

Ms.

Mitsuko Shikada

SEEDS Asia

80

Mr.

Ikasaki Atsuo

JICA
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YCDC
YCDC
MEC, MES
MES
MES
MES
MTU

GEM

GEM
CDS, IOE, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
NSET-Nepal
GSGES, Kyoto University

Appendix 5: Participants of the Field Survey
Title

Name

Designation

Address

1

Dr.

Kyaw Kyaw

Assistant Professor

Civil Engineering Department, YTU

2

U

Saw Htwe Zaw

Secretary

MEC, MES

3

Daw

Aye Thin Thin Chaw

YCDC

4

Dr.

Carlos Villacis

5

Dr.

Christopher Burton

6

Dr.

Basanta Raj Adhikari

7

Dr.

Ramesh Guragain

8

Dr.

Kenji Okazaki

Executive Engineer
Regional Project
Manager and Strategy
Coordinator
Social Vulnerability and
Integrated Risk
Coordinator
Deputy Director
Deputy Executive
Director
Professor

9

Dr.

Makoto Usami

Professor

GSGES, Kyoto University

10

Dr.

Kazuyoshi Nishijima

Associate Professor

DPRI, Kyoto University

11

Dr.

Seitaro Tajiri

Associate Professor

12

Dr.

Glenn Fernandez

Researcher

Department of Architecture, The
Tokyo
GSGES, Kyoto University

13

Mr.

Aye Min Tun

Master student

GSGES, Kyoto University

14

Daw

Hnin Ei Win

Master student

Civil Engineering Department, YTU
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GEM

GEM
CDS, IOE, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
NSET-Nepal
GSGES, Kyoto University

University of

Annex 3
International Closing Conference Report
International Conference on Urban Disaster Resilience held in Yangon
An international conference was held in Yangon on January 16-17, 2018 to mark the culmination of
the three-year long UNU-funded Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project in Myanmar and Nepal
titled “Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities of local participatory platform.”
The two-day conference was co-organized by Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC), Yangon
Technological University (YTU), Myanmar Engineering Society (MES), and the Graduate School of
Global Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University. Representatives from Lalitpur
Metropolitan City, Nepal and researchers from Japan who were part of the project attended the
conference.
On Day 1, representatives from Myanmar and Nepal presented the outcomes of their local platform
activities and joint research activities to the 200 attendees at Yangon City Hall. Highlights included the
presentation of the urban resilience action plans of the two pilot wards in Yangon, an open forum on
how to move forward with action plan implementation, and a choreographed presentation by high
school students about the disaster risk management cycle. Posters showing the outputs of different
workshops in the past two years were displayed at the venue. The event was attended by Mayor
Maung Maung Soe of Yangon and Mayor Chiri Babu Maharjan of Lalitpur and was covered by six local
media organizations.
On Day 2, a research symposium attended by 90 experts, practitioners, graduate students, ward-level
stakeholders, and government officers was held at the MES Building. Representatives of the different
joint research teams presented in detail their findings and recommendations. There were
presentations on urban seismic risk assessment, disaster education, wind vulnerability, risk perception
and housing safety, and social fairness of action plans. One professor and two PhD students from YTU
also gave a presentation related to urban resilience.
Dr. Riyanti Djalante, Academic Program Officer at UNU-IAS, gave an overview of UNU’s GGS Projects
on Day 1 and presented about the latest progress on the implementation of the Sendai Framework
for DRR on Day 2.
Additional details of the conference, including a copy of the presentations, are available on the GGS
Project website: https://ggsurbanresilience.org/.

Participants of the conference included government officials and residents of the pilot wards
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An open forum participated by representatives of different stakeholder groups

A high school student explaining his drawing about a possible disaster in his community

High school students presenting about the different phases of the disaster risk management cycle

Here is a copy of the conference program:
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International Conference on Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience
under the UNU Grant for Global Sustainability Project
Organized by:
Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
Yangon Technological University (YTU)
Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)
Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES), Kyoto University
Day 1: 16 January 2018 (Tuesday)
08:30 – 09:00
09:00 – 09:10
09:10 – 09:20
09:20 – 09:30
09:30 – 09:45
09:45 – 09:50
09:50 – 10:05

Venue: Yangon City Hall

10:05 – 10:20
10:20 – 10:30

Registration
Welcome Remarks and Overview of Pilot Project by Mayor U Maung Maung Soe
Overview of Pilot Project of Lalitpur Metropolitan City by Mayor Chiri Babu Maharjan
Overview of UNU’s GGS Projects by Dr. Riyanti Djalante
Overview of Pilot Projects in Yangon and Kathmandu by Prof. Kenji Okazaki, Project Leader
Flag Exchange between Yangon and Lalitpur
Awarding of Certificates of Appreciation
 Project Partners from Nepal Side (NSET, LMC) by Mayor U Maung Maung Soe
 Project Partners from Yangon Side (YCDC, YTU, MEC) by Mayor Chiri Babu Maharian,
Lalitpur Metropolitan City
 Students (for their Disaster Scenario drawing) by Prof. Kenji Okazaki, Project Leader
Performance by High School Students
Group Photo

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 11:10
11:10 – 11:20

Local Platform Activities in Yangon by Daw Hlaing Maw Oo, Secretary of YCDC
Local Platform Activities in Lalitpur by Mr. Harish Chandra Lamichhane (LMC)

11:20 – 13:00

Lunch Break

13:00 – 13:20
13:20 – 13:40

15:20 – 15:30

Joint Research Activities by U Saw Htwe Zaw
Role of NSET in the GGS Project Implementation in Kathmandu by Mr. Bijay Krishna Upadhyay
(NSET)
Action Plan of Ward No. 2 of Pazundaung Township
Action Plan of Byaing Kwet Thit Ward of Tamwe Township
Open Forum on Ways Forward after the Closing of the GGS Pilot Project moderated by U Saw
Htwe Zaw
Closing Remarks by U Nyunt Maung San, MEC Chairman

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

13:40 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:20
14:20 – 15:20
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Research Symposium
Organized by:
Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
Yangon Technological University (YTU)
Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)
Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES), Kyoto University
Day 2: 17 January 2018 (Wednesday)

Venue: MES Building 3rd Floor
Function Hall

08:30 – 09:30
09:30 – 09:40
09:40 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:20
10:20 – 10:40
10:40 – 11:00

Registration
Opening Remarks by Prof. Tun Naing
Latest Progress on the Sendai Framework for DRR by Dr. Riyanti Djalante
Urban Seismic Risk Assessment in Yangon by Dr. Kyaw Kyaw
Disaster Education by Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
Urban Seismic Risk Assessment in Kathmandu by Prof. Kenji Okazaki

11:00 – 11:20

Coffee Break

11:20 – 11:40
11:40 – 12:00

Risk Perception and Housing Conditions by Dr. Glenn Fernandez
Social Fairness by Prof. Makoto Usami

12:00 – 13:00

Lunch

13:00 – 13:20
13:20 – 13:40
13:40 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:20
14:20 – 14:40
14:40 – 15:00
15:00 – 15:05
15:05 – 15:10

Acquisition of Ground Information for Development of Disaster (Earthquake) Response Support
System in Yangon by Prof. Tun Naing (YTU/SATREPS Project)
Current Activities and Future Plans of YCDC by Daw Hnin Ei Win
RVS Survey and Town-watching in Pilot Wards by U Wai Yar Aung
Wind Vulnerability by U Wai Yar Aung
Seismic Damage Assessment of Existing RC Buildings in Yangon by Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw
Assessment of Existing Building Material Strength by Ms. Hsu Wutyee Htun
Closing Remarks by Mayor Chiri Babu Maharian
Closing Remarks by Prof. Kenji Okazaki

15:10 – 15:30

Coffee Break
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Annex 4a
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Lalitpur Metropolitan City (LMC)
Ward 16
A. Project Objectives
1. To establish and manage a local participatory platform where all stakeholders can work
together and discuss how to understand and assess the disaster risk of their community
and how to prepare and implement a disaster resilience action plan
2. To initiate activities related to risk assessment (including earthquake damage estimation)
which is expected to be completed at the end of 2016 and to be used as input in preparing
a disaster resilience action plan in 2017
B. Progress and Achievements
Objective 1. Establishment and Management of Local Platform
The local platform is the existing Disaster Management Committee (DMC) established in 2014
following the Local Disaster Risk Management Planning (LDRMP) Guideline released by Nepal’s
Ministry of Local Development in 2011.
To form the Disaster Management Committee several gatherings took place. There were
presentations and Disaster Risk Management training during the gatherings. The members of the
Disaster Management Committee were selected during a meeting of different committees of Ward
16. The female groups are particularly active in this ward.
Out of the 30 wards of Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City (LSMC), Ward 16 was selected as the pilot ward
for the GGS Project. The Disaster Management Committee of Ward 16 is more active compared to the
other wards. Ward 16 is in the core area of Lalitpur and consists of old settlements which are
vulnerable to damage from earthquakes. Aside from the condition of the housing and roads in Ward
16, the proximity of the LSMC office handling disaster risk management was taken into consideration
in choosing the pilot ward.
These were the activities of the local platforms under Objective 1:
Date and Venue
21 January 2016
Hotel Himalaya,
Kathmandu

Number of Participants

Outcome
GGS Project partner consultation meeting
 LSMC expects from GGS Project to
contribute in the following areas: 1.
prioritization of relief (basic need support) to
be considered during post-disaster
management; 2. preparation of rescue and
relief plan of the city for post-disaster
management; 3. improvement of the
reconstruction plan to make it disaster
resilient; 4. disaster resilience index map of
the city at each ward and community level.
 Mr. Ram Dhakal was identified as focal
person in LSMC for the GGS Project.
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22 January 2016
Hotel Himalaya,
Kathmandu

23 January 2016

17 May 2016
Baburam Hall, A Block, Institute of
Engineering,
Tribhuvan
University
19 May 2016
Ashok Hall, Patan

16
(one from LSMC)

5 August 2016
Dhapagal, Lalitpur

90
Ward 16

108
Ward 16

International Kick-off Conference (1st Local
Platform Workshop)
 Mr. Bharat Mani Pandey, CEO of LSMC,
signed the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) among the partner organizations
participating in the GGS Project in
Kathmandu, Nepal
 Mr. Rudra Gautam made a presentation on
the present vulnerabilities and the extent of
damage experienced by Lalitpur from the
2015 Gorkha Earthquake.
Facilitated the field visit of GGS Project team
members to the Patan Durbar Square, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site heavily affected
by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Joint Meeting among CDS, NSET, LSMC, and
Kyoto University
 Mr. Ram Dhakal discussed the program for
the workshop in Lalitpur, which was then
finalized with inputs from the meeting
attendees
2nd Local Platform Workshop
 Welcome message from Mr. Bharat Mani
Pandey, CEO of LSMC
 Presentations on “Need, Importance, and
Cycle of Disaster Management” from the
Center of Disaster Studies (Tribhuvan
University) and on “Earthquake Disasters and
Risk Assessment” from Kyoto University
 Workshop on participatory evaluation of
earthquake risk and resilience by using the
Global Earthquake Model (GEM)
Foundation’s Resilience Performance
Scorecard
rd
3 Local Platform Workshop
Participants from Ward 16 identified the
vulnerabilities and capacities of their
community. They will use their output to
update the vulnerabilities and capacities
assessment (VCA) conducted prior to the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake. The updated VCA will be
used as one of the inputs in formulating Ward
16’s disaster resilience action plan.

Members of the Disaster Management Committee of Ward 16 meet monthly to discuss many issues,
not just about the GGS Project. The committee gets inputs from the members in order to make
decisions.
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Objective 2. Risk Assessment and Action Planning
JICA has been assisting Lalitpur in preparing a “Build Back Better (BBB) Reconstruction and Recovery
Plan.” JICA released the reconstruction and recovery plan report in June 2016.
In the process, data of every house, including in Ward 16, was collected to know the detailed damage
situation. When this is combined with the results of the seismic hazard assessment, JICA can come up
with the seismic risk assessment. However, risk assessment data is still being processed by JICA. The
result of the risk assessment will then be used as the basis of the preparation of the disaster
management plan of Ward 16.
Some risk assessment and action planning had also been done by Ward 16 in the past with the
assistance of NGOs. For example, in 2014 the Nepal Red Cross Society assisted Ward 16 in preparing
an action plan under the “Safer Kathmandu” Program. Similarly, Oxfam worked with Ward 16 from
2012 to 2014 and provided training to the residents so that they could conduct Vulnerability and
Capacity Assessment (VCA) needed for the preparation of an action plan.
These were the activities of the local platforms under Objective 2:
Date and Venue
11 February 2017
LMC Hall
1-3 March 2017
LSMC Hall
10-12 March 2017
Kurintar, Chitwan
12 August 2017

23 November 2017
18 December 2017
22 February 2018

23 February 2018

Number of Participants
76 participants + 3
facilitators from NSET
22 participants (mostly
women) + 5 facilitators
from NSET
24 participants + 3
facilitators from NSET

Outcome
4th Local Platform Workshop
Youth’s role in DRM
5th Local Platform Workshop
Non-structural disaster mitigation training
6th Local Platform Workshop
Community search and rescue training
7th Local Platform Workshop
Workshop on earthquake scenario
development
8th Local Platform Workshop
Drafting of action plan
9th Local Platform Workshop
Finalization of action plan
Final workshop in Lalitpur
Presentation of the outcomes of the local
platform activities and joint research activities
Visit at Ward 16
Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez met with ward
officials and residents to view their GGS Project
outputs

Challenges Encountered
There are 12 development committees in Ward 16, representing each of the 12 toles (zones). The
members of these development committees are very busy with committee work and personal work.
It is difficult to invite them to attend the Disaster Management Committee meetings.
Ward 16 already had several experiences preparing a disaster management action plan. The problem
is that none of the previous action plans were implemented due to lack of resources. There is only a
small budget from the municipal government for disaster risk management activities, around one
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million Nepal rupees per year in all to be divided among 30 wards. Therefore, most DRM activities are
limited to awareness-raising only.
By this time, the residents already feel that making an action plan is not important because it is
paperwork only. Implementation of an action is what is important.
C. Future Plans
Ward 16 will try to implement the activities in their Urban Resilience Action Plan. There are plans of
procuring more equipment and supplies for their stockpile, as well as providing training to more
volunteers in the ward.
During the final conference in Lalitpur, the Mayor of Lalitpur reiterated his desire to have all the other
29 wards of their city conduct activities similar to the ones implemented under the GGS Project in
Ward 16 and Ward 21. Their first activity will be to conduct a community search and rescue training
to be attended by three representatives from each ward. Facilitators for this training will include NSET
and Ward 16 representatives who underwent this training in March 2017 under the GGS Project.
Appendix 1. Members of the Local Platform (Disaster Management Committee)
Name
Position / Title
Balkrishna Maharjan Ward Secretary / President
Dilip Joshi
Secretary
Wriddhiman Joshi
Treasurer
Pushpa Shakya
Member
Prabin Shakya
Member
Narayan Maharjan
Member
Suman Maharjan
Member
Sona Shakya
Member
Dilkumari Shakya
Member
Ratnashova Shakya
Member

Appendix 2. Photos of the Coordination Meetings and Local Platform Activities

Figure 1. Participants of the International Kick-off Conference held at Hotel Himalaya on 22 January
2016
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Figure 2. Mr. Bharat Mani Pandey, CEO of LSMC, giving his welcome message to the participants of
the second local platform workshop on 19 May 2016 (left); Mr. Ram Dhakal of LSMC summarizing
the issues discussed during the workshop at the closing ceremony

Figure 3. Resilience Performance Scorecard workshop in Lalitpur facilitated by NSET during the
second local platform workshop on 19 May 2016

Figure 4. A participant at the third local platform workshop in Lalitpur on 5 August 2016 asking about
the guidelines on the construction of multi-story buildings along narrow roads (left) and one group
reviewing the list of vulnerabilities in Ward 16 that they had enumerated
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Figure 5. Participants of the workshop on the role of the youth in DRR with the Mayor of Lalitpur

Figure 6. Participants of the community search and rescue training (6th local platform workshop)

Figure 7. Earthquake scenario workshop (7th local platform workshop)
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Figure 8. Action planning workshop (8th local platform workshop)

Figure 9. Ward 16 Chairman presenting at the Final Conference

Figure 10. Ward officials showing Prof. Okazaki their emergency response tools
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Annex 4b
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report
Ward 21 (formerly Khokana Village of Karyabinayak Municipality)
A. Project Objectives
1. To establish and manage a participatory platform, in which local stakeholders for disaster
reduction will participate. The platform meetings should be held at least 10 times during the
two-year pilot project, including the kick-off conference and closing conference.
2. To develop the earthquake damage estimate and the action plan through the activities of
the platform.
B. Progress and Achievements
We have created Municipal level disaster risk management committee. The committee has been
established on October 16, 2015 in the presence of Karyabinayak Municipality CEO, technical groups,
political parties' leaders, ward secretary, social mobiliser.
Similarly, we have established a ward level disaster risk management committee in five different
VDCs of Karyabinayak Municipality.
Khokana was chosen as the pilot ward for the GGS Project because of the following reasons:
 It is near to our municipality, reduction in transportation cost;
 Since in Bungamati UN Habitat project is running; and
 Since the damage due to Gorkha Earthquake is also more in Khokana
GGS Program helped municipality to revive the committee and conduct different activities. These
activities were carried out as a result of several meetings held between municipality, committee and
NSET. Different activities were conducted to prepare disaster risk management plan. Earthquake
Risk Evaluation workshop was conducted to know the present situation of Karyabinayak Municipality
on disaster risk activities. Stakeholders voted on the present status of Karyabinayak Municipality on
disaster risk reduction using voting pads. As a result and findings of the workshop, five-day
Community Based Disaster Risk Management Training was conducted. After this training with the
need to prepare Local Disaster Risk Management Plan (LDRMP) was felt, training on Vulnerability
Capacity Assessment (VCA) was conducted and survey was carried out. To share the results from the
training and survey and to finalize LDRMP Plan two-day workshop was conducted.
All the meetings conducted by the local platform are shown below:
Date and Venue
21 January 2016
Hotel Himalaya,
Kathmandu

Number of Participants
2
(from Karyabinayak)

22 January 2016
Hotel Himalaya,

10
(from Karyabinayak)

Outcome
GGS Project partner consultation meeting
 Mr. Toran Prasad Bhatt of Karyabinayak
Municipality made an introductory
presentation during the GGS Project partner
consultation meeting
 Ms. Shubha Amatya was identified as focal
person in Karyabinayak Municipality for the
GGS Project.
International Kick-off Conference (1st Local
Platform Workshop)
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Kathmandu

23 January 2016

2

8 May 2016
Karyabinayak
Municipality
Meeting Hall

15

11 May 2016
Karyabinayak
Municipality
Meeting Hall
18 May 2016
Clock Building,
Ghantaghar,
Bhaisepati

15

4 August 2016
Karyabinayak
Municipality
Meeting Hall

35

76

 Mr. Rohit Raj Pokhrel, CEO of Karyabinayak
Municipality, signed the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) among the partner
organizations participating in the GGS
Project in Kathmandu, Nepal
 Mr. Toran Prasad Bhatt made a presentation
on the present vulnerabilities and the extent
of damage experienced by Karyabinayak
Municipality from the 2015 Gorkha
Earthquake.
 Ms. Shubha Amatya made a presentation on
plans to form the local platform after the
group discussion.
Facilitated the field visit of GGS Project team
members to the Rato Machindranath Temple in
Bungamati, which collapsed during the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake
Made a decision to include a representative
from the Ward Citizen Forum in the DRM
Committee. Also to include an expert in the
field of disaster management in the DRM
Committee whenever needed.
Decided to conduct the second local platform
workshop on 18 May 2016

2nd Local Platform Workshop
 Presentations on “Need, Importance, and
Cycle of Disaster Management” from the
Center of Disaster Studies (Tribhuvan
University); on “Earthquake Disasters and
Risk Assessment” from Kyoto University; and
on “Building Damage Patterns and Building
Inventory Survey Results for Earthquake Risk
Assessment in Karyabinayak Municipality”
from NSET
 Report on community-based disaster
management of Saibhu VDC from the
Earthquake Preparedness for Safer
Communities (EPS) Project
 Workshop on participatory evaluation of
earthquake risk and resilience by using the
Global Earthquake Model (GEM)
Foundation’s Resilience Performance
Scorecard
 Closing speech by Mr. Rohit Raj Pokhrel, CEO
of Karyabinayak Municipality
Meeting was held at the municipality office and
decision was made to conduct a communitybased disaster risk management (CBDRM)
training from 8 to 12 August 2016. The meeting
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8-12 August 2015
Karyabinayak
Municipality
Meeting Hall
22-25 November
2016

37

25 November 2016

9

27-28 November
2016

27

6-7 March 2017

86

22 August 2017

9 September 2017

24 November 2017

attendees also discussed the inclusion of two
representatives from ward offices, one from
each political party, and one from the Nepal
Red Cross Society in the DRM Committee.
3rd Local Platform Workshop
 Conducted a five-day CBDRM training for the
members of the DRM Committee.
Involvement in Risk Perception and House
Measurement survey with the researchers.
Karyabinayak facilitated researchers to carry
out Risk Perception and house measurement
survey at Khokana.
Meeting of stakeholders of GGS Project
(Lalitpur SMC, Karyabinayak Municipality, CDS
Pulchowk Campus and NSET) at Pulchowk
Campus
4th Local Platform Workshop
 School Action Planning Workshop.
Participants from 8 different schools
situated inside Karyabinayak Municipality
attended the workshop. Assessment were
done based on school disaster resilience
assessment (SDRA). Each school voted about
the situation of their school using voting
pads.
 Group was formed according to school and
action plan was prepared
th
5 Local Platform Workshop
Disaster Risk Management Planning Workshop.
 Stakeholders related to Disaster Risk
Management were targeted to participate
the workshop to prepare a draft plan on
disaster risk mitigation activities. Municipal
political parties, municipal disaster risk
management committee, ward secretaries,
ward citizen forum and representation from
different groups participated the workshop.
 Vulnerability Capacity Assessment result was
shared and discussed with the participants
 Participants worked out on group to prepare
plan for different hazard
th
6 Local Platform Workshop
Workshop orient newly elected ward officials
and residents on CBDRM and to form a wardlevel DRM Committee
7th Local Platform Workshop
Workshop on earthquake scenario
development
8th Local Platform Workshop
Drafting of action plan
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15 December 2017

9th Local Platform Workshop
Finalization of action plan
Visit at Ward 21
Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez met with ward
officials and residents to view their GGS Project
outputs
Final Conference in Lalitpur
Presentation of the outcomes of the local
platform activities and joint research activities

Challenges Encountered
These were the challenges encountered in establishing and managing the local platform:
 In establishing and managing the local platform there was a problem for the DRM
Committee members to come to the municipality office from their areas.
 The DRM Committee members didn’t come on time and they asked for reimbursement of
their transportation cost.
 The DRM Committee members didn’t have in-depth idea of disaster risk management, like
what should be discussion topics.
 It was very difficult for the participants to attend the workshops and CBDRM training due to
the long distance they had to travel.
C. Future Plans
Karyabinayak Municipality now has merged with former Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City forming
Lalitpur Metropolitan City. Some wards of Karyabinayak Municipality is merged with Lalitpur and
some wards to Bajrabarahi Municipality. The ward level structure then and now is different. Lalitpur
with merged Karyabinayak now has a different ward level structure. As a continuation of activities at
Karyabinayak, NSET will focus on preparing disaster risk management plan of one of the new wards.
This will be a continuation of activities carried out on previous reporting period.
Appendix 1. Members of the Local Platform (DRM Committee)
Name
Position / Title
Laxmi Pandy Gautam
CEO
Shivaram Baniya
Political Leader
Ram Kumar Kc
Political Leader
Amir Shakya
Political Leader
Ram Bhakta Bista
Political Leader
Bhola Acharya
Political Leader
Rabindra Maharjan
Political Leader
Astendra Maharjan
Political Leader
Sampurna Tuladhar
Political Leader
Surendra Thapa Magar
Ward secretary
Ganga Lal Dangol
Ward secretary
Mina Maharjan
Ward secretary
Rajendra Pandey
Ward secretary
Mukunda Ghimire
Ward secretary
Ramesh Kumar Maharjan
Red Cross Society
Sukumaya Lama
Lady Representative
Raman Kumar Shahi
Member
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Appendix 2. Photos of the Coordination Meetings and Local Platform Activities

Figure 1. Participants of the International Kick-off Conference held at Hotel Himalaya on 22 January
2016

Figure 2. Local platform meeting on 8 May 2016 (left) and on 11 May 2016

Figure 3. Second local platform workshop on 18 May 2016 at the Clock Building
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Figure 4. Lecture by Bijaya Upadhya of NSET at the CBDRM training (left) and Closing
Ceremony attended by the CEO

Figure 5. Team-building activity (left) and group work during the CBDRM training

Figure 6. Participants of the CBDRM Training
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Figure 7. Karyabinayak Municipality staff conducting an interview during the pre-survey of the joint
research on risk perception and housing reconstruction in Bungamati

Figure 8. School-Level Action Planning Workshop

Figure 9. Disaster Risk Management Planning Workshop

Figure 10. Meetings with Local Platform
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Figure 11. Orientation to the members of the new Disaster Management Committee of Ward 21 (6th
Local Platform Workshop)

Figure 11. Earthquake Disaster Scenario Workshop (7th Local Platform Workshop)

Figure 11. Action Planning Workshop (8th Local Platform Workshop)
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Figure 12. The action plan of Ward 21 posted on the wall of the ward office

Figure 13. Debris removal initiated by Ward 21 using the seed money from the GGS Project

Figure 14. Ward 21 Chairman presenting at the Final Conference
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Annex 5

Final Report

Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
A project on “Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities
of local participatory platform”
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Kyoto
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) initiated by the
United Nations University (UNU), Tokyo, Japan
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NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EARTHQUAKE TECHNOLOGYNEPAL (NSET)
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1. Introduction
A project on “Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities of local participatory
platform” is under implementation by Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES),
Kyoto University under the Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) in Kathmandu, Nepal and Yangon,
Myanmaar.
National Society for Earthquake Technology-Nepal (NSET) is one of the four partners of GSGES for
implementing GGS project in Kathmandu.
This report has been prepared by NSET and submitted to GSGES as the annual report of first year
of implementation of GGS project in Kathmandu. This report includes objectives of the project,
progress and achievements, future plans and details of some events.

2. Project Objectives
The main objectives of the project especially are to provide technical and practical advice to
Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City and Karyabinayak Municipality in establishing the local platform
and in conducting risk assessment and to assist Japanese researchers to coordinate with local
community to conduct some joint researches.

3. Progress and Achievements (Year 1)
3.1 Karyabinayak Municipality:
Karyabinayak Municipality has Disaster Risk Management Committee at Central Municipal Level.
This committee was formed following the Local Disaster Risk Management Plan (LDRMP)
guidelines prepared by government. GGS Program helped municipality to revive the committee
and conduct different activities. These activities were carried out as a result of several meetings
held between municipality, committee and NSET. NSET was requested to help, support and give
technical assistance to municipality and the committee. Different activities were conducted to
prepare disaster risk management plan. To start, Earthquake Risk Evaluation workshop was
conducted to know the present situation of Karyabinayak Municipality on disaster risk activities.
Stakeholders voted on the present status of Karyabinayak Municipality on disaster risk reduction
using voting pads. Results of the status was shown immediate after the voting was concluded. This
workshop guided to conduct one training to make the committee familiar with Community Based
Disaster Risk Management. This training created need on carrying out VCA to prepare LDRMP.
VCA was conducted. A workshop was conducted to discuss the result of VCA and prepare a plan.
In between these activities, one school level action planning workshop and several meetings were
held between municipality, committee, and NSET. These meetings were held as a preparatory
planning to conduct activities as well as discuss the results of the activities and the way forward.
Coordination Meetings and Local Platform Activities where NSET was a part is listed below.
Date and Venue

Activities Description

NSET

21st January 2016 GGS Project partner consultation meeting
Hotel Himalaya,  Dr. Ramesh Guragain, Deputy Executive Director, 3
Kathmandu
NSET made an introductory presentation during the
GGS Project partner consultation meeting
22nd January 2016 2016 International Kick-off Conference
6

Number of
Participants
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Hotel Himalaya,  Mr. Surya Narayan Shrestha, Deputy Executive
Kathmandu
Director signed the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) among the partner organizations
participating in the GGS Project in Kathmandu, Nepal
 NSET coordinated and managed the Kick off
Conference.
23rd January 2016 Field Visit: Designed and facilitated the field visit of GGS
Project team members at different parts of Kathmandu
Valley to show the damage caused by the 2015 Gorkha
Earthquake.
NSET led the team for the vulnerability walk at the old
settlements of Patan and explained about the existing
vulnerabilities of the societies. NSET team also briefed
about the existing structures like guthis that makes the
societies resilient after disasters.
NSET also helped the team explore the damage caused
at Sankhu due to the recent Gorkha Earthquake.
th
8
May, 2016 Meeting was conducted and Made a decision to include
Karyabinayak
a representative from Ward Citizen Forum and to
Municipality
include an expert from the field of disaster risk
Meeting Hall
management in the committee on need.
11th May 2016 Meeting was conducted where decision to conduct
Karyabinayak
Earthquake Risk Resilience and Evaluation Workshop
Municipality
was made.
Meeting Hall
18th May 2016 One Day Earthquake Risk Resilience and Evaluation
Ghantaghar,
Workshop to the Municipal officers, Disaster Risk
Bhainsepati
Management Committed, Political leaders, ward
secretary and local stakeholders. The results were
shown immediately to the platform members and the
municipal engineer facilitated to analyze the results on
the situation of the municipality on disaster risk
management.
th
04 August 2016 Meeting conducted and decision to conduct
Karyabinayak
Community Based Disaster Risk Management Training
Municipality
with the help of NSET
Meeting Hall
8-12 August, 2016 Five Days Community Based Disaster Risk
Management Training to Disaster Risk Management
Committee formed at central and local level of
Karyabinayak Municipality.
Several Meetings with Disaster Risk Management
Committee of Karyabinayak Municipality was held.
Meeting focused on conducting vulnerability Capacity
Assessment Training to prepare Local Disaster Risk
Management Plan. Similarly, meetings were held to

2

2

15

2

15

8

76

2

35

6

25
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27-28 Nov, 2016

22-25 Nov, 2016
Khokana Area

25 Nov, 2016

6-7 Mar, 2017

conduct disaster risk management planning
workshop. These meetings decided to conduct
activities to prepare disaster risk management plan of
Karyabinayak Municipality.
 School Action Planning Workshop. Participants from
8 different schools situated inside Karyabinayak
Municipality attended the workshop. Assessment
were done based on school disaster resilience
assessment (SDRA). Each school voted about the
situation of their school using voting pads.
 Group was formed according to school and action
plan was prepared
Involvement in Risk Perception and House
measurement survey with the researchers. NSET
facilitated researchers to carry out Risk Perception and
house measurement survey at Khokana.
Meeting of Stakeholders of GGS programs (Lalitpur
SMC, Karyabinayak Municipality, CDS Pulchowk
Campus and NSET) at Pulchowk Campus
Disaster Risk Management Planning Workshop.
 Stakeholders related to Disaster Risk Management
were targeted to participate the workshop to
prepare a draft plan on disaster risk mitigation
activities. Municipal political parties, municipal
disaster risk management committee, ward
secretaries, ward citizen forum and representation
from different groups participated the workshop.
 Vulnerability Capacity Assessment result was shared
and discussed with the participants
 Participants worked out on group to prepare plan for
different hazard

6

84

27 (M-17, F10)

2

3

9

8
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3.2 Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City:
Lalitpur sub-metropolitan city (LSMC) has prepared Local Disaster Risk Management Plan for ward
16. This plan was prepared following the guidelines prepared by Ministry of Federal Affairs and
Local Development for Local Disaster Risk Management Plan. They have already done risk
assessment and vulnerability capacity assessment of different wards. Under our concern of ward
16, LSMC has already prepared Local Disaster Risk Management Plan carrying out different
activities related to risk assessment and vulnerability capacity assessment.
NSET and Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City has conducted several informal meetings regarding the
work plan and carrying out different activities. Two workshops were conducted focusing on revisit
and revise of disaster risk management plan. These workshops were conducted feeling the need
to revise the plan because of the changed scenario after Gorkha Earthquake. After these two
workshops, LSMC with technical support from NSET focused on conducting activities guided by
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the plan. Activities conducted were Youth Role on Disaster Risk Management Interaction Program,
Non-Structural Mitigation training and Community Search and Rescue Training.
Details of the programs are listed below.
Date and Venue

Description of the program

19th May 2016
One day Earthquake Risk Resilience and Evaluation
Ashok
Hall, Workshop to the Disaster Risk Management
Patan, Lalitpur
Committed, Political leaders, ward secretary, President
of women’s group and local stakeholders. Voting Pad
was used to get the views from the local platform
members. The results were shown immediately to the
platform members and the municipal engineer
facilitated to analyze the results on the situation of the
municipality on disaster risk management.
Aug 5, 2016, Workshop on revision of action plan to the Disaster
Lalitpur SMC Hall Risk Management Committed, Political leaders, ward
secretary, President of women’s group and local
stakeholders.
11 Feb, 2017, Interaction and awareness of Youth on Disaster Risk
Lalitpur SMC Hall Mitigation. Youths from ward 16 were invited to
interact on youth’s role on disaster risk mitigation.
1-3 Mar, 2017, Non Structural Mitigation Training
Lalitpur SMC hall  Training was conducted targeting women’s group of
ward no 16.
 Training focused on mitigating nonstructural risks
due to earthquakes.
 Participants was trained theoretically and practically
to mitigate risks from non-structural components.
10-12 Mar, 2017, Community Search and Rescue Training. Training was
Kurintar, Chitwan conducted at Disaster Risk Management Training
Center DMTC, Kurintar. Youths from ward no 16,
Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City was targeted to
participate in the training program. 24 youths from the
targeted area took part on 3 day training program.
Trained Armed Police force and NSET professionals
facilitate the training program as resource persons.

NSET
8

Number of
Participants
82 (30 M,
52-F)

2

Around 90

3

76

5

22

3

24

4. Progress and Achievements (Year 2)
4.1 Karyabinayak Municipality
Karyabinayak Municipality now has merged with former Lalitpur Sub-Metropolitan City forming
Lalitpur Metropolitan City. Some wards of Karyabinayak Municipality is merged with Lalitpur and
some wards to Bajrabarahi Municipality. The ward level structure then and now is different.
Lalitpur with merged Karyabinayak now has a different ward level structure. As a continuation of
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activities at Karyabinayak, NSET will focus on preparing disaster risk management plan of Ward 21
(Khokana). This will be a continuation of activities carried out on previous reporting period.

4.2 Lalitpur Metropolitan City
Ward no 16, Lalitpur Metropolitan City has prepared action plan. GGS program through Local
Participatory Platform has conducted different activities at ward no. 16. These activities include
revision and finalization of disaster risk management plan. These activities were conducted
through the involvement of Community Disaster Management Committee (CDMC). CDMC took
initiation to carry out activities as specified on the plan. NSET assisted Lalitpur technically to
conduct every activities associated with GGS programs. Lalitpur and NSET now are planning to
continue every efforts carried out on this reporting period related to disaster risk mitigation. NSET
now again focuses on conducting more activities as directed by the plan that may include training
more community people and establishing proper mechanism to mobilize trained manpower.

5. Contribution from NSET (Human Resources)
Inkind Contribution of NSET Resource persons (Direct Involvement during programs only)
Resource Persons: Surya Narayan Shrestha(SNS), Ramesh Guragain (RG), Suman Pradhan(SP), Kapil Bhattarai(KB),
Pavitra KC(PKC), Rashmi Dahal(RD), Sharmila Tamang(ST), Aditi Dhakal(AD), Om kala Khanal(OKK), Bhuwaneshwori
Parajuli (BP), Manjoo Gatraj(MG), Gopal Gautam(GG), Govind Raj Bhatta(GRB), Lila Bhattarai(LB), Darshan Malla(DM)
S.N.

Date

1

21/01/2016

2

22/01/2016

3

23/01/2016

4

8/5/2016

5

11/5/2016

6

18/05/2016

7

4/8/2016

8

812/08/2016

9
10
11

2728/11/2016
2225/11/2016

Resource
persons
(No.)

Resource
Persons
Involved

3

RG,SP,KB

6

SNS,RG,SP,KB,
PKC,ST

2

SP,KB

Meeting

2

SP,KB

Meeting

2

SP,KB

Earthquake Risk Resilience and
Evaluation Workshop

8

RG,SP,KB,PKC,
GG,MG,AD,ST

Meeting

2

SP,KB

30

BKU,OKK,KB,P
KC,RD,ST

Venue
Hotel
Himalaya
Hotel
Himalaya
Lalitpur
Karyabinayak
Meeting Hall
Karyabinayak
Meeting Hall
Ghantaghar,
Bhainsepati
Karyabinayak
Meeting Hall
Karyabinayak
Meeting Hall
Karyabinayak
Hall
Ghantaghar,
Bhainsepati
Khokana

Program
GGS Project partner consultation
meeting
2016 International Kick-off
Conference
Field
Visit:
Earthquake
Vulnerability tour and tour to
earthquake affected areas

Community Based Disaster Risk
Management Training
Several Meetings on GGS
activities
School
Action
Planning
Workshop
Risk Perception and house
measurement survey

Remarks

6
persons
for 5 days

SP,KB
12

BP,GRB,KB,ST,
LB,DM

8

KB,DM

6
persons
for 2 days
2
persons
for 4 days
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S.N.

Date

Venue

Program

12

25/11/2016

Pulchowk
Campus
Ghantaghar,
Bhainsepati
Ashok Hall,
Lalitpur
Lalitpur SMC
Hall

Meeting of Stakeholders of GGS
programs
Disaster Risk Management
Planning Workshop
Earthquake Risk Resilience and
Evaluation Workshop to
Workshop on revision of action
plan
Interaction and awareness of
Youth
on
Disaster
Risk
Mitigation.
Non
Structural
Mitigation
Training.
Co-ordination for different
activities at both municipalities

13

67/03/2017

14

19/05/2016

15

5/8/2016

16

11/2/2017

Lalitpur SMC
Hall

17

1-3/3/2017

Lalitpur SMC
Hall

19
Total in mandays
Total Inkind cost in NRs.

Resource
persons
(No.)

Resource
Persons
Involved

3

RG,BKU,KB

4

BKU and KB

7

SP,KB,PKC,GG,
MG,AD,ST

2

BKU and KB

3

BKU, KB, DM

6

BKU and KB

100
615,664.5
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Remarks

2
persons
for 2 days

2
persons
for 3 days
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Annex Photographs
Karyabinayak Municipality

Meetings with Local Platform

Trainings and Workshops

Risk and Resilience Evaluation

Disaster Risk Management Planning

School Level Action Planning

CBDRM Training

88
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Lalitpur Metropolitan City

Training and Workshops

Risk and resilience evaluation

Revision of Action plan

Youth awareness on Disaster Risk Mitigation

Non-Structural Risk Mitigation Training

Community Search and Rescue Training at Kurintar Lalitpur

Search Exercise

Group Photo
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Annex 6
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Centre for Disaster Studies (CDS)
Institute of Engineering, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
1. Project Objectives
a. To provide the technical support for NSET and two municipalities (Lalitpur and
Karyabinayak) about how to understand and assess the disaster risk of their community
and how to prepare and implement a disaster resilience action plan
b. To conduct the joint research program with Japanese experts
2. Progress and Achievements
Date and Venue
21st January
2016

Number of
Participants

GGS Project partner consultation meeting
2

Hotel Himalaya,
Kathmandu
22nd January
2016

8

Hotel Himalaya,
Kathmandu

23rd January
2016

Outcome

5

16-17th March
2016, Yangon
Technological
University
17th May 2016
Baburam Hall, A
- Block, Institute
of Engineering,
Tribhuvan
University

1

18th May 2016
Clock Building,
Ghantaghar,
Bhaisepati

2

7

 CDS is providing technical support to establish the
platform and joint research.
 Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari was identified as focal person in
LSMC for the GGS Project.
2016 International Kick-off Conference
 Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula, Director of CDS has signed
the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the
partner organizations participating in the GGS Project in
Kathmandu, Nepal
 Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari, deputy-director has made a
presentation on the structure of CDS and the role of CDS
for the GGS project and also has done MC during the
program.
Facilitated the field visit of GGS Project team members to
the Patan Durbar Square, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
heavily affected by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari has presented the condition of
Gorkha Earthquake and role of CDS for the GGS project in
the Workshop on Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake
Risk and Resilience
Joint Meeting among CDS, NSET, LSMC, and Kyoto
University
Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula has elaborated the state of art or
research and project.
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari explained about the program and
schedule of the GGS project to Campus Chief and Assistant
Dean of the Institute of Engineering.
Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula and Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
have attended the program and Dr. Adhikari has presented
about the Need, Importance, and Cycle of Disaster
Management in the context of earthquake.
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19th May 2016
Ashok Hall,
Patan

2

20th May 2016,
Bungamati

5

14th June, 2016
CDS
8-10th August,
2016, Khokana

4

11th August,
2016, CDS
21st -29th Nov,
2016
25th Nov, 2016,
CDS
29th Nov, 2016,
KM
26th Dec, 2016

1

4

8
9
12
8

28th Feb, 2017

2

19th June 2017

7

10th August
2017
11th August
2017
1-7th
September,
2017
15th October

5
60
3

Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula and Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
have attended the program and Dr. Adhikari has presented
about the Need, Importance, and Cycle of Disaster
Management in the context of earthquake.
Joint research with Prof. Kenji and CDS. Two faculties and
3 three students from CDS have worked together in the
Bungamati area for the preliminary understanding of
earthquake effect and the vulnerability of the houses.
Discussed with faculty and students about the
opportunities and scope of GGS project
Faculties and students from CDS have conducted joint
survey in Khokana in the theme of Disaster Education and
Action Plan with Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari has meeting with Dr. Koichi
Shiwaku about the survey and outcome of the field survey
Students from CDS have involved in the risk perception
survey in Khokana
Pre-field survey meeting between CDS, Kyoto University,
NSET, Karyabinayak, Lalitpur municipality.
Wrap-up meeting of the risk perception survey
Meeting with faculty and students about the progress of
risk perception survey and data compilation
Prof. Nagendra Sitoula has discussed with Glenn about the
project activities.
GGS project meeting with participants from GGS, Kyoto
university, LMC and NSET.
Disaster education meeting with participants from GGS,
Kyoto University including Prof. Rajib shaw, LMC and NSET.
Disaster Education workshop.
English translation of essays and drawing by Suraj Gautam,
Nagendra Sitoula and Basanta Raj Adhikari

17th October

2

18th December,
2018
20th February
2018
22nd February
2018

2

Meeting with LMC 21 for action plan preparation
participated by Prof. Nagendra Raj Sitoula and Dr. Basanta
Raj Adhikari
Meeting with LMC 16 for action plan preparation
participated by Prof. Nagendra Raj Sitoula and Dr. Basanta
Raj Adhikari
English Translation of LMC ward no 21 action plan

3

Meeting with Glenn at CDS for final workshop

2

Final workshop of action plan of LMC ward no 21.
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3. Findings and lesson learn
Preparation of action plan for urban resilience is very important in the context of Nepal due to
having different disaster in the country. Periodic reoccurrences of seismic events significantly
increased the vulnerability of the city in terms physical, social and economic level. Promotion of
livelihood and wellbeing of the people are the major aspect of urban resilience. Therefore, local
residents from both wards were actively engaged in this process and understood the concept of
vulnerability and risk and prepared the plan. The understanding and outcomes of this study is
actionable and chair persons of the both wards have committed to implement this action plan. In
this context, community based disaster risk reduction action plan with the involvement of
community is one of the successful outcomes of this project and taken ownership by the local
residents. Little trainings and guidance to the local community by experience researcher from the
academia is one of the successful outcome of this study.
4. Recommendations
This study is very relevant and down to the earth for urban resilience to gather base line
information and preparation of action plan. Therefore it is recommended to include this findings
in university curriculum and should be replicated in the other parts of the country as well as world.
Extensive joint research project should be designed between different academic institutions in
future.

Appendix 1: Members of the Joint Research Team
Name
Mr. Nagendra Raj Sitoula
Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari

Position / Title
Director, CDS
Deputy director/Focal Person for GGS

Ten students were involved in the joint research project. Their names are below:
1. Suraj Gautam
2. Gaurav Panthi
3. Reshma Shrestha
4. Naresh Nidal
5. Surendra Awasthi
6. Sajan Shrestha
7. Meeza Manandhar
8. BalMukunda Joshi
9. Akash Gurung
10. Ashish Bastola
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Appendix 2: Pictures

Figure 1: International Kick-off conference in Kathmandu
.

Figure 2:MoU signing ceremony during the international kick-off conference.

Figure 3: Dr. Basanta providing a presentation about the activities of CDS related to the 2015 Gorkha
Earthquake at the Experts’ Meeting in Yangon on 17 March 2016
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Figure 4: Dr. Basanta providing comments at the International Kick-off Conference in Yangon on 18
March 2016

Figure 5: Dr. Basanta participating in the field visit around Yangon on 19 March 2016

Figure 6: Dr. Basanta providing a presentation on the need and importance of Disaster Risk
Management at the second local platform workshop in Karyabinayak Municipality on 18 May 2016
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Figure 7:Prof. Nagendra and CDS students participating in the pre-survey of the Risk Perception and
Housing Reconstruction joint research in Bungamati

Figure 88: Local people providing the information to the researchers in Khokana village

Figure 9: GGS joint meeting at CDS on 19th June, 2017
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Figure 10: Image scenario workshop for school students and teachers

Figure 15: Prof. Nagendra and Basanta attending the final conference in Lalitpur
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Annex 7
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC)
A. Project Objectives
1. To establish and manage a local participatory platform where all stakeholders can work
together and discuss how to understand and assess the disaster risk of their community and
how to prepare and implement a disaster resilience action plan
2. To initiate activities related to risk assessment (including earthquake damage estimation)
which is expected to be completed at the end of 2016 and to be used as input in preparing a
disaster resilience action plan in 2017.
B. Progress and Achievements
Yangon Region consists of 44 townships, of which 33 townships belong to Yangon City. Among those
44 townships, Pazundaung and Tamwe townships are selected to establish local participatory
platforms since Pazundaung township has typical downtown setting and Tamwe township has diverse
urban and suburban setting. Furthermore, both townships are highly populated and have same risk of
frequent flooding during heavy rain in high tide seasons.
After initial selection of townships, the project team organize a meeting in each townships and
introduce the project facts and intentions to local authorities and the community leaders. After those
meeting, two school resilience survey were conducted- one on 29 February 2016 at State High School
No. 1 at Tamwe Township and the other one on 1 March 2016 at Township Education Office in
Pazundaung Township.
Date and Venue
29 February 2016
State High School No.
1, Tamwe Township

1 March 2016
Township Education
Office, Pazundaung
Township

Participants
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu
U Than oo
Daw Thin Thin Aung
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu
U Zaw Myint
U Win Htay
Daw Saw Yu Sein
Daw Cho Cho Khaing
Daw Wai Wai Tun
Daw Khin San Yu
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Outcome
Data Survey (Joint research on
disaster education)
 Introduced the project
 Conducted school resilience
survey
Data Survey (Joint research on
disaster education)
 Introduced the project
 Conducted school resilience
survey

Data Survey in Pazundaung Township (1 March 2016)

Data Survey in Pazundaung Township (1 March 2016)

Data Survey in Tamwe Township (29 February 2016)

Data Survey in Tamwe Township (29 February 2016)
After this two survey works, the Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and
Resilience was conducted at Yangon Technological University on 16-17 March 2016 with the invited
participants from those two townships from various stakeholders such as township officers, engineers,
school teachers, fire brigade, police officer, workers, nurses, shop owners, etc. All together 82 people
were participated. In the event, the concept of the GGS project and establishment of GEM had
explained and conducted the evaluation of earthquake risk and resilience had conducted. During the
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workshop, the participants from Nepal also share their recent earthquake event and its impact to their
country.
Date and Venue
16-17 March 2016
Yangon Technological
University

Participants
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Eaint Thu Htet
Daw Theint Theint Ko
Daw Chit Su San
Daw Thet Myat Thawdar Win
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu

Outcome
Workshop for the
Participatory Evaluation of
Earthquake Risk and
Resilience
 Assessed perception rating
and made evaluation of
earthquake risk.

82 participants from two project
townships.

Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience in Yangon by GEM
(16 March 2016) Day – 1

Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience in Yangon by GEM
(17 March 2016) Day – 2

Expert Meeting on the Pilot Project (17 March 2016)
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On the following day, 18 March 2016, the “International Kick-off Conference” was held at the function
hall of Myanmar Engineering Society, Yangon, Myanmar with the invited guests and international
participants. The site visit was also organized on 19 March 2016.
Date and Venue
18 March 2016
Function Hall,
Myanmar Engineering
Society Building

19 March 2016
Site Visit

Participants
Outcome
U Khaing Zaw Win
International Kick-off
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Conference (1st Local Platform
Daw Su Wint Yi
Workshop)
Daw Eaint Thu Htet
 Signed GGS official project
Daw Theint Theint Ko
documents
Daw Chit Su San
Daw Thet Myat Thawdar Win
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Site visit to Pazundaung
Daw Su Wint Yi
Township, Tamwe Township,
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
construction site in the city,
Daw Aye Myat Soe
YCDC sewage treatment
Executive Officers from water and facilities, YCDC township
Sanitation Department, YCDC
offices

International Kick-off Conference (18 March 2016)

Site visit in Pazundaung Township (19 March 2016)
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At City Hall (19 March 2016)

“Junction City” in Pabadan Township (19 March 2016)
After successfully signed and launched the project, the authorities from two townships were
requested to select a most vulnerable as well as active ward within the township in order to create
participatory platform and to carry out detail project researches.
Tamwe township development office proposed for Byaing Kwetthit Ward on ground of risk of mid-rise
contract housing buildings and risk of flood during rainy season. Similarly, Pazundaung Township
development office proposed Ward No. 2 for high risk of earthquake damages due to soft and poor
soil below and risk of frequent flood during rainy season. After that, Yangon City Development
Committee had been coordinated as facilitators for RVS Survey at Byane Kwet Thit Ward of Tarmwe
Township and Pazundaung Ward No.(2) of Pazundaung Township. Both Byaing Kwet thit ward of
Tarmwe township and Ward No. (2) of Pazundaung township completed the assessment and about
350 Buildings from both Wards were collected and analyzed. Assessment of Byane Kwet Thit Ward
was done from 20th to 21st of September 2016 and Assessment of Pazundaung Ward (2) was done at
from 3rd to 6th of January 2017.
After accepting the proposed wards to implement participatory platform for the project, a series of
meeting were organized to disseminate the project information and plan for the future research works.
On 22 June 2016, the Second Workshop had carried out at the training room of Myanmar Engineering
Society and coordinate the research activities and set the detail steps for the research works.
Date and Venue
22 June 2016
MES

Participants
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu
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Outcome
2nd Local Platform Workshop
 Coordinated research
activities
 Set detail steps of research
works
 Set Town-watching and
Rapid Visual Survey (RVS) as

23 June 2016
Tamwe and
Pazuntaung
Townships

Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu

8.7.2016
Tamwe and
Pazuntaung
Townships

Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Aye Myat Mar Lar
Daw Theint Theint Ko
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
Daw Htet Htet Aung
U Zaw Myint
U Kyaw Soe Hein
Daw Thin Thin Aung
U Ye Lwin
Daw Kyi Kyi Oo

tools to assess
vulnerabilities and raise
resilience capacity.
Pre-survey for Town-watching
Program for Disaster Risk
Reduction
 Met with ward leaders and
community members.
 Explained project, the
participatory platform,
town-watching and RVS
Pre-survey and meeting for
town-watching plan
 Invited teachers and
students for the third local
platform workshop at YCDC
City Hall on 15 July 2016.
 Detailed preparation for
town-watching program.

Pre-survey for Town-watching Plan in Tamwe and Pazundaung Townships (23 June 2016)

Meeting for Town-watching Plan in Pazundaung and Tamwe Townships (8 July 2016)
The third workshop was done on 15 July 2016 at the City Hall of the Yangon City Development
Committee. The event was opened by the welcome speech of the secretary of YCDC. There are total
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of 128 participants including YCDC officers, engineers, TEOs, teachers, students, community leaders,
community members, general public and medias. After the workshop, two groups were divided and
conduct town-watching programs in two selected wards in two townships.
Date and Venue
15 July 2016
Yangon City Hall

15 July 2016
Pazundaung Townwatching Plan

15 July 2016
Tamwe Townwatching Plan

Participants
Secretary of YCDC
U Aung San Win
U Khaing Zaw Win
U Aye Kyaw Aung
U Thein Min
U Saw Win Maung
U Ngwe Soe Thaung
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Daw Aye Myat Mar Lar
Daw Hnin Wai Lwin
Daw Theint Theint Ko
Daw Yi Tar Soe Min
Daw Hnin Oo Haling
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
Daw Htet Htet Aung
Daw Su Wint Yi
Daw Eaint Thu Htet
DaYin Myat Mon
Daw Shwe Yamin Oo
Daw Khaing Chan Myae Thu
Daw Thin Thin Aung

Outcome
3rd Local Platform Workshop
 Opening speech by the
Secretary of YCDC.
 Media, TV and newspaper
interviews were carried out.

 Carried out town-watching
 Identified risk and safe area
 Made community based
risk mapping

 Carried out town-watching
 Identified risk and safe area
 Made community based
risk mapping

Workshop on Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience through Activities of Local Participatory
Platform (Yangon City Hall) (15 July 2016)
 International Closing Conference on urban disaster resilience through activities of local
participatory platform workshop was held in Yangon City Hall on 16th January 2018. The main
objective of the workshop was to share the project activities, research outcome and good
practice with local stakeholders. Representatives from GEM, Mayor from Lalitpur
Metropolitan City, Mayor from Yangon City, International research team members from Kyoto
University, local research team members (YCDC, YTU and MES) Joined and representatives of
local stakeholders (Government Departments, CBO/CSO, local community) from 2 selected
wards joined and discussed.
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Risk Assessment
Town-watching program is implemented in order to identify the risk and vulnerability at the
community level. Town-watching is a simple and easy to conduct. Moreover, it is a very good tool to
mobilize the community and let the participants to learn their own neighborhood and identify the risk
area and safe area by themselves. The identified items and areas are then summarized on the map.
The final map is explained by the participants, sharing views among them and learning by each other.
At the same time, the Rapid Visual Survey (RVS) is carried out to understand the building stock and to
review vulnerability of each building type. RVS is a quick tool to grasp the snap shots of the building
under review. Based on the resulted RVS score, the damage probability can be calculated. Based on
the damaged probability and replacement cost of the building, the possible damage cost can be
estimated.

Pazundaung Townwatching (15 July 2016)

Tamwe Townwatching (15 July 2016)
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Project Activities (September 2016 to March 2018)
2015

2016

2017

2018

Planned Activities
J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M

1. Conducting Pilot Project in each city
(a) Kick-off meeting to establish a local
platform
(b) Conduct risk assessment and damage
estimate of earthquakes
(c) Make disaster reduction policies and
action plan
(d) Research on specific topics
2. Establishing a general model for
increasing urgan disaster resilience
(1) Extracting general methods for
establishment of the general model
(2) Establishment of the general model
3. Information/data sharing and
networking

The progress has successfully well implemented as planned. From September 2016, the following
activities was carried out in the selected wards in order to achieve the objectives of the project.
Date and Venue
29.2.2016
Data Survey for Disaster Education Joint
Research
SHS 1, Tamwe Township
1.3.2016
Data Survey for Disaster Education Joint
Research
Pazuntaung Township
16.3.2016 & 17.3.2016
Workshop for the Participatory
Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and
Resilience
Yangon Technological University
18.3.2016
International kick-off Conference
Held at Function Hall of Myanmar
Engineering Society.
19.3.2016
Site Visit
22.6.2016
Second Workshop
MES

Outcome
Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey

Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey

Assess perception rating and make evaluation of
earthquake risk.

Signed GGS official project documents

Site visit to Pazundaung township, Tamwe township,
Construction site in the city, YCDC sewage treatment
facilities. YCDC township offices
Coordinate research activities.
Set detail steps of research works.
Set Town-watching and rapid visual survey (RVS) as
tools to assess vulnerabilities and raise resilience
capacity.
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23.6.2016
Pre-survey for Town Watching Program
for Disaster Risk Reduction in Tamwe
and Pazuntaung Township
8.7.2016
Pre-survey & meeting for Town-watching
Plan in Tamwe and Pazuntaung
Township
15.7.2016
Third Workshop
Yangon City Hall
15.7.2016
Pazuntaung Town Watching Plan
15.7.2016
Tamwe Town Watching Plan
11.2016
4th Workshop
01.2017
5th Workshop
03.2017
6th Workshop
06.2017
7th workshop (2 days at MES)

08.2007
8th workshop (2 days at MES)

10.2017
9th Workshop
10th Workshop
November, 2017
16.01.2018
International Closing Conference
Yangon City Hall
17.01.2018
International Closing Conference
(Research Symposium)
MES Building

Meet with ward leaders and community members.
Explain about project, the participatory platform,
town-watching and RVS
Invite teachers and students for the Third
International Workshop at YCDC city hall on 15th July
2016.
Detail preparation for town-watching program
Opening speech by the secretary of YCDC.
Media, TV and newspaper interviews were carried
out.
Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Technical discussion of the research progress and
outcome discussion.
To disseminate results of town-watching and RVS
To identify SWOT of the local platform.
To disseminate results and share experiences at city
level.
(1) Formation of Ward level Disaster Management
Committee
(2) Community Based Disaster Risk Management
(CBDRM) training
Earthquake Risk Awareness (Theory and Results of
assessments)
First Aid training by MRCS
Fire Prevention training by Tarmwe Fire Service
Department
Drafting Action plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships)
Finalizing Action Plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships
Presentation of the outcomes of the local platform
activities and joint research activities to the general
public
Detailed presentation of the findings and
recommendations of the joint research teams

At the same time, the research team will carry out the research activities in collaboration with Kyoto
University based on the discussion among the counterparts. It will also be fruitful if the models of
the other countries can be shared to learn from others experiences and lessons. The capacity
building action plans adopting in Nepal can be a good model for Myanmar.
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Finding and Lessons learned
There are several challenges encountered during this project initialization period. One of the key
challenge is organizing different stakeholders to form a workable participatory platform. As the
model of the participatory platform of this project is not fixed by position, the organizing meeting
and activities took more efforts.
It is observed that existing buildings in Pazundaung Ward (2) has more resistance to earthquake
forces as compared to Byane Kwet Thit Ward through FEMAp-154 assessment. Therefore, detailed
earthquake vulnerability assessment should be carried out to common residentials buildings in
Byane Kwet Thit Ward should be carried out.
It is expected through these activities that the risk and potential damages which can be caused by
disasters to be identified and the local counterparts can take appropriate actions to reduce the risk.
The expected earthquake events and their respected likelihood will be based on the recent research
works of Myanmar Earthquake Committee which has conducted the risk mapping of Yangon City
area in 2015. After summoning risk probabilities and vulnerabilities of the building stocks, the
damage extents shall be calculated for each intensity of earthquake.
Recommendations
As Myanmar is frequently experienced minor earthquake shaking in these year 2017 and 2018,
earthquake disasters have been one of the interesting among local stakeholders and residents.
Moreover, GGS Project focuses upon local participatory platform, it would be fruitful plan to
implement the project in other urban townships in Yangon.

Appendix 1: Members of the Local Platform in Byane Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township
Name
Position / Title
Daw Su Wint Yi
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Eaint Thu Htet
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Yin Myat Mon
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Shwe Yamin Oo
Daw Khaing chan Myae Thu

Appendix 2: Members of the Local Platform in No. 2 Ward, Pazundaung Township
Name
Position / Title
Daw Aye Thin Thin Chaw
Executive Engineer
Daw Aye Myat Mar Lar
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Hnin Wai Lwin
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Theint Theint Ko
Senior Assistant Engineer
Daw Aye Ei Ei Soe
Daw Hnin Oo Hlaing
Daw Yi Tar Soe Min
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Annex 8
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Myanmar Engineering Society (MES)
A. Project Objective
To provide technical and practical advice to the activities of the local platforms in Pazundaung and
Tamwe townships and to Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC) in establishing the local
platforms and in conducting risk assessment (including earthquake damage estimation)
B. Progress and Achievements
Establishment and Management of Local Platforms
As one of the purpose of this project is to establish the local platforms in the target townships, the
local platforms were established during the following events:
(1) The “Training Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience”
was held in Yangon Technological University on 16-17 March 2017 which was jointly organized
by counterpart organizations and technically supported by Global Earthquake Model (GEM).
The representatives from target townships; Pazundaung and Tamwe were invited to the
training workshop in order to identify the current levels of community resilience to
earthquakes, and those areas in which action should be taken to reduce earthquake risk.
During the workshop, the application of a “Resilience Performance Scorecard” which was
developed to assist communities to better understand the circumstances that lead to
earthquake disasters and to track the progress of initiatives aimed at reducing earthquake risk
in the different communities of the city was being introduced as a tool by GEM. The township
representatives discussed the results of the score card application and realized what action
they have to take further for the earthquake resilience within their townships.

Expert Meeting on the Pilot Project (17 March 2016)

(2) The “International Kick Off Conference of the project on Enhancement of urban disaster
resilience through activities of local participatory platform” was held in Myanmar Engineering
Society on 18th March 2016. The representatives from target townships were also invited to
the conference in order to understand the project purpose and activities in target townships.
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International Kick-off Conference (18 March 2016)
(3) The meetings for conducting survey in target townships were held separately in respective
townships on 8 July 2016 and outline of project was explained to the representatives from
target townships including Rapid Visual Screening Method Survey and Town Watching
programs which will be used as tools for research activities. The representatives are from
township department offices, Ward administration office, Civil Society Organizations and they
discussed and explained the current situation of selected wards. After meetings, the project
team visited to the selected wards to observe building conditions, location and access roads
within the wards with the local representatives.
(4) The 2nd workshop on “Project on Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities
of local participatory platform” was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on 22 June 2016 to
discuss the progress of research activities by counterpart organizations and to introduce the
tools which will be used in joint research.
(5) The workshop on “Project on Enhancement of urban disaster resilience through activities of
local participatory platform” was held in Yangon City Hall on 15 July 2016 and the officials
from counterpart organizations; Yangon City Development Committee, Yangon Technological
University, Myanmar Engineering Society as well as the other related departments who are
going to support the project activities. Moreover, the local representatives from target
townships attended and discussed on the presentations which were presented by Professors
from Kyoto University and Myanmar Engineering Society. Along with the workshop, Town
watching programs were conducted in the selected wards in the afternoon as 2 nd session of
the workshop with the delegates from Kyoto University, students, teachers, local
representatives from respected wards. The safe place, dangerous place, evacuation place and
route within the ward were identified and the maps were presented and discussed among the
local platforms.

Workshop on Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience Through Activities of Local
Participatory Platform (Yangon City Hall) (15 July 2016).
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(6) Action Planning Workshop on School Disaster Risk Reduction In order to promote DRR in the
schools and to develop the action plan for the schools in selected wards, the Action Planning
Workshop was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on 25th January 2017. The
representatives from research team, local representatives from target wards, Township
Education Office staffs, Principals and other relevant participants joined and discussed in
groups. At the end of the workshop, each group developed the action plan according to the
issues in their respective schools.
(7) The main objective of General Workshop on Urban disaster resilience study through local
participatory platform in Yangon is to share to share the progress of the GGS Project
implementation with stakeholders in Yangon and to conduct a participatory discussion on the
result of the risk assessment conducted in Pazundaung and Tamwe Townships. The workshop
was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on 26th January 2017. The representatives from
research team, local representatives from target wards, Township Education Office staffs,
Principals and other relevant participants joined and discussed in groups. The researcher from
Yangon side, Lalitpur side and Japan side discussed based on their findings.
(8) In order to increase the awareness of earthquake risks in local resident people ,1st Local
Platform Workshop on Urban disaster resilience through local participatory platform (FY 20172018) was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on 15th and 16th June 2017. The workshop
was mainly focus on local resident from selected wards. The delegate from Kyoto University,
Professors from Yangon Technological University, local authority of selected townships,
Researchers from Myanmar Engineering Society, representatives from Yangon City
Development committee joined. In this workshop, Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) concept,
safety tips and mechanism of 8 kinds of hazards, disaster management law and DRR
terminology was introduced to the local stakeholders from two selected wards in the first day.
At the end of the training. Ward level disaster management committee.
(9) After forming the ward level disaster management committee, 2nd Local Platform Workshop
on Urban disaster resilience through local participatory platform (FY 2017-2018) workshop
was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on 15th -16th August 2017. The main objectives of
this workshop were to understand the risk of earthquake including the results of RVS
assessments in selected wards, to enhance the capacity of ward Disaster Management
Committee members and to draft the action plan by each ward. In this workshop, Yangon
Technological University shared basic knowledge on earthquake, results of RVS assessments
which were conducted in selected wards, Township Fire Service Department shared how to
response and take action in the case of fire and how to use the fire extinguisher through the
presentation and demonstration and Township red cross society shared how to take care of
injured person by learning the theory and practical demonstration. After the workshop, ward
level disaster management committee listed up the risks, action to be taken in terms of short,
medium and long term based on the explanation by resource person.

Action plan drafted by Pazundaung Ward (2)

Action Plan drafted by Byane Kwet Thit Ward
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(10) 3rd Local platform workshop on urban disaster resilience through local participatory platform
(FY 2017-2018) workshop was held in Myanmar Engineering Society on November 2017. The
main objectives of this workshops are increasing awareness of the hazards, risk, vulnerability,
capacity and resources within the ward and finalizing the action plan (long, medium and short
term). Representatives of local stakeholders (Government Departments, CBO/CSO, local
community) from 2 selected wards and research team members (YCDC, YTU, MES) joined and
discussed in groups. At the end of the workshop, ward level action plan for selected wards
was implemented.

Forming ward level action plan
Risk Assessment
The project team including the research members from YTU, YCDC and MES conducted Rapid Visual
Screening Method Survey (RVS) in selected wards to identify the failure probability of the building by
observing the situation of the buildings and conducting survey to the residents. The project team
prepared the survey form based on the FEMA 154 and Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Map prepared by
Myanmar Earthquake Committee, Myanmar Engineering Society to perform RVS survey.
The steps for implementing RVS data are as per following and the project team participated in the
whole process:
1. Verifying and updating the building identification information
2. Walking around the building to identify its size and shape, and sketching the plan and
elevation view
3. Determining and documenting occupancy
4. Determine soil type
5. Identifying non-structural falling hazards
6. Identifying and circling the appropriate seismic performance attribute score modifiers
7. Determining the final score
8. Photographing the building and attaching the photo to the firm
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Study Area (1): Byane Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township, Yangon

Study Area (2) Pazundaung Ward No. 2, Pazundaung Township, Yangon

RVS Survey Form
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Common types of buildings in Byane Kwt Thit Ward and Pazundaung Ward (2)

Building Type

Building Type
14%

4% 3%

14% 11% 3%

10%
70%

W1

W1A

C3

73%

BN1

W1

URM

W1A

C3

BN1

Building Type at Pazundaung Ward (2) and Byane Kwet Thit Ward
Joint Research Activities
Since the project is the joint research project, the counterpart organizations including MES discuss and
implement the research activities together. During the project period, MES coordinate and supervise
YCDC and YTU for the project implementation and also provide financial assistance which received
from GSGES, Kyoto University. Moreover, MES provide technical advice to YCDC and YTU as necessary
for conducting surveys in target wards as well as coordination with local counterparts for
administration process for example permission for the school survey, housing survey and so on.
The joint researches will be conducting during the project, it is expected to have the model for
enhancement of urban resilience and it will be encouraged other cities in Myanmar as well as in other
countries through the international network. Additionally, the experiences and result from the joint
researches can be shared with other cities within the country and neighboring countries through the
International Conference during the project period. Moreover, the technology and experiences from
Japanese researches would be very much helpful for the counterpart organizations as urban resilience
is very much crucial for Myanmar as a developing country.
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Project Activities (September 2016 to March 2018)
2015

2016

2017

2018

Planned Activities
J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M

1. Conducting Pilot Project in each city
(a) Kick-off meeting to establish a local
platform
(b) Conduct risk assessment and damage
estimate of earthquakes
(c) Make disaster reduction policies and
action plan
(d) Research on specific topics
2. Establishing a general model for
increasing urgan disaster resilience
(1) Extracting general methods for
establishment of the general model
(2) Establishment of the general model
3. Information/data sharing and
networking

The progress has successfully well implemented as planned. From September 2016, the following
activities was carried out in the selected wards in order to achieve the objectives of the project.
Date and Venue
29.2.2016
Data Survey
SHS 1, Tamwe Township
1.3.2016
Data Survey at Pazuntaung Township
16.3.2016 & 17.3.2016
Workshop
for
the
Participatory
Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and
Resilience
Yangon Technological University
18.3.2016
International kick-off Conference
Held at Function Hall of Myanmar
Engineering Society.
19.3.2016
Site Visit
22.6.2016
Second Workshop
MES

Outcome
Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey
Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey
Assess perception rating and make evaluation of
earthquake risk.

Signed GGS official project documents

Site visit to Pazundaung township, Tamwe township,
Construction site in the city, YCDC sewage treatment
facilities. YCDC township offices
Coordinate research activities.
Set detail steps of research works.
Set Town-watching and rapid visual survey (RVS) as
tools to assess vulnerabilities and raise resilience
capacity.
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23.6.2016
Pre-survey for Town Watching Program
for Disaster Risk Reduction in Tamwe and
Pazuntaung Township
8.7.2016
Pre-survey & meeting for Town-watching
Plan in Tamwe and Pazuntaung Township

Meet with ward leaders and community members.
Explain about project, the participatory platform, townwatching and RVS

15.7.2016
Third Workshop
Yangon City Hall
15.7.2016
Pazuntaung Town Watching Plan

Opening speech by the secretary of YCDC.
Media, TV and newspaper interviews were carried out.

15.7.2016
Tamwe Town Watching Plan
11.2016
4th Workshop
01.2017
5th Workshop
03.2017
6th Workshop
06.2017
7th workshop (2 days at MES)

08.2007
8th workshop (2 days at MES)

10.2017
9th Workshop
10th Workshop
November, 2017
16.01.2018
International Closing Conference
Yangon City Hall
17.01.2018
International
Closing
Conference
(Research Symposium)
MES Building

Invite teachers and students for the Third International
Workshop at YCDC city hall on 15th July 2016.
Detail preparation for town-watching program

Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Technical discussion of the research progress and
outcome discussion.
To disseminate results of town-watching and RVS
To identify SWOT of the local platform.
To disseminate results and share experiences at city
level.
(1) Formation of Ward level Disaster Management
Committee
(2) Community Based Disaster Risk Management
(CBDRM) training
Earthquake Risk Awareness (Theory and Results of
assessments)
First Aid training by MRCS
Fire Prevention training by Tarmwe Fire Service
Department
Drafting Action plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships)
Finalizing Action Plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships
Presentation of the outcomes of the local platform
activities and joint research activities to the general
public
Detailed presentation of the findings and
recommendations of the joint research teams

At the same time, the research team will carry out the research activities in collaboration with Kyoto
University based on the discussion among the counterparts. It will also be fruitful if the models of the
other countries can be shared to learn from others experiences and lessons. The capacity building
action plans adopting in Nepal can be a good model for Myanmar.
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Finding and Lessons learned
There are several challenges encountered during this project initialization period. One of the key
challenge is organizing different stakeholders to form a workable participatory platform. As the model
of the participatory platform of this project is not fixed by position, the organizing meeting and
activities took more efforts.
It is observed that existing buildings in Pazundaung Ward (2) has more resistance to earthquake forces
as compared to Byane Kwet Thit Ward through FEMAp-154 assessment. Therefore, detailed
earthquake vulnerability assessment should be carried out to common residentials buildings in Byane
Kwet Thit Ward should be carried out.
It is expected through these activities that the risk and potential damages which can be caused by
disasters to be identified and the local counterparts can take appropriate actions to reduce the risk.
The expected earthquake events and their respected likelihood will be based on the recent research
works of Myanmar Earthquake Committee which has conducted the risk mapping of Yangon City area
in 2015. After summoning risk probabilities and vulnerabilities of the building stocks, the damage
extents shall be calculated for each intensity of earthquake.
Recommendations
As Myanmar is frequently experienced minor earthquake shaking in these year 2017 and 2018,
earthquake disasters have been one of the interesting among local stakeholders and residents.
Moreover, GGS Project focuses upon local participatory platform, it would be fruitful plan to
implement the project in other urban townships in Yangon.
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Annex 9
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Yangon Technological University (YTU)
Department of Civil Engineering,
A. Project Objectives
1. To provide scientific and technical advice to the activities of the local platforms in Pazundaung
and Tamwe townships and to Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC) in risk assessment
(including earthquake damage estimation)
2. To conduct joint research with researchers from Japan and support coordination among YCDC,
Myanmar Engineering Society (MES), and Kyoto University
B. Progress and Achievements
(1) The Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience was
conducted at Yangon Technological University on 16-17 March 2016 with the invited
participants from those two townships from various stakeholders such as township officers,
engineers, school teachers, fire brigade, police officer, workers, nurses, shop owners, etc. All
together 82 people were participated. In the event, the concept of the GGS project and
establishment of GEM had explained and conducted the evaluation of earthquake risk and
resilience had conducted. During the workshop, the participants from Nepal also share their
recent earthquake event and its impact to their country.
(2) The Image scenario workshop was conducted at Myanmar Engineering Society Building on
14th August 2017 with the teachers and students from BEHS (10) Tarmwe and BEHS (2) and
BEHS (4) of Pazundaung. The main objective of this workshop is to remember the past disaster
as disaster memories fade over time and to image a future disaster what will happen if disaster
occurs and think what they can and should do to reduce risks.
Date and Venue
16-17 March 2016
Yangon Technological
University

Number of Participants
82 participants from two project
townships.

14 August 2017
Myanmar Engineering
Society Building

62 participants from three
schools

Outcome
Workshop for the Participatory
Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and
Resilience
 Assessed perception rating and
made evaluation of earthquake
risk.
Workshop for Image Scenario
Workshop
 essay and/or make drawings on
their experience and/or image of
disasters which would be shared
with future generations

Risk Assessment
The project team including the research members from YTU, YCDC and MES conducted Rapid Visual
Screening Method Survey (RVS) in selected wards to identify the failure probability of the building by
observing the situation of the buildings and conducting survey to the residents. The project team
prepared the survey form based on the FEMA 154 and Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Map prepared by
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Myanmar Earthquake Committee, Myanmar Engineering Society to perform RVS survey. YTU provided
technical input and coordinate among the team members to finalize the survey form.
The steps for implementing RVS data are as per following and the project team participated in the
whole process:
1. Verifying and updating the building identification information
2. Walking around the building to identify its size and shape, and sketching the plan and
elevation view
3. Determining and documenting occupancy
4. Determine soil type
5. Identifying non-structural falling hazards
6. Identifying and circling the appropriate seismic performance attribute score modifiers
7. Determining the final score
8. Photographing the building and attaching the photo to the firm

Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience in Yangon by GEM
(16 March 2016) Day – 1

Workshop for the Participatory Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and Resilience in Yangon by GEM
(17 March 2016) Day – 2
Later on, the project team will organize the workshop to introduce the survey tool to the local platform
in order to participate in the full survey process.

Town Watching Day at Pazundaung Ward No. 2
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Preparing Risk Maps At Pazundaung No. 2 Ward

Student Presentation in Town Watching Program at Pazundaung Ward No. 2

Community Risk Map for Pazundaung Ward No. 2, Pazundaung Township
Wind Vulnerability assessment in selected wards was carried out with associated professor
Kazuyoshi Nishijima. The main objective is to understand the current practice and wind vulnerability
on roofing in a certain area of Yangon. In this field survey, thickness of corrugated iron roof sheets,
pitch of fasteners and geometry/types of fasteners were investigated.

Wind Vulnerability assessment in selected wards
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Joint Research Activities
A. Urban seismic risk assessment
B. Mr. Waiyar Aung from Yangon Technological University is assisting for Urban seismic risk
assessment work. Through RVS scheme, urban seismic risk is assessed. Both Byaing Kwet thit
ward of Tarmwe township and Ward No.(2) of Pazundaung township completed the
assessment and about 350 Buildings from both Wards were collected and analyzed.
Assessment of Byane Kwet Thit Ward was done from 20th to 21st of September 2016 and
Assessment of Pazundaung Ward (2) was done at From 3rd to 6th of January 2017.
C. Disaster education and action plan
Dr. Kyaw Kyaw and Mr. Saw Pyae Aung is assisting Disaster education and action plan. The
initial data collection have been done in both townships and collected data have been
analyzed and shared the results in brief. The researcher from Kyoto will conduct another
round of field survey in February 2017.
D. Practical structural performance diagnosis methods reflecting variation in construction quality
Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw and Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw assisted this research topic. The lead research
and his team made a field trip on 26-27 July 2016 together with YTU assisting team. On 26 July
2016, the target wards in Tamwe and Pazundaung were visited. On the second day, the
government low-cost housing projects were visited. The construction quality at site, quality
control procedure, monitoring procedure, quality assurance status were observed and
recorded.

Neighborhood

Leaning building hitting adjacent building
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Rebar cutting tool at the first site

Yoma Housing Project

Drawings held at the first site

Government Housing Project

E. Risk perception and housing safety
The detail data collection and dimensional measurements will be done in October 2017.
Students from YTU will be assisting the survey, measurement and drafting activities.
F. Wind Vulnerability Assessment
Dr.Kyaw Kyaw and Mr. Wai Yar Aung assisted this research topic. . In this field survey,
thickness of corrugated iron roof sheets, pitch of fasteners and geometry/types of fasteners
were investigated.
G. Social fairness of policies and action plans
This research work has not start yet. The discussion had done with Dr. Myo Thant and Mr.
Waiyar Aung during the last expert meeting with Kyoto University team.
Challenges Encountered during this Period
The communication between leads and assisting team has to be enhanced in order to be more
effective. From YTU side, as students have to have specific topic and assignment to be clearly defined
and those assignments have to be submitted regularly. Therefore, it is quite difficult to assign specific
student to each research work. If we have more direct communication between student and lead
researcher, the progress can be more achievable. Knowledge transfer can also be boost through
frequent exchange of ideas.
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Project Activities (September 2016 to March 2018)
2015

2016

2017

2018

Planned Activities
J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M A/M/J J/A/S O/N/D J/F/M

1. Conducting Pilot Project in each city
(a) Kick-off meeting to establish a local
platform
(b) Conduct risk assessment and damage
estimate of earthquakes
(c) Make disaster reduction policies and
action plan
(d) Research on specific topics
2. Establishing a general model for
increasing urgan disaster resilience
(1) Extracting general methods for
establishment of the general model
(2) Establishment of the general model
3. Information/data sharing and
networking

The progress has successfully well implemented as planned. From September 2016, the following
activities was carried out in the selected wards in order to achieve the objectives of the project.
Date and Venue
29.2.2016
Data Survey
SHS 1, Tamwe Township
1.3.2016
Data Survey at Pazuntaung Township
16.3.2016 & 17.3.2016
Workshop for the Participatory
Evaluation of Earthquake Risk and
Resilience
Yangon Technological University
18.3.2016
International kick-off Conference
Held at Function Hall of Myanmar
Engineering Society.
19.3.2016
Site Visit
22.6.2016
Second Workshop
MES

Outcome
Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey
Introduce about the project
Conduct school resilience survey
Assess perception rating and make evaluation of
earthquake risk.

Signed GGS official project documents

Site visit to Pazundaung township, Tamwe township,
Construction site in the city, YCDC sewage treatment
facilities. YCDC township offices
Coordinate research activities.
Set detail steps of research works.
Set Town-watching and rapid visual survey (RVS) as
tools to assess vulnerabilities and raise resilience
capacity.
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23.6.2016
Pre-survey for Town Watching Program
for Disaster Risk Reduction in Tamwe
and Pazuntaung Township
8.7.2016
Pre-survey & meeting for Town-watching
Plan in Tamwe and Pazuntaung
Township
15.7.2016
Third Workshop
Yangon City Hall
15.7.2016
Pazuntaung Town Watching Plan
15.7.2016
Tamwe Town Watching Plan
11.2016
4th Workshop
01.2017
5th Workshop
03.2017
6th Workshop
06.2017
7th workshop (2 days at MES)

08.2007
8th workshop (2 days at MES)

10.2017
9th Workshop
10th Workshop
November, 2017
16.01.2018
International Closing Conference
Yangon City Hall
17.01.2018
International Closing Conference
(Research Symposium)
MES Building

Meet with ward leaders and community members.
Explain about project, the participatory platform,
town-watching and RVS
Invite teachers and students for the Third
International Workshop at YCDC city hall on 15th July
2016.
Detail preparation for town-watching program
Opening speech by the secretary of YCDC.
Media, TV and newspaper interviews were carried
out.
Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Carry out town-watching
Identify risk and safe area
Make community based risk mapping
Technical discussion of the research progress and
outcome discussion.
To disseminate results of town-watching and RVS
To identify SWOT of the local platform.
To disseminate results and share experiences at city
level.
(1) Formation of Ward level Disaster Management
Committee
(2) Community Based Disaster Risk Management
(CBDRM) training
Earthquake Risk Awareness (Theory and Results of
assessments)
First Aid training by MRCS
Fire Prevention training by Tarmwe Fire Service
Department
Drafting Action plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships)
Finalizing Action Plan for selected wards (Byane Kwet
Thit and Pazundaung Townships
Presentation of the outcomes of the local platform
activities and joint research activities to the general
public
Detailed presentation of the findings and
recommendations of the joint research teams

At the same time, the research team will carry out the research activities in collaboration with Kyoto
University based on the discussion among the counterparts. It will also be fruitful if the models of
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the other countries can be shared to learn from others experiences and lessons. The capacity
building action plans adopting in Nepal can be a good model for Myanmar.
Finding and Lessons learned
There are several challenges encountered during this project initialization period. One of the key
challenge is organizing different stakeholders to form a workable participatory platform. As the
model of the participatory platform of this project is not fixed by position, the organizing meeting
and activities took more efforts.
It is observed that existing buildings in Pazundaung Ward (2) has more resistance to earthquake
forces as compared to Byane Kwet Thit Ward through FEMAp-154 assessment. Therefore, detailed
earthquake vulnerability assessment should be carried out to common residentials buildings in
Byane Kwet Thit Ward should be carried out.
It is expected through these activities that the risk and potential damages which can be caused by
disasters to be identified and the local counterparts can take appropriate actions to reduce the risk.
The expected earthquake events and their respected likelihood will be based on the recent research
works of Myanmar Earthquake Committee which has conducted the risk mapping of Yangon City
area in 2015. After summoning risk probabilities and vulnerabilities of the building stocks, the
damage extents shall be calculated for each intensity of earthquake.
Research assisting team from YTU will enhance communication with lead researchers from Kyoto
University. Once the progress and reports have exchanged, the discussions among the team will be
developed further.
Almost all the research topics are beyond the normal research areas of YTU, the results and knowledge
acquired from those research will broaden the reach of academic capacity of YTU and will open up
new opportunities and possibilities for further research areas in future.
Recommendations
As Myanmar is frequently experienced minor earthquake shaking in these year 2017 and 2018,
earthquake disasters have been one of the interesting among local stakeholders and residents.
Moreover, GGS Project focuses upon local participatory platform, it would be fruitful plan to
implement the project in other urban townships in Yangon.
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Annex 10
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Urban Seismic Risk Assessment
Prof. Junji Kiyono and Assoc. Prof. Aiko Furukawa

A. Research Activities (2016-2018)
 2015-2016
In Nepal, we focused on the vulnerability of existing masonry buildings. The material properties of
bricks and mortar, such as density, Young’s module, Poisson’s ratio, tensile strength, bond strength,
friction angle, and compression strength, with and without the reinforcement was obtained by the
experiments. The loading tests of masonry walls with and without reinforcement were conducted for
both in-plane and out-of-plane directions. The collapse simulations using the obtained material
properties with and without reinforcement was conducted by the DEM. The damage index curve with
and without reinforcement was drawn by the DEM.
In Myanmar, we investigated the damage patterns of local structure and characterize the damage
grades to allow easy classification of damaged structures. By combining the seismic intensities with
damage degrees due to past earthquake, fragility curves for local structure were constructed.

Fig.1 Element test

Fig.3 Damage to local building

Fig.2 Example of DEM simulation

Fig.4 Damage patterns of brick-nogging building
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 2017-2018
In Nepal, we did the microtremor observations to grasp the characteristics of the ground in
Kathmandu. The results can be used for the estimation of input ground motion to assess the risk of
the structures. After obtaining expected earthquake ground motion, the collapse simulations using
the obtained material properties were done by numerical simulation.
In Myanmar, based on the borehole data of about 170 points in Yangon, we estimated the spatial
distribution of predominant period and amplification factor of shallow ground in Yangon. Once we
obtain the information of amplification factor from the engineering bed rock, we can estimate
expected acceleration on the surface ground by using existing probabilistic peak accelerations on the
bed rock. This research was conducted by the collaborative research with YTU. Main results are
compiled by YTU side.

Fig.5 Historical building in Kathmandu

Fig.6 Microtremor observation

Fig.7 Bore hole data collected

Fig.8 Soil amplification in Yangon
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B. Findings and Recommendations
Nepal
Findings:
 Although the community building did not collapse during the Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake, several
cracks were found by the visual inspection.
 From the microtremor observation, it was found that the natural frequencies of the lowest 8
modes decreased by 3.46 to 11.86%, indicating structural damage.
 Though the damage identification using the FEM, it was found that the stiffness of the members
decreased from 8%-13.8%.
 The lateral out-of-plane vibration at the center of the long side wall is significant for the both
acceleration response and story drift.
 The computed maximum story drift assessed by this simulation using the acceleration at PTN is
approximately 0.2% at Point C. The allowable design story drift specified in the provision of the
National Building Code of India (Bureau of Indian Standards, 2016) is 0.4%. Considering that the
National Building Code is applied in the design of Nepalese buildings, this simulation indi-cates
that the response of the building to the Gorkha earthquake is marginally within the collapse limit
state.
 The location of structural damage found in the post-earthquake inspection is successfully
explained by the shear strain distribution.
Recommendations:
 Although many heritage structures collapse during the Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake, many
residential buildings could survive with no damage or slight damage. The reason was that the
predominant frequency of the ground acceleration was far from the building’s natural frequency.
If the ground acceleration had same natural frequency as building, there could be a high
possibility that the building had been severely damaged.
 Seismic risk evaluations of buildings are indispensable for the mitigation of the future earthquake
risk.
 Essences of strengthening/retrofitting techniques are followings;
・Restriction of materials use
・Limitations of unreinforced masonry
・Planning and configuration
・Detailed seismic vulnerability assessment
・Confinement of structural URM walls



・Vertical upright posts and horizontal ties of timber
at strategic locations
To survive the traditional historical structures, the engineering interpretation of traditional
technology should be made clear detailed damage and vulnerability assessment should be
conducted.

Myanmar
Findings:
 Field investigations were conducted in some damage-affected areas to collect information on the
scale of building damage caused by the Thabeikkyin earthquake. Damage statistics for physical
building damage in affected areas were collected. Available photographs were used to classify
buildings in terms of their height and structural type. Through this procedure, the damage
condition of each building was obtained with a focus on factors that included the location of
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damaged members, the range of damage in these members, and the structural type according to
the photographs.
Damage patterns and grades were developed for local buildings. Damage patterns of bricknogging buildings were categorized by observing photographs that captured the scale of damage
inflicted on buildings. Damage grades were classified after reviewing previous damage scales. The
level of damage was categorized into three grades (slight, moderate, and heavy damage) to
develop the damage patterns of brick-nogging buildings.
A questionnaire survey was administered in the most-damaged areas. The questionnaire method
modified was used in this survey to estimate MSK seismic intensity. With respect to the
questionnaire survey results, the highest and lowest average QMSK seismic intensities existed in
Thabeikkyin and Kyauk Myaung, respectively. However, most buildings, except for wooden
construction types, experienced the highest intensity in Ma Lae, which is located close to the
epicenter.
Depending on the questionnaire survey data and damage levels, the percentage of damage for
each building type was classified into four levels: heavy, moderate, slight, and no damage. The
damage ratio for brick-nogging buildings was calculated depending on the damage levels. The
highest percentage of severe damage in brick-nogging buildings existed in Ma Lae.
Fragility curves were constructed using the relationship between the damage ratio of bricknogging buildings and the estimated QMSK seismic intensity from the Thabeikkyin earthquake.
Fragility curves will be a useful tool to predict damage to brick-nogging buildings in rural areas of
Myanmar resulting from future earthquakes.

Recommendations:
 Yangon is one of the major regions that has a high potential of earthquake risk because
population and infrastructures are densely concentrated. The people should be aware the risk
to which they are facing.
 Local buildings such as brick-nogging would sustain severer damage than R.C frame and wood
frame buildings in a future large earthquake.
 To know the seismic environment of their own city (seismicity, surface ground characteristics,
building types, construction materials, etc.) is a crucial issue for preventing their lives from
natural disaster.
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Annex 11a
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Disaster Education and Action Plan (Nepal)
Prof. Rajib Shaw and Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
1. Objectives
This research topic aims to promote implementation of DRR activities in school level. The following
are the specific objectives.

To understand the conditions of the target municipalities through the application of the
assessment tool named as CDRI (Climate Disaster Resilience Index)

To understand the conditions of schools in the target municipalities through the application of
the assessment tool named as SDRA (School Disaster Resilience Assessment)

To collect information on the experience and the lessons of Gorkha Earthquake (Kathmandu
only)

To make school level action plan aiming future implementation

2. Progress and Achievements
A.

Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI)

A.1. Structure and methodology
CDRI is the tool to assess the city resilience on climate disasters, which was developed by Kyoto
University and applied many cities in Asian countries. CDRI consists of five dimensions and each
dimension has five parameters. Under each parameter, there five variables. In total, CDRI has 125
variables. Resilience score is calculated with weighted mean. Table 1 shows the structure of CDRI.
Table 1 Dimensions and parameters of CDRI
Dimension
Parameter

Physical
Electricity

Social
Population

Economic
Income

Institutional
Mainstreaming
of DRR and CCA

Natural
Intensity/severity
of natural hazards

Water

Health

Employment

Effectiveness of
ward’s crisis
management
framework

Frequency of
natural hazards

Sanitation and
solid waste
disposal

Education and
awareness

Household
assets

Knowledge
dissemination
and
management

Ecosystem services

Accessibility of
roads

Social capital

Finance and
savings

Institutional
collaboration
with other
organisations
and stakeholders

Land-use in
natural terms

Housing and
land-use

Community
preparedness
during a disaster

Budget and
subsidy

Good
governance

Environmental
policies
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A.2. The survey of CDRI
The survey was conducted in February 2016. The survey form was distributed to the staff of Lalitpur
Sub-Metropolitan City and Karyabinayak Municipality. In karyabinayak, the staff with Kyoto University
discussed each variables and they selected the appropriate choice for each.

Photo 1 Implementation of the survey

A.3. Results of CDRI
CDRI score varies from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). Table 2, Table 3, and Figure 1 show the results of
each city.
Table 2 Dimension scores of CDRI
No.

City

Physical

Social

Economic

Institutional

Total

Natural

1

Lalitpur

3.46

3.06

2.72

2.81

2.40

2.89

2

Kariyabinayak

2.56

3.74

2.75

3.07

2.92

3.01

Table 3 Parameter scores of CDRI

Sanitation and solid waste
disposal
Water

Accessibility of roads

Housing and land-use

Population

Health

Education and awareness

Income

Employment

Household assets

Finance and savings

Budget and subsidy

Lalitpur

3.93

3.00

3.20

4.00

4.33

3.73

2.33

3.80

3.00

2.80

2.73

3.33

3.13

3.00

2.06

2

Kariyabinayak

4.06

1.73

3.06

3.00

2.93

3.73

3.33

4.33

3.20

4.20

3.26

1.66

4.33

2.66

3.20

City
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Social cohesion and
community preparedness
Social capital
a disaster
during

Electricity

1

No.

Environmental policies and food
security

Land-use in natural terms

Vulnerability of ecosystem services

Frequency of natural hazards

Intensity/severity of natural hazards

Good governance

Institutional collaboration with other
organisations and stakeholders

Effectiveness of city’s institutions to

respond to a disaster

Effectiveness of city’s crisis

management framework

City

Mainstreaming of disaster risk
reduction and climate change
adaptation

No.

1

Lalitpur

2.33

2.46

3.33

2.66

2.73

2.53

2.53

2.86

1.93

2.33

2

Kariyabinayak

2.80

1.93

3.26

3.60

2.86

4.20

2.46

2.46

4.06

2.20

Figure 1 Comparison between Lalitpur and Karyabinayak
For physical aspect, Lalitpur has higher resilience than Karyabinayak since Lalitpur is a bigger city and
Karyabinayak is newly established municipality. The community preparedness during disasters
indicates higher resilience of Karyabinayak.
B.

School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA)

B.1. Structure and methodology of SDRA
SDRA is the tool to assess school disaster resilience, which was developed by Kyoto University and
applied in Vietnam firstly and the disaster affected areas of Japan. SDRA consists of five dimensions
and each dimension has three parameters. Under each parameter, there five variables. In total, SDRA
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has 75 variables. Resilience score is calculated with weighted mean. Table 4 shows the structure of
SDRA.

Dimension Physical
conditions
Parameter School
buildings

Table 4 Dimensions and parameters of SDRA
Human
Institutional
External
resources
issues
relationships
Teachers and Planning
Collaboration
staff

Facilities and
equipment

Students

Hygienic and
Parents/
environmental guardians
conditions

Natural
conditions
Severity of
natural
hazards

Management

Relationship
of school to
community

Frequency of
natural
hazards

Budget

Mobilizing
fund

Surrounding
environment

B.2. The survey of SDRA
SDRA was applied to 21 schools in Lalitpur and 14 schools in Karyabinayak in February 2016. The
responders are mainly school principals.

Photo 2 Implementation of the survey
B.3. Results of SDRA1
SDRA score varies from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). Table 5 to Table 8 and Figure 2 show the results of
the scores of each school of both cities
Table 5 Dimension scores of Lalitpur
No.

School name

Physical
conditions
2.45

Human
resources
3.51

Institutional
issues
2.44

External
relationships
2.63

Natural
conditions
3.63

Total

1

Lalit Kalyan Kendra LSS

2

Shree chandi Adrshsaral SS

2.57

3.61

2.05

3.52

3.56

3.06

3

Kumbheswar LSS

1.41

2.88

1.73

2.64

2.76

2.28

1

2.93

After the survey, the interview to school principals of Shree Rudrayani Ma V and Shree Yuva Prativha Ma V was
conducted to know the detail of school disaster management because these two schools are located in the target area of
Kryabinayak (Kokhana). Through the interview, Some of choices of SDRA were revised with the agreement of the principals.
For these schools, the revised scores are used as the results.
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6

Shree Shanti Bidhyashram
HSS
Mminnath Adarsh Shikasha
Sadan LSS
Krisi uday PS

7

Shree Shramjyoti Kishor SS

2.08

2.06

2.20

2.97

4.16

2.70

8

Mahalaxmi LSS

2.13

3.02

1.55

2.03

3.34

2.41

9

Mahendravrikuti SS

1.96

1.90

1.87

1.94

2.75

2.08

10

Panchakumari Pra Vi

1.55

3.15

1.90

2.84

3.40

2.57

11

Sanchetana Pra Vi

1.55

2.22

1.34

2.12

4.44

2.33

12

Balbinod SS

2.84

3.70

2.02

2.80

4.22

3.11

13

Tripadhma Bidhyashram HSS

2.25

3.13

1.96

2.74

3.92

2.80

14

Sharamik bal bigyan Ni Ma V

1.75

4.35

1.56

2.61

3.88

2.83

15

Madan Smarak HSS

1.63

3.04

1.54

2.32

3.66

2.44

16

Balodaya PS

2.75

1.65

1.42

1.80

2.06

1.94

17

Harisiddi HSS

1.73

2.98

1.86

1.94

3.62

2.43

Average

2.09

2.94

1.84

2.45

3.58

2.58

4
5

2.63

3.22

2.30

2.33

3.73

2.84

2.23

2.32

2.32

2.18

3.55

2.52

2.07

3.21

1.18

2.22

4.20

2.58

Table 6 Parameter scores of Lalitpur

Facilities and equipment

Teachers and staff

Students

Parents/Guardians

Planning

Management

Budget

Collaboration

Relationship of school to community

Mobilizing fund

Severity of natural hazards

Frequency of natural hazards

Surrounding environment

Hygienic and environmental conditions of
school

School buildings

1

Lalit Kalyan Kendra LSS

1.60

2.73

3.60

3.40

3.93

2.46

2.86

3.00

1.93

2.26

3.06

2.86

4.66

2.86

3.20

2

Shree chandi Adrshsaral SS

3.26

1.80

1.93

3.86

3.86

2.33

3.26

1.93

1.73

2.33

4.73

2.26

4.66

2.93

3.26

3

Kumbheswar LSS

1.26

1.86

1.40

3.20

3.00

1.93

1.66

2.20

1.00

1.40

3.00

2.73

3.86

2.86

2.33

1.80

2.20

3.20

3.60

3.13

2.26

2.66

1.93

1.93

1.80

2.33

3.93

3.86

4.13

3.33

2.40

1.86

2.46

3.40

2.26

1.86

3.33

1.93

1.00

1.20

1.86

2.73

3.40

3.66

3.80

No.

4
5

School name

Shree Shanti Bidhyashram
HSS
Mminnath Adarsh
Shikasha Sadan LSS

6

Krisi uday PS

2.00

1.80

2.53

4.06

3.60

1.73

1.00

2.13

1.00

2.06

3.06

1.00

3.93

2.33

5.00

7

Shree Shramjyoti Kishor SS

1.66

1.93

2.80

2.20

3.00

1.40

2.46

2.60

1.60

2.00

2.73

3.46

4.40

2.00

4.73

8

Mahalaxmi LSS

1.20

1.40

2.93

2.73

3.60

1.86

1.66

2.33

1.00

2.00

2.60

1.00

4.06

3.20

3.20

9

Mahendravrikuti SS

1.73

1.66

3.26

1.73

2.46

1.26

2.33

1.40

1.73

1.33

2.00

3.00

4.33

1.53

3.80

10

Panchakumari Pra Vi

1.20

1.13

3.46

3.60

3.26

1.60

2.06

1.46

1.93

1.66

2.20

3.66

3.66

4.06

2.66

11

Sanchetana Pra Vi

1.26

1.40

2.06

2.86

1.53

1.66

1.93

1.20

1.00

1.26

2.40

3.00

5.00

3.13

4.26

12

Balbinod SS

2.40

2.66

3.33

4.13

3.73

2.73

2.33

3.26

1.40

1.26

3.73

3.06

3.86

3.40

4.73

2.06

2.26

2.53

3.40

3.13

2.60

1.66

2.73

1.33

1.00

3.33

2.73

4.33

3.26

3.86

1.33

1.93

2.66

4.80

4.86

1.93

2.73

1.33

1.33

1.00

2.53

3.53

3.20

2.66

4.93

13
14

Tripadhma Bidhyashram
HSS
Sharamik bal bigyan Ni Ma
V

15

Madan Smarak HSS

1.26

1.53

2.66

2.80

3.60

1.86

1.46

2.40

1.00

2.20

2.60

2.13

1.93

3.93

4.06

16

Balodaya PS

3.26

2.46

2.13

2.40

2.13

1.00

1.80

1.86

1.00

1.40

1.80

2.60

2.13

1.80

2.40

17

Harisiddi HSS

2.06

1.66

1.66

3.40

3.60

1.86

2.53

1.60

1.00

1.00

1.73

2.40

3.66

3.66

3.40

Average

1.87

1.90

2.62

3.27

3.21

1.90

2.22

2.07

1.34

1.60

2.69

2.71

3.82

3.02

3.70
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Table 7 Dimension scores of Karyabinayak
No.

Physical
conditions

School name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Shree Chunidevi
Sikshya Mandir Ni Ma V
Shree Mahakali Pra V
Shree Adarsh Soul
Yuwak Uchha Ma V
Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni
Ma V
Shree Chitra Kumari
Pra V
Sharee Ganesh Ma V
Shree Kali Devi Pra V
Shree Chandi Devi Pra
V
Shree Rudrayani Ma V
Shree Yuva Pratibha
Ma V
Shree Jana Udaya Ma V
Shree Bal Kumari Ni Ma
V
Buddha Ma V
Average

Human
resources

Institutional
issues

External
relationships

Natural
conditions

Total

1.86
1.64

2.61
1.66

1.73
1.34

2.27
2.73

3.45
2.60

2.38
1.99

2.43

3.56

2.35

3.12

2.82

2.86

1.40

1.48

1.27

2.23

2.56

1.79

1.40
1.83
2.41

1.97
1.87
2.95

1.45
2.01
1.88

2.23
2.68
2.41

2.00
3.26
2.54

1.81
2.33
2.44

3.00
1.92

2.64
2.73

2.08
1.71

2.80
2.70

3.12
3.82

2.73
2.57

2.04
2.20

2.66
3.28

2.48
1.50

2.74
2.60

4.11
3.83

2.81
2.68

2.57
2.43
2.08

3.65
2.58
2.59

2.77
1.74
1.87

1.68
2.78
2.54

3.34
3.74
3.40

2.80
2.66
2.45

Table 8 Parameter scores of Karyabinayak2

Facilities and equipment

Teachers and staff

Students

Parents/Guardians

Planning

Management

Budget

Collaboration

Relationship of school to community

Mobilizing fund

Severity of natural hazards

Frequency of natural hazards

Surrounding environment

Hygienic and environmental conditions of
school

School buildings
1.26

1.80

2.80

4.06

3.40

1.60

1.86

1.60

1.60

1.46

2.26

3.93

3.46

3.66

3.00

Shree Mahakali Pra V
Shree Adarsh Soul Yuwak
Uchha Ma V
Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni
Ma V

1.20

1.60

1.93

2.00

1.66

1.00

1.60

1.13

1.00

1.73

3.53

3.13

4.20

2.06

2.60

2.06

1.73

3.33

3.66

3.73

2.86

2.46

2.73

2.00

2.20

3.26

4.53

3.73

2.06

3.26

1.53

1.26

1.26

1.93

1.20

1.46

1.66

1.33

1.00

1.66

2.26

2.60

2.80

2.80

1.40

5

Shree Chitra Kumari Pra V

1.00

1.53

1.40

3.13

1.26

1.80

2.20

1.33

1.00

1.93

1.86

3.93

3.00

1.60

1.93

6

Sharee Ganesh Ma V

1.93

1.60

2.33

2.06

1.86

1.53

2.86

1.46

1.00

2.73

2.46

3.00

3.00

3.73

2.40

7

Shree Kali Devi Pra V

2.06

2.53

2.60

3.46

2.46

2.40

2.13

1.26

1.93

1.20

4.26

2.33

3.66

2.33

1.86

No.

1
2
3
4

School name

Shree Chunidevi Sikshya
Mandir Ni Ma V

2
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8

Shree Chandi Devi Pra V

2.20

2.60

3.66

3.20

2.66

1.80

2.20

2.73

1.80

2.00

4.06

2.66

3.66

2.86

2.80

9

Shree Rudrayani Ma V

1.80

1.60

2.46

3.46

2.60

1.66

1.73

1.46

1.80

1.73

3.06

3.53

3.80

2.60

4.46

10

Shree Yuva Pratibha Ma V

2.06

1.73

2.93

3.46

2.13

2.66

2.20

2.93

2.53

1.86

2.80

4.33

4.06

3.80

4.33

11

Shree Jana Udaya Ma V

2.26

2.13

2.26

3.46

3.86

1.20

1.93

1.93

1.06

1.26

2.86

2.86

4.06

3.73

3.53

12

Shree Bal Kumari Ni Ma V

2.06

1.93

3.80

4.60

3.53

3.06

3.20

2.66

1.73

1.20

1.86

2.80

3.26

3.26

3.73

13

Buddha Ma V

2.06

2.73

2.93

3.26

2.13

1.46

1.73

2.06

1.60

1.80

3.06

2.86

4.60

3.66

2.26

1.81

1.90

2.59

3.21

2.50

1.88

2.13

1.89

1.54

1.75

2.89

3.27

3.64

2.93

2.89

Average

Figure 2 Comparison between Lalitpur and Karyabinayak
Both cities have similar tendency of the resilience and physical and institutional issues are lower
resilience, comparing other dimension scores. According to the interview to the principals of the
schools in the target area, they have school disaster management plan but the implementation has
not been done due to lack of fund and other reasons. Planning and its implementation is the significant
problem for schools in Nepal.

C.

Interview to local people on Gorkha Earthquake

To know the status related to Gorkha Earthquake, the interview survey was conducted to 40 persons
in Ward 6-9 (Kokhana) in Kryabinayak on 9th to 11th August 2016 with the focus of 1) response and
reconstruction in Gorkha Earthquake, 2) disaster risk reduction in community, and 3) linkage with
neighboring schools. The following are the summary of the results of the interview survey.
1) Response and reconstruction in Gorkha Earthquake

Some of people can not live in their own house and stay temporary shelters.

Evacuation route and open spaces are necessary.

many people are afraid immediately after the earthquake.
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For reconstruction, financing is the significant problem.
Red Cross provided important and necessary information immediately after the
earthquake.

Removal of debris is urgent need.

Nearby school was evacuation place.

Local people made tent by themselves and 25 people stay there for 17 days.

The family discussed about the possible earthquake scenario with family members and
decided to stay temporary shelter until they have strong house.

People worked together to move furniture and others from damaged house to safe house.

Due to lack of financing, some people can not start house reconstruction.
2) Disaster risk reduction in community

There are no designated evacuation places.

Most of people did not do anything at home for disaster risk reduction before Gorkha
Earthquake.

Disaster risk reduction programs were note active before the Gorkha Earthquake.

After the earthquake, heavy things was relocated from upper floor to ground floor.

Awareness programs have been conducted after the earthquake.

Rescue team should be prepared for future disasters.

It is necessary to make the concept of emergency community fund.

After the earthquake, Karyabinayak Municipality conducted TOT of mason training.

Some of people talk about earthquakes at home.

After the earthquake, some family started to store foods.

After the earthquake, the mothers group members discuss and help each other.

In the temporary shelter, they do not do anything for disaster risk reduction.

Most of them have not do anything for disaster risk reduction at home and in community
before and after the earthquake.

In temporary shelter area, ladies group discuss how to escape, how to be safe and each
other’s problems once a week.

Red Cross provided the training for earthquake preparedness after the earthquake.

People evacuated open spaces in community and a school.
3) Linkage with neighboring schools

School was the place to distribute the relief materials to local people.

Some people visit school to join school activities and to have meetings as PTA members.

Most of people does not have the connection with schools for disaster risk reduction.

The opportunities to visit schools are limited.
The interview results shows most of local people did not do anything for DRR and some people have
moved heavier things to safe place in personal level after Gorkha Earthquake. In community level, DRR
activities has not been conducted actively even after Gorkha Earthquake. In the emergency situation
caused by Gorkha Earthquake, the school was utilized the point of distribution of relief materials and
evacuation place. But school-community linkage for DRR is not strong. The improvement of this
linkage is one of future challenges for school level DRR.
D.

Action Planning for School Disaster Management

To make action plan for school disaster management, several schools in Karyabinayak were selected
and the action planning workshop was held. This section introduce the detail of the workshop.
D.1. Purposes of the action planning workshop
The following are the purpose of the workshop.
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To promote action for DRR in school level
To make the good practice of action planning based on the assessment
To make action plan for each invited school
Finally, to propose effective participatory approach for action planning

D.2. Selected schools for the workshop and participants
The following schools were selected for the workshop.

Shree Chunidevi Sikshya Mandir Ni Ma V

Shree Adarsh Soul Yuwak Uchha Ma V

Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni Ma V

Shree Chitra Kumari Pra V

Sharee Ganesh Ma V

Shree Rudrayani Ma V

Shree Yuva Pratibha Ma V

Shree Jana Udaya Ma V
The participants were principal, general teachers, and school management committee members
from each school.
D.3. Workshop program
The workshop was held on 27th and 28 January. The following is the program of the workshop
Day 1
AM
Opening (15 min.)
Presentation: Hazard and risk (NSET) (30 min.)
Presentation: School disaster resilience assessment (Kyoto University) (30 min.)
Presentation: Guidance of action planning process (NSET) (30 min.)
PM
Grouping (the groups are made based on the invited schools) (15 min.)
Developing actions (without formats) and prioritizing (2 hrs)
Day 2
AM:
Presentation: Explanation of planning formats (NSET) (30 min.)
Action planning with the format (1.5hrs)
PM
Action planning with the format (1.5hrs)
Questionnaire survey (30 min.)
Presentation of each group (30 min.)
Closing
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Photo 3 Presentation in the action planning workshop
D.4. Action planning process
Action planning process consisted of three steps; 1) Listing problems and actions to solve problems,
2) Categorization of the actions, and 3) planning. In the workshop, categories were the five
dimensions of SDRA. In the third step, each group considered responsible organization, support
organization, cost, time, and prioritization for each action.

Photo 4 Participants during action planning
D.5. Results of action planning
Photo 5is the outputs of one of the schools which participated in the workshop. Table 9 to Table 16
show the problems and actions to solve the problems proposed by each school.

Photo 5 Action plan (Left: List of problems and actions, Right: Action plan with the format)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
2
3
4
5

Table 9 Problems pointed out by Shree Chunidevi Sikshya Mandir Ni Ma V
Vulnerable buildings
Lack of planning
Insufficient resources
No Cleanliness around school
No proper management for clean drinking water
Inefficient coordination among school and community member
Lack of coordination with parents
Insufficient essential academic resources
Lack of competent teachers and staffs
No integration of DRR education
No safe space
No preparedness plan and activities
Lack of coordination with DEO and NGOs
No division of roles and responsibilities
Risk from wind storm
Table 10 Problems pointed out by Shree Adarsh Soul Yuwak Uchha Ma V
inadequate physical infractures
Low number of furniture
Insufficient numbers of classroom
Insufficient numbers of toilets
Lack of play ground
Need for construction of ICT, Science lab, Library
compound wall not well managed
Lack of solar energy
lack of well managed canteen
Need for retrofitting of administrative block
Risk from landslide
Lack of first aid kits
Risk from road accident
Lower number of competant and required teachers in compared to the numbers of
students
Need for regular teachers training
inadequate of faculty member
Teachers managed from private source has not good facility
Lack of awareness and capacity building trainings to the teachers
DRR awareness programs are very less
Table 11 Problems pointed out by Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni Ma V
Landslide risk
fast track (short land transportation route from kathmandu to tarai) alignment passes
through school building
No Compund wall
No Play ground
inadequate number of competent teachers
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lack of cooperation from parents
Insufficient fund
Lack of first aid kit
Interms of Emergency situation, no provision of preparedness plan and rescue materials
access to school from main road is unmanged
Lack of academic facilities
No security guard

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 12 Problems pointed out by Shree Chitra Kumari Pra V
Risk of landslide from the slopy land behind the school
Risk from the big tree near the school
Risk of Road accident
Lack of drinking water facililities
No playground
Lack of open and safe space
Lack of rescue kits
Lack of coordination with community
Lack of competant teacher
Insufficient resources and budget
Lack of emergency exit route
Insufficient furnitures
Lack of clean toilet
Risk from electric pole

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Table 13 Problems pointed out by Sharee Ganesh Ma V
Vulnerable school building
Insufficient numbers of classroom
Lack of competent faculty member
No safe space
inadequate number of furniture
Lack of drinking water facililities
Lack of well trained teachers on DRR
No earthquake alarm system
Lack of first aid kits
Temporaty learning centers not available
Vulnerable compound wall
No security guard
Lack of earthquake preparedness knowledge
Insufficient fund and resources
Ineffective coordination with parents and community

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 14 Problems pointed out by Shree Rudrayani Ma V
Vulnerable school building
Need for construction of ICT, Science lab, Library
Low number of furniture
No playground and insufficient toilets and facilities for clean drinking water
Lack of DRR awareness program
Risk from high tension and transformer inside the school compound
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 15 Problems pointed out by Shree Yuva Pratibha Ma V
Need for the retro fitting of school building and wall
Emergency medical facilities
Lack of DRR management committee
No proper Communication channel
Lack of first aid kits
Lack of trainings and refresher trainings
Need for early warning system
Need for establishment of emergency fund
Improper entrance route

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 16 Problems pointed out by Shree Jana Udaya Ma V
Unmanaged settlement of school
No proper management of evacuation route
Lack of first aid and rescue kits
No effective response from parents and Community
Lack of awareness program for parents
Insufficient fund and resources
evacuation route width is very narrow for students and teachers
Lack of early warning system
Difficulty in running early childhood classes
Insufficient numbers of teachers

D.6. Action plan
Table 17 to Table 24 shows the action plan of each school. Each school listed actions according to
the categories during the workshop. After the workshop, the category of each action was checked
and revised by the project member.
Table 17 Action Plan of Shree Chunidevi Sikshya Mandir Ni Ma V
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

Reconstruction of School
building

Physical
conditions

Drinking water facilities

Human
resources

Provision for DRR tool kit

Physical
conditions

Construction of Compound
wall

Physical
conditions

Furniture

Human
resources
Human
resources

Teachers and staffs
DRR trainings

Responsible
organization
SMC, DEO,
NGOs
SMC, School
Management
team
SMC,PTA,
Management
Team
School
Management
Team
SMC, PTA,
School
Management
Team
DEO

Support
organization
School
Management
Team
SMC, NGOs,
World Vision,
BFN, NSET
NSET, Red Cross

Cost

DEO,VDC,
Municipality,
KOPIAN Nepal
BFN, NSET, World
Vision,
Municipality

2074-2075

12

20,000

2074

10

50,000

2074

11

6,00,000

2074, Kartik

14

1,00,000

2074,
Jestha

13

2074,
Baisakh
2074,
Jestha

15

250000

RED Cross

50000
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Priority

1,500,000

NSET, RED Cross

School
Management
Team, SMC,
RP

Time

5

Institution
al issues

Planning

Human
resources

Knowledgement
enhancement

Institution
al issues
External
relationshi
ps
External
relationshi
ps
Institution
al issues

Division of Roles of
Responsibilities
Funding

External
relationshi
ps
Physical
conditions

Meeting between school
management team and
Community
meeting between school
management team,
Teachers and Students
Coordination between
SMC, PTA, Child Club, NGO
School Cleaning Campaign

Physical
conditions

Arrangement for the safe
space

Category

Action

Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions
Human
resources
Human
resources
Institutiona
l issues
Human
resources
Institutiona
l issues

Addition of Classrooms

School
Management
Team
PTA, SMC,
Administratio
n
Administratio
n, Principal
SMC, PTA

NSET, RED Cross

10000

2074,
Chaitra

4

BFN

5000

2074,
Baisakh

9

2074,
Baisakh
2074,
Baisakh

7

SMC, PTA,
Administratio
n
Principal

School
Administration,
SMC
Principal

5000

2073,
Chaitra

3

7000

2073,
Chaitra

1

School
Administratio
n
SMC, PTA,
Students,
Teachers
SMC, PTA,
Students,
Teachers

School
Administration

10000

2073,
Chaitra

2

School
Administration

15000

2073, Poush

6

SMC, NSET, DEO

1200000

2074-2075

16

School
Administration
SMC, PTA,
Principal

10000

8

Table 18 Action Plan of Shree Adarsh Soul Yuwak Uchha Ma V

Human
resources
Institutiona
l issues

Responsible
organization
SMC

Support
organization
DEO, NGOs

Cost

Time

Priority

1 Crore

2 years

1

10,000,0
00
3,00,000

2 years

4

6 months

5

Furniture

SMC

Municipality

Proper management of
Canteen
Construction of Science
lab and library
ICT management

SMC

SMC, Parents

SMC

4

3 years

2

SMC

1,000,00
0
1,000,00
0
100,000

3 years

Construction of Toilet

3 years

6

Establishment of
playground
Construction of compund
wall
Balance the ratio of
Students and teachers
Manage faculty members

SMC

DEO, NGOs,
Municipality
DEO, NGOs,
Municipality
DEO, NGOs,
Municipality
DEO, NGOs,
Municipality
DEO, NGOs,
Municipality
DEO

300,000

1 year

8

500,000

6 ,months

6

20,000

6 months

12

DEO

50,000

Regular

13

School

50,000

Regular

16

DEO, NGOs

50,000

3 years

6

PTA

8,100,00
0

Regular

6

School

NSET

50,000

Regular

17

School

Health post

100,000

Regular

15

Regular meeting of PTA
Regular Relevant training
to teachers
Facilities to the private
teachers as per the
Government rule
Regular DRR trainings
Provide First Aid kit

SMC

SMC
School
Administration
School
Administration
School
Administration
School
Administration
School
Administration
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Natural
conditions
Institutiona
l issues

Landslide prevention
Action plan for prevention
from road accident

School
Administration
School
Administration

NSET, NGO,
Municipality
Department of
Road

3,000,00
0
500,000

1 year

10

1 year

14

Table 19 Action Plan of Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni Ma V
Category

Action

Natural
conditions
Natural
conditions

River retaining work
Construction of pitch
roads

Government

Physical
conditions

Material Management

Government

School and
Community

Human
resources

Currently running from
class Nursery to seven,
addition of 5 teachers
needed
Searching for other
organizations through
SMC/PTA
Making school's
environment healthy and
Child friendly
Requesting for a security
guard

DDC, DEO,

Save the Children

2, 40,
000

Schools and
Students

Foundation

40, 000

DDC, DEO,

Looniva, Room to
Read

10, 000

Requesting concerned
bodies for security of
schools with the help of
SMC
Including the initiation of
construction of
compound wall in SIP and
Making decisions for
budget in case of poor
financial condition
Planning in emergency
situations

Government

PTA,

Government

SMC,

DEO

Organizations

School

INGOs

Budget Support from
various organizations
Preservation of school's
open ground as
playground

School

Community

100000

School

Sand factory,
Brick factory,
Community

200,000

External
issues
Physical
conditions
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues

Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
External
relationships
Physical
conditions

Responsible
organization
Government

Support
organization
School and
Community
School and
Community

Cost

Time

Priority

2,00,00
0
1,00,00
0

2073-2074

2

half year
( Baisakh Ashoj)
2 months
( BaisakhAsaar, 2074)
2073-74

6

6 months
(kartikChaitra)
Jan-Feb 31st

8

2074
(Baisakh_Cha
itra)
2074-075

13

2,00,00
0

2074-2075

5

100,000

One year (7475)

10

3 months
(MaghChaitra)
June to Dec
31st
2074-75

11

50,000

1, 48,
000
10,000,
000

5,000

7

3

9

1

12
4

Table 20 Action Plan of Shree Chitra Kumari Pra V
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

Physical / Child Friendly
Toilet Construction

Physical
conditions

Wall and compound
Construction

Responsible
organization
School and
Community

School and
Community ? (not
mentioned)
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Support
organization
District
Education
Office/District
Development
Committee/
Municipality
District
Education
Office/District
Development

Cost

Time

Priority

6,00,000,

One yr
(Nov
2017)

1

4, 50, 000

Two yrs
(Dec
2018)

6

Physical
conditions

Furniture Management

School and
Community ? (not
mentioned)

Human
resources

Increment of Teachers
posting

School/Managem
ent

Institutional
issues

Budget Management

School/Managem
ent

Institutional
issues

Planning and
management for
problems during
emergency situation
Increasing the
awareness between
schools and
communities
Cutting a tree that has
been disturbing the
school

School/Managem
ent

External
issues

Natural
conditions

Committee/
Municipality ?
(not mentioned)
District
Education
Office/District
Development
Committee/
Municipality ?
(not mentioned)
District
Education Office

3, 50, 000

One yr
(Dec
2017)

7

2, 99, 000

One year
(Sept
2017)
One year
(Oct
2017)

2

Local Agencies
Municipality,
ward
Local Agencies,
Municipality,
Ward

1, 40, 000

5

Schools

Schools sto
request support
from I/NGOs

50, 000

One year
(Nov
2017)

4

Schools/Commun
ities

Local
Community

20, 000

Six
months
May
2017

3

8

Table 21 Action Plan of Sharee Ganesh Ma V
Category

Action

Responsible
organization
School/Governme
nt

Support
organization
Deapartmen
t of
Education,

Physical
conditions

Construction of school
building

Physical
conditions

Addition of classrooms

School/Governme
nt

NGOs, NYF

200000

Physical
conditions

Management of
furniture

School/Governme
nt

NGOs,

100,000

Physical
conditions

Developing of open
spaces

NGOs/INGOs/Co
mmunity

Community,
SMC

No cost

Physical
conditions

Safe and clean drinking
water facilities

NGOs/INGOs/
Community

NGOs,
Urban
environmen
t

1,20,000

Institutional
issues

Management of alarms

School

School

Institutional
issues

Construction of TLC

I/NGOs

Government
/NGOs
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Cost
200000

2,000

5, 00000

Time

Priority

2 yrs
( June
2017-June
2019)
2 yrs
( May
2017-June
2019)
1 yr (1st
Jan 20172018)
14
months( F
eb 2017April
2018)
10
months(
March
2017-Sept
2017)
12 months
( March
2017-Jan
2018)
5
months( O
ct 2017March
2018)

3

7

1

10

2

13?
(not
prioriti
zed)
11

Physical
conditions

Construction of walls
with less height

DEO

DEO/School

50, 000

Institutional
issues

Provision of First Aid
Materials

Health post

Health Post/
School

no cost

Human
resources

Subject wise teacher

DEO

DEO

1, 80, 000

Institutional
issues

Provision of teachers
who have received
earthquake training

DEO

DEO

1, 0 000

Institutional
issues

Provision of security
guard

DEO

DEO

1, 30, 000

External
relationships

Requesting for budget
with various
organizations

Govt,
NGOs/INGOs,
Stakeholders

Govt,Local
Govt/ NGO

50, 000

External
relationships

Raising awareness
regarding earthquake

NSET/Red
Cross/NGOs

NGOs,
School

External
relationships

Increasing coordination
with parents and
community

School

School/SMC
/PTA

25, 000
(training for 2
days)
No cost/low
cost

4
mths( Apri
l 2017-July
2017)
15
days( Dec
2018-Dec
2018)
3 yrs
(20172020)
2 months
( 2017
March May 2017)
6th
2
years( 201
7-2019)
2 years,
(March
20172019)
Jan 20182021

12

Continue
(20172020)

4

8

9

6

14

5

15

Table 22 Action Plan of Shree Rudrayani Ma V
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

Desks and benches should
be separate

Responsible
organization
SMC,
Administration

Physical
conditions

Construction of safe
classrooms

SMC,
Administration

Human
resources

Books related to disaster

Teacher,
Administration

Physical
conditions

Safe and clean toilet
facilities

External
relationshi
ps
Human
resources

Disaster focal resource
person

SMC, Staff,
Teachers,
Students
NSET, GoN,

Disaster awareness
program

Red Cross, CSCD,
Teachers

Human
resources

Provision of textbooks

DEO,
administration

Institutiona
l issues

Coordination between
parents, students and
school

School,
Administration,
SMC

Institutiona
l issues

Planning meeting, Group
meeting,work division
and budget management

School,
Administration,
SMC
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Support
organization
UEMS,
World
Vision, DEO
UEMS,
World
Vision, DEO
Red Cross,
NSET, GoN,
CSCD
UEMS,
NGOs, Child
Club
SMC,
Administrati
on
Teachers

Cost

Time

Priority

2073-815- 207310-15
2073-8-12074-230
2073-815- 20738-30
2073-9-12074-930
2073-9-12073-930
2073-815- 207312-30
2073-9-12073-1230

10

teachers,
school
administrati
on
School
Administrati
on,
Teachers
Bungmati
Foundation,
Loo-niva

1, 00, 000

30,000

2073-1030-207312-30

4

20,000

2073-815- 207312-30

1

1,000,000

5,000,000

20, 000

60, 000

60, 000

50, 000

7

6

11

3

5

15

Institutiona
l issues

Identifying safe places

Human
resources

Including co-curricular
activities relating to
disaster

Institutiona
l issues

Management of separate
budget for disaster related
activities
Shifting of electric poles
and transformers

School,
Administration,
SMC
SMC, DEO, NEA

Human
resources

Showing Audio visual
documentary Junior Red
Cross, Scout

Physical
conditions

Filter facility for safe
drinking water

Showing Audio
visual
documentary
Junior Red Cross,
Scout
SMC, PTA,
Administration

Physical
conditions

Strengthening of CGI
roofing

SMC, School,
Administration

Physical
conditions

School,
Administration,
SMC
Teacher, PTA

DDRC

20,000

CWIN, Red
Cross,
World
Vision
DEO, World
Vision,
UEMS
NEA, Police
Administrati
on
NSET, Red
Cross

50, 000

Sampanna,
UEMS

1, 50, 000

Explorer
Nepal

1, 00000

100,000

200000

30, 000

2073-9-12073-930
2073-9-12073-1230

16

2073-9-12073-930
2073-111- 207312-30
2073-815- 207312-30

2

2073-9-12073-1030
2074-1-12074-330

8

12

13

9

14

Table 23 Action Plan of Shree Yuva Pratibha Ma V
Category

Action

Responsible
organization
SMC

Support
organization
DEO/Municipality

Cost

Time

Priority

Physical
conditions

Retrofitting

7,44,000

1

Emergency treatment
Centre

SMC

NGOs/INGOs

4,55,000

Institutional
issues

Disaster Management
Committee

SMC, Teacher
staff

SMC, Teacher
staff

20, 000

one year
(july 2017july 2018)
Two
years( 20172019)
6 mths( Dec
2016May2017)

Physical
conditions

Human
resources
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues

Training/Refresher
Training
Management of private
source teacher
Communication flow

SMC

Development of early
communication flow
Lack of first aid materials

SMC +Teacher
SMC +Teacher

Municipality/Mini
stry of Health

Institutional
issues

Construction of Siren
Machine

SMC

NSET/Municipalit
y

Institutional
issues
Human
resources

Emergency budget
management
Parents Awareness

SMC

Physical
conditions
Physical
conditions

Retrofitting of
Compound wall
Management of
unmanaged entrance
ways

10

SMC

I/NGOs

SMC +Teacher

I/NGOs/Parents/
NAST
NAST

School

3

50, 000
36,000
unknow
n
50,000

100,000

Continuous

2

3 years
(Continuous )

6 months
(Dec 2016May2017)
6 months
(Dec 2016May2017)

4

6
NGOs(BFN,
LOONIVA),
DEOs/INGOs

75,000

Every year in
January

7

SMC

600,000

2016 to 2018

5

SMC

3000000

2016 to 2018

9
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Table 24 Action Plan of Shree Jana Udaya Ma V
Category

Action

Physical
condtions

Improving the quality of
desks and benches
making them comfortable
Setting up of alarms as
Information devices
Widening of roads

Institutional
issues
Natural
conditions
Human
resources
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
Institutional
issues
External
issues
Physical
conditions

Responsible
organization
School

Support
organization
DEO

Cost

Time

Priority

332,500

Jan-March
2017

1st

NGOs/INGOs

NGOs

25,000

6th

School/NGOs

Municipality

20, 000

Management of Child
development teachers
Provision of security
guard
Provision of nurse

Deo, Nepal
Government
school/NGOs

DEO

June -July
2017
Jan -Feb
2018
Apr-17

5th

Requesting for budget
with concerned
government bodies
Management of
treatment and relief
materials
Conducting Community
Awareness program
Management of open
spaces

Nepal
Government,
DEO
Health club,
I.R.C.C

DEO

April -May
2017
Nov-Dec
2017
Dec 2016Jan 2017
Jan 2018April 2018

7th

School/Child
club
School,
Community,
Nepal
Government

Red Cross

May 2018July 2018
2019( JanDec)

8th

80, 000
(yearly)
1,30,000
( yearly)
80, 000
(yearly)
2, 50,
000

I/NGOs

school/NGOs

Healthpost

100,000

Nepal Government

1, 50,
000

4th
2nd

5th
3rd

9th

Table 25 The number of proposed actions
School
Shree Chunidevi Sikshya
Mandir Ni Ma V
Shree Adarsh Soul Yuwak
Uchha Ma V
Shree Bakhel Kumari Ni Ma V
Shree Chitra Kumari Pra V
Sharee Ganesh Ma V
Shree Rudrayani Ma V
Shree Yuva Pratibha Ma V
Shree Jana Udaya Ma V
Total

Physical
Human
Institutional External
Natural
conditions resources issues
relationships conditions Total
6
4
3
3
0
16
8

4

4

0

1

17

3
3
6
6
4
2
38

1
1
1
5
2
1
19

5
2
5
4
7
5
35

2
1
3
1
0
1
11

2
1
0
0
0
1
5

13
8
15
16
13
10
108

Table 25 shows the number of actions proposed by the schools according the categories (dimensions
of SDRA). Many of actions are classified into physical conditions and institutional issues. This can be
considered as the effects of the utilization of the results of SDRA because most of schools has the
lower resilience in physical conditions and institutional issues.
D.7. Questionnaire
Before and after the workshop, the questionnaire survey was conducted to the workshop participants.
Figure 3 shows the results of the importance of SDRA parameters for their schools. The rate of
“importance” in the pre-questionnaire is higher than that of post-questionnaire. It is expected that
more understanding on SDRA and action planning process have enhanced the participants’ capacity
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of prioritization. The number of participants who selected “importance” on mobilizing budget varied
from zero to eight.
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Figure 3 Importance of SDRA parameters (N=23. Top: Pre-workshop, Bottom: Post-workshop)
Table 26 and Table 27 showed the other questionnaire results conducted at the end of the workshop.
Many participants showed the positive attitude on the workshop. As for the DRR conditions in each
school, the review and assessment have not been done.
Table 26 Results of questionnaire
Question

1

2

3

Are you satisfied with this
workshop?

Satisfied

Relatively
satisfied

Medium

Have you participated in planning
workshop or training for school
disaster management before? (not
including this workshop)

5 and
more
times

How much do you understand the
roles and concept of SDRA (Tool
for School Disaster Resilience
Assessment)?
What do you think about SDRA
(Tool for School Disaster Resilience
Assessment) for school disaster
management?
How much do you understand
action planning process?

Well

17

5
3-4 times

0
Relatively
well

Effective

Medium

Relatively
effective

20
Well

5

Relatively
not well
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18
Not well

0

26
Total

0

Relatively
not well

Not well
1

26
Total

Not
effective

3

Total
0

Relatively
not effective
1
0

Medium
13

Not
satisfied
0 times

5

10
Medium

Relatively
well
8

Once

2

12

5

Relatively
not satisfied
4
0

Twice

1

4

4

26
Total

0

26
Total

1

26

How important is the following
parameters? Please select
appropriate choice on your
impression before and after the
workshop?

Please refer to Figure 3.

Through the presentation by
Kyoto University, do you
understand the strengths and
weaknesses of your school on
disaster management?
Are action plan useful for your
school?

Effective

Relatively
effective

13

Useful

Can
without
help
Yes, it is
effective

0

Relatively
not effective
1
1

Medium
1

Need some
external help
1

Does your school have school
disaster management plan?

11

Relatively
useful
24

Can your school develop action
plan?

Medium

Relatively
not useful

Not
effective

Total
0

Not
useful

0

1

26

Total
0

Need much
external help

26
Total

19

5

Yes, but it
needs some
improvement

Yes, it needs
more
improvements

5

6

26
No but will
make the
plan

15

No, we do Total
not
intend to
make the
plan
0
26

Table 27 Results of questionnaire
Program
1. Disaster education in ongoing education to students
2. Disaster education in extra curriculum to students
3. Disaster education/training for teachers
4. Disaster education/training for parents
5. Disaster education/training for community
6. Assessment of school disaster management
7. Assessment of students’ awareness and knowledge on disaster
management
8. Assessment of teachers’ awareness and knowledge on disaster
management
9. Review of school disaster management plan
10. Review of disaster related education and activities conducted by your
school
E.

Yes

No
26
23
20
3
3
6

0
3
6
23
23
20

11

15

11

15

6

20

11

15

Image Scenario Workshop

The image scenario workshop was conducted on 11th August 2017 and focused to two parts: 1)
remembering the past disaster, and 2) imagining a future disaster (refer to Figure 4, Figure 5, and
Figure 6). Through this exercise, teachers and students would be asked to write essay and/or make
drawings on their experience and/or image of disasters. Essentially, this information would be shared
with future generations. The following is the program of the workshop.

9:30
9:40
9:50

AM (Teachers’ essay writing)
Welcome
Purpose of the workshop and basic introduction
Essay writing by teachers
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10:00
11:00
11:30
12:00

Five groups:
- Group 1: Disaster happening to 3 days
- Group 2: 3 days to 1 month
- Group 3: 1 month to 6 months
- Group 4: 6 months to 1 year
- Group 5: 1 year onward
Start of essay writing
Brief explanation from each group (1 essay from each group: 5 X 5 = 25 minutes)
Overall remarks and key learning
Adjourn

PM (Students’ drawing and essay writing)
13:00 Reassemble and explanation
13:15 Start of the drawing / essay writing
Five groups:
- Group 1: Disaster happening to 3 days
- Group 2: 3 days to 1 month
- Group 3: 1 month to 6 months
- Group 4: 6 months to 1 year
- Group 5: 1 year onward
14:15 Explanation of the picture drawn and essay written (students would be asked to explain their
drawings/ essay: 2 examples from each groups, one essay and one drawing): 10 examples X
3 minutes
15:00 Overall remarks and key learning
15:30 Adjourn

Figure 4. Organizing the workshop
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Figure 5. Drawing

Figure 6. Essay (Left: Student’s essay, Right: Teacher’s essay)
The following are the significance from the essays.

There were no foods even in shops.

Community managed the emergency settlement.

They stayed outside after the earthquake.

The government just watched the people dying without any efforts.

He/She tried calling, but it was unsuccessful.

They spent our first day at home and next day onwards they stayed in the tent. They felt
quite safe.

Reconstruction work started late.

Some organizations organized cultural programs for entertainment.

They stayed shelters for 5 to 6 months and after that we lived in tent which was made on
the land of one of the man of our village.
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The amount of fear of the destructive earthquake was reduced due to the festivals.

The essays provided the suggestive experiences for improvement of preparedness and recovery
process from the people’s perspective. The government recovery works have been prompt for
community. The cultural events are important for affected people. These kinds of significant
experiences should be shared among the current generation and future generation to learn from the
past disasters.
3. Findings and recommendations
The following are the findings of this topic.

In CDRI, Lalitpur has the higher resilience in physical and Kryabinayak’s social resilience is
higher than Lalitpur.

Both municipalities have lower resilience in institutional issues and external relationships in
SDRA.

SDRA results are reflected to the results of the action planning, which means SDRA can be
acceptable, understandable, and effective assessment tools for school.

Some of important experiences were derived from the image scenario workshop.
The process of activities in this research topics is a part of school disaster management planning, which
is the process of assessment, planning, and implementation. Image scenario workshop can be
regarded as disaster learning for students and teachers as one of important actions for school disaster
risk reduction. The workshop can also be expected as the beginning part of school disaster
management planning. Teachers and other related persons need to understand the disaster situation
including recovery process and expected problems. Reviewing and imaging disaster situation is
important process for planning, which aims not only to save lives but also achieve early and effective
recovery process.
In the research activities, government: both municipalities, university: Tribhuvan University, and NGO:
NSET-Nepal joined. Figure 7 shows the expected relationship among stakeholders. To improve school
disaster management, cooperation with community is one of the important issues and in other words,
it can be useful for community people for their disaster management. Both school and community are
require to share knowledge and lessons and to implement necessary measures for them. But some of
them can not be achieved due to lack of fund, lack of resources, and others. School and community
need to share their own needs to other stakeholders to be considered as a part of the works of a
government, a university, and an NGO. A university and an NGO are expected to integrate field-based
activities and researches with the policy suggestion. In the future, it is hoped that school-community
platform is established and connected to the local platform developed in this project.
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Figure 7. Expected relationships among the stakeholders
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Annex 11b
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Disaster Education and Action Plan (Myanmar)
Prof. Rajib Shaw and Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
1. Objectives
This research topic aims to promote implementation of DRR activities in school level. The following
are the specific objectives.

To understand the conditions of the target townships through the application of the assessment
tool named as CDRI (Climate Disaster Resilience Index)

To understand the conditions of schools in the target municipalities/townships through the
application of the assessment tool named as SDRA (School Disaster Resilience Assessment)

To make school level action plan aiming future implementation and develop the capacity of the
counterpart organizations on action planning
2. Progress and Achievements
A.

Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI)

A.1. Structure and methodology
CDRI was the tool to assess the city resilience on climate disasters, which was developed by Kyoto
University and applied many cities in Asian countries. CDRI consists of five dimensions and each
dimension has five parameters. Under each parameter, there five variables. In total, CDRI has 125
variables. Resilience score is calculated with weighted mean. Table 1 shows the structure of CDRI.
Table 1 Dimensions and parameters of CDRI
Dimension
Parameter

Physical
Electricity

Social
Population

Economic
Income

Institutional
Mainstreaming
of DRR and CCA

Natural
Intensity/severity
of natural hazards

Water

Health

Employment

Effectiveness of
ward’s crisis
management
framework

Frequency of
natural hazards

Sanitation and
solid waste
disposal

Education and
awareness

Household
assets

Knowledge
dissemination
and
management

Ecosystem services

Accessibility of
roads

Social capital

Finance and
savings

Institutional
collaboration
with other
organisations
and stakeholders

Land-use in
natural terms

Housing and
land-use

Community
preparedness
during a disaster

Budget and
subsidy

Good
governance

Environmental
policies
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A.2. The survey of CDRI
The survey was conducted on 29th and 30th February 2016. The responders were the staff of
Township Administration Office and they completed the survey form through the discussion.

Photo 1 Implementation of the survey

A.3. Results of CDRI
CDRI score varies from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). Table 2, Table 3, and Figure 1 show the results of
each city.
Table 2 Dimension scores of CDRI
No.

Twonship

Physical

Social

Economic

Institutional

Total

Natural

1

Tamwe

4.35

3.63

2.87

3.13

2.69

3.33

2

Pazundaung

3.30

3.81

2.87

3.58

3.70

3.45

Table 3 Parameter scores of CDRI

Sanitation and solid waste
disposal
Water

Accessibility of roads

Housing and land-use

Population

Health

Education and awareness

Income

Employment

Household assets

Finance and savings

Budget and subsidy

Tamwe

4.20

4.46

3.00

5.00

4.20

3.13

3.60

4.60

3.00

2.80

3.46

3.53

4.13

1.26

1.40

2

Pazundaung

2.46

3.60

3.20

3.00

4.00

3.13

3.86

4.46

2.40

4.13

2.93

3.13

3.66

1.46

1.80

City
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Social cohesion and
community preparedness
Social capital
a disaster
during

Electricity

1

No.

Environmental policies and
food security

Land-use in natural terms

Vulnerability of ecosystem
services

Frequency of natural
hazards

Intensity/severity of natural
hazards

Good governance

Effectiveness of city’s

Institutional collaboration
with other organisations and
stakeholders

institutions to respond to a
disaster
Effectiveness of city’s crisis

Tamwe

1.00

2.86

3.40

3.60

4.06

4.73

3.60

3.26

1.93

2.26

2

Pazundaung

2.66

3.93

3.60

4.06

4.00

4.86

5.00

3.40

3.80

3.13

City

management framework
Mainstreaming of disaster
risk reduction and climate
change adaptation

1

No.

Figure 1 Comparison between Tamwe and Pazundaung
In the physical aspect, Tamwe has higher resilience than Pazundaung. For DRR issues, the resilience
of Pazundaung is higher than that of Tamwe in social cohesion and and community preparedness
and mainstreaming DRR.

B.

School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA)

B.1. Structure and methodology of SDRA
SDRA is the tool to assess school disaster resilience, which was developed by Kyoto University and
applied in Vietnam firstly and the disaster affected areas of Japan. SDRA consists of five dimensions
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and each dimension has three parameters. Under each parameter, there five variables. In total, SDRA
has 75 variables. Resilience score is calculated with weighted mean. Table 4 shows the structure of
SDRA.

Dimension Physical
conditions
Parameter School
buildings
Facilities and
equipment

Table 4 Dimensions and parameters of SDRA
Human
Institutional
External
resources
issues
relationships
Teachers and Planning
Collaboration
staff
Students

Hygienic and
Parents/
environmental guardians
conditions

Natural
conditions
Severity of
natural
hazards

Management

Relationship
of school to
community

Frequency of
natural
hazards

Budget

Mobilizing
fund

Surrounding
environment

B.2. The survey of SDRA
The survey was conducted on 29th and 30th February 2016. The responders were the school principals.
The numbers of participating schools are 36 from Tamwe and 16 from Panzundaung. This project
focuses one of wards in each township. The interview to the principals was conducted to primary
schools in the target wards (No. 14 BEPS, Tamwe, No. 2 BEPS, Pazundaug, and No. 6 BEPS,
Pazundaung) in June 2016 to know the detail of the school conditions. Through the discussion, the
choices of SDRA were revised with the agreement of the principals.

Photo 2 Implementation of the survey

B.3. Results of SDRA

Table 5 to Table 8 show the dimension scores and parameter scores of two township and Figure 2
shows the comparison between two townships. As for the three schools (No. 14 BEPS, Tamwe, No. 2
BEPS, Pazundaug, and No. 6 BEPS, Pazundaung) which were interviewed in June 2016, their scores are
revised one in the tables. Figure 3 to Figure 5 show the results of three schools interviewed after the
survey.
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Table 5 Dimension scores of Tamwe
No.

School name

Physical
conditions

Human
resources

Institutiona
l issues

External
relationships

Natural
conditions

Total

1

No. 2 BEPS

3.38

4.01

3.24

2.64

4.46

3.55

2

No. 3 BEPS

3.62

4.31

3.23

3.24

3.96

3.67

3

No. 5 BEPS

2.53

3.12

2.84

2.80

3.74

3.00

4

No. 6 BEPS

3.57

3.70

2.40

2.28

3.70

3.13

5

No. 7 BEPS

3.55

4.31

3.23

3.65

4.33

3.81

6

No. 8 BEPS

2.93

2.48

1.46

1.95

4.13

2.59

7

No. 9 BEPS

4.11

4.72

2.91

3.96

5.00

4.14

8

No. 10 BEPS

3.83

3.94

3.14

3.32

3.67

3.58

9

No. 11 BEPS

2.64

3.81

2.54

2.54

3.67

3.04

10

No. 12 BEPS

2.61

3.07

1.42

2.63

4.46

2.84

11

No. 13 BEPS

2.30

3.22

2.65

2.91

4.45

3.10

12

No. 14 BEPS

2.81

2.25

1.57

2.50

4.84

2.79

13

No. 15 BEPS

5.00

2.61

1.91

2.92

3.85

3.26

14

No. 17 BEPS

3.40

4.68

3.36

2.90

4.84

3.84

15

No. 18 BEPS

3.82

4.54

3.53

3.05

4.50

3.89

16

No. 19 BEPS

3.71

2.92

2.00

2.06

4.33

3.00

17

No. 21 BEPS

2.93

2.84

2.63

3.45

3.65

3.10

18

No. 22 BEPS

5.00

2.68

1.91

2.92

4.66

3.43

19

No. 23 BEPS

3.25

2.66

2.08

3.12

4.22

3.07

20

No. 25 BEPS

3.42

3.03

3.05

2.95

2.52

2.99

21

No. 27 BEPS

3.82

3.48

3.31

2.57

4.36

3.51

22

No. 28 BEPS

3.21

3.46

1.66

2.22

4.23

2.96

23

No. 30 BEPS

3.25

3.41

3.33

2.63

1.98

2.92

24

No. 31 BEPS

3.42

3.52

2.77

2.38

2.90

3.00

25

No. 32 BEPS

2.43

1.97

2.15

1.80

4.38

2.55

26

No. 33 BEPS

3.65

3.57

3.83

2.83

3.52

3.48

27

No. 34 BEPS

3.41

4.24

3.31

3.77

3.70

3.68

28

No. 1 BEMS

2.62

3.53

2.85

2.38

3.63

3.00

29

No. 2 BEMS

3.23

2.43

2.14

2.60

4.41

2.96

30

No. 11 BEMS

3.10

3.12

2.85

2.28

3.43

2.96

31

No. 1 BEHS

4.05

4.05

3.95

4.14

4.26

4.09

32

No. 2 BEHS

3.25

3.88

2.55

3.14

4.17

3.40

33

No. 3 BEHS

3.32

3.56

3.83

3.68

4.05

3.69

34

No. 4 BEHS

2.31

1.86

1.95

2.27

4.11

2.50

35

No. 5 BEHS

3.32

3.71

3.28

2.88

4.27

3.49

36

No. 10 BEHS

3.62

2.43

2.85

2.78

4.60

3.26

Average

3.34

3.40

2.71

2.84

4.03

3.26
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Table 6 Parameter scores of Tamwe

Facilities and equipment

Teachers and staff

Students

Parents/Guardians

Planning

Management

Budget

Collaboration

Relationship of school to community

Mobilizing fund

Severity of natural hazards

Frequency of natural hazards

Surrounding environment

Hygienic and environmental conditions of
school

School buildings

1

No. 2 BEPS

3.20

2.33

4.20

4.93

3.60

2.06

3.86

3.20

3.00

3.00

2.53

1.80

3.80

5.00

4.73

2

No. 3 BEPS

3.26

2.86

4.53

4.46

3.93

4.60

2.93

3.20

3.93

3.13

4.13

1.80

4.26

2.46

4.26

3

No. 5 BEPS

2.46

1.80

3.00

3.60

2.93

2.06

3.00

3.33

1.40

2.73

3.00

2.60

4.00

3.66

3.40

4

No. 6 BEPS

3.26

2.20

4.73

4.46

3.33

2.13

3.00

2.46

1.00

2.33

2.73

1.26

4.00

5.00

3.06

5

No. 7 BEPS

2.86

3.93

4.40

4.26

4.53

3.73

3.53

3.46

1.86

4.06

3.26

3.20

5.00

4.20

3.93

6

No. 8 BEPS

3.80

1.26

3.66

3.26

2.06

2.20

3.00

1.40

1.00

2.60

1.93

1.00

5.00

5.00

3.26

7

No. 9 BEPS

4.13

3.46

4.53

4.53

4.86

5.00

4.73

5.00

1.00

5.00

5.00

2.93

5.00

5.00

5.00

8

No. 10 BEPS

4.06

2.86

4.00

4.40

3.60

3.26

3.60

3.26

1.86

3.73

3.53

1.66

3.06

4.60

3.66

9

No. 11 BEPS

2.33

3.00

2.86

3.73

4.40

3.66

3.20

1.66

2.40

2.73

3.00

2.26

3.80

3.60

3.46

10

No. 12 BEPS

2.40

1.26

3.60

3.60

2.13

3.40

3.00

1.26

1.00

3.33

3.53

1.80

5.00

5.00

3.93

11

No. 13 BEPS

3.53

1.26

2.93

2.80

3.73

2.66

2.93

2.86

2.20

3.53

2.73

2.06

5.00

3.66

4.40

12

No. 14 BEPS

4.26

1.80

2.93

2.93

1.86

1.00

2.46

1.53

1.00

2.40

1.80

2.80

5.00

5.00

4.06

13

No. 15 BEPS

5.00

5.00

5.00

3.13

2.93

1.66

3.00

2.46

1.00

3.20

3.33

1.26

3.86

4.20

3.66

14

No. 17 BEPS

3.66

2.46

4.46

4.33

5.00

4.60

5.00

4.40

1.00

2.80

3.80

2.33

5.00

5.00

4.06

15

No. 18 BEPS

3.93

3.40

4.33

4.33

5.00

4.53

5.00

4.20

1.00

2.53

4.20

2.33

4.73

5.00

2.80

16

No. 19 BEPS

4.20

2.93

3.80

3.33

3.06

1.66

3.00

1.66

1.00

1.80

2.46

2.06

4.73

5.00

3.40

17

No. 21 BEPS

3.60

2.00

3.33

3.46

2.13

2.40

3.00

3.40

2.00

3.00

3.86

4.00

3.33

4.33

3.26

18

No. 22 BEPS

5.00

5.00

5.00

3.13

2.86

1.93

3.00

2.46

1.00

3.20

3.33

1.26

5.00

5.00

4.00

19

No. 23 BEPS

3.20

2.33

3.60

3.26

2.86

1.66

3.53

2.46

1.00

3.20

3.33

2.33

5.00

5.00

2.66

20

No. 25 BEPS

3.33

2.13

4.20

3.80

3.40

2.53

3.00

3.33

2.33

3.26

3.20

1.53

4.26

1.53

2.60

21

No. 27 BEPS

3.80

2.60

4.46

4.06

3.33

2.06

3.00

3.66

2.93

2.73

2.73

1.80

4.13

4.33

4.53

22

No. 28 BEPS

4.26

1.20

4.06

4.13

3.80

1.13

3.00

1.66

1.00

1.80

3.20

1.53

4.53

5.00

3.40

23

No. 30 BEPS

3.20

2.66

3.66

3.60

3.06

3.40

4.20

2.60

3.00

3.46

4.06

1.40

1.20

2.60

3.13

24

No. 31 BEPS

3.33

2.13

4.20

3.93

3.40

2.53

3.00

3.33

2.33

3.26

3.20

1.53

3.93

1.80

2.00

25

No. 32 BEPS

3.66

1.73

2.86

2.26

1.93

1.53

3.00

2.06

1.93

2.66

2.06

1.33

4.06

4.53

4.80

26

No. 33 BEPS

3.20

3.40

4.46

3.66

3.13

3.66

4.66

3.66

1.66

3.26

3.60

1.80

4.53

1.53

4.46

27

No. 34 BEPS

4.73

2.66

3.46

4.33

4.60

3.26

3.00

3.66

2.86

4.40

4.20

1.26

3.33

5.00

3.60

28

No. 1 BEMS

3.46

1.00

3.33

3.66

3.26

3.53

3.53

3.86

2.06

2.93

3.80

1.26

4.20

2.80

5.00

29

No. 2 BEMS

3.33

2.73

3.53

3.13

3.13

1.73

2.33

2.20

2.00

2.86

2.40

2.20

4.93

4.40

2.86

30

No. 11 BEMS

3.73

1.86

3.66

3.00

3.93

1.86

3.33

4.20

1.80

2.73

3.60

1.26

4.20

2.40

5.00

31

No. 1 BEHS

4.20

2.93

4.40

4.26

4.20

3.66

3.53

3.93

4.20

4.13

4.20

4.06

4.26

3.86

4.53

32

No. 2 BEHS

3.73

1.80

4.06

4.13

3.80

3.33

3.20

3.13

1.93

3.20

3.53

2.86

4.66

3.66

3.73

33

No. 3 BEHS

3.46

3.06

3.40

3.86

3.53

3.13

3.00

3.33

5.00

3.26

3.93

3.66

4.00

4.06

4.20

34

No. 4 BEHS

1.66

1.26

3.80

2.46

1.80

1.00

2.40

1.93

1.13

2.93

1.26

2.33

4.13

4.40

4.00

No.

School name
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35

No. 5 BEHS

3.80

2.73

3.20

3.73

4.00

3.26

3.26

3.73

2.00

3.40

3.93

1.60

4.40

4.73

3.86

36

No. 10 BEHS

3.93

3.26

3.33

3.00

3.06

1.26

3.00

3.06

2.66

2.60

3.53

1.86

4.66

3.86

4.86

Average

3.58

2.51

3.86

3.74

3.41

2.70

3.31

2.97

1.95

3.09

3.30

2.05

4.27

4.06

3.82

Table 7 Dimension scores of Pazundaung
No.

Physical
conditions

School name

Human
resources

Institutional
issues

External
relationships

Natural
conditions

Total

1

No. 2 BEPS

3.43

2.62

2.08

2.04

3.60

2.75

2

No. 3 BEPS

3.34

4.01

3.27

3.81

4.74

3.83

3

No. 4 BEPS

4.03

3.05

2.97

3.24

3.80

3.42

4

No. 5 BEPS

3.58

2.21

1.73

3.25

3.60

2.87

5

No. 6 BEPS

3.20

2.32

1.36

1.71

3.80

2.48

6

No. 7 BEPS

2.81

3.35

2.80

2.10

1.68

2.55

7

No. 8 BEPS

4.38

3.80

3.48

2.20

4.64

3.70

8

No. 9 BEPS

4.03

4.48

3.57

3.72

3.53

3.87

9

No. 10 BEPS

3.91

2.65

2.14

2.52

3.65

2.97

10

No. 1 BEMS

3.83

2.63

2.31

2.74

4.36

3.17

11

No. 2 BEMS

3.01

1.93

2.28

1.60

3.93

2.55

12

No. 3 BEMS

3.81

2.78

2.28

2.77

3.97

3.12

13

No. 1 BEHS

3.50

3.37

2.77

2.95

3.86

3.29

14

No. 2 BEHS

2.90

3.07

1.86

2.13

3.87

2.77

15

No. 3 BEHS

3.16

1.86

2.00

1.76

3.91

2.54

16

No. 4 BEHS

3.46

3.77

2.92

2.93

2.63

3.14

3.52

3.05

2.62

2.60

3.72

3.06

Average

Table 8 Parameter scores of Pazundaung

Facilities and equipment

Teachers and staff

Students

Parents/Guardians

Planning

Management

Budget

Collaboration

Relationship of school to community

Mobilizing fund

Severity of natural hazards

Frequency of natural hazards

Surrounding environment

Hygienic and environmental conditions of
school

School buildings

1

No. 2 BEPS

3.60

3.26

3.60

2.13

3.06

2.20

2.46

2.06

1.00

2.53

1.53

1.60

3.46

4.60

2.00

2

No. 3 BEPS

4.06

3.00

3.33

3.93

4.53

3.20

4.00

3.00

1.66

3.93

4.46

2.13

5.00

5.00

3.46

3

No. 4 BEPS

4.06

3.33

4.33

2.93

3.40

3.06

3.00

3.53

2.60

4.00

3.73

1.86

3.40

5.00

3.66

4

No. 5 BEPS

4.00

1.93

3.80

2.86

1.60

1.46

1.80

1.66

1.80

3.93

2.53

2.66

4.06

3.06

3.46

5

No. 6 BEPS

3.06

2.06

3.66

2.80

1.66

1.93

1.80

1.20

1.00

2.53

2.20

1.00

4.33

4.33

2.73

6

No. 7 BEPS

2.73

2.53

3.60

3.53

4.00

1.53

3.00

2.60

2.73

2.40

3.40

1.00

1.86

1.26

2.00

7

No. 8 BEPS

4.40

4.06

4.53

4.00

4.00

2.80

3.66

3.33

3.53

2.33

2.46

1.26

4.86

5.00

3.26

8

No. 9 BEPS

4.33

3.46

4.26

4.93

4.66

4.13

4.20

4.06

2.53

4.33

4.00

2.66

4.00

3.40

3.46

9

No. 10 BEPS

4.20

3.66

3.60

2.40

3.40

2.66

4.00

2.93

1.00

2.80

3.33

2.06

5.00

1.53

3.86

10

No. 1 BEMS

3.80

3.60

4.00

2.26

3.66

2.66

2.86

4.00

1.00

2.80

3.40

2.33

5.00

2.60

4.53

11

No. 2 BEMS

3.20

1.53

3.46

2.46

2.20

1.00

2.60

2.46

1.00

1.93

1.26

1.26

3.20

5.00

4.06

12

No. 3 BEMS

3.93

3.60

3.73

2.46

3.33

3.00

2.86

3.93

1.00

2.80

3.60

2.33

5.00

3.40

2.73

No.

School name
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13

No. 1 BEHS

4.06

4.00

2.40

3.60

3.20

3.06

3.13

3.13

1.00

3.53

3.06

1.00

4.80

4.00

3.46

14

No. 2 BEHS

2.40

3.40

3.40

3.60

3.26

1.46

3.00

1.26

2.20

2.13

2.00

2.33

3.40

4.66

2.93

15

No. 3 BEHS

3.26

2.26

3.46

2.33

2.20

1.00

2.60

2.46

1.00

2.26

1.26

1.26

3.13

5.00

4.06

16

No. 4 BEHS

3.06

4.13

3.73

3.46

4.26

3.73

2.60

2.26

3.46

2.53

4.00

1.53

2.20

3.33

2.53

3.63

3.11

3.68

3.19

3.26

2.57

3.11

2.86

1.94

2.92

2.95

1.77

3.92

3.82

3.26

Average

Figure 2 Comparison between Tamwe and Pazundaung
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Figure 3 The result of No. 14 BEPS, Tamwe

Figure 4 The result of No. 2 BEPS, Pazundaung
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Figure 5 The result of No. 6 BEPS, Pazundaung
The three interviewed schools have lower resilience on institutional issues and external relationships.
Human resources also has lower resilience than the other schools. According to the interview, schools
have emergency plans. But the plan is not enough one and it does not include mitigation,
preparedness, and recovery plan. Also the implementation is not done. This situation causes the lower
resilience of the institutional issues.
Note
When the SDRA survey, it is expected that the facilitation was not enough for school principals to
understand the SDRA properly. Also it seems they selected same choices with other principals
through the discussion. Discussion is important process but they needed to selected appropriate
choices based on their own schools. Due to these reasons, interviewed schools has lower resilience,
compared to other schools. It does not mean these three school’s resilience is lower than others
but these schools’ resilience is more proper resilience of most of schools in the two townships.

C.

Action Planning for School Disaster Management

To make action plan for school disaster management, several schools in Karyabinayak were selected
and the action planning workshop was held on 25th January 2017. This section introduces the detail
of the workshop.
C.1. Purposes of the action planning workshop
The following are the purpose of the workshop.

To promote action for DRR in school level

To make the good practice of action planning based on the assessment

To make action plan for each invited school

Finally, to propose effective participatory approach for action planning
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C.2. Selected schools for the workshop and participants
The following schools were selected for the workshop.

No. 14 BEPS (Tamwe)

No. 10 BEHS (Tamwe)

No. 2 BEPS (Pazundaung)

No. 6 BEPS (Pazundaung)
The participants were principal, general teachers, and school management committee members
from each school.
C.3. Workshop program
The workshop was held on 27th and 28 January. The following is the program of the workshop.
8:30-9:00
Registration
9:00-9:05
Opening Speech by Prof. Kenji Okazaki
9:05-9:10
Welcome Speech by TEO
9:10-9:30
Hazards and Risks in Yangon by U Saw Htwe Zaw
9:30-10:30
School disaster resilience assessment and its results (including interpretation) by Dr.
Koichi Shiwaku, Kyoto University
10:30-10:35
Photo Session
10:35-10:50
Tea Break
10:50-11:20
Group Formation and Explanation of action plan process (1)
11:20-12:20
Action Plan Process (1) (Listing the problems and actions without format)
12:20-13:20
Lunch
13:20-14:20
Action Plan Process (2) (Categorization of proposed actions)
14:20-15:20
Action Plan Process (3) (Filling out in the format and Prioritizations)
15:20-15:30
Coffee Break
15:30-16:10
Group presentation
16:10-16:55
Questionnaire
16:55-17:00
Closing Remarks by TEO

Photo 3 Presentation in the action planning workshop
C.4. Action planning process
Action planning process consisted of three steps; 1) Listing problems and actions to solve problems,
2) Categorization of the actions, and 3) planning. In the workshop, categories were the five
dimensions of SDRA. In the third step, each group considered responsible organization, support
organization, cost, time, and prioritization for each action.
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Photo 4 Participants during action planning
C.5. Results of action planning (problems)

Photo 5 Action plan (Left: List of problems and actions, Right: Action plan with the format)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 9 Problems pointed out by No. 14 BEPS (Tamwe)
If there is some natural disaster to school's building (ex: earthquake, floods …)
insufficient of teachers & no bellmen
No collaborating with other organizations yet
Knowledge about nature disaster that had been happened, still be & will be in the
future
in case of earthquakes
in case of floods
in case of fire
Lighting disaster & thunderstorms disasters
disaster of landslide
Finding fund for nature disasters
School health & its environment cleaning
Table 10 Problems pointed out by No. 10 BEHS (Tamwe)
2_storeyed building & other building are weak in strength
Not enough of emergency rescue equipment in school
Weak communication between school & the ward
Students having a little knowledge about natural disaster
Weak in concerted with school health programs
Risks that can cause in school & its surroundings
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Weak awareness between Students & their parents’ concerns with natural disasters
No action plan to reduce disaster risks
Budget
Less in collaborating with parents
"To upgrade the resisting of natural disasters in school surroundings"
Landslide can cause in school surroundings
If on condition of earthquake shaking
If on storms

Table 11 Problems pointed out by No. 2 BEPS (Pazundaung)Ma V
1 Although the school building that had been built almost 60-yrs is properly good, its
strength might weak
2 In the relation between teachers, students & parents, the connection of teachers &
students are good but for parents between schools is still weak in communication
3 However, the school surrounding is in proper conditions, there is some still need to
repair and maintain
4 Although action plan is already planned, funds is not enough
5 Exposure with other organization is still weak
6 However, using the teaching materials according to each relative lesson, the materials
are not enough.
7 Students numbers entering the school are less.
8 About drinking water, although receiving enough amount of "Joe Phyu" water, need
cleaning drinking water.
9 Weak communication between school & ward organizations
10 Got little external supports from other organization for learning, health & development
11 Although there is play ground around the school for children, it has no safe guarantee
for playing.
12 Students are not interesting in knowledges of natural disasters.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 12 Problems pointed out by No. 6 BEPS (Pazundaung)
dangerous building of (30'-0"x60'-0") in school
Having a (77'-0"x50'-0") hostel that is not looking good in appearance
Damaging of male toilets
Weak co-operation between parents & teachers
No funds for natural disasters
People co-operating to find a way for school funds for natural disaster
Even though School give lectures concerned with disasters & health to parents by
students, these are not really effective.
Teaching materials are not enough for lecturing about disasters & health
No other organizations come to give lectures about natural disasters
If on a sudden of natural disasters, no safe place to go or escape easily for students
If on disasters, there is no list of numbers or addresses to connect such as departments,
locations & organizations
As the school is exiting in poor ward, some students are not having efficient
nutritiveness and so they can not learn as much as the teachers teach to them
no proper hand on training for teachers to increase awareness of disasters
Table 13 Actions listed by No. 14 BEPS (Tamwe)
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1 There should have one enter door, one exit door & windows near administer offices |
hospital or clinics | police offices & relatively communicating mobile phone numbers &
addresses to hanged for showing
2 Using the force already have to carry on but there is still need some to do on
3 To collaborate with relative organizations about nature disaster
4 Inviting people who can give educational lectures in schools
5 Sharing knowledges about nature disaster & showing practices about it to children
6 Give training to children to know, remember & can speak about the contacting
addresses & mobile phones
7 Keep sharing & carrying on how more nature disasters can occur
in the future in Myanmar
8 Giving lectures to children to know how to get covers
& not to try to run outsides the school
9 Giving lectures about flooding that is to escape from flooding place, stay in upland &
prewarning about it & always listening to update news | pre geathing the addresses &
pre-adjust places where were melt if it's happening
10 Having one emergency exit door | having extinguishers | giving lectures to childrens
how to use the m
11 Giving levtures about of knowing to stay in the shelter, lie downward on the ground
12 Although none experience on landslide, pre-carrying &
giving knowledge lectures to students
13 calling parents & teachers organization meeting monthly to find the future actions of
the problems
14 calling meeting on ward administrators & social organization for requesting helps
15 Inviting & meeting, gathering all parents for discussion and applying for helps
16 Keeping first aid kit and
making medical checkup by school healthy organization yearly
17 Keep clearing school & its environment daily by each student team
18 To knowing for systematic drop of trashes
19 As the school is existing under the chapel, the land is belonged to the chapel
20 As there are high-rise buildings around the school, there is no place to run out in case of
disasters

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 14 Actions listed by No. 10 BEHS (Tamwe)
There are two exit doors & can request emergency helps easily & being near fire bridge,
hospital & police offices if there any disasters
Request necessary help from school trustees,
placing the list of phone numbers of hospitals and fire service department to the wall in
principle office & class rooms to call in case of emergency
Forming an organization to do workshop once a month for reducing natural disaster
The class teachers should give lectures to students about natural disasters
Cleaning the school & its environment daily
Clearing all the trees that can be causing natural disasters by taking helps from Yangon
City development society
Gathering the organization of parents & teachers for giving lectures of knowledges
Keeping managements at school & filling the necessaries yearly
Communication with ward communities for requesting helps
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10 Requesting & organizing villages, ward administrators for helps
11 Giving knowledge lectures for increasing the understanding of resisting, changing of
natural disasters to teachers, students & parents
12 to protect the land not to cause land sliding
13 Daily training to go safe place in the events of disasters
14 Requesting helps from neighbors for helps &
co-operating with other organizations
Table 15 Actions listed by No. 2 BEPS (Pazundaung)Ma V
1 As the school has the suitable land for constructing a new one, it will be prepared to
request to the department
2 Usually make meetings for students, parents & teachers to manage more widely
discussion and collaboration
3 To manage the surrounding to improve disaster resilience.
4 As the action plans are already have, managing and funds will be collaborated well until
get sufficiently
5 Connecting with other organizations and make meeting for giving lectures and seeking
funds from supportive organization
6 According to the lesson, local teaching materials will be invented and used
7 As they are so many schools close to each other in the town, student numbers entering
school are spread. So we should collaborate students surrounding ours school and
manage well
8 To upgrade good habit of healthy in eating, drinking and daily activities.
9 connect with other organizations to develop school's development.
10 For school development, to connect to other organizations & benefactors.
11 For having standard play ground in the school, seeks funds from donors and some
department.
12 Encourage the students to make interesting on currently occurring natural disaster in
the world

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 16 Actions listed by No. 6 BEPS (Pazundaung)
The new school building is still under the construction about (2016-2017)
Already received the funds for construction a new school building in (2016-2017)
report to Basic Educational Head department
try to get close collaboration parents and schools
giving knowledge sharing to people and give
lectures and collects funds from them
collaborating with NGO organization
School lectures about disasters should be
sent & given knowledges to parents for accepting.
To place enough teaching materials by reporting to the ministry
Other organizations should come to school and give knowledge sharing about natural
disasters
For safety, the building should be constructed & checked by its relative departments
training students to go the safety places near the school surroundings easily
Manage for giving healthy and nutritious food to students
Knowledge sharing programs in schools which are got from this workshop
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C.6. Action plan
Table 17 to Table 20 shows the action plan of each school. Each school listed actions according to the
categories during the workshop. After the workshop, the category of each action was checked and
revised by the project member.
Table 17 Action Plan of No. 14 BEPS (Tamwe)
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

There should have one
enter door, one exit door
& windows near
administer offices |
hospital or clinics | police
offices & relatively
communicating mobile
phone numbers &
addresses to hanged for
showing

Human
resources

Using the force already
have to carry on but there
is still need some to do on
To collaborate with
relative organizations
about nature disaster
Inviting people who can
give educational lectures
in schools

Institution
al issues

External
relationshi
ps
Natural
conditions

Inviting & meeting,
gathering all parents for
discussion and applying for
helps
calling parents & teachers
organization meeting
monthly to find thee
future actions of the
problems
calling meeting on ward
administrators & social
organization for
requesting helps
As the school is existing
under the chapel, the land
is belonged to the chapel
As there are high-rise
buildings around the
school, there is no place to
run out in case of disasters

Responsible
organization
Community |
Condstabulary
| Firebridge
Social
organizations
The
organization
of teacchers
& Parents
School
Trustees

Support
organization
_None

Cost

Time

Priority

1Lakhs

1 year
( 2017 June
_ 2018
June)

7th

4th

- Lectures to
childrens
Enlightenmen
ts
- Ways to
avoid
problem &
learning
Lectures
about
Dangerous
can cause
antime to
environment
&
consultation
& helps

- Myanmar
Earthquake
Committee
Lectures

- Lectures &
Consultatiion
& Helps

- Lectures of
Firebridge &
Myanmar Red
Cross Society

1Lakhs

1 year
( 2017 June
_ 2018
June)

5th

6th

- School Trustees
& The
Organization of
Teachers &
Parents

1 year
( 2017 June
_ 2018
June)

3rd

2nd

- Finding the
noneownership
places that
already
presented

_About
50 Lakhs

1 year
( 2017 June
_ 2018
June)
1 year
( 2017 June
_ 2018
June)

8th

1st

Table 18 Action Plan of No. 10 BEHS (Tamwe)
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

There are two exits doors
& can request emergency
helps easily & being near

Responsible
organization
(1) Principle &
school's

Support
organization
The organization
of teachers &
parents
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Cost

Time

Priority

1 Lakhs

one month
(from April
2017)

13rd

firebridge, hospital &
police offices if there any
disasters
To protect the land not to
cause land sliding
Human
resources

Request necessary help
from school trustees,
placing the list of phone
numbers of hospitals and
fire service department to
the wall in principle office
& class rooms to call in
case of emergency

official
organizations
-The
organization
of teachers &
parents
- Principle
- Student's
class teachers
- Students &
Parents

Principle &
teachers, School
trustees
The organization
of teachers &
parents
Benefactors
- Principle &
Teachers
- Students &
Parents

one year
(2017 to
2018).
1 Lakhs

10th

No. Daily

Forming a organization to
do workshop once a
month for reducing
natural disaster

2nd

The class teachers should
give lectures to students
about natural disasters

5th

Gathering the
organization of parents &
teachers for giving
lectures of knowledges

Institutiona
l issues

Daily training to go safe
place in the events of
disasters
Cleaning the school & its
environment daily
Keeping managements at
school & filling the
necessaries yearly

External
relationshi
ps

Natural
conditions

Giving knowledge lectures
for increasing the
understanding of
resisting, changing of
natural disasters to
teachers, students &
parents
Communication with ward
communities for
requesting helps
Requesting & organizing
villages, ward
administrators for helps
6,14
Clearing all the trees that
can be causing natural
disasters by taking helps
from Yangon City
development society

1st

6th

0.2 Lakhs
- Cleaners
- Principle &
Teachers
- Students &
Parents

-Principle &
Ward
Administrators
-Students'
Parents

-Principle
-Ward
Administrators
- Teachers

- principle &
- SDRA
organization
- Principle & Fire
brigade

-TEO
Teachers' &
Parents'
Organization
-School Trustees
& Ward
Administrators
-Development
committee
-Firebridge |
Constabulary
-Myanmar Red
Cross Society
-Hospital & Clinics

Requesting helps from
neighbors for helps & co-

0.1 Lakhs

0.1Lakhs

1Lakhs

0.1Lakhs
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4th
Daily

1st

Yearly

8th

Monthly

9th

During the
dangerous
condition

11th

Monthly

12th

3-Days (In
May)

3rd

14th

operating with other
organizations

During the
dangerous
conditions

Table 19 Action Plan of No. 2 BEPS (Pazundaung)
Category

Action

Physical
conditions

As the school has the
suitable land for
constructing a new one,
it will be prepared to
request to the
department

Responsible
organization
(1). Principal ,
(2). School
Building
Committee ,(3
) School
Supporting
Committee

Support
organization
(1).Department of
Basic Eduction,
Township
education officer

Cost

Time

Priority

2200
Lakhs

5 months
(From
November to
March)

1st

1. School
Trustees

1. Ward
Administrators,
2. School Funding
Committee

200,000

(1) two times
per yr,
(2) once a
day

2nd

School
Principal and
School
Trustees

Ward
Administrators

100,000

1.once a year
2. once a day

4th

TEO, School
Principal and
School
Trustees

NGO
organizations

once a year
once a day

5th

TEO, Ward
Administrator
s and

Ward
Administrators

once a year
once a day

3rd

According to the lesson,
local teaching materials
will be invented and used
To upgrade good habit of
healthy in eating,
drinking and daily
activities.
connect with other
organizations to develop
school's development.

Human
resources

Institutional
issues

External
relationships

Encourage the students
to make interesting on
currently occurring
natural disaster in the
world
Usually make meetings
for students, parents &
teachers to manage
more widely discussion
and collaboration
As the action plans are
already have, managing
and funds will be
collaborated well until
get sufficiently
Connecting with other
organizations and make
meeting for giving
lectures and seeking
funds from supportive
organization
For school development,
to connect to other
organizations &
benefactors.

Natural
conditions

For having standard play
ground in the school,
seeks funds from donors
and some department.
To manage the
surrounding to improve
disaster resilience.
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As ther are so many
schools close to each
other in the town,
student numbers
entering school are
spread. So,we should
collabrae students
surrounding ours school
and manage well

Students'
parents

Table 20 Action Plan of No. 6 BEPS (Pazundaung)
Category

Action

Responsible
organization
(1) Principal, (2)
School Building
committee

Physical
conditions

Human
resources

Institutional
issues

External
relationships

Natural
conditions

try to get close
collaboration parents
and schools
The new school
building is still under
the construction about
(2016-2017)
giving knowledge
sharing to people and
give
collaborating with NGO
organization
Other organizations
should come to school
and give knowledge
sharing about natural
disasters
For safety, the building
should be constructed
& checked by its
relative departments

Support
organization
(1) Department
of basic
education,
Minstry of
Education
(2) D.E Office

Cost

Time

Priority

2000 Lakhs

5
months
(from

5th

Novemb
er to
March)
Once a
year

(1) Principal, (2)
School Building
comittee

Governments &
NGO
organizations

2nd

(1) Principal
(2) The
organization of
parent & teacher
TEO

Ward
Administrators

Once a
year

1st

MES

Once a
year

3rd

Teachers &
Students

Principle &
teachers

Once
two
months

4th

Table 21 The number of proposed actions
Physical
Human
Institutional External
Natural
School
conditions resources issues
relationships conditions Total
3
8
3
2
2
18
No. 14 BEPS_Tamwe
1
3
6
1
2
13
No. 10 BEHS_Tamwe
1
0
2
6
2
11
No. 2 BEPS_Pazundaung
2
2
5
2
0
11
No. 6 BEPS_Pazundaung
7
13
16
11
6
53
Total

C.7. Questionnaire
Before and after the workshop, the questionnaire survey was conducted to the workshop participants.
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Figure 6 and Table 22 show the results of the importance of SDRA parameters for their schools. The
rate of “importance” in the post-questionnaire is higher than that of pre-questionnaire. It is expected
that more understanding on SDRA and action planning process have enhanced the participants’
awareness.
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Figure 6 Importance of SDRA parameters (Top: Pre-workshop, Bottom: Post-workshop)
Table 22 Importance of SDRA parameters (%)
Parameter

School buildings
Facilities and equipment
Hygienic and environmental
conditions
Teachers and staff
Students
Parents/Guardians
Planning
Management
Budget

Pre/Post

Important

Relatively
important

Relatively
not
important

Medium

Not
important

Pre

77

10

13

0

0

Post

77

18

0

5

0

Pre

52

24

17

3

3

Post

43

57

0

0

0

Pre

52

28

14

3

3

Post

71

29

0

0

0

Pre

57

23

13

0

7

Post

82

18

0

0

0

Pre

62

17

21

0

0

Post

73

27

0

0

0

Pre

45

34

17

3

0

Post

64

32

5

0

0

Pre

66

28

3

3

0

Post

68

27

5

0

0

Pre

55

38

7

0

0

Post

71

29

0

0

0

Pre

52

24

24

0

0

Post

73

9

18

0

0
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Collaboration
Relationships of school to
community
Mobilizing fund
Severity of natural hazards
Frequency of natural hazards
Surrounding environment

Pre

63

17

13

3

3

Post

71

24

5

0

0

Pre

46

36

7

11

0

Post

59

41

0

0

0

Pre

39

29

32

0

0

Post

55

27

18

0

0

Pre

55

24

14

3

3

Post

68

18

9

5

0

Pre

39

39

14

7

0

Post

38

29

29

5

0

Pre

37

22

33

4

4

Post

64

27

9

0

0

Table 23 and Table 24 also are the results of the questionnaire survey. According to Table 23, many of
participants’ schools have conducted disaster education to students but parents and community are
not included in the education. In addition, half of the responders answered they reviewed the
education activities after implementation. The responders showed the positive impression on the
workshop but seven out of 22 responders understand the action planning process in the medium level.
The facilitation during the planning should be improved in the future.
Table 23 The results of the questionnaire (Pre)
Program
1. Disaster education in ongoing education to students
2. Disaster education in extra curriculum to students
3. Disaster education/training for teachers
4. Disaster education/training for parents
5. Disaster education/training for community
6. Assessment of school disaster management except for SDRA
7. Assessment of students’ awareness and knowledge on disaster
management
8. Assessment of teachers’ awareness and knowledge on disaster
management
9. Review of school disaster management plan
10. Review of disaster related education and activities conducted by your
school

Yes

No
26
22
19
13
9
7

2
6
8
14
18
17

23

2

23
14

2
10

13

12

Table 24 The results of the questionnaire (Post)
Question

1

2

3

Are you satisfied with this
workshop?

Satisfied

Relatively
satisfied

Medium

22
Have you participated in planning
workshop or training for school
disaster management before? (not
including this workshop)

5 and
more
times

How much do you understand the
roles and concept of SDRA (Tool
for School Disaster Resilience
Assessment)?

Well

0
3-4 times

0

0

Once

0
Medium

5
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5

Relatively
not satisfied
0
0

Twice

Relatively
well
9

4

Total
0

0 times

12
Relatively
not well

5

Not
satisfied

Total

10
Not well

3

22

22
Total

0

22

What do you think about SDRA
(Tool for School Disaster Resilience
Assessment) for school disaster
management?
How much do you understand
action planning process?

Effective

Relatively
effective

19
Well

2
Relatively
well

6
Through the presentation by
Kyoto University, do you
understand the strengths and
weaknesses of your school on
disaster management?
Are action plan useful for your
school?

Effective

Relatively
effective

Useful

Can
without
help

Does your school have school
disaster management plan?

Yes, it is
effective

1

D.

Relatively
not well

Not well

Medium

Relatively
not useful

1

0

Total
0

0

Relatively
not effective
4
0

1

Need some
external help
3

Not
effective

7
Medium

Relatively
useful
21

Relatively
not effective
1
0

Medium
9

17

Can your school develop action
plan?

Medium

22
Total

0
Not
effective

22
Total

0

Not
useful
0

22

Total
0

Need much
external help

22
Total

8

11

Yes, but it
needs some
improvement

Yes, it needs
more
improvements

8

8

22
No but will
make the
plan

4

No, we do Total
not
intend to
make the
plan
1
22

Image Scenario Workshop

The image scenario workshop was conducted on 14th August 2017 and focused to two parts: 1)
remembering the past disaster, and 2) imagining a future disaster. Through this exercise, teachers and
students would be asked to write essay and/or make drawings on their experience and/or image of
disasters. Essentially, this information would be shared with future generations. The following is the
program of the workshop.

9:30
9:40
9:50

10:00
11:00
11:30
12:00

AM (Teachers’ essay writing)
Welcome
Purpose of the workshop and basic introduction
Essay writing by teachers
Five groups:
- Group 1: Disaster happening to 3 days
- Group 2: 3 days to 1 month
- Group 3: 1 month to 6 months
- Group 4: 6 months to 1 year
- Group 5: 1 year onward
Start of essay writing
Brief explanation from each group (1 essay from each group: 5 X 5 = 25 minutes)
Overall remarks and key learning
Adjourn
PM (Students’ drawing and essay writing)
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13:00 Reassemble and explanation
13:15 Start of the drawing / essay writing
Five groups:
- Group 1: Disaster happening to 3 days
- Group 2: 3 days to 1 month
- Group 3: 1 month to 6 months
- Group 4: 6 months to 1 year
- Group 5: 1 year onward
14:15 Explanation of the picture drawn and essay written (students would be asked to explain their
drawings/ essay: 2 examples from each groups, one essay and one drawing): 10 examples X
3 minutes
15:00 Overall remarks and key learning
15:30 Adjourn

Figure 7. Organizing the workshop

Figure 8. Drawing
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Figure 9. Essay (Left: Student’s essay, Right: Teacher’s essay)
The following are the significance from the essays.

Within Three days, Local community try to find a place to live temporarily with the help of
local government and other NGOs in recovery stage.

There are a lot of debris and collapsed houses to be cleaned.

Within three days I will encourage my family not to lose hopes.

Community help is very important because government can’t come.

Some people are injured and they gathered at local hall but only few people got medicines
and treatments by local doctors.

We will try to reopen the school.

School was closed for long because we need to make debris management and destroyed
unsafe damage buildings.

We should check with the help of experts whether our houses are earthquake resistant
buildings or not.

With a month to 6 months, we need to prepare enough food and encourage each other for
mental recovery.

Even though local government works hard, the electricity system is no regularly operates.

We couldn’t go to the toilets because they were dirty.

After 3 and 4 months, schools reopened and people started their work.

5 and 6 months later, we gave the health education, demonstrating to prepare the future
disaster, announcing future disaster preparation plan from the radio and television.

Government and local people do the rehabilitation together to get the better
improvement.
Table 25 shows the important/suggestive issues in each disaster period through the making essays
and drawing.
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Table 25. Summary of each period
Group 1: Disaster happening to 3 days
Group 2: 3 days to 1 month

Personal impact

Long lasting impact (aftershock/floods)

Emergency bag

Proper management of evacuation site

Evacuation/Living area

Information of relief good distribution
Group 3: 1 month to 6 months
Group 4: 6 months to 1 year

Debris removal

Normalization of life

Temporary houses

Preparedness for next disaster (updating

Donation drive
school disaster management plan)

Long lasting impacts (orphan/disability)
According to the interview to MES, this event was significantly useful for the participants. The
participants were very motivated and share their knowledge through this event.

3. Findings and recommendations
The following are the findings of this topic.

In CDRI, Tamwe has the higher resilience in physical and institutional resilience of
Pazundaung has higher.

Both municipalities have lower resilience in institutional issues and external relationships in
SDRA.

More kind explanation and facilitation are necessary to achieve the assessment-based
planning for school teachers.

Some of important experiences were derived from the image scenario workshop.

The image scenario activity can be the tool for motivating students and teachers.
The process of activities in this research topics is a part of school disaster management planning, which
is the process of assessment, planning, and implementation. Image scenario workshop can be
regarded as disaster learning for students and teachers as one of important actions for school disaster
risk reduction. The workshop can also be expected as the beginning part of school disaster
management planning. Teachers and other related persons need to understand the disaster situation
including recovery process and expected problems. Reviewing and imaging disaster situation is
important process for planning, which aims not only to save lives but also achieve early and effective
recovery process.
In the research activities, government: both townships, university: Yangon Technology University, and
NGO: Myanmar Engineering Society joined. Figure 10 shows the expected relationship among
stakeholders. To improve school disaster management, cooperation with community is one of the
important issues and in other words, it can be useful for community people for their disaster
management. Both school and community are required to share knowledge and lessons and to
implement necessary measures for them. But some of them cannot be achieved due to lack of fund,
lack of resources, and others. School and community need to share their own needs to other
stakeholders to be considered as a part of the works of a government, a university, and an NGO. A
university and an NGO are expected to integrate field-based activities and researches with the policy
suggestion. In the future, it is hoped that school-community platform is established and connected to
the local platform developed in this project.
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Implementation

Policy suggestion
Government

Policy suggestion
Fund

School
Project

Needs

Research fund
Needs

Community
Needs

NGO

Case study
University

Sharing technology and field experiences
Figure 10. Expected relationships among the stakeholders
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Annex 12
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Wind Vulnerability
Assoc. Prof. Kazuyoshi Nishijima and Assoc. Prof. Seitaro Tajiri

A. Whole research activities 2016-2018
1.1.
Presentation at Yangon kick-off meeting on March 16, 2016
Presentation includes:
 Project goal was shared with the participants
 Methodology for structural performance evaluation was introduced.
1.2.
Joint field survey on July 24-27, 2016
Joint field survey was conducted with MES and YTU staffs:
 Construction sites at two townships were visited.
 Construction process was monitored.
Report on the survey is attached.
1.3.
Presentation at GGS symposium on January 26, 2017
Presentation includes:
 Determined target buildings in the project activity
 Project deliverables
1.4.
Joint field survey on October 16-20, 2017
Joint survey was conducted with MES and YTU staffs at two townships (Tamwe and Pazndaung) for
residential buildings and school buildings.
 Factors related to wind vulnerability were investigated.
 Wind vulnerability was assessed.
Report on the survey is attached.
Pictures and movies are available on Google Drive:
http://bit.ly/2CEgyVw
http://bit.ly/2EKSJ4d
1.5.
Lecture at MES for structural building code (wind load modeling part)
A lecture was conducted at MES for public. The participants are mostly university staffs and students,
and practitioners.
 Lecture on the background and theory behind the wind load modeling in the structural
design code.
1.6.
Presentation at final workshop
Presentation includes:
 Introduction of survey procedure
 Introduction of factors concerning wind vulnerability
 Results of the survey on wind vulnerability
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B. Findings and recommendations
Findings:







The construction quality is reasonable and proper construction quality management
system seems functioning, so long as the constructions that we have visited. However,
the construction sites we have visited may not be representative of construction sites in
Yangon due to possible biased selection of the sites.
YCDC has its inspection protocol. It is partly based on the guideline developed for quality
control for high-rise buildings, which was developed by the committee for quality control
of high-rise buildings construction project (CQHP).
Not many practitioners and engineers well understand the background and theory behind
the structural design code; especially for what concerns wind-resistant design.
Less attention is paid for non-structural components such as roofing materials, fasteners
etc., which is subjected to wind-induced damages. It concerns not only the design and
construction (such as thickness and intervals of fasteners), but also the maintenance
(most of (galvanized) iron sheets and nails are found corroded).

Recommendations:
 Development of inspection manual for mid/low-rise buildings that less-experienced
construction workers can understand may be useful. Such inspection manual should
include basic background and theory behind the inspection protocols.
 Awareness toward wind-induced damages to non-structural components should be
emphasized. Wind-induced damages to non-structural components can be significantly
reduced by improved constructions and maintenance such as using appropriate roofing
materials with sufficient thickness, narrowing the intervals of fasteners, replacing
corroded roofing sheets. It is also useful to remove sources of flying debris such as stones,
bricks, unfixed parabolic antenna; otherwise fix.
 Design specifications should be prepared especially for non-structural components
especially for types of structures that are built by less-experienced workers.
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GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

Field Report
Keiko Sakoda, Kyoto University
Kazuyoshi Nishijima, DPRI, Kyoto Univeristy
On July 26‐27, the team conducted field trips to identify potential construction survey and
monitoring sites primarily in two pre‐identified townships. This report summarizes the findings
of the trips. The required follow‐up actions are summarized separately.
Objective of the field trip:


To verify the major construction types that the joint research should focus



To identify potential survey and monitoring sites which satisfy the target buildings type: 4‐
6 stories RC + infill (bricks or concrete blocks) structure



To pre‐identify challenges and issues that could be captured in the draft survey and
monitoring form

Site 1: Tamwe
Date & Time:

8:00 ‐ 9:30 am, July 26

Township:

Tamwe

Members:

Dr. K. Nishijima, Mr. Saw Pyae Aung, Ms. Thin
Thiri Soe, Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw, Ms. Sakoda

Remarks:

The team couldn’t meet with focal person at
the Yangon City Development Committee
(YCDC).

1.

Characteristics of the neighborhood


6‐7 stories residential buildings stand in rows. These medium‐rise building converted
from 1‐2 stories wooden conventional housing with financial support from developers,
according to the local team members.



Most of the buildings are residential buildings with commercial space on the ground
floor, except some school buildings. The large market building accommodates number
of grocery shops is located on the main road.

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

2.

Observed facts


The team identified at least three structurally leaning buildings in the neighborhood.
Those buildings are obviously leaning, and some hit neighboring building. According
to the local team member’s explanation, the foundation design standard was not set
appropriate standard at the time of construction of those buildings.



The team couldn’t grasp the quality monitoring situation in this township, as the
engineers from construction site or YCDC were not available for interviews.

3.

Potential survey sites


One ongoing site and two upcoming construction sites have been found within 5
minutes walking distance. Two upcoming construction sites placed notice board
and/or summary of the construction plan.



At the ongoing site, the team was not allowed to enter/observe the construction site
due to the unavailability of the construction site manager.

Neighborhood

Leaning building hitting neighboring
building

Upcoming construction site (2)

Ongoing construction site

Upcoming construction site (1)

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

Site 2: Pazuntaung
Date & Time:

10:45 ‐ 12:00 pm, July 26

Township:

Pazuntaung

Members:

Dr. K. Nishijima, Mr. Saw Pyae Aung, Ms. Thin
Thiri Soe, Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw, Ms. Sakoda

Remarks:

The team met the Yangon City Development
Committee (YCDC).

1.

Characteristics of the neighborhood


5‐8 stories residential buildings stand in rows. This township is close to the city center,
and building foot prints and road widths are larger, compared to Tamwe – assumed
multiple plots were clustered to rebuild larger residential buildings.



Many are residential buildings accommodating multiple commercial spaces on the
lower floors.

2.

Observed facts


At two ongoing sites the team visited, site engineers kept good records of inspections
by YCDC, as well as the set of drawings including detailed rebar arrangement drawings.



From the inspection records, the team noted the inspection has been conducted
regularly and in details.



The inspections are done according to the guideline developed by the Committee for
Quality Control of High‐rise building Construction Projects (CQHP), according to the
site engineers.



The site engineers didn’t have quality control checklist provided by firms, and they said
they refer CQHP’s guideline if necessary.



At the first site the team saw, the rebar were cut, bent and assembled in the neighboring
sites, using handmade tool.



At the first site where workers were installing piles, it was unique that workers
installed piles with concrete first, and hit and removed afterwards.

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

3.

Potential survey sites


Besides two ongoing sites, another new construction will begin at an empty plot next
to the first site, which currently used as rebar assembly site.

The first site

Pile installation at the first site

Rebar cutting tool at the first site

Drawings held at the first site

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

Site 3: Yoma Low‐cost Housing Project, UN‐Habitat financed by JICA
Date & Time:

10:15 ‐ 11:30 pm, July 27

Township:

Yoma

Members:

Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw, Dr. K. Nishijima, Mr.
Htet, Mr. Saw Pyae Aung, Ms. Sakoda

Remarks:

Mr. Saw’s company is contracted as
consultant

(design,

and

construction

monitoring) under the UN‐Habitat project.

1.

Characteristics of the neighborhood


Outskirt of Yangon, after peri‐urban area where high‐end housing project is ongoing.



Surrounding is green field where 5‐7 stories large scale residential buildings can be
randomly found.

2.

Observed facts


The construction work is monitored by Mr. Saw’s company’s engineers as well as UN‐
Habitat engineers, regularly ‐ once a week.



5 stories residential buildings with RC frame + brick infill will accommodate four
families per floors, and 20 families in total for one building.



Mr. Saw’s company’s engineers monitor the site according to the seven checking items
according to the firm’s monitoring check list developed by Mr. Saw based on the CQHP
guideline.



The building the team saw had its structures already installed, and brick walls been
constructed. Holes for electric cable and sewage pipes were secured as planned.



Some parts of the design were adjusted on the site, according to the findings at the
construction (e.g. wall of veranda didn’t have structure but wall).



The vertical lines were properly made with plumb.



Signboard of the construction safety was observed on the site, however, it was not
practiced at the site, except two engineers who had helmets.

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

3.

Potential survey sites


Need to confirm the project plan, whether the new construction will begin around
December 2016.

Site overview

Ongoing construction and ladies carrying bricks

Design adjustment on the site for veranda walls

Necessary holes secured for cables and pipes

Rebar workshop at a corner of the construction site

Safety notice at the construction site

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

Site 4: Housing Project by the Department of Housing
Date & Time:

11:45 ‐ 12:20 pm, July 27

Township:

Yoma

Members:

Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw, Dr. K. Nishijima, Mr. Htet, Mr.
Saw Pyae Aung, Mr. , Ms. Sakoda

Remarks:
1.

Characteristics of the neighborhood


Outskirt of Yangon, near to the site 3 which is 10 minutes’ drive away.



4 stories residential buildings stand in row, along the unpaved main road, surrounded
by green field.

2.

Observed facts


The site is a project site for a housing project by the Ministry of Housing, aiming to
provide housing to low‐income households.



The construction work is regularly inspected by the Ministry of Housing directly per
floor (no engagement of YCDC).



The structure type was 4 stories residential buildings with RC frame + brick infill.



The rebar assembling and installation work was observed well.



Randomly spotted shortcomings were: the bending angle of tie hoops (90 degrees
instead of 135 degrees); shortfall of anchorage length of reinforcement rebar of column
and beams; and compacting or solidity/fluidity of the concrete.

3.

Potential survey sites


Need to confirm the project plan, whether the new construction will begin around
December 2016.

GGS Structural Performance Diagnosis Component
July 24‐27, 2016, Yangon, Myanmar

Site overview

Rebar bending

Rebar cutting

Hand mixing concrete

Rebar works for the floor

Insufficient bending of tie hoops
But with proper hoop spacing.

Shortcoming of concrete compacting.

2017 年 10 月 15 日～21 日にかけてのヤンゴン耐風性能調査概要
2017 年 11 月 10 日作成 三浦史樹
１．調査目的
学校と住居に着目した屋根の耐風性能調査。
調査項目は、A.建物の寸法、B.屋根の形状・勾配・寸法、C.開口の位置と寸法、D. 屋根ふき材と構造
部材を緊結する釘の種類、E.屋根ふき材に用いられているトタン板の厚さ、F.屋根の構造部材に用いられ
ている木材の種類、G.屋根ふき材と構造部材を緊結する釘のピッチ、H.屋根端部でのトタン板の折り曲
げ、I.飛散物となりうるものの有無とした。A～C の計測結果は風洞実験を行う際の模型の寸法の基準と
した。また、D～F の調査結果は材料試験のための資材を購入する際の参考とした。G～I の調査結果は
現状の屋根の耐風性能の評価の参考とした。
２．調査概要と方法
2017 年 10 月 15 日から 21 日までのヤンゴン市内滞在中、16 日から 20 日に調査を行った。調査は
Tamwe、Pazundaung の二つのタウンシップで行った(資料１参照)。Tamwe では住宅 11 棟、学校 5 棟
の計 16 棟、Pazundaung では住宅 10 棟を調査対象とした。
調査方法を以下に示す。
・ 屋根裏まで上がり、分度器(iPhone のアプリケーション)で屋根の勾配を計測した。
・ 屋上（または近くの建物の屋上）に上がり、屋根の勾配、釘のピッチ、トタン板の厚さ、飛散物とな
りうるものを計測、調査した。
・ ドローンを飛ばして撮影した動画と静止画をもとに屋根勾配、釘のピッチ、トタン板の折り曲げの有
無、飛散物となりうるものの有無を計測、調査した。
３．調査結果
トタン板の厚さは 0.3～0.5mm 程度のものが多く見られた。屋根の勾配はおおむね 8°～15°であっ
た。釘のピッチは風の影響を受けやすい、軒先部分において 23～30cm 程度、けらばにおいて 50cm～
100cm 程度であった。また、トタン板と釘の多くはさびていた。トタン板は広範囲がさびており、めく
れ上がっていたものも確認された。一部の建物ではトタン板の端が壁に沿って折り曲げられて壁に緊結
されていた。
また、屋根の上に固定されていないパラボラアンテナやレンガなどが多く確認された。
資料２にこれらの調査結果を取りまとめた。
４．まとめ
軒先部分やけらばにおける釘のピッチが広いので、釘一本当たりに作用する荷重が大きくなることが
予見される。釘がさびていることにより釘の引っ張り耐力が低下したり、トタン板がさびていることに
よりトタン板の長さ方向の引き裂き耐力が低下したりすると考えられる。さらに、めくれ上がったトタ
ン板、固定されていないパラボラアンテナやレンガなどの強風時に周囲に飛散し被害を与えうるものも
確認された。
一方で、トタン板の端の折り曲げといった耐風性能を向上させうる試みも確認された。

資料１

図１ Yangon 市内図

図２ Tamwe 詳細

図３

Pazundaung 詳細
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なし

なし

/*

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし

アンテナ４基

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

あり(一山分)

重し用のレンガ数個

87

38

87×20

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし

なし

屋根勾配は建物寸法から計算

大部分(一部新しいものを交互に配置)

51

51

30

51×45

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし

なし

屋根勾配は建物寸法から計算

大部分なし

30

51

51

23

51×15

/

/

/

/

/

/

あり(一山分)

なし

/

30

70

70

23

70×40

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし

なし

屋根勾配は建物寸法から計算

大部分がさびているが、錆の程度は小さい

/

/

30

51

51

30

51×30

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし

なし

寄棟屋根

3/4程度がさびている。

/

/

/

30

100

100

23

100×20

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし(パラペット)

なし

寄棟屋根。パラペットあり。*通りと反対側の左側の隅棟で計測。

半分程度がさびている。

/

/

/

/

23~30

42

42

23~30

42×30

0

0

1

/

/

0.45

なし

なし

1storay

大部分

/

/

/

/

23~30

110

110

23~30

110×30

0

0

0

/

/

0.35

なし

なし

1storay

なし

1storay

(横方向) (縦×横) (横方向)

棟付近

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

右側(縦

#2

棟付近

釘のピッチ(ドローン)(cm)

軒付近
(横方向)

#1

(横方向) (縦×横) #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 最小値

7storay 屋根勾配は屋根裏から実測。トタン板の厚さは隣の建物（#454）
から実測
建物両側のトタン板とパラペットの接合部は別のトタン板によって巻き付か
れている。
6storay トタンの一部を使って修復後あり。棟部分に青いトタン。立ち上が
りは通り側のみ。
7storay

7storay
一部、１山分折り曲げてあるアンテナ数台、重し用のレンガ数個

3/4程度がさびている。
大部分なし
大多数あり

通り側のみパラペットあり。

3/4程度がさびている。

7storay

大部分

7storay *トタン板は山が台形のもの(青色)。比較的丈夫に見える。

なし

8storay 釘打ち付け位置がトタン板の端から遠く(20m程度)、隙間ができて
いる。

大部分あり

3/4程度がさびている。

44/48(sheet2)

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

0

0

0

/

/

0.3

なし

27

15

16

14

15

/

/

/

/

11

9

23

61

/

/

23×61

/

/

/

/

/

0

0

0

/

/

0.4

なし(パラペット)

41/43

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

7

8

/

/

/

/

/

15

105

105

30

105×50

0

0

0

/

/

0.3

なし(パラペット)
アンテナ数基、重し用のレンガ数個、シート(防水？)
8storay

11-E

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

23

61

61

38

/

/

/

/

/

1

1

1

/

/

0.5

50/58

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

30

50

50

30

50×30

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

31/33

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

9

9

/

/

/

/

/

30

63

63

30

30×63

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし(パラペット)

アンテナ1基

28

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

10

9

/

/

/

/

/

/*

70

70

23

70×23

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし(パラペット)

アンテナ数基

10_16

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8

10

/

/

/

/

/

30

85

85

30

85×30

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし(パラペット)

なし

11

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8

7

/

/

/

/

/

23

70

70

30

70×30

/

/

/

/

/

/

なし(パラペット)

/

大部分あり

アンテナ数基、重し用のレンガ数個
8storay

大部分
大部分

アンテナ多数。重し用のレンガや木片。
8storay. 釘が抜けてトタン板がめくれあがっている箇所あり。固定されていないアンテナあり。
3/4程度がさびている。
セメント製の屋根ふき材が確認された。

/

通常のトタン板と青いトタン板(山が台形のもの)が半分づつ使われている。

通常のトタン板は大部分。青いトタン板はなし。

*ドローン映像より確認できず。建物両側のトタン板とパラペットの接合部は
別のトタン板によって巻き付かれている。

アンテナ多数。重し用のレンガ数個。
トタン板の大きさや種類が様々で、釘ピッチが正しくない。

大部分
錆の程度は半分程度
1/3程度がさびている。

Building #458
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

9:15~9:25 am, October 18

階数

6階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)

通りに面した側

14

通りと反対側

15

軒付近

不明

右側

不明

左側

不明

棟付近

不明

中央部

不明

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

不明

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*屋根裏より実測

Building #460
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

9:40~10:00 am, October 18

階数

8階

用途

事務所

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

8.3

軒付近

38

右側

不明

左側

61

棟付近

不明

中央部

38×61

トタン板の厚さ(mm)***

0.55

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*屋上に上がり実測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
***５回計測した最小値

Building #456
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

10:15~10:25 am, October 18

階数

7階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

15

通りと反対側

14

軒付近

23~53

右側

90

左側

90

棟付近

23~53

中央部

90×34

トタン板の厚さ(mm)***

0.55

トタンの折り曲げ

一部にあり

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
* ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
***3 回計測した最小値

Building #30
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

9:32~9:55am, October 20

階数

6階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

16

通りと反対側

13

軒付近

30

右側

80

左側

80

棟付近

30

中央部

80×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり

飛散物となりうるもの

数個の木片

トタン板の錆の程度

3 分の 4 ほど

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #49
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

9:38~9:43am, October 20

階数

6階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

通り側のみあり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

13

通りと反対側

7

軒付近

23~30

右側

90

左側

90

棟付近

23~38

中央部

90×32

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

すくない

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #81
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

11:45~11:53 am, October 18

階数

7階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

11

通りと反対側

12

軒付近

15

右側

65

左側

65

棟付近

23~39

中央部

65×65

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ 1 台

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #85
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

11:25~11:30 am, October 18

階数

7階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり（通り側のみ）

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

11

通りと反対側

10

軒付近

30

右側

87

左側

87

棟付近

38

中央部

87×35

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり（一部）

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ数台、レンガ数個

トタン板の錆の程度

4 分の 3 ほど

備考
* ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #31
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

13:40 ~13:45 am, October 18

階数

7階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

10

通りと反対側

11

軒付近

23

右側

69

左側

69

棟付近

15

中央部

69×20

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #39
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

13:45~13:53 am, October 18

階数

7階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

8

通りと反対側

10

軒付近

***

右側

***

左側

***

棟付近

***

中央部

***

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ 4 基

トタン板の錆の程度

なし

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
***断面形状が台形のものを使用していたため、不明

Building #440
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

13:53~13:55 am, October 18

階数

8階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

13

通りと反対側

12

軒付近

30

右側

100

左側

100

棟付近

不明

中央部

不明

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり

飛散物となりうるもの

レンガ数個

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
* ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building School1 Building1
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

14:15~14:20 am, October 18

階数

1階

用途

学校

構造

木造

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

16

通りと反対側

16

軒付近

38

右側

87

左側

87

棟付近

38

中央部

87×20

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*建物寸法から計算
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building School1 Building2
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

14:20~14:28 am, October 18

階数

1階

用途

学校

構造

木造

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

13

通りと反対側

13

軒付近

15

右側

51

左側

51

棟付近

30

中央部

51×45

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

なし

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

少ない

備考
*建物寸法から計算
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building Tamwe Chapel
Bying Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward, Tamwe Township

調査日時

14:35~14:50 am, October 18

階数

2階

用途

礼拝所、事務所

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

10

軒付近

30

右側

51

左側

51

棟付近

23

中央部

51×15

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

あり

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

4 分の 3 ほど

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building School2 Building1
Tamwe Township

調査日時

15:00~15:10 am, October 18

階数

1階

用途

学校

構造

木造

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

19

通りと反対側

19

軒付近

30

右側

70

左側

70

棟付近

23

中央部

70×40

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる（程度は小さい）

備考
*建物寸法から計算
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building School2 Building2
Tamwe Township

調査日時

15:10~15:18 am, October 18

階数

1階

用途

学校

構造

RC

屋根形状

寄棟屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)

釘のピッチ(cm)*

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

不明

軒付近

30

右側

51

左側

51

棟付近

30

中央部

51×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

4 分の 3 ほど

備考
*トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building School3
Tamwe Township

調査日時

15:25~15:45 am, October 18

階数

2階

用途

学校

構造

RC

屋根形状

寄棟屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

8(寄棟屋根の左側の妻面の勾配)

通りと反対側

不明

軒付近

30

右側

100

左側

100

棟付近

23

中央部

100×23

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

半分ほど

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #50/54
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

12:08~12:11 am, October 20

階数

1階

用途

礼拝所

構造

不明

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)

釘のピッチ(cm)*

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

不明

軒付近

23~30

右側

42

左側

42

棟付近

23~30

中央部

42×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)**

0.45

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲

備考
*トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
** 3 回計測した最小値

Building #44/48
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

12:11~12:16 am, October 20

階数

1階

用途

印刷所

構造

不明

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

なし

屋根勾配(°)

釘のピッチ(cm)*

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

不明

軒付近

23~30

右側

110

左側

110

棟付近

23~30

中央部

110×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)**

0.35

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
** ３回計測した最小値

Building #27
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

10:00~10:45 am, October 19

階数

8階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

11

通りと反対側

9

軒付近

23

右側

61

左側

不明

棟付近

不明

中央部

23×61

トタン板の厚さ(mm)***

0.4

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ数台、レンガ数個

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
***3 回計測した最小値

Building #41/43
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

11:15~11:29 am, October 19

階数

8階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

7

通りと反対側

8

軒付近

15

右側

105

左側

105

棟付近

30

中央部

105×50

トタン板の厚さ(mm)***

0.3

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ数台、レンガ数個

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
*** 3 回計測した最小値

Building #11-E
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

11:45~11:55 am, October 19

階数

8階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

不明

通りと反対側

不明

軒付近

23

右側

70

左側

70

棟付近

30

中央部

70×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)***

0.5

トタンの折り曲げ

不明

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ多数、レンガと木片数個

トタン板の錆の程度

4 分の 3 ほど

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算
***3 回計測した最小値

Building #31_33
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

12:35~12:37 am, October 20

階数

不明

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

9

通りと反対側

9

軒付近

30

右側

63

左側

63

棟付近

30

中央部

63×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)**

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ数台

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲にわたる

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #28
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

12:40~12:43 am, October 20

階数

不明

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

10

通りと反対側

9

軒付近

不明

右側

70

左側

70

棟付近

23

中央部

70×23

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

パラボラアンテナ数台

トタン板の錆の程度

広範囲

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Building #10/16
No.2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

調査日時

12:50~12:54 am, October 20

階数

8階

用途

住居

構造

RC

屋根形状

切妻屋根

パラペット

あり

屋根勾配(°)*

釘のピッチ(cm)**

通りに面した側

8

通りと反対側

10

軒付近

30

右側

85

左側

85

棟付近

30

中央部

85×30

トタン板の厚さ(mm)

不明

トタンの折り曲げ

なし

飛散物となりうるもの

なし

トタン板の錆の程度

半分ほど

備考
*ドローンで撮影した画像より計測
**トタン板の 1 山を 7.6cm として換算

Annex 13
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Risk Perception and Housing Safety
Prof. Kenji Okazaki, Assoc. Prof. Hirohide Kobayashi, and Dr. Glenn Fernandez
A. Objectives
Kathmandu:
1. To investigate how risk perception and protective actions of the residents in Khokana changed
after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Yangon:
2. To identify socio-demographic and experiential factors influencing risk perception related to
fire, earthquake, and cyclone in Pazundaung and Tamwe
Common to both cities:
3. To examine the housing safety conditions in a sample of houses in the target wards
4. To examine how disaster preparedness actions related to housing safety are influenced by risk
perception
5. To provide scientific and technical advice to the local participatory platforms in the pilot wards
and to the city government offices in both cities
B. Research Activities (2016 – 2018)
Kathmandu, Nepal
For Nepal the joint research team on “Risk Perception and Housing Reconstruction” is composed of
researchers from the Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University,
the Center for Disaster Studies (CDS) of Tribhuvan University, the National Society for Earthquake
Technology – Nepal (NSET), and Karyabinayak Municipality. The list of joint research team members
is in Annex 14. The study was conducted in Khokana Village (Ward 21) of Lalitpur Metropolitan City.

Figure 1. Map of study area
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In order to enhance the safety of buildings (by including safety features in new construction and by
retrofitting existing buildings), the motivation of the people for building safety is crucial. Our research
will therefore focus on understanding the earthquake risk perception of people, which may affect
earthquake safety, to develop policies and strategies to motivate people to construct safer buildings.
In Kathmandu, reconstruction activities are undertaken after the Gorkha Earthquake in April 2015.
While it would be a good opportunity to build back better with safer houses, the reality might be that
recovery will be with similar quality of houses or even worse quality due to lack of awareness and
huge reconstruction demand. Therefore, the safety issues of the reconstructed houses will be also
investigated in our research. The findings will be incorporated into ongoing reconstruction projects.
Here are the activities of the joint research team in Nepal:
Date and Venue
21 January 2016
Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur
23 January 2016
Lalitpur, Karyabinayak,
and Bhaktapur
17 May 2016
Baburam Hall, Institute of
Engineering (IOE),
Pulchowk Campus,
Tribhuvan University
18 May 2016
Office of the Deputy
Executive Director, NSET,
Bhaisepati
20 May 2016
Bungamati, Karyabinayak
Municipality

8 August 2016
CDS Office, Pulchowk
Campus, Tribhuvan
University
21-25 November 2016
Khokana Village,
Karyabinayak

22 June 2017
Khokana Village, Lalitpur

10 August 2017

Activities and Outcomes
At the GGS Project partner consultation meeting Prof. Kenji Okazaki
made a presentation on his field of research.
Prof. Okazaki and Prof. Hirohide Kobayashi joined the field visit of GGS
Project team members to different parts of Kathmandu Valley to see
the extent and type of damage caused by the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake.
A joint meeting among CDS, NSET, and Kyoto University was held to
discuss the preparations for the pre-survey in Bungamati Village, the
case study site. Senior IOE attendees provided advice to the team, such
as having a local person accompany the researchers so that it would be
easier to approach the residents of Bungamati.
The Kyoto University team met with the NSET team to discuss the
details of the pre-survey in Bungamati. NSET pledged to share maps
prepared after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake showing building type and
damage grade.
A pre-survey on risk perception and housing reconstruction was
conducted in Bungamati. Twelve representative houses were drawn
and measured. The household head was interviewed to fill out the
survey questionnaire. After the pre-survey a debriefing was held to
improve the survey questionnaire and to discuss the schedule of the
full survey.
Dr. Koichi Shiwaku and Dr. Glenn Fernandez met with Prof. Nagendra
Raj Sitoula, the Director of CDS, to discuss the progress of the joint
research among Kyoto University, CDS, and NSET.
The study location was changed from Bungamati Village to Khokana
Village. Prof. Okazaki, Dr. Shiwaku, Dr. Fernandez, and Ms. Mari Miyaji
went to lead the full survey in Khokana Village. There were 105 risk
perception survey respondents in all. For the house survey, 39 houses
were drawn and measured. Two professors and six students from CDS,
two staff from NSET, two staff from Karyabinayak Municipality, and
several guides from Khokana Village assisted in the survey.
Dr. Fernandez went back to Khokana Village (now called Ward 21 after
the merger between Lalitpur and Karyabinayak) with a Tribhuvan
University architecture student to verify some details in the house
drawings and to interview residents about the progress of housing
reconstruction.
Dr. Fernandez discussed with Prof. Nagendra and Dr. Basanta the wrapup of the joint research.
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CDS Office, Pulchowk
Campus, Tribhuvan
University
22 February 2018
Lalitpur Metropolitan
City Hall

Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez presented the findings of the joint
research during the GGS Project Final Conference in Lalitpur.

Here are some photos of the joint research activities in Khokana Village:

Figure 2. Prof. Okazaki giving a presentation on
“Earthquake Disaster and Risk Assessment” during the
second local platform workshop in Karyabinayak on 18
May 2016 as a form of technical assistance

Figure 3. Pre-survey of the joint research on risk perception
and housing reconstruction in Bungamati on 20 May 2016

Figure 4. Full risk perception survey in Khokana in
Figure 5. Joint meeting among research partners after the
November 2016 conducted by trained graduate students of full survey to discuss next steps
CDS under the supervision of Kyoto University researchers

Figure 6. Identifying the houses in the study area on the
map in Figure 1

Figure 7. CDS students making the house drawings and
measurements
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A sample data sheet for one house in Khokana that was surveyed and drawn is shown in Appendix 1.
A total of 39 houses were drawn and measured.
Findings
 The researchers used statistical tests (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test) to compare the ratings
given by the survey respondents (n=106) on risk perception items before and after the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake. Results showed that there are significant changes (p<0.05 at 95% level of
confidence) on the following: perception of likelihood of earthquake, knowledge of disaster
mitigation actions, anticipated financial loss due to a destructive earthquake, and fear of
earthquake. By reporting the effect size, we can provide empirical information on by how
much each of the risk perception items changed.

Figure 8. Change in perceived riskiness of earthquakes

Figure 9. Change in perceived likelihood of earthquakes
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Figure 10. Change in the knowledge of earthquake mitigation measures

Figure 11. Change in anticipated financial loss from earthquake

Figure 12. Change in dread or fear of earthquake
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Recommendation
 The local government should take advantage of the heightened earthquake risk perception of
the residents and conduct awareness and education campaigns that can help incorporate
resilience into the recovery of Khokana, especially in housing reconstruction.
Yangon, Myanmar
For Myanmar the joint research team on “Risk Perception and Housing Safety” is composed of
researchers from GSGES of Kyoto University, Yangon Technological University (YTU), Myanmar
Engineering Society (MES), and Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC). The list of joint research
team members is in Annex 15. The study was conducted in Pazundaung Township and Tamwe
Township of Yangon City.
Myanmar is exposed to multiple natural hazards. Its coastal regions are exposed to cyclones, storm
surges, and tsunami while major parts of the country are at risk from earthquake and fire. In 2008
Cyclone Nargis affected 2.4 million people and left almost 140,000 people dead. Damage to property
due to the cyclone reached approximately USD 4.1 billion. The Yangon Region lies along the Sagaing
fault which is the most prominent active fault in Myanmar. In August 2016, a 6.8-magnitude
earthquake struck central Myanmar, damaging around 400 pagodas in the ancient city of Bagan.
Tremors from the earthquake were felt in Yangon. According to the data from 2000 to 2007, fire cases
were mainly concentrated in four regions and states including Yangon and which is included in high
risk zone and more than 100 average annual fire cases in Yangon.
The research in Yangon will compare the risk perception related to earthquake, cyclone, and fire
hazards between the residents of Pazundaung Township and Tamwe Township, including their
reasons for taking or not taking related disaster preparedness actions, especially those related to
housing safety. Understanding people’s risk perception is crucial for effective mitigation measures and
for improving risk communication.
Yangon City has a population of 5.14 million, which increases by 6.6 percent each year. More than
330,000 people from other parts of Myanmar migrate to Yangon annually. An estimated 75,000 new
apartments are needed every year to keep pace with the rapid population growth. It will be useful to
incorporate safety considerations in the construction of new affordable housing (as well as in
retrofitting existing housing) in Yangon, given the rise in disaster risks that come along with increased
urbanization.

Figure 13. Location of study sites in Yangon
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Figure 14. Map of the wards showing the houses and apartments

Here are the activities of the joint research team in Myanmar:
Date and Venue
17 March 2016
Meeting Room, MES
Building, Hlaing
University Campus

19 March 2016
around Yangon City

16 July 2016
Pazundaung and Tamwe
townships

September to
November 2016
MES Building, Hlaing
University Campus
19-24 October 2016
Pazundaung and Tamwe
townships

Activities and Outcomes
At the GGS Project Expert Meeting, Prof. Okazaki and other professors
from Kyoto University provided a presentation on their field of research
while the local partners from MES, YTU, and YCDC briefed the
researchers from Japan on the disaster risk situation in Yangon and
expressed the kind of research activities they would be interested in
engaging in the future.
During the one-day field survey, Prof. Okazaki, Dr. Fernandez, Mr. Aye
Min Tun, and the Yangon-based joint research team members were able
to observe some residential buildings in Pazundaung and Tamwe
townships, the case study sites.
A pre-survey on risk perception and housing safety was conducted in
No. 2 Ward of Pazundaung and in Byane Kwet Thit Ward of Tamwe.
Seven representative houses were drawn and measured. The household
head was interviewed to fill out the survey questionnaire. After the presurvey a debriefing was held to improve the survey questionnaire and
to discuss the schedule of the full survey.
Mr. Min had a three-month internship at MES. During his internship, Mr.
Min finalized the Myanmar translation of the survey questionnaire;
prepared maps of the wards covered by the full survey; and coordinated
the finalization of the detailed survey plan with MES, YTU, and YCDC.
Prof. Okazaki, Prof. Hirohide Kobayashi, Dr. Shiwaku, and Dr. Fernandez
went to Yangon to lead the full risk perception survey in Pazundaung
Township (110 respondents) and Tamwe Township (103 respondents).
For the house survey, 30 houses were drawn and measured. Mr. Min,
two professors and five students from YTU and several guides (street
leaders) from the pilot wards assisted in the survey.
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26 January 2017
MES Building, Hlaing
University Campus
14 and 16 June 2017
Pazundaung and Tamwe
townships
15 August 2017
MES Building, Hlaing
University Campus
1 December 2017
MES Building, Hlaing
University Campus
16-17 January 2018
Yangon City Hall and
MES Building, Hlaing
University Campus
19 February 2018

Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez met with MES and YTU to discuss the
finalization of the data from risk perception and housing measurement
surveys conducted in October 2016. Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez
attended the 2nd Expert Meeting in Yangon
Dr. Fernandez went back to Pazundaung and Tamwe with a YTU student
to verify some details in the house drawings.
Dr. Fernandez discussed with Dr. Kyaw and Mr. Saw the draft of the first
manuscript for submission to a journal.
Dr. Fernandez updated Mr. Saw on the status of the first manuscript and
on the plan for the second manuscript for submission to a journal.
Dr. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez presented the findings of the joint
research during the International Closing Conference in Yangon.

First paper accepted for publication in the International Journal of
Disaster Risk Reduction (IJDRR).

Here are some photos of the joint research activities in Pazundaung and Tamwe townships:

Figure 15. Members of the joint research team conducting
the pre-survey in Tamwe Township in July 2016

Figure 16. Students from YTU making house measurement

Figure 17. Prof. Okazaki briefing the team on how to
conduct the survey

Figure 18. Full survey in October 2016
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The conditions of housing units are important characteristics which indicate the vulnerability to fire,
earthquake and cyclone. About four out of five households in Myanmar are owners of their housing
unit. However, in urban areas, 66 percent of households own the housing units where they reside, 20
percent are tenants while 7 percent live in housing provided by the Government. The common houses
in Myanmar can be classified into six types based on their building material used as follows: (1)
apartment/condominium, (2) bungalow/brick house, (3) semi-pacca house (brick nogging), (4)
wooden house, (5) bamboo house, and (6) huts. Based on the 2014 Myanmar National Census, there
are about 10.9 million houses, among them wooden houses and bamboo houses constitute about 41%
and 37%, respectfully. Wooden houses are found to be the commonest type of houses in Myanmar.
Typical bamboo houses and wooden houses are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The bungalow and
semi-pacca (brick nogging) types account for about 7% each. Apartment types are the minority with
only 4%.
As for the main building materials for wall, the 2014 Census data shows that a significant proportion
of household’s wall are made of bamboo at 51% and followed by wood at 22%. As for the main building
materials for roof, corrugated sheets account for 61.5% and followed by dhani/thatch/leaves at 33%.
As for the main construction material for the floors, wood account for 51%, followed by bamboo at
25%. In rural areas, people prefer to live in bamboo houses with thatched roof made of bamboo shaves
and Nipa palm leaves (Dha-Ni) as these materials are inexpensive, locally available, do not require
sophisticated technology and suit the local weather conditions. Even in sub-urban and urban areas, a
considerable portion of the houses are made of bamboo walling and wood plank flooring. These
materials are highly flammable and as a consequence, fires account for 70% of disasters in Myanmar.

Figure 19. Typical bamboo house

Figure 20. Typical wooden house

Although there cannot be found specific norm or standard for the size and layer of the building, six to
nine story-apartments are the most common based on the onsite visual survey conducted. The
building designs are normally square-shaped, mostly taking the straight cardinal base-lining structure;
east-west to north-south structured. The size of a housing unit is also widely varied; minimum 28 m2
to maximum 83 m2. The height of the ceiling in the structure of the building is also much considerable;
to be high enough more than the uphand length of the standing person. The structure material is
made of concrete for the columns and beams while the wall is the brick-mortar filled.
Another type of the building is the semi-pacca (brick nogging). It is normally organized into earthleveling structure or two-story design with brick walling inside the wooden frame. Generally, it can be
regarded as the structure enough for 2-3 family groups with the average members of five household
size. The floor is concrete-base structure with the corrugated-sheets roofing. The inner structure of
the house is organized with wood-sheet partition.
Wooden houses are less common in the downtown area of Yangon city. Wooden house is simply
designed with wood-base materials for the floor and walling while the roofing material is corrugated
sheets. The type of the building is intended for a family group.
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A sample data sheet for one house in Pazundaung and one house in Tamwe that were surveyed and
drawn are shown in Appendix 2 and Appendix 3, respectively. A total of 30 houses (15 in each
township) were drawn and measured.
Findings
 Very few of the survey respondents (n=199) believed that a destructive fire, earthquake, or
cyclone was likely to happen in the next ten years. What is surprising is that 39% of the
respondents perceived that a fire is very unlikely, even though fire is the most frequent
disaster in Myanmar, accounting for 71% of all the disasters based on data from 1983 to 2009.
A possible explanation for this is that because of greater levels of exposure to and experience
of fire hazards, residents of Yangon are now less sensitive to fire risk. Another possible
explanation is that because there had been more fire drills compared to earthquake drills
(there had been no cyclone drill), the respondents might be in a false sense of security when
it comes to fire hazard.

Figure 21. Perceived likelihood of fire, earthquake, and cyclone in the next ten years





When we asked the respondents what kinds of impacts they anticipated from a destructive
fire, earthquake, and cyclone, their answers were similar across the three hazards. Most of
the respondents anticipated a loss of property. Half expected injuries but only a quarter to a
third believe that a destructive fire, earthquake, or cyclone will result to death in the family.
Previous studies have found that experience with hazards can have the effect of lowering
perceived risk of future occurrences of those hazards. So while most of the respondents
believe that a strong earthquake will likely destroy their property, not as many anticipate
more serious impacts like injury or death.
The ratings for dread are almost the same across the three hazards. Around two-thirds of the
respondents are either afraid or very afraid of fire, earthquake, or cyclone. Among the seven
risk perception items, the respondents gave the highest rating to dread.
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Figure 22. Dread of fire, earthquake, and cyclone



Very few of the respondents claim to have knowledge of mitigation actions against fire,
earthquake, and cyclone. What is interesting is that the fewer respondents said that fire
mitigation actions are unclear, compared to earthquake and cyclone. This might be because
there are more fire drills and fire prevention outreach activities conducted in the wards by the
Fire Service Department.

Figure 23. Perceived knowledge of mitigation actions against fire, earthquake, and cyclone



Majority of the respondents believed that they have little or no control on the impacts of fire,
earthquake, and cyclone. However, the mean rating for controllability of the impacts of fire is
significantly higher than that for earthquake and cyclone. This might be due to the nature of
a fire disaster (human-induced, not natural) and due to the higher perceived knowledge of
mitigation actions against fire.
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Figure 24. Perceived controllability of the impacts of fire, earthquake, and cyclone



One surprising finding of this study is that, in contrast to several previous studies, none of the
socio-demographic and experiential factors seem to influence or are related to the perceived
ability to control the impacts of fire, earthquake, and cyclone.

Recommendations
 In Myanmar, disaster risk management plans were prepared at various administrative levels,
often without a good understanding of how local people perceived risks and what
preparations they had adopted to be safe from disasters. To promote disaster preparedness
among local people, it is necessary to first understand what factors motivate them to take
precautionary measures.
 Some of the findings of this study can have important implications for disaster risk
management policy makers and implementers. For example, the finding that very few of the
survey respondents believe that a destructive fire, earthquake, or cyclone is likely to happen
in the next ten years will affect public support for disaster risk management initiatives of the
government and will undermine efforts to increase insurance coverage among at-risk
residents. This and other findings such as the high dread for fire, earthquake, or cyclone and
the low knowledge of disaster mitigation actions are compelling justifications to organize
education campaigns in Yangon to enhance the residents’ understanding of and preparedness
for disasters.
A paper has been published from the joint research in Yangon:


Fernandez, G., Tun, A. M., Okazaki, K., Zaw, S. H., & Kyaw, K. (2018). Factors Influencing Fire,
Earthquake, and Cyclone Risk Perception in Yangon, Myanmar. International Journal of
Disaster Risk Reduction. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijdrr.2018.02.028

Here are two papers planned to be published:




Earthquake Risk Perception in Khokana, Nepal before and after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
(partial research results presented at the GGS Project Final Conference in Lalitpur in February
2018)
Earthquake Risk Perception Research in Asia Post-2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake (partial
research results presented at the International Symposium on Global Environmental Studies
Education and Research in Asia, Mahidol University, Salaya, Thailand in November 2016)
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C. Support to Local Platform Activities
The Japan-based members of the joint research team had provided various support to the local
platform activities in Nepal and Myanmar. For example, Prof. Okazaki delivered a lecture on
“Earthquake Disaster and Risk Assessment” as a kind of technical assistance to the second local
platform workshop in Karyabinayak on 18 May 2016 and in Lalitpur on 19 May 2016.
Prof. Okazaki, Dr. Fernandez, and Ms. Thinn Hlaing Oo attended the third local platform workshop in
Yangon on 15 July 2016. Prof. Okazaki and Dr. Fernandez provided their presentation about the GGS
Project and the joint research on risk perception and housing safety being conducted in Yangon by
Kyoto University, YTU, MES, and YCDC. Ms. Thinn served as emcee of the morning program and as
facilitator in the town-watching workshop in Tamwe in the afternoon.

Figure 25. Experts from Japan and Italy giving
presentations in one of the workshops in Yangon

Figure 26. Prof. Okazaki providing comments during the
group discussion about possible local platform activities at
the kick-off conference in Yangon on 18 March 2016

Dr. Fernandez attended the third local platform workshop in Lalitpur on 5 August 2016 and in
Karyabiyanak on 8 August 2016. In Lalitpur Dr. Fernandez provided a presentation about the
importance of understanding risk perception as an additional input in guiding disaster risk
management at the local level. The joint research team members also provided suggestions and
comments to the pilot wards and to the city government offices from time to time to help them in
organizing local platform activities, guiding them in planning for the fourth to the ninth workshops, as
well as in the closing conference in both pilot cities.
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Appendix 1: House Survey – K30 (Khokana)
House No. (in the map)

30

Surveyor’s name

Gaurav Panthi

Respondent’s name

Hari Bhajan Dangol

1. House transformation

a) Reconstruction

2. Structural type

a) RC frame

b) Retrofit

(column dimension:

b) Brick in cement

c) Brick in mud

e) Stone in mud
____________________
3. Foundation type

4. Basic infrastructure?

c) Repair

a) No Foundation

cm ✕

cm)

d) Stone in cement

f) Adobe

b) Stone foundation

f) Others:

c) Brick Foundation

d) Isolated RC foundation

e) Others: ___________________________

a) Water supply ----- Piped

Well

b) Electricity ----------- Yes

Water Tank (where? ________)

or No

c) Sewerage ----------- Septic tank or Others: sewerage line
d) Cooking fuel ------ Gas PL, kerosene, wood, Others: ______________
5. Deterioration / poor
quality of construction

(Any elements that may
be relevant to judge the
structural safety of the
house)

a) Bricks or mortar is partially damaged

Where? __

b) Wall is tilting

Where?

c) Cracks in the wall

Where? Many places

d) Rebar is exposed

Where?

e) Cracks in columns or beams Where?
f) Foundation is subsiding

Where? 1st floor

g) Floor is subsiding/cracking Where?
h) Others

Where? east wall has collapsed
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House Drawing
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Appendix 2: House Survey – P12 (Pazundaung)
Date and Time
Address

October 20, 2016 ______ AM / PM
House Number 12 Street 54th Street

1. Name of respondent
2. Approximate floor area of house

Township Pazundaung

Daw Khin May Htwe
55.7 m2
(600 ft2)

M F

Age 38

Safety of Buildings
1. Deterioration (photos should be taken)
 Peeling off / cracks of wall finishing (mortar or coating)
 Exposure of rebars
 Tilting
 Partial breakage / loss of walls or pillars

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No )
No )
No )
No )

If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________

2. Against storms / strong winds
(a) Roof






(b)





Shape
( Gable
Hip
Flat
Others_____________)
Roof materials
( RC
Galvanized iron sheets
Tiles
Others_____________)
Fixation
o Nails
( With umbrella Without umbrella Others_____________)
o Spacing of nails (approximate by observation)
 Lengthwise/longitudinal (from top to bottom): ______ cm
 Crosswise/lateral (from side to side): ______ cm
o Rust
( Yes No )
Roof truss materials
( Wood Steel Others_____________)
Eaves length: ______ cm
Others
All openings can be closed in case of storm events?
Are there any wind shields installed to the openings?
Are there any ceilings?
Potential scattering objects
o Large things on veranda
o Large things attached to the building (e.g., aircon)
o Large signboards, parasol, etc.

3. Fire safety issues
 Fire extinguishers




( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If No, provide details _______________
No )
No )

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If Yes, specify: ________________
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________

( Yes

No ) If Yes, where? ________________
Quantity _____________
Combustible materials (wall/ceiling materials and any materials stored) in the kitchen
( Yes No ) If Yes, where? ________________
Specify what material/s: _____________
Emergency staircase (for apartment)
( Yes No )
Damaged electric wires
( Yes No )

Anything else you noticed?
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Appendix 3: House Survey – T2 (Tamwe)
Date and Time
Address

October ___, 2016
House Number 2

1. Name of respondent
2. Approximate floor area of house

______ AM / PM
Street Aung Marga

Township Tamwe

U Hlaing Oo
116.1 m2 (1250 ft2)

M F

Age 54

Safety of Buildings
1. Deterioration (photos should be taken)
 Peeling off / cracks of wall finishing (mortar or coating)
 Exposure of rebars
 Tilting
 Partial breakage / loss of walls or pillars

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No )
No )
No )
No )

If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________

2. Against storms / strong winds
(a) Roof






(b)





Shape
( Gable
Hip
Flat
Others_____________)
Roof materials
( RC
Galvanized iron sheets
Tiles
Others_____________)
Fixation
o Nails
( With umbrella Without umbrella Others_____________)
o Spacing of nails (approximate by observation)
 Lengthwise/longitudinal (from top to bottom): ______ cm
 Crosswise/lateral (from side to side): ______ cm
o Rust
( Yes No )
Roof truss materials
( Wood Steel Others_____________)
Eaves length: ______ cm
Others
All openings can be closed in case of storm events?
Are there any wind shields installed to the openings?
Are there any ceilings?
Potential scattering objects
o Large things on veranda
o Large things attached to the building (e.g., aircon)
o Large signboards, parasol, etc.

3. Fire safety issues
 Fire extinguishers




( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If No, provide details _______________
No )
No )

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If Yes, specify: statue, plant
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________

( Yes

No ) If Yes, where? ________________
Quantity _____________
Combustible materials (wall/ceiling materials and any materials stored) in the kitchen
( Yes No ) If Yes, where? Wood partition
Specify what material/s: _____________
Emergency staircase (for apartment)
( Yes No )
Damaged electric wires
( Yes No )

Anything else you noticed?
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Annex 14
Grant for Global Sustainability (GGS) Project
Final Report

Joint Research on Social Fairness of Policies and Action Plans
Prof. Makoto Usami
A. Project Objectives
In enhancing urban resilience against natural disasters, one of challenges to researchers and
practitioners is to explore demands of justice and fairness in reconstructing affected areas in which
there are a great variety of people who might have conflicting interests because of their different
types of houses/apartments and socio-economic conditions. The objective of this sub-theme is to
study these demands in the contexts of local participatory platforms, action plans, and policy
recommendations developed in Kathmandu and Yangon.
B. Progress and Achievements during this Period
Joint Research
1. Kathmandu, Nepal
The researcher in charge of this research topic, Makoto Usami, discussed with local counterparts what
and how can be done under the topic during the kick-off conference held in January 2016. He also
participated in the site visit in Kathmandu to grasp moral and social issues surrounding earth quake
damage and reconstruction processes. He kept the discussion with the counterparts to develop and
implement their joint research thereafter.
2. Yangon, Myanmar
Usami discussed with local counterparts what and how can be done under this topic during the kickoff conference held in March 2016. He also carried out observations on the process of group discussion
in local platforms and school student workshops and identified challenges to participants in
overcoming different forms of discourse bias. In July, he intensively discussed joint research agenda
and plans with Dr. Myo Thant and other local counterparts. In January 2017, he made a presentation
on the developed version of the research project, which focuses on fairness issues surrounding the
legal disputes that might arise among affected people in case large-scale earthquake or other types of
disaster occur. He and Dr. Myo Thant discussed how to proceed this developed form of the project. In
January 2018, Usami made a presentation on the final results in the research symposium. During the
symposium, he also discussed with local researchers, municipal leaders, and other stakeholders
coming both from Kathmandu and Yangon how they can achieve social fairness in enhancing disaster
resilience in urban areas by utilizing the study results.
Support to Local Platform Activities
Usami took observations on the characteristics of local people’s discourse in the process of platform
group discussion conducted in March 2016. Based on these observations, he provided practical
suggestions to local residents, government officials, NGOs, and researchers in the presentation he
made in the workshop held in July in order to help them mitigate various forms of discourse bias in
local participatory platfom. Moreover, he continued to discuss with local researchers and stakeholders
how to prevent or correct discourse biases thereafter.
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Challenges Encountered
In proceeding the developed form of the Social Fairness project, which focuses on possible legal
disputes over local housing in the aftermath of disaster, it was the biggest challenge to collect detailed
data on local buildings and legal relationships concerning them in two research sites. This was partly
because the research topic is theory-oriented rather than data-oriented in nature and because Usami
is a specialist of legal and political philosophy, not a social scientist. To meet the challenge of data
collection, he has developed collaborations with local research partners in Kathmandu and Yangon.
These collaborations mitigated the challenge, and the result of questionnaire surveys conducted in
the project of Risk Perception and Safety of Reconstructed Houses also helped the Social Fairness
project to develop theoretical models and practical suggestions, considering realities of local housing
in the two cities.
Findings and recommendations
1. Discourse bias
1.1. Research findings
In every society, many people’s attitudes and behaviors are more or less subject to a variety
of biases caused by unconscious and subtle forms of racism, sexism, and other kinds of social
prejudice and discrimination. Such biases can appear in the context of group discussion and
decision-making, just as they do in many other aspects of social life. For example, quantitative
studies on jury discussion in the United States have revealed that people of different races
tend to behave differently in a jury room: whites more frequently speak than African
Americans; African Americans tend to agree with whites; and African Americans are more apt
to speak to whites than to other African Americans. It is noteworthy that the type of salient
discourse bias differs from society to society. In Myanmar and Nepal, where traditional values,
beliefs, and customs seem to persist among general people, it is predictable that many
people’s discursive attitudes are not immune from biases based on the values, beliefs, and
customs.
In the process of group discussion in some local participatory platform meetings and school
student workshops held in Yangon, it was observed that the discursive behaviors of adults and
school students were under the influence of traditional authority of seniors. Elderly men and
women more frequently spoke than the younger led the group’s discussion. They occasionally
stood and spoke loudly and confidently, while the youth tended to listen to the elderly silently.
School students preferred to wait for their teachers’ directions and to follow them rather than
to take the initiative in discussing and doing assigned works. Interestingly, these tendencies
are much less salient in local platform discussions in Kathmandu, where traditional values
seem to sustain. However, no rigorous quantitative measurement of discursive bias among
local people was conducted in either of the two cities in the project’s period, which would go
beyond the purpose of the Social Fairness project. Therefore, the question remains open what
the exact degree is to which local young and old in Yangon and Kathmandu follow social norms
of seniority system compared with those living in other cities and other countries.
1.2. Recommendations
The authority of elderly people in group discussion, which was observed in local platforms in
Yangon, encourages young people to learn the elderly’s wisdom. On the other hand, it may
hinder the youth from deliberating by themselves the causes of and remedies for public
problems in a changing society. However, given the rapid change of local housing situation
and the development of relevant technology, it is crucial that young people actively get
involved in platform discussion.
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To remedy the discourse bias based on the sense of seniority system, facilitators in a
discussion group can play an important role. For instance, it is recommendable to induce
young members of the group by asking them simple questions. Given the significance of the
facilitator, it is also occasionally advisable to form a discussion group only consisting of young
people. In the context of school workshop, teachers are advised to promote students’ free
remarks rather than to lead the discussion according to their own opinions and agenda.
2. Possible legal disputes on local housing
2.1. Research findings
In case large-scale earthquake or any other form of disaster occurs, a great variety of legal
disputes predictably arise in affected area. In Japan, where the society has witnessed many
massive earthquakes, most recently the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, there is the
large literature on legal disputes among affected people and institutional responses to them.
By utilizing technical knowledge provided by the literature, this study discusses fairness issues
surrounding possible legal disputes occurring in the aftermath of disaster. Major types of such
dispute include, but are not limited to, the followings questions:
(1) Which party should pay for the repair of rented property’s damage caused by disaster, the
owner or the tenant?
(2) If some deficiency of the damaged building is suspected, what rights and duties do the
contractor and the resident have, respectively?
The first thing to be recognized is that which types of legal dispute would more frequently
appear than others in a particular community after disaster occurrence depends on its
residents’ housing conditions, demographic features, and local culture. For instance, Question
(1) is likely to occur in a community where many houses and apartments are rented. Therefore,
we can predict which type of legal dispute is more relevant to a particular community by
exploring its characteristics.
The questionnaire survey conducted in Yangon by the project of Risk Perception and Safety of
Reconstructed Houses reveals that the ratio of tenants in the population of Pazundaung is
higher than that of Tamwe. This arguably implies that the probability of dispute over Question
(1) is higher in the former township than the latter. As regards Question (2), the disadvantage
of a resident in his/her relationship with the building contractors or carpenters/masons seems
relevant. As illustrated by the result of the survey, many residents in the two townships have
only limited knowledge on their owned or rented properties. Such limited knowledge of the
residents, along with their lack of legal expertise, would predictably leave them
disadvantageous in the relationship with their counterparts.
2.2. Recommendations
Based on the findings mentioned above, several actions are recommended. First of all,
although the survey conducted in the Risk Perception and Safety project does provide much
information on our research site townships in Yangon and Kathmandu that is also useful in
the perspective of fairness concerning legal disputes, it does not reveal all relevant
characteristics of these townships since that project’s purpose is not to explore possible legal
disputes therein. Therefore, the follow-up survey is needed in both cities. Second, given the
fact that many residents have limited knowledge on their owned or rented properties and lack
expertise on relevant legal rules and procedures, it is recommendable for stakeholders
including municipalities, researchers, those of legal profession, and NGOs to cooperate in
order to institute a local system intended to help the residents. Third, it is advisable to provide
information on the current legal rules governing the distribution of rights and responsibilities
between the owner and the tenant of property.
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Annex 15

Members of Joint Research Teams – Kathmandu
Research Topics

Urban seismic risk assessment

Disaster education and action
plan

 Dr. Junji Kiyono (Professor)
kiyono.junji.5x@kyoto-u.ac.jp
 Dr. Aiko Furukawa (Associate
Professor)
furukawa.aiko.3w@kyotou.ac.jp

 Dr. Rajib Shaw (Executive
Director, IRDR)
rajib.shaw@gmail.com
 Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
(Researcher)
shiwaku.koichi.7u@kyotou.ac.jp

Researchers from CDS,
IOE, Tribhuvan University

 Prof. Nagendra Raj Sitoula
(Director, CDS)
nrsitoula@ioe.edu.np
 Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
(Deputy-director, CDS)
bradhikari@ioe.edu.np

 Prof. Nagendra Raj Sitoula
(Director, CDS)
nrsitoula@ioe.edu.np
 Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
(Deputy-director, CDS)
bradhikari@ioe.edu.np
 Suraj Gautam (Master’s
student)
 Gaurav Panthi (Master’s
student)
 Reshma Shrestha (Master’s
student)

Researchers from NSET

 Dr. Ramesh Guragain
rguragain@nset.org.np
 Mr. Suman Pradhan
spradhan@nset.org.np

 Dr. Ramesh Guragain
rguragain@nset.org.np
 Mr. Surya Prasad Acharya
 Mr. Govinda Bhatta

Researchers from Kyoto
University

Researchers from
Karyabinayak
Municipality
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Housing reconstruction and risk
perception
 Dr. Kenji Okazaki (Professor)
okazaki@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp
 Dr. Hirohide Kobayashi
(Associate Professor)
kobahiro@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp
 Dr. Koichi Shiwaku (Researcher)
shiwaku.koichi.7u@kyotou.ac.jp
 Dr. Glenn Fernandez
(Researcher)
fernandez.glennfiel.4m@kyotou.ac.jp
 Prof. Nagendra Raj Sitoula
(Director, CDS)
nrsitoula@ioe.edu.np
 Dr. Basanta Raj Adhikari
(Deputy-director, CDS)
bradhikari@ioe.edu.np
 Surendra Awasti (Master’s
student)
awasurendra@gmail.com
 Naresh Nidal (Master’s
student)
naresh.nidal@gmail.com
 Sajan Shrestha (Master’s
student)
 Dr. Ramesh Guragain
rguragain@nset.org.np
 Mr. Suman Pradhan
spradhan@nset.org.np
 Ms. Shubha Amatya
amatyashubha03@gmail.com
 Ms. Anita Bohara
anitabohara@gmail.com
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Members of Joint Research Teams – Yangon
Research
Topics

Researchers
from Kyoto
University

Researchers
from YTU

Researchers
from MES

Urban seismic risk assessment

 Dr. Junji Kiyono (Professor)
kiyono.junji.5x@kyotou.ac.jp
 Dr. Aiko Furukawa (Associate
Professor)
furukawa.aiko.3w@kyotou.ac.jp

 Ms. Thet Myat Thawdar Win
(PhD Student)
thetmyatthawdar@gmail.co
m
 Dr. Kyaw Kyaw (Associate
Professor)
kyaw.u.kyaw@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Pyae Aung
sawpyae03@gmail.com

Disaster education and
action plan

 Dr. Rajib Shaw (Professor,
Keio University Shonan
Fujisawa Campus)
rajib.shaw@gmail.com
 Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
(Researcher)
shiwaku.koichi.7u@kyotou.ac.jp

 Dr. Kyaw Kyaw (Associate
Professor)
kyaw.u.kyaw@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Pyae Aung
sawpyae03@gmail.com

Wind Vulnerability / Practical
structural performance
diagnosis methods reflecting
variation in construction quality

Risk perception and housing
safety

 Dr. Kenji Okazaki (Professor)
okazaki@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp
 Dr. Hirohide Kobayashi
 Dr. Kazuyoshi Nishijima
(Associate Professor)
(Associate Professor)
kobahiro@archi.kyoto-u.ac.jp
nishijima.kazuyoshi.5x@kyoto Dr. Koichi Shiwaku
u.ac.jp
(Researcher)
 Dr. Seitaro Tajiri (Associate
shiwaku.koichi.7u@kyotoProfessor, University of Tokyo)
u.ac.jp
tajiri@arch.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
 Dr. Glenn Fernandez
 Ms. Keiko Sakoda (PhD
(Researcher)
student)
fernandez.glennfiel.4m@kyot
keiko3s@gmail.com
o-u.ac.jp
 Mr. Fumiki Miura (Master’s
 Ms. Thinn Hlaing Oo (Master’s
student)
student)
1014fumi@gmail.com
thin.hlaingoo@gmail.com
 Mr. Aye Min Tun (Master’s
student)
mr.ayemintun@gmail.com
 Mr. Phyo Hein Kyaw (PhD
Student)
 Ms. Khin Khin Thaw (PhD
phyoheinkyaw29@gmail.com
Student)
 Mr. Wai Yar Aung (Master’s
khinkhinthaw87@gmail.com
Student)
 Ms. Thin Thiri Soe (PhD
waiyar.aung1892@gmail.com
Student)
 Dr. Khin Su Su Htwe
rainflower379@gmail.com
(Associate Professor)
 Dr. Thin Zar Khaing (Associate
kssh11@gmail.com
Professor)
 Dr. Kyaw Kyaw (Associate
tzkhaing@gmail.com
Professor)
kyaw.u.kyaw@gmail.com
 Mr. Eain Thu
 Mr. Eain Thu
eainthu3000@gmail.com
eainthu3000@gmail.com
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Social fairness of policies
and action plans

 Dr. Makoto Usami
(Professor)
usami.makoto.2r@kyotou.ac.jp

 Ms. Ei Mhone Nathar Myo

Researchers
from YCDC

 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Mr. Saw Htwe Zaw
sawhtwe@gmail.com

 Ms. Chit Su San (PhD
Student)
chitsusan3@gmail.com
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com

 Ms. Hnin Ei Win (Master’s
Student)
hninei.03@gmail.com
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com

 Ms. Su Wint Ye (PhD Student)
suwintyeeko@gmail.com
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com

 Ms. Su Wint Ye (PhD Student)
suwintyeeko@gmail.com
 Ms. Aye Thin Thin Chaw
attc1996@gmail.com
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eimhonnatharmyo14@gm
ail.com
 Dr. Myo Thant
myothant05@gmail.com

Annex 17

GGS Activity Calendar
Local Participatory Platform Activities
Kick-off Conference
(1st Local Platform Workshop)

Myanmar
 16-17 March 2016
Resilience Scorecard Workshop
Yangon Technological University
72 participants
Facilitated by GEM
 18 March 2016
International Kick-off Conference and
signing of MOU
MES Building
80 participants

Nepal
 21 January 2016
Partner consultation meeting
17 participants
 22 January 2016
International Kick-off Conference and
signing of MOU
73 participants
 23 January 2016
Site visit in Lalitpur, Karyabinayak, and
Bhaktapur

 19 March 2016
Eight sites around Yangon City
14 participants
2nd Local Platform Workshop

 22 June 2016
Formation of platform in two wards;
deciding on the risk assessment
methodology; defining the deliverables
and outcome
 23 June 2016
Site visit to chosen wards:
> Byaing Yay Oe Zin Kwet Thit Ward,
Tamwe Township
> No. 2 Ward, Pazundaung Township

 17 May 2016
Joint Meeting among CDS, NSET,
LSMC, and Kyoto University
Baburam Hall, IOE, Tribhuvan
University
16 participants
 18 May 2016
Karyabinayak Workshop
Clock Building, Bhaisepati
76 participants
[Resilience Scorecard Workshop: 32
participants]
 19 May 2016
Lalitpur Workshop
Ashok Hall
108 participants
[Resilience Scorecard Workshop: 68
participants]

3rd Local Platform Workshop

 15 July 2016
Morning session: sharing of progress
and future plans; presentations from
Japanese experts
Yangon City Hall
128 participants

 8-12 August 2016
Karyabinayak Workshop (five-day
CBDRM training)
Karyabiyanak Municipality Meeting
Hall
29 participants (DMC members)

Afternoon session: simultaneous townwatching in two wards
Participants: ward leaders, high school
students and teachers

 5 August 2016
Lalitpur Workshop (revision of action
plan)
Dhapagal
90 participants (Ward 16)
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th

4 Local Platform Workshop

Myanmar
 19 October 2016
Presentation of the progress of the risk
assessment in the two pilot wards as
well as the progress of the joint
research teams
MES Building

Nepal
 27-28 November 2016
Karyabinayak Workshop (disaster
education action planning workshop)
Clock Building, Bhaisepati
27 participants
 11 February 2017
Lalitpur Workshop (youth’s role in
DRM)
LSMC Hall
76 participants + 3 facilitators from
NSET

5th Local Platform Workshop

 25 January 2017
Action planning workshop on school
disaster risk reduction
MES Building

 6-7 March 2017
Karyabinayak Workshop (Municipal
DRM Planning)
Clock Building, Bhainsepati
86 participants
 1-3 March 2017
Lalitpur Workshop (Non-structural
disaster mitigation training)
LSMC Hall
22 participants (mostly women) + 5
facilitators from NSET

6th Local Platform Workshop

 26 January 2017
Presentation of rapid visual screening
(RVS) results; sharing of project
implementation experience in
Kathmandu; and earthquake disaster
scenario planning
MES Building

 10-12 March 2017
Lalitpur Workshop (community search
and rescue training)
Kurintar, Chitwan
24 participants + 3 facilitators from
NSET
 22 August 2017
Ward 21: workshop orient newly
elected ward officials and residents on
CBDRM and to form a ward-level DRM
Committee.

7th Local Platform Workshop

 15-16 June 2017
Training on DRR facilitated by SEEDS
Asia; formation of ward-level Disaster
Management Committee

 12 August 2017
Ward 16: workshop on earthquake
scenario development
 9 September 2017
Ward 21: workshop on earthquake
scenario development

8th Local Platform Workshop

 15 August 2017
Training on fire-fighting facilitated by
the Fire Service Department and on
emergency first aid by Red Cross;
drafting of Action Plan facilitated by
SEEDS Asia
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 23 November 2017
Ward 16: drafting of action plan
 24 November 2017
Ward 21: drafting of action plan

th

9 Local Platform Workshop

Myanmar
 30 November – 1 December 2017
Revision and finalization of draft
Action Plan

Nepal
 15 December 2017
Ward 21: finalization of action plan
 18 December 2017
Ward 16: finalization of action plan

Final Workshop

 16-17 January 2018
International Closing Conference in
Yangon
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 22 February 2018
Final conference in Kathmandu

Annex 18

GGS Activity Calendar
Joint Research Activities
1st Field Visit
o Urban seismic risk
assessment

o

Disaster education

o

Construction quality /
Wind vulnerability

o

Risk perception and
housing safety

o

Social fairness

2nd Field Visit
o Urban seismic risk
assessment

o

Disaster education

o

Construction quality /
Wind vulnerability

o

Risk perception and
housing safety

o

Social fairness

Myanmar

Nepal

 17 March 2016
Dr. Kiyono attended the launching of
the GGS Project and the 1st Expert
Meeting in Yangon
 28 February – 3 March 2016
CDRI and SDRA surveys and site visit by
Dr. Shiwaku.

 23 June 2016
Dr. Kiyono met with Dr. Basanta and
Dr. Ramesh at Hotel Shanker to discuss
the joint research.
 21 January 2016
Dr. Shaw attended the launching of the
GGS Project and met with the local
partners

 17 March 2016
Dr. Nishijima and Dr. Tajiri attended
the launching of the GGS Project and
the 1st Expert Meeting in Yangon
 17 March 2016
Dr. Okazaki and Glenn attended the
launching of the GGS Project and the
1st Expert Meeting in Yangon
 17 March 2016
Dr. Usami attended the launching of
the GGS Project and the 1st Expert
Meeting in Yangon
 14-18 June 2016
Dr. Kiyono met with Dr. Kyaw and Mr.
Saw to discuss the joint research.
 12-19 July 2016
Dr. Shiwaku conducted interviews with
school principals and attended 3rd local
platform workshop.
 24-27 July 2016
Dr. Nishijima and Ms. Kaneda went to
Yangon for preliminary survey on
construction quality at selected
construction sites
 14 and 16 July 2016
Dr. Okazaki, Dr. Shiwaku, and Glenn
met with joint team members from
MES, YCDC, and YTU at the new
building of YCDC.
Pre-survey on risk perception and
housing safety in Pazundaung
Township and Tamwe Township: 8
participants (KU 3; MES 1; YTU 4)
 14 July 2016
Dr. Usami met with Dr. Myo Thant and
Mr. Wai Yar Aung on to discuss their
joint research.
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 21 January 2016
Dr. Okazaki and Dr. Kobayashi
attended the launching of the GGS
Project and met with the local partners
 21 January 2016
Dr. Usami attended the launching of
the GGS Project and met with the local
partners
 3-4 November 2016
Field survey of Dr. Furukawa and two
Kyoto University students
Meeting with CDS
 21-27 February 2016
CDRI and SDRA surveys and site visit by
Dr. Shiwaku.

 20 May 2016
Pre-survey in Bungamati on housing
reconstruction and risk perception: 11
participants (KU 3 – Dr. Okazaki, Glenn,
and Ranit; CDS 3, NSET 1; local guides
2)

3rd Field Visit
o Construction quality /
Wind vulnerability

o

Disaster education

o

Risk perception and
housing safety

o

Social fairness

4th Field Visit
o Disaster education

o

Construction quality /
Wind vulnerability

o

Risk perception and
housing safety

o

Social fairness

 25-26 January 2017
Dr. Nishijima discussed with YTU, MES,
and YCDC their plans and activities for
2017
Dr. Nishijima conducted a pre-survey
at a construction together with YTU,
MES, and YCDC
Dr. Nishijima attended the 2nd Expert
Meeting in Yangon
 25-26 January 2017
Dr. Shiwaku conducted an action
planning workshop for school DRR
Dr. Shiwaku attended the 2nd Expert
Meeting in Yangon
 19-24 October 2016
Full survey in Pazundaung Township
(110 respondents) and Tamwe
Township (103 respondents) during
Min’s internship in Yangon. Prof.
Okazaki, Prof. Kobayashi, Dr. Shiwaku,
and Glenn went to Yangon. Several
students from YTU assisted in the
survey.
 26 January 2017
Dr. Usami met with MES and YTU to
discuss the change in their research
focus, as well as their future activities
Dr. Usami attended the 2nd Expert
Meeting in Yangon
 14 August 2017
Dr. Shaw conducted an Image Scenario
Workshop for teachers and students
 16-21 October 2017
Dr. Nishijima and one student
conducted a survey on wind
vulnerability of roofs, especially of
school buildings, together with YTU,
MES, and YCDC
 26 January 2017
Dr. Okazaki and Glenn met with MES
and YTU to discuss the finalization of
the data from risk perception and
housing measurement surveys
conducted in October 2016
Dr. Okazaki and Glenn attended the 2nd
Expert Meeting in Yangon
 16-17 January 2018
Dr. Usami attended the International
Closing Conference in Yangon
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 7-13 August 2016
Dr. Shiwaku conducted interviews with
school principals and attended the
opening of the 3rd local platform
workshop in Karyabiyanak.
 10 August 2016
Meeting with CDS on status of joint
research and on the preparation of the
Interim Activity Report

 27-28 November 2016
Dr. Shiwaku conducted a two-day
action planning workshop for school
DRR

 21-25 November 2016
Full survey in Khokana Village (105
respondents). Dr. Okazaki, Dr.
Shiwaku, Glenn, and Ms. Miyaji went
to Kathmandu. Several students from
CDC assisted in the survey.

5th Field Visit
o Risk perception and
housing safety

o

Disaster education

6th Field Visit
o Risk perception and
housing safety

7th Field Visit
o Risk perception and
housing safety

8th Field Visit
o Risk perception and
housing safety

 14 and 16 June 2017
Glenn went back to Pazundaung and
Tamwe with a YTU student to verify
some details in the house drawings
 16-17 January 2018
Dr. Shiwaku attended the International
Closing Conference in Yangon

 24-28 February 2017
Glenn discussed with Prof. Nagendra
the finalization of the data from risk
perception and housing measurement
surveys conducted in November 2016
 11 August 2017
Dr. Shaw conducted an Image Scenario
Workshop for teachers and students

 15 August 2017
Glenn discussed with Dr. Kyaw and Mr.
Saw the draft of the first manuscript
for submission to a journal

 22 June 2017
Glenn went back to Khokana with a
Tribhuvan University student to verify
some details in the house drawings
and to interview residents about the
progress of housing reconstruction

 1 December 2017
Glenn updated Mr. Saw on the status
of the first manuscript and on the plan
for the second manuscript for
submission to a journal

 10 August 2017
Glenn discussed with Prof. Nagendra
and Dr. Basanta the wrap-up of the
joint research

 16-17 January 2018
Dr. Okazaki and Glenn attended the
International Closing Conference in
Yangon

 22-23 February 2018
Dr. Okazaki and Glenn attended the
Final Conference in Kathmandu
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Annex 19
Disaster Risk Management Committee LMC 21
Earthquake Risk Risk reduction Action plan based on the Earthquake Scenario Prepared under
Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience through Activities of Local Participatory Platform
Grant for Global Sustainability Project
Action Plan LMC 16
SN Action
1

First Aid Training

1.1 Contacting participants
1.2 Selection of training hall
1.3 Start of training

Date
Responsible Person
Outcome
Begin End
Dec-17 Dec-17 LMC Ward 16 office, Red cross Treatment during emergency
society

2

Possible Risk

Mitigation Measures

Lack of participants

Selection of participants before
program

100,000

Proper time management with
organizations need to be done
beforehand

20,000,000

Management of high tension wire around ward Feb-18 Jan-19 Prabin Kumar Shakya,
Narayan Maharjan, Nanda
2.1 List out organizations reponsible for required
Kishore Shrestha
task
2.2 Prepare for meetings with organization

Reduction of risk due to management Since there are many
of haphazard wires
stakeholders management
coud be difficult

3

Mar-18 Apr-18 LMC ward 16 chairperson

people will be oriented on methods of
damage risk reduction

Mar-18 Mar-22 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk
management committee

solving problem of loadshedding

Awareness Program

3.1 Circulate notice of awareness program
3.2 Selection of orientation hall
3.3 Selection and contacting instructor
3

Installing Solar lights

3.1 Ward survey for installing solar lights
3.2 Selection of surveyor
3.3 Buying solar equipments
5

Management of emergency equipment

5.1
6
Identifying open space
6.1 ward survey
6.2 Selection of orientation hall

Sep-18 Mar-19 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk Storage of emergency equipment Problem in safety of equipment use of safe container
management committee
which could be used during disaster
Apr-18 Sep-18 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk
management committee

Could be used during disaster. After
identifying open space they could be
preserved for future use

Budget NRs.

10,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

50,000

7

Simulation Drill

7.1 Orientation program
7.2 Publicity of program

Sep-19 Mar-20 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk
management committee

People could be mentally prepare
Difficulty in involving all ward
during disaster and reduce panic
people
situation thus, prevent further damage

8

Installing alarm system

Oct-18 Mar-19 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk Locals can be easily informed about Lack of electicity
management committee
any disaster

9
9.1
9.2
9.3

Search and rescue training'
Contacting participants
Selection of training hall
Start of training

Apr-19 Sep-19 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk
management committee

locals could help each other during
disaster

10

Restoration of existing water resources

Mar-20 Mar-21 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk
management committee

abundant availability of water. Useful
during fire in ward

10
10

Identifying existing water resources
Cleanliness of water resources

11

Placing water tanks around ward

people should be informed
about importance of this
program

2,000,000

installing solar light

100,000

Lack of search and rescue
tools

Apr-20 Mar-21 LMC ward 16, Disaster risk abundant availability of water. Useful lack of budget
management committee
during fire in ward

200,000

10,000,000

co-ordination
stakeholders

between

all

50,000

Annex 20
Disaster Risk Management Committee LMC 21
Earthquake Risk Risk reduction Action plan based on the Earthquake Scenario Prepared under
Enhancement of Urban Disaster Resilience through Activities of Local Participatory Platform
Grant for Global Sustainability Project
Action Plan LMC 21
SN Action

Date
Begin End
Dec-17 Dec-17

Responsible Person

1
Initiation of Systematic Debris Management
1.1 Debris Management Committee formation in
LMC 21 Ward Chairperson
LMC 21
1.2 Updating the requirement of debris removal
Coordinator
Debris
Management committee
1.3 Debris removal
2
Conduct awareness programs in 4 locations Dec-17 Dec-17 Dharmanath Dangol Area A
within LMC 21
Laxmishova Maharjan Area B
2.1 Fix the location for Awareness camps
Raghunath Maharjan Area C
Pavitra Kumar Dangol Area D
2.2 identification and invitation of participants
2.3 Conducting Awareness Campaign

3
2 Days Training Program on First Aid
Dec-17 Dec-17 Helen Shova Maharjan
3.1 Selection and invitation of participants
3.2 Selection and confirming of Resource Persons
3.3 Selection of Training venue and procurement
of training materials
3.4 Conduct Training Program
4
Identify safe places and place evacuation map Mar-18 Aug-20 LMC ward 21, Different non
around the ward
governmental organization
4.1 Identify safe places around ward
4.2 Create safe area
4.3 Prepare emergency shelter
4.4 Storage of food and other necessary items
5
Preserve existing water resources
Apr-18 Jul-22 LMC ward 21 office and other
Non governmental
5.1 cleaning water sources
organization
5.2 Installing water purification devices

Outcome

Possible Risk

Mitigation Measures

Budget NRs.
120,000

Initiation of Systematic Debris
management in ward 21 after 2015
Gorakha Earthquake
Well educated beneficiaries on
Building Permit System, by laws of
Construciton in heritage area and
Earthauake Resistant Construction
Technology including Enhanced Public
support on implementation of National
Building Code

32,000

The ward DMC will have an enhanced
capacity on First Aid

25,000

reduction in human and physical
damage around ward. Useful during
disaster

lack of open spaces

problem for drinking will be solved

while excavating road, the
water pipe lines may break

10Millions

co-ordination with Road
division and Drinking water
supply division

30 Millions

6
6.1
6.2
7
8

Update disaster risk management plan
Nov-19 Jan-20 LMC-21 ward office
Vulnerability assessment
Update plan
Proper operation and managemant of Health
LMC-21 ward office
post
Emphasis on solar powered lights
Jul-18 Jan-19 LMC-21 ward office

Disaster during night time can be
minimized
9
Management of Ambulance services
Jul-18 Sep-18 LMC-21 ward office
helps in immediate transportation of
Sick/ Injured people. Useful during
disaster
10 Establishing Disaster risk management fund Feb-18 Aug-22 LMC-21 ward office
very helpful during emergencies as
quick implementaion of activities can
### prepare guideline
done could be prevented from
11 material for dead body management to be Nov-18 Aug-22 LMC-21 ward office and other be
People
arranged outside township
non governmental organization epidemic
12

Alarm system management

13

Reduction in Highly risk prone area of ward

14

Construct earthquake safe community building Jul-18
outside township area

15
15
15
15
16

Earthquake safe building construction
Jan-18
safer buildings
LMC-21 ward office
awareness program to housewners
mason and contractor training
supervision of construction by technician
Store emergency tools at atleast 4 places Dec-17 Jul-18 LMC-21 ward office and other reduction in human and physical
around ward
non governmental organization damage around ward. Useful during
disaster, risk reduction

500 Thousands

lack of space
lack of maintainance of solar separate specific budget for 5 Millions
panels and light
maintenance of solar lights
problem in maintenace and taking 50% local contribution 5 Millions
paying wages to driver
lack of Budget

Apr-18 Aug-22 LMC-21 ward office and other People could be immediately informed maintenance
non governmental organization about hazard and diasaster in locality manpower
also if possible pre warning about
disaster
Nov-18 Aug-22 LMC-21 ward office and other reduction in expected risk
non governmental organization

co-ordination among all
5 Millions
stakeholders and local people

and

Aug-22 LMC-21 ward office and other It could be used as temporary shelter lack of construction lack
non governmental organization during disaster

skill organizing trainings to prepare 500 Thousands
skilled manpower
5 Millions

Budget
management
purchase land

to 10 Millions

lack in well trained masons;
organize mason training
extend in reconstruction period
due to lack of reources

1 Million

identifying storage space and timely checking of tools and
maintenance of tools
replace if damaged

1 Millions

Annex 21

ACTION PLANNING MATRIX – WARD 2 OF PAZUNDAUNG TOWNSHIP

A. Committee for Search and Rescue
Action

1. The committee prepares the
No.4 BEHS Pazundaung School
and Nyaung Kone Monastery as
evacuation shelter.

2. The committee collect long
lasting food, medicine, clean
water and store in the
evacuation shelter (BEHS (4)
Pazundaung and Nyaung Kone
Monastery

Proposed by

Principal
BEHS (4)
Pazundaung

Ward
Administrator

3. Prepare emergency plan with
General
local people, fire fighters and
Administrative
red cross society and health
Officers
supportive staff to get support in
the event of earthquake.

Basis for
action
Town
Watching
Planning

Scenario
Planning

Resilience
Score Card
Rapid
Visual

Relevant 10
Essentials
Essential 8:
Increase
infrastructure
resilience
Essential 9:
Ensure effective
preparedness
and disaster
response
Essential 2:
Identify,
understand and
use current and
future risks
scenario
Essential 3:
Strengthen
Financial
Capacity for
Resilience
Essential 7:
Understand and
Strengthen
Societal
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Assigned persons
in-charge
Disaster
Management
Committee
MEC
YCDC
YTU

Target start
and completion
dates
Start:
Jan 2018
Completion:
Jan 2019

Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
April 2019

Fire Service
Department
MRCS
(Pazundaung
Township)

Start:
December 2017
Completion:
January 2018

Resources
Priority
needed /
budget
200 Lakhs
(6)
(MMK) for
evacuation
shelters
Technical
support
from MEC
Technical
cooporation
from MES
-10 Lakhs
(7)
- Medicine
- long
lasting food
- purified
water
For 1000
people

Rapid
Visual
Screening
Risks Map

(5)

Screening
Survey
Town
Watching

4. Prepare evacuation way and
connect with ambulances from
hospital near Pazundaung Ward
(2) Gandi Hospital to carry
injured persons.

5. The committee negotiates with
the local general administrative
deparment officers and other
Non-Government Organizations
for resettlement program.

Ward
Inhabitant
(Committee
member of
Ward Disaster
Management
Committee)

Ward
Inhabitant
(Secretary of
Ward Disaster
Management
Committee)

Town
Watching

Rapid
Visual
Screening
Survey
Scenario
Planning

Capacity for
Resilience
Essential 9:
Ensure Effective
Preparedness
and Disaster
Response
Essential 2:
Identify,
understand, and
use current and
future risk
scenarios.
Essential 7:
Understand and
strengthen
societal capacity
for resilience.
Essential 9:
Ensure effective
preparedness
and disaster
response
Essential 10:
Expedite
recovery and
build back better
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Disaster
Management
Committee

Town
Watching
Map which
can lead to
safe place

Local Hospital
Disaster
Management

Start:
December 2017
Completion:
January 2018

Rapid
Visual
Screening
Risks Map
Town
Watching
Map which
can lead to
safe place

(1)

Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
August 2018

100,000
MMK for
meeting
preparation

(8)

B. Support Committee
Action

Proposed by

Basis for
action

Relevant 10
Essentials

Assigned
persons
in-charge

1. Preparedness or drill
action for how to response
in case of earthquake.

General
Scenario
Administrative Planning
Officers

Essential 9:
Ensure
Effective
Preparedness
and Disaster
Response

Disaster
Management
Committee
MEC
YCDC
YTU

2. Collecting long lasting
food and check every six
months whether they are
expired or not.

Prinicpal
(BEHS 4)
Pazundaung

Scenario
Planning

Local People
Disaster
Management
Committee

3. Collecting the medicine
and check every one year
whether they are expired
or not.

Prinicpal
(BEHS 4)
Pazundaung

Scenario
Planning

Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response
Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response
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Local People
Disaster
Management
Committee

Target start
and
completion
dates
Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
Feb 2018

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
August 2018
(Every Six
months)
Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
Feb 2019
(Every one
year)

Resources needed
/ budget

Priority

- 1,000,000 MMK
(3)
for drill preparation
- Guidelines
from MEC
- Guidelines
from Fire
Service
Department
Guideline for first
aid kit
100 Lakhs (MMK) (9)
For long lasting
food for 1000
people

50 Lakhs (MMK)
for medicine for
1,000 People

(10)

C. Health Care Committee
Action

1. Increasing the number of
staffs

2. Check the health care
center for resistance of
earthquake and fire and if
possible, fix the health care
center before the disaster
happen.

Proposed by

Ward
Inhabitant
(Staff from
Gandi
Hospital)
Ward
Inhabitant
(Staff from
Gandi
Hospital)

Basis for
action

Relevant 10
Essentials

Resilience
Score Card

Essential 8:
Increase
infrastructure
resilience

Rapid Visual
Screening
Survey

Essential 8:
Increase
infrastructure
resilience

3. Constructing the portable
toilets under the guidelines
of MES.

General
Scenario
Administrative Planning
Officers

Essential 8:
Increase
infrastructure
resilience

4. Giving health education
related how to care injured
person and burnt persons
and how to give initial
treatment while hospital
couldn’t give treatment to
them.

Ward
Inhabitants

Essential 6:
Strengthen
institutional
capacity for
resilience

Resilience
Score Card
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Assigned
persons
in-charge
Head of Health
Department
Disaster
Management
Committee
Head of Health
Department
MEC
YTU
YCDC
Disaster
Management
Committee
Disaster
Management
Committee
YCDC
Local People
Head of Health
Department
MRCS
DMC

Target start
and
completion
dates
Start:
May 2018
Completion:
June 2018
Start:
May 2018
Completion:
May 2019

Resources needed
/ budget
-

-

-

Start:
May 2018
Completion:
May 2020

Start:
May 2018
Completion:
May 2019

Priority

Permission (11)
from
Ministry of
Health and
Sports
50 K for
(3)
remedial
action if
required
Technical
guidelines
from MES

50 Lakhs (MMK) (12)
for constructing
toilets
- Technical
guidelines
from MES
- Knowledge (2)
sharing for
health
related

ACTION PLANNING MATRIX – BYAING KWET THIT WARD OF TAMWE TOWNSHIP

Annex 22

A. Committee for Search and Rescue
Action

Proposed by

Basis for
action

Relevant 10
Essentials

1. Make our house remain
strong. Check houses to
know the seismic
resistance of buildings
and if needed, prepare
plan to strengthen the
house.

Ward
Administrator
(President of
Ward Disaster
Management
Committee)

Rapid Visual
Screening
Survey

MEC
YTU
YCDC
Disaster
Management
committee

2. To check the electric pole
and cable wire whether
pole in Aung Thukha
road and Aung Marga
raod is inclined or cable
wire are loosed and have
potential to fall on the
ground in the event of
earthquake.
3. Collect the important
documents, keep inside
the emergency bag and
put it in the place where
is easy to find.

Ward
inhabitant

Town
Watching

Essential 2:
Identify,
understand, and
use current and
future risk
scenarios.
Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response.
Essential 2:
Identify,
understand, and
use current and
future risk
scenarios.

Disaster
Management
committee

Start:
March 2018
Completion
May 2018

-

Both technical
and financial
support from
Ministry of
Electric

(1)

Ward
Inhabitant
(Secretary of
Ward Disaster
Management
Committee)

Scenario
Planning

Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response

Local people
Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Jan 2018
Completion
Feb 2018

-

10 Lakhs
(MMK) to buy
bags

(3)
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Assigned
persons
in-charge

Target start
Resources needed /
and
budget
completion
dates
Start:
100 Lakhs (MMK)
Feb 2018
- Technical
Completion:
support from
Feb 2019
MES
- Cooporation
from YCDC
-

Priority

(2)

4. Cut the branches that are
in contact with electric
cables.

General
Administrative
officers of
Tarmwe
Township

Town
Watching
Scenario
Planning

Essential 5:
Safeguard
natural buffers
to enhance the
protective
functions
offered by
natural
ecosystem.
Essential 8:
Increase
infrastructure
resilience.

5. The committee prepares
the No.10 BEHS Tarmwe
School as evacuation
shelter.

Principal of
BEHS (10)
Tarmwe

Town
Watching
Rapid Visual
Screening

6. To collect foods,
medicines, water, torch
light, cables, scissors,
light, candles, radio, cash,
water treatment liquid,
and clothes first.

Ward
Inhabitant
(Committee
member of
Support
Committee)

Scenario
Planning

Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response.

7. In order to contact each
other, we must charge our
handphones.

Ward
Inhabitant

Scenario
Planning

8. To check our roof and
windows whether they
are strong enough or not
if they are not strong
enough make
strengthening

Ward
Inhabitant
(Secretary of
Ward Disaster
Management
Committee)

Risk
perception
survey

Ensure 1:
Organize for
disaster
resilience.
Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response
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Local People
Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion
April 2018

Principal of
BEHS (10)
Tarmwe,
MEC
YTU
YCDC
Disaster
management
committee
Local People
Disaster
management
committee

Start:
June 2018
Completion
June 2020

Local People
Disaster
Management
Committee
Disaster
Management
Committee

Daily

Start:
March 2018
Completion
May 2018

Start:
April 2018
Completion
August 2018

-

Volunteers
from Local
people live in
this ward
- 10,000 MMK
for the
compensation
of their works
each day.
100 Lakhs
- Technical
support from
Myanmar
Earthquake
Committee

(4)

10 Lakhs MMK
- Medicines
- Torch
- Lighter
- Cables
- Candles
- Radio
Electricity

(6)

-

10 Lakhs
Technical
support from
MES

(5)

(1)

(7)

B. Support Committee 1
Action

Proposed by

Basis for
action

Relevant 10
Essentials

Assigned
persons
in-charge

Target start
and
completion
dates
Start:
September
2018
Completion:
September
2020

1. Collect long lasting food,
medicines and clothes,
blankets and store in
evacuation shelter
(BEHS.10, Tarmwe
Township)

Teachers
(BEHS (10)
Tarmwe)

Scenario
Planning

Essential 9:
Ensure effective
preparedness
and disaster
response

Local people
Disaster
management
Committee

2. Prepare emergency plan with
local people, fire fighters and
red cross society and health
supportive staff to get
support in the event of
earthquake. (review yearly)

General
Administrative
Officers
Ward
Administrator

Resilience
Score Card
Survey
Town
Watching
Program

Essential 6:
Strengthen
institutional
capacity for
resilience.

Fire Service
Department
Myanmar Red
Cross Society
Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
January 2019
Completion
May 2019

3. Must cooperate with local
general administrative
department officers and
other Non-Government
Organizations for
resettlement program.

Ward
Administrator

Rapid Visual
Screening
Survey
Scenario
Planning
Town
Watching

Essential 1:
Organize for
disaster
resilience.
Essential 7:
Understand and
strengthen
societal
capacity for
resilience.

GAD Tarmwe
Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
January 2019
Completion
March 2019
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Resources
needed / budget

Medicines
3 Set of Clothes
for each person
blankets

-

Rapid
Visual
Screening
Risks Map
- Town
Watching
Map
which can
lead to
safe place
100,000 (MMK)
for Meeting
preparation

Priority

(8)

(2)

(9)

C. Support Committee 2
Action

Proposed by

Basis for
action

Relevant 10
Essentials

Assigned
persons
in-charge

Target start
and
completion
dates
Daily

1. To warn the local people to
know the radio and
television news
simultaneously.

Ward
Inhabitant
(Committee
member of
Ward
Disaster
Management
Committee)

Scenario
Planning

Essential 2:
Identify,
understand and
use current and
future risk
scenarios.

Local People
Disaster
management
committee

2. To give knowledge sharing
the local people in time to
know the colors (yellow,
orange, red, brown, green)
from radio and television.

Ward
Inhabitant
(Committee
member of
Ward
Disaster
Management
Committee)

Scenario
Planning

Essential 6:
Strengthen
institutional
capacity for
resilience.

DMH
Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion
Two days
program

3. To Preparedness or drill
Ward
Scenario
action for how to response in Administrator Planning
case of earthquake.

Essential 6:
Strengthen
institutional
capacity for
resilience.

Local People
Disaster
Management
Committee
MEC
YTU
YCDC

Yearly

Essential 9:
Ensure
effective
preparedness
and disaster
response.
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Resources needed
/ budget
-

Priority

Knowledge (10)
of disaster
warning
system
- Knowledge
sharing
seminar
from MEC
and DMH
- Knowledge (11)
of disaster
warning
system
- Knowledge
sharing
seminar
from MEC
and DMH
500,000 MMK for (12)
drill preparation
- Guidelines
from MEC
- Guidelines
from Fire
Service
Department
- Guideline
for first aid
kit

4. To warn people to go to the
shelters and safe places.

Principal
(BEHS 10)
Tarmwe

Town
Watching
Scenario
Planning

Essential 7:
Understand and
strengthen
societal
capacity for
resilience.
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Disaster
Management
Committee

Start:
Feb 2018
Completion:
Feb 2018

-

Rapid
Visual
Screening
Risks Map
Town Watching
Map which can
lead to safe place

(13)

Annex 23
Universal Model on Enhancing Urban Disaster Resilience
Based on the GGS Project Experience
(Tentative Draft)
A. Preamble




What is urban disaster resilience and how can it be achieved?
Who this manual is for (target users)
How to use this manual

B. Step-by-step guide on how to enhance urban disaster resilience through participatory
platform activities
Step 1: Organize the core team
a. Local governments
b. Local NGOs
c. International NGOs
d. Donor organizations
e. Local universities
f. Foreign universities
Step 2: Set a timeline and allocate resources
a. Timeline of major activities
i. Risk assessment
ii. Disaster scenario development
iii. Action plan preparation
iv. Action plan implementation
v. Project evaluation
vi. Information sharing
b. Resources
i. Assigned coordinators
ii. Community leaders
iii. Seed funding/grant
Step 3: Assess the city’s risks and create a disaster scenario
a. Risk assessment
i. Technical risk assessment
1. Rapid Visual Screening (RVS) Survey
2. Resilience Performance Scorecard (RPS) Survey
3. Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI) Survey
4. School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA) Survey
5. Preparation of fragility curves
ii. Participatory risk assessment
6. Vulnerability and Capacity Assessment (VCA)
7. Town-watching
b. Disaster scenario development
Step 4: Prepare an urban resilience action plan
a. Short-term plans
b. Medium-term plans
c. Long-term plans
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Step 5: Implement the urban resilience action plan
 Suggestions on sources of funding (e.g., contribution from residents; funds from local
government; donation from business sector; etc.)
 Criteria for prioritizing actions to be implemented
Step 6: Evaluate the process and outputs of the project
 Evaluation is needed for continuous improvement
 Are the processes really participatory? Were there stakeholders not involved?
 Did the participants find the project useful and worthwhile?
 What are the contributions to SDGs, SFDRR, and UNISDR’s Making Cities Resilient Campaign
(10 essentials)?
Step 7: Share information about the project
a. Sharing with local stakeholders via events
b. Sharing with the other pilot city via visits
c. Sharing with the public via mass media
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C. Step-by-step guide on how to conduct joint research to enhance urban disaster resilience
Advantages of joint research
 Pooling of resources
 Building relationships and networks
 Can accomplish more compared to when working alone
 Building capacity of more junior collaborators (knowledge, experience, skills, opportunities,
etc.)
 Providing peer support and motivation
 Others
Disadvantages of joint research
 Lots of coordination required
 Shared decision-making is a slow process
 Not everyone has a clear understanding of the objectives and tasks
 Unequal involvement (sometimes dominated by a few of the collaborators)
 Clash of different working styles
 Activities of each collaborator difficult to monitor and evaluate
 Others
Contributions of members of joint research teams
 Expertise
 Manpower
 Funding
 In-kind contributions
Tips on choosing compatible collaborators
 Interested in the proposed topic
 Can allocate time for the project
 Possess needed expertise and resources
 With knowledge of the potential study sites
 With extensive network
 History of working in collaborations
 Potential for adding value to the collaboration
How to initiate the joint research (summary from 5 topics)
 MOU/TOR
 Initial meetings to clarify objectives and expectations
 Launch of the project
 Conducting research activities
How to wrap up the joint research
 Presenting research outputs
 Dissolving the joint research team
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Urban Seismic Risk Assessment
The evaluation flow of urban seismic risk based on the outcome of this project is demonstrated here.
In general, earthquake risk is the expected losses to given elements at risk over a specific future time.
General equation is expressed as:
[R]i = [V]ij x [H]j
in which [R]i is the risk, probability or average rate of loss of element i due to earthquake ground
motion of severity j, [H]j the hazard, probability or average expected rate of experiencing earthquake
ground motion of severity j, and [V]ij the vulnerability, the level of loss that would be caused to
element i as a result of experiencing earthquake shaking of severity j.
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the relation among Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk. In the
engineering definition, earthquakes cause loss by damage. Loss is the reduction in value of an asset.
Risk is the probability of loss (Loss of function or value). Firstly, we show the procedure of hazard
assessment.

Figure 1. Relation among Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk
The procedure of the assessment of earthquake hazard is shown in Figure 2. Seismic hazard is the
potential threat to human society that is caused due to earthquakes. Generally, seismic hazard
assessment attempts to quantify the level, intensity and frequency of ground shaking and the
probability of occurrence.
The earthquake parameters required for the seismic hazard analysis (SHA) were determined from
seismicity data including active fault information. Using previously determined suitable attenuation
models, SHA maps were developed. For example, on the deterministic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA),
the earthquake hazard in Myanmar varies between 0.1 g in the Eastern part up to 0.45 g along the
Western part. Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) revealed that for a 2% probability of
exceedance in 50 and 100 years, the levels of ground shaking are 0.35 and 0.45 g, respectively. Seismic
hazard obtained by PSHA or DSHA uses ground motion parameters with a given exceedance
probability. Seismic waves propagate through different geological formations affecting the
characteristic of the waves, producing different effects on the ground motion at the ground surface,
amplifying selectively different wave frequencies. These complex phenomena are known as site
effects. It has been recognized that earthquake damage is generally larger over soft sediments than
on firm bedrock outcrops. This is particularly important because most of urban settlements have
occurred along river valleys over such soft surface deposits. The local topography can also modify the
characteristics of waves, causing more damage to structures / buildings located at hill tops than those
located at the base. Soil effects and topographic effects are known as local site effects. Local site
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conditions describe the type of deposits that lie beneath the site. They are usually described in terms
of shear-wave velocity and sediment depth, representing physical quantities that can be related
directly to the dynamic response of the underlying geological deposits.
In order to assess the building vulnerability, we conduct following researches: 1) Damage
investigations of the affected areas, 2) Examination of the target historic masonry structure in
damaged site, 3) Element tests of masonry structure and evaluate the strength of the materials of the
building by laboratory experiments, 4) microtremor observations to grasp the characteristics of
historical structures, 5) Numerical simulation of the seismic behavior of historic structure, and 6)
vulnerability assessment and proposal of the strengthening and retrofitting methods.

Figure 2. Flow for determination of hazard level
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Figure 3 shows the procedure to assess the vulnerability of the masonry building and to propose the
strengthening method done in Nepal.

Figure 3. Damage estimation and strengthening for historic structure done in Nepal
However, the procedures shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are complicated and detailed. Therefore, we
here describe the outline of local building design (mostly non-engineered structure) for mitigating
damage by coming earthquake.
Simplified flow is as follows:
1) Decide the policy that what kind of earthquake the community wants to prevent the building from.
Example: the earthquake of which return period is 100 year
2) Determine how much earthquake load acts to the building.
Example: 0.2G
3) Assess the vulnerability of the building considering substantial statistical damage data
Example: high potential to sustain extensive damage such as large cracks of the wall
Note: Ask the public sectors, builders or contractors to inspect the building
4) Consider the countermeasures to avoid damage.
Example: strengthening of masonry building
 Prevent water penetration
 Large, deep and wide foundation
 Improvement of bonding between bricks
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Improvement to use structural timber
Replacing to the light roof
Improve the connections and interconnections

Figure 4. Simplified procedure to design the building considering the seismic load
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Wind Vulnerability
Factors of structural performance reduction

Structural
performance

Structural performance of a building is influenced by several factors at different phases of its life. At
the design phase, the target level of structural performance explicitly or implicitly assumed in
reference guideline, standard or similar documents is a determining factor. The interpretation and
consideration of the referenced documents by designer are another factor. At the construction phase,
the structural performance is influenced by the quality of the construction. At the service phase, the
structural performance may be deteriorated due to severe environment as well as lack of maintenance.
For the type of structures well designed, constructed and maintained, the structural performance level
can be maintained at an appropriate level through the entire life of the building. However, this is not
the case for many buildings in developing countries. For these buildings their structural performances
are reduced due to inappropriate treatment at the respective phases. Figure 1 shows the possible
performance level reductions at design, construction and service phases. These are respectively due
primarily to inappropriate design or often absence of design, inappropriate construction due to lack
of skilled workers and quality control system, and lack of maintenance and/or low quality materials.
Therefore, it is important to understand how structural performance levels are reduced at different
phases of these buildings and their factors in order to minimize the reduction of the structural
performance level; or equivalently, for disaster risk reduction.
Performance level
reduction due to
inappropriate design
Performance level
reduction due to
inappropriate
construction

Targeted level of
performance

Guideline
Standard
etc.

Design

Construction

Performance
level
reduction
due to lack of
maintenance

Service

Figure 1. Possible structural performance degradation at different phases of building.
(Illustration modified based on the GGS kick-off meeting (2016) in Yangon by Nishijima.)
The present manual introduces the basic procedure for the diagnosis of the structural performance
taking its basis in wind-resistant performance of buildings along with the activities conducted within
the GGS project in Yangon.
Step1: Understanding of damages
Wind-induced damages to buildings are categorized into two types, see Figure 2. The first type of
damages is damages to structural components. These includes damages to roof structure, walls,
beams, columns and their connections. The second type of damages is damages to non-structural
components. These includes damages to roofing materials and fasteners, windows, claddings and
contents.
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Wind-induced damages to buildings

Damages to structural components
•
•
•
•

Roof structure
Wall
Beam and column, etc.
Connections

Roof structure damage

Wall damage

Roofing material damage

Window damage

Damages to non-structural components
•
•
•
•

Roofing materials and fasteners
Windows
Claddings
Contents, etc.

Figure 2. Wind-induced damages to building components.
Whereas the consequences of the damages are more significant in case of structural components, the
occurrences of these damages are less often and the majority of wind-induced damages are of nonstructural components. Furthermore, consideration of the required performance of structural
components against wind loading is often taken care in design phase and design documents are
provided. This, however, is usually not the case for non-structural components; i.e. the assessment of
the safety of non-structural components for ordinary buildings is marginal at design phase and
documents for details (for example, the types of fasteners to use and their intervals etc.) are often not
provided. Consequently, it is very much up to construction workers on how to construct non-structural
components, which results in a large variation of the performance of non-structural components.
Therefore, the GGS project has focused on the non-structural components.
Step 2: Understanding of mechanisms leading to damages
For the purpose of the assessment of the safety of non-structural components, failure mechanisms
for relevant types of damages should be understood. The typical failure mechanisms of damages to
roofing materials and windows are illustrated in Figure 3. By understanding the failure mechanisms,
parameters to be investigated in the survey are clarified.
Roofing material damage

Pull-out

Pull-over

Shear tear-out

Window damage

Wind pressure

Debris

Figure 3. Failure mechanisms of roofing materials and windows
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For example, there are three types of failure mechanism in roofing material damage:
(1) Pull-out: fasteners are pull out from horizontal component and they stay at roof sheet;
(2) Pull-over: fasteners stay at horizontal component and roof sheet blows up;
(3) Shear tear-out: fasteners stay at horizontal component and roof sheet is tear out.
From these understanding it is found that relevant parameters to investigate in the survey are:
 Size of umbrella of nail
 Depth of nail
 Diameter of nail
 Surface texture of nail
 Thickness of roof sheet
 Material of roof sheet
 Material of horizontal component.
The damages to window are caused in two ways: One is due to impact of flying debris; the other is
due to strong wind pressure. The former is more likely than the latter. Flying debris can be also a cause
to injury. Therefore, objects that can fly under strong wind should be removed or appropriately fixed.
Damages to windows can be largely prevented, if wind-breaking shutter is installed.
Step 3: Survey
3.1. Determination of target buildings
The target buildings to be investigated in the survey should be determined. This step should include
structural engineer and local coordinator. The structural engineer selects candidates of the target
buildings in such a way that the samples are representatives of target type of buildings. The local
coordinator confirms to the owners of the buildings for the access in the survey.

Tamwe

School buildings

Pazundaung
Yangon City
SIO, NOAA, U.S.Navy, NGA, GEBCO
US Dept of State Geographer @2018
Image Landsat / Copernicusu

Image © 2018 DigitalGlobe

Mid-rise residential buildings

Figure 4. Selected target buildings in GGS project.
3.2. Survey methods
The parameters to be investigated in this survey are:
(1)
Detail of fasteners
(2)
Intervals of fasteners
(3)
Thickness of roof sheet
(4)
Material of roof sheet
(5)
Deterioration of fasteners and roof sheet
(6)
Types of horizontal component.
Appropriate survey methods should be selected. For (1), (4) and (6), questionnaires to owners and
accompanying experts and research at hard-ware shops are conducted. For (2), (3) and (5), parameters
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are investigated at the sites by direct measurement and measurement by drone, see Figure 5. In the
survey, the roof shapes and angles of the buildings are also investigated, the results of which are
utilized to assess the wind loading acting on the roofs.
Direct measurement

Measurement by drone

Movie from Drone

Roof angle measurement
at attic

Measuring roof sheet
thickness

Roof angle measurement

Fasteners interval measurement

Figure 5. Direct measurement and measurement by drone.
3.3. Archiving of the survey results
The survey results should be organized using a template such as shown in Figure 6. All the photos and
movies by drones are uploaded on a cloud space and lined to a file in a ©Google Earth format. The
archived information includes not only the items in Section 3.2 but also basic information of the
buildings such as number of story, occupancy type, and structural type. This information may be useful
in developing generic wind vulnerability models.

•

Building photos
Bird-view, top-view, side-view

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date and time of survey
Number of story
Occupancy
Structural type
Roof shape
Parapet
Roof angle
Fasteners interval
Thickness of roof sheet
Bending of roof sheet at verge
Flying debris sources
Roof sheet deterioration

Image © 2018 DigitalGlobe

Figure 6. Archiving of survey for individual buildings.
Step 4: Delivery of the findings and recommendations
The findings and recommendations should be feedback to local community. However, the ways to
deliver the findings and recommendations needs care. For experts, discussions in terms of engineering
disciplines are useful given that experts have sound engineering background. It is also useful to discuss
on what they feel missing and what is missing to increase structural performance of buildings. For
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non-experts, findings and recommendations should be delivered in a way that they can understand
and exercise in daily life, see Figure 7. In the GGS Project, it is recommended to the experts that a
specification for design and construction for non-structural components especially for roofing and
fasteners should be developed. This is because there does not seem to exist any reference in Myanmar
for less skilled workers, on which types of roof sheets and fasteners should be utilized and at which
interval fasteners should be fixe etc. A structural code says “structures have to be safe,” but people
do not know how to make it safe. This is the case for wind-resistant design for non-structural
components.
To experts

To non-experts
To be improved
• Roof sheets are corroded（17 out of
27 samples)
 Low wind-resistant performance

Corroded sheet (left) and noncorroded sheet (right)

• Lots of debris sources such as
bricks, timbers and unfixed objects
are observed (11 out of 27
samples).

Bricks left on roof
To further encourage
• Bending of roof sheets at verge (6 out
of 27 samples)
 This helps prevent from not only
water penetration but also roof sheet
blow-up

Bended roof sheet at verge

Figure 7. Findings and recommendations for wind-induced damage reduction
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Disaster Education and Action Planning
Purposes
This document was developed based on t a part of the works of the Project “Enhancement of urban
disaster resilience through activities of local participatory platform” led by Kyoto University and
funded by United Nations University, focusing on school disaster risk reduction. A school is an
important facility for community people as well as students for disaster risk reduction. Enhancing
resilience of school is significant challenges for disaster risk reduction. This document aims to enhance
school resilience and improve school disaster management through assessment, planning, and
implementation.

Assessment

Assessment tool 1:
CDRI

Assessment tool 2:
SDRA

Planning

Action Planning Workshop

Action

Image Scenario Workshop

Figure 1. Concept of the steps for integrated assessment of school-based disaster resilience

Expected Users
 Academicians/Researchers
 Practitioners
 Government officers
 School principals/teachers
 Decision makers
Components
1. Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI)
2. School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA)
3. Action Planning Workshop
4. Image Scenario Workshop
Expected Outcomes
 Process of assessment-based planning and implementation
 Sharing the school conditions with the stakeholders
 Raised disaster awareness of school teachers
 Increased teacher’s knowledge on disaster risk reduction
 Improvement of school disaster management plan
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1. Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI)
Overview and Purposes
Climate Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI) is an evaluation tool to quantify city level resilience against
climate disasters. CDRI consist of five dimensions. Each dimension consists of five parameters and
each parameter has five variables. There are 125 variables in total. CDRI results contribute to
consideration of necessary activities and direction for enhancing resilience. CDRI scores vary from 1
(lowest) to 5 (highest) and 3 is considered as the minimum required level. CDRI can compare the
several cities. CDRI can be applied to not only city but also smaller area like community.
Objectives of Implementation
 To know the strengths and weaknesses of cities
 To make government officers/decision makers understand the conditions of their own city
Implementation Steps
Step
Step 1: Preparation of survey
form
Step 2: Explanation of the
purpose of the survey
Step 3: Explanation of
variable questions and
answering
Step 4: Analysis

Explanation
Basic style of the question has been prepared for each
variable. Some of modifications are necessary according to
the local conditions.
Survey facilitator needs to explain the purpose of the survey.
Survey facilitator needs to explain each of question and ask
responders to answer. If the responders have clarification, it
is suggested to answer in this step.
Analysis is required to be done by university and/or NGO but
government or school also can.

For the CDRI survey, responders are government officers related to disaster risk reduction. Survey
facilitators is required to be provided by university and/or NGO. The score of dimensions and
parameters for each school is calculated based on answers on variables and priorities of parameters
and variables through CDRI survey. Pentagon-shaped graph in the center of the figure shows the score
of the five dimensions and the other pentagon-shaped graphs show the score of the three parameters
for each dimension.

Figure 2. Implementation of SDRA survey
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Table 1. Dimensions and parameters of CDRI
Dimension Physical
Social
Parameter Electricity
Population

Water

Sanitation
and solid
waste
disposal
Accessibility
of roads

Housing
and landuse

Economic
Income

Institutional
Mainstreaming
of DRR and
CCA
Health
Employment Effectiveness
of ward’s crisis
management
framework
Education
Household
Knowledge
and
assets
dissemination
awareness
and
management
Social capital Finance and Institutional
savings
collaboration
with other
organizations
and
stakeholders
Community
Budget and Good
preparedness subsidy
governance
during a
disaster

Figure 3. Image of comparison between two cities
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Natural
Intensity/severity
of natural
hazards
Frequency of
natural hazards

Ecosystem
services

Land-use in
natural terms

Environmental
policies

2. School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA)
Overview and Purposes
School Disaster Resilience Assessment (SDRA) is an evaluation tool to quantify school resilience against
disasters. SDRA consists of five dimensions (physical conditions, human resources, institutional issues,
external relationships, and natural conditions. Each dimension consists of three parameters and each
parameter has five variables. There are 75 variables in total. SDRA results contribute to consideration
of necessary activities and direction for enhancing resilience because resilience can be understood
from various aspects through. SDRA scores vary from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) and 3 is considered as
the minimum required level. SDRA can compare the scores of schools and groups of schools like
schools in several cities.
Objectives of Implementation
 To know the strengths and weaknesses of schools
 To make schools understand the conditions of their own schools
 To prepare the data for decision making like action planning
Implementation Steps
Step
Step 1: Preparation of survey
form
Step 2: Explanation of the
purpose of the survey
Step 3: Explanation of
variable questions and
answering
Step 4: Analysis

Explanation
Basic style of the question has been prepared for each
variable. Some of modifications are necessary according to
the local conditions.
Survey facilitator needs to explain the purpose of the survey.
Survey facilitator needs to explain each of question and ask
responders to answer. If the responders have clarification, it
is suggested to answer in this step.
Analysis is required to be done by university and/or NGO but
government or school also can.

For the SDRA survey, responders are school principals and/or teachers in charge of disaster risk
reduction in their schools. Survey facilitators is required to be provided by university and/or NGO
The score of dimensions and parameters for each school is calculated based on answers on variables
and priorities of parameters and variables responded by each school through SDRA survey. The score
of groups of schools is the average score of all schools. Pentagon-shaped graph in the center of the
figure shows the score of the five dimensions and the triangle-shaped graphs show the score of the
three parameters for each dimension. It is considered dimensions and parameters with higher scores
are strength of the city with high resilience. In case dimensions and parameters have lower scores,
such dimensions and parameters need to be improved in the future because the resilience is low.
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Table 2. Dimensions and parameters of SDRA
Dimension Physical
Human
Institutional
conditions
resources
issues
Parameter School
Teachers and Planning
buildings
staff
Facilities and
equipment

Students

Hygienic and
Parents/
environmental guardians
conditions

Management

Budget

External
relationships
Collaboration

Relationship
of school to
community
Mobilizing
fund

Natural
conditions
Severity of
natural
hazards
Frequency of
natural
hazards
Surrounding
environment

Figure 4. Image of comparison between two groups of schools/two schools

Figure 5. Implementation of SDRA survey
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3. Action Planning Workshop
Overview and Purposes
All schools are required to make school disaster management plan and implement the plan. Action
plan can be a part of school disaster management plan. However, action plan should not be general
one in order to make the action effective to improve school situation for disaster risk reduction. The
action planning workshop aims to propose the actions based on the assessment results.
Objectives of Implementation
 To promote action for disaster risk reduction in school level
 To propose action based on the assessment results
 To make participants understand the process of the assessment-based planning
Implementation Steps
Step
Step 1: Presentation on
disaster risk reduction and
the assessment
Step 2: Action planning

Step 3: Participants
presentation and discussion

Explanation
To activate the participants understanding, it is suggested to
give presentation on basic knowledge on disaster risk
reduction. In the next presentation, the assessment tools
and its results are shared.
Action planning consists of three phases: 1) Listing problems
and actions to solve problems, 2) Categorization of the
actions, and 3) Planning.
Participants are required to share the developed action plan
with other participants and discuss more improvement.

In this workshop, the expected participants are school principals, teachers in charge of disaster risk
reduction, general teachers, school management committee members, parents, and community to
consider their school condition with stakeholders. University and/or NGO are expected to facilitate
the workshop.
In Step 1, the first presentation is suggested to give the basic knowledge on hazard, vulnerability, risk,
and disaster risk reduction. The second presentation explains the concept of the assessment tools like
CDRI and SDRA and show the SDRA results of each participating school. To enhance participants’
understanding, it is suggested to discuss strengths and weaknesses during showing the SDRA results
so that they understand the assessment tools and their strengths and weakness well. In the action
planning session, the participants are divided into groups based on schools. The first phase does not
use the format and each group discusses the problems and action to solve the problems. Next, the
proposed actions are classified into five categories which is the five SDRA dimensions. In the third
phase, each group considered responsible organization, support organization, cost, time, and
prioritization for each action.
Through the workshop, the participants can understand the process of the action planning and the
facilitators know the schools’ needs and opinions.
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Figure 6. Presentation

Figure 7. Action planning with the utilization of the assessment results

Figure 8. Action plan (Left: List of problems and actions, Right: Action plan with the format)
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4. Image Scenario Workshop
Overview and Purposes
For students and teachers who have the earthquake experiences, it is important to keep their
experiences in mind, share experiences with friends, family, and community, and think what they can
and should do for future disaster reduction. For students who do not have the experiences, it is
important to learn from past disasters, imagine what will happen if disaster occurs, and think what
they can and should do to reduce risks. Image Scenario Workshop aims to raise the awareness of
teachers and students through making drawings and essays.
Objectives of Implementation
 To remember the past disaster and image a future disaster
 To enhance the understanding the disaster situation and recovery process
 To utilize the scenario for improving school disaster management
Implementation Steps
Step
Step 1: Explanation of
purpose of the workshop
Step 2: Grouping

Step 3: Making drawings and
essays
Step 4: Presentation

Explanation
At first, the facilitators need to explain the purposes of the
workshop to the participants.
The participants are divided into several groups according to
the disaster timing like 1) Disaster happening to 3 days, 2) 3
days to 1 month, 3) 1 month to 6 months, 4) 6 months to 1
year, and 5) 1 year onward.
Each participant prepares drawings and essay according to
the disaster timing of each groups.
Each group give explanation of drawings and essays.

The expected participants are school teachers and students and facilitators are university and NGO.
For disaster risk reduction, it is important to take actions before disasters. To achieve this, people
needs to imagine the disaster situation specifically. This workshop focuses not only emergency
situations but also recovery process. It is hoped that the participants express specific memories and
experiences if they have disaster experiences and that they imagine the specific situations if they do
not have any disaster experiences. Imagining specific situations is useful exercise for people to
consider what they should do before, during, after disasters.
Drawings and essays can be shared among the participants and with future generations. In particular,
people can discuss disaster situations, seeing drawings and reading essays.

Figure 9. Organizing the workshop
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Figure 10. Drawing

Figure 11. Essays
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Risk Perception and Housing Safety
Risk perception refers to people’s beliefs, attitudes, judgments, and feelings on the probability and
consequence of events, activities, or technologies. Scholars believe that people’s risk perception can
affect their preparedness for, response to, and recovery from disasters. Without a good understanding
of how people perceive disaster risks, well-intentioned disaster risk management policies and
interventions may be ineffective. Knowledge of risk perception may provide important insights about
people’s willingness to take precautionary actions and may guide government risk reduction policies.
Many researchers have studied the factors or determinants influencing risk perception. For example,
socio-demographic characteristics, such as age, gender, education, income, etc., were found to play
an important role in shaping risk perception of natural hazards. Previous experience with a hazard,
whether directly or indirectly, has also been frequently cited as contributing to people’s risk
perception. Some of the reasons for conducting risk perception research are to obtain inputs for
enhancing risk communication and for designing effective disaster preparedness measures.
Knowledge of individual and group differences in risk perception can be used to adjust interventions
aimed at educating about risk and encouraging effective risk reduction behavior.
One of the most influential empirical approaches in risk perception research is the psychometric
paradigm. In this systematic approach people are asked to evaluate the riskiness or safety of events,
activities, substances, or technologies using a numerical psychometric scale and results are calculated
using statistical analysis to determine the factors influencing risk perception. There are many risk
characteristics or qualities investigated in risk perception research. In the seminal study done in the
late 1970s, nine risk characteristics (voluntariness of risk, immediacy of effect, knowledge about the
risk to person exposed, knowledge about the risk to science, control over the risk, newness, whether
chronic or catastrophic, whether common or dreaded, and severity of consequences) were rated by
survey respondents. Succeeding studies analyzed other risk characteristics, such as whether risk is
preventable or not, whether many or few are exposed, whether risk is a threat to future generations
or not, etc.
In our joint research in Kathmandu, Nepal, we investigated how risk perception and protective actions
of the residents in Khokana changed after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake. In Yangon, Myanmar, we
identified socio-demographic and experiential factors influencing risk perception related to fire,
earthquake, and cyclone in Pazundaung and Tamwe townships.
Whereas risk perception research started in the 1960s, there is still a scarcity of risk perception
research in many countries. Here is a step-by-step guide on how to conduct a similar joint research on
risk perception in other cities:
Step 1. Determine the study site
Find out if there have been previous risk perception studies conducted in the proposed study site to
avoid duplication. If a risk perception study is still needed, determine the relevant hazards to be
investigated. In our own research, we studied risk perception related to fire, earthquake, and cyclone
in Yangon but only to earthquake in Kathmandu.
Obtain a detailed map of the study area showing the houses, buildings, roads, and other infrastructure.
Demographic and other information should also be gathered, such as population, age and gender
distribution, education, household income, house types, house ownership, etc.
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Figure 1. Detailed map of the study sites in Yangon
Step 2. Form the joint research team
A transdisciplinary approach should be followed when conducting the joint research. The team should
be composed on professors and students from various universities, DRR practitioners from
government offices and NGOs, and residents of the study site. As the research will involve assessing
housing safety, it will be helpful if there are architects and civil engineers in the team, preferably with
knowledge of AutoCAD. As the psychometric approach will be used in planning the study and in
analyzing the data, someone who can do the required statistical analyses (mainly regression analyses)
should also be involved in the study.
Step 3. Prepare the survey questionnaire
There are two kinds of surveys conducted in this joint research: (1) a risk perception survey and (2) a
house measurement survey. In the risk perception survey for our research, we asked respondents to
rate seven risk perception items on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. These seven questions were adapted from
a previous study conducted in Taiwan (Ho et al., 2008).
1. Perceived likelihood: In the community in which you live, how likely do you think a destructive
fire/earthquake/cyclone will happen in the next 10 years?
1 Very unlikely
2 Unlikely
3 Neutral
4 Likely
5 Very likely
2. Threat to life: If a fire, strong earthquake (for example, magnitude 7)/ cyclone (for example, the
same as Cyclone Nargis) will hit this area now, to what extent will it affect your house and your
family?
1 Not serious at 2 A little serious
3 Neutral
4 Serious
5 Very serious
all
3. Effect on quality of life: To what extent will a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone affect the
quality of your life?
1 Not serious at 2 A little serious
3 Neutral
4 Serious
5 Very serious
all
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4. Anticipation of financial loss: To what extent will a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone bring you
financial loss?
1 Not serious at 2 A little serious
3 Neutral
4 Serious
5 Very serious
all
5. Dread/Fear: In general, how afraid are you of a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone?
1 Not afraid at all 2 A little afraid
3 Neutral
4 Afraid
5 Very afraid
6. Knowledge of mitigation actions: Do you know the mitigation actions you can clearly adopt?
1 Very unclear
2 Unclear
3 Neutral
4 Clear
5 Very clear
7. Controllability: Do you think that you are capable of controlling a destructive
fire/earthquake/cyclone to avoid a huge loss?
1 Can’t control at 2 Little control
3 Neutral
4 Considerable 5 Can totally
all
control
control
We also asked other questions which can help us in interpreting and elaborating on the answers of
the respondents. The questionnaires used in the risk perception survey in Nepal and Myanmar are in
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively. The questions can be customized according to the situation
of the study area. A pretest of the survey questionnaire should be conducted. Some adjustments in
the wording of the questions might be necessary after the pretest to make them easier to understand
and to avoid ambiguity. In our research, the survey questionnaire was initially prepared in English but
was later translated into Nepali and Myanmar language by native speakers.
In the house measurement survey, house drawings and measurements showing the representative
housing typology in the study sites were also collected using the questionnaire shown in Appendix 3.
Step 5. Conduct the survey
The full survey should be conducted face-to-face with the respondents. In our case we recruited
trained research assistants who were graduate students in the Department of Civil Engineering of
Yangon Technological University (YTU). We accompanied the YTU students during the survey.

Figure 2. Members of the joint research team conducting the risk perception survey (left)
and the house measurement survey
Random or probability sampling could not be used in selecting survey respondents due to the
availability of the residents, the timing of the survey (daytime), and resource constraints. A
combination of judgmental or purposive sampling and snowball sampling was used instead. Street
leaders were requested to suggest household heads who might be able to participate in the survey.
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In the absence of the household head, an adult member of the household was interviewed. If no adults
were available, the interviewers move to the nearest household.
Using a confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 10%, our computed required minimum
sample size was 91 for No. 2 Ward (out of 1,616 households) and 88 for Byaing Kwet Thit Ward (out
of 1,079 households). Our actual number of respondents exceeded the minimum required sample size.
Raw data from the completed risk perception questionnaires were encoded into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet and analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 25. The house drawings from the house
measurement survey were first made by hand and later rendered in AutoCAD.
Step 6. Analyze the survey data and report the findings
For our Nepal study, we compared two ratings (before and after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake) to
determine in the changes are statistically significant. For our Myanmar study, we performed ordered
probit regression on the ratings and the socio-demographic and experiential factors of the
respondents to determine if relationships exist between them. We did the analysis three times (once
for each of the three hazards). The results of our Myanmar study can be seen in our paper published
in the International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction (IJDRR), which can be accessed via this link:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijdrr.2018.02.028. We also presented the results to the stakeholders in
various workshops.
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Social Fairness of Policies and Action Plans
1. Confronting Discussion Bias
1.1. Challenges
For a local community to enhance its resilience against earthquake and other types of disaster, it is
essential that local residents, municipal officers, researchers, non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
and other stakeholders engage in free discussion in local platform to explore effective and fair local
policy as well as such action plan. In the process of discussion, they can share their knowledges and
opinions one another and integrate these knowledges and opinions into the final policy/plan. However,
if some participants dominate the discussion or lead to a specific direction, while others hesitate to
express their opinion and keep silence, then the result of discussion might be biased: it might reflects
the opinion of the former, while neglecting that of the latter. When such a situation occurs, it is
difficult to make effective policy and action plan. It is therefore a huge challenge to all stakeholders in
platform to ensure the fair process of discussion in which all participants have equal voice.
One of causes that might create biased discussion is the sense of senior authority, which can be found
in many societies. It is true that the authority of the aged helps the young to learn traditional wisdom
and to sustain cultural heritage on the one hand. However, the strict senior authority is likely to hinder
people from developing new ideas to respond to the risk of disaster in their rapidly changing society.
For this reason, it is highly advisable to prevent or mitigate the seniority-based bias in order that not
only the aged but also the young can actively get involved in discussion.
1.2. Group Organization
The first step toward the prevention or mitigation of discussion bias caused by the excessive authority
of seniors is for the organizing/steering body in local platform to take account of this risk when
proceeding group discussion. There are three important elements: number, composition, and
presentation.








Number: Make a relatively small discussion group, which consists of, ideally, seven people at
maximum. (It is a well-known psychological fact that most people do not hesitate to speak when
the audience consists of six or less.)
Composition I: Avoid the situation in which the majority of members of a discussion group are
elderly or middle-aged. The ideal situation is that the members range from the elderly to
teenagers.
Composition II: It is one possibility that the whole participants are divided into different discussion
groups according to their ages. If talk groups are made based on the members’ ages, avoid the
situation in which participants feel that groups of the elderly are more significant and respectable
than those of the young.
Presentation: When each group shares its results with the others after the discussion session,
select one of the youngest members as its presenter. Such selection would help modify the
traditional belief that the oldest member should represent the group.

1.3. Discussion Facilitation
A facilitator in discussion group can play a crucial role in preventing or mitigating seniority bias. The
following things should be noted at three stages of the discussion process.


Appointment: Select an elderly or middle-aged person rather than a young person as facilitator. If
the latter is in charge of chairing a group, the situation might occur in which the chair pays
excessive attention to senior members.
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Preliminary instruction: Before the group discussion session starts, be sure to share the knowledge
with all appointed facilitators about what seniority-based bias is, what result it will predictably
cause, and how it can be prevented or mitigated. Major instructions for a facilitator are:
Rule I: Avoid the situation in which one or a few particular members dominate the discussion;
Rule II: Watch whether some members tend to listen to others, keeping silence in the process;
Rule III: Ask quiet members some questions such as “What do you think about the others’
opinions?” “Do you think there is any other issue or consideration to discuss?”
Feedback: After the whole process of group discussion and presentation, hold a meeting of the
organizing/steering committee members and facilitators. Collect the facilitators’ self-evaluation
on how they tried to prevent or mitigate seniority bias. Encourage them to think about how they
can develop their facilitating strategy at the next occasion.

1.4. Other biases
The seniority-based discursive bias is just one of many types of distortion that might appear in group
discussion. Other possible causes of bias include sexism (male chauvinism), racism (prejudice against
people of a particular race or ethnicity), caste system, and xenophobia. The organizing/steering
committee should be cautious about any type of social discrimination or prejudice that might result
in discussion bias. If it suspects that there exists a form of bias in the local platform, apply
recommendations made from 1.1 to 1.3. to the discussion process.
2. Preventing Legal Disputes
2.1. Challenges
In local participatory platform, a wide range of issues should be subject to deliberation and decisionmaking in order to enhance the community’s disaster resilience. Among issues to be included in
agenda are preventive construction of vulnerable buildings, evacuation map making, provision of food,
water, and cloths, and shelter management. In addition to these, it is highly recommendable to
institute the system that is intended to prepare for legal conflicts that might arise among affected
people in the aftermath of disaster. This is because once a large size disaster occurs, a variety of legal
disputes are expected to appear. Which party should pay for the repair of a rented property damaged
by disaster, the owner or the tenant? When a damaged building’s structural defect is suspected, what
rights and duties do the building contractor, mason/carpenter, and resident respectively have? These
are just two among many issues that might appear after disaster occurrence.
It should be noted here that the expected frequency in which a particular type of legal conflict would
occur largely depends on the legal, economic, and social conditions of local life. This implies that
different types of conflict would arise in different societies, cities, and communities. For example, it is
expected that, assuming other things are equal, as more buildings and apartments located in a
community are rented, more frequently a dispute between the owner and tenant of property will
happen.
2.2. Arrangements
To institute a system designed to prepare for possible legal disputes in affected areas, lawyers,
especially those who are specialized in estate-related cases, can play a crucial role, and therefore it is
of top priority to invite such lawyers into the local platform project. On the other hand, the number
of lawyers who agree to participate in the platform might be severely limited. In such a case, it is
recommendable to invite law professors, paralegals, and even graduate students who study law. If
legal specialists are reluctant to join the platform on the pro bono public base but the platform has
sizable budget, then it is advised to pay for the legal profession’s participation.
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Stakeholders of other categories including municipal officials, researchers in social sciences, private
business workers, and NGO members are also relevant to this purpose. Of course, local residents are
of the most importance because they are not merely those whom the proposed system is intended to
provide benefits but also those who have knowledge on their own economic and social conditions that
should be considered.
2.3. Identifying Legal Disputes
As mentioned in 2.1., the expected frequency of each type of legal dispute differs from society to
society, from city to city, and from community to community, depending upon the legal, economic,
and social conditions of local life. Therefore, the first thing to do toward a new system intended to
prepare for possible disputes is to identify what types of dispute might occur once a disaster happens
and to make the rough order of priority in dealing with the types. For this purpose, free discussion
among local residents, who know well their living conditions, is indispensable. Even more
recommendable is questionnaire survey if it is feasible.
Primary questions over which legal dispute might arise in the aftermath of disaster include the
followings:





Owner-tenant relationship: Which party should pay for the repair of a rented property damaged
by disaster?
Builder-resident relationship: If a damaged building’s structural defect is suspected, what rights
and duties do the building contractor, mason/carpenter, and resident respectively have?
Neighbor relationship: If a person’s house is hit by disaster, resulting that its component damages
a neighbor’s house, is the former person entirely responsible for the loss of the latter?
Debt relationship: If the building of shop/restaurant/office is destroyed by disaster and
consequently it is difficult for the owner cannot repay a loan, is the owner still obliged to do so by
the scheduled deadline?

It is noteworthy that some of the questions mentioned above might not be relevant to a particular
community. For instance, in a traditional community where all residents have kinship or long-term
cooperative relationship, a conflict over compensation for the damaged property between neighbors
is unlikely to occur.
2.4. Mitigation and Assistance
Once all possible types of legal dispute are identified and the question of which type is more relevant
to the local community is provisionally answered, then proper measures should be taken. There are
three steps:






Collecting information: Organize a taskforce for the purpose of systematically collecting
information on what legal rules and procedures are relevant to predicted types of postdisaster conflict. The taskforce is to consist of both lawyers or the like (see 2.2.) and laypersons,
who are supposed to deliberate how technicalities of law should be explained in such a way
that the general public can understand them.
Sharing information: The aforementioned taskforce is requested to compile a handy booklet
in which legal rules and procedures governing each type of predicted conflict are briefly
explained in ordinary language. This booklet is printed and stored in municipal offices and
local law firms.
Assisting the disadvantaged: It should be noted that in many legal relationships, one party is
more advantageous than the other. In the context of post-disaster legal conflicts, tenant is
generally less advantageous than owner, resident than the building company, and debtor than
creditor. These disadvantageous groups frequently lack sufficient resource to claim and
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exercise their legal rights. Therefore, it is essential in the perspective of social fairness to
support these groups, for instance, by providing legal consultation service with minimal fees.
A local platform can be the arena of deliberation on what mechanism of legal support for the
sake of the disadvantaged is feasible and desirable.
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Appendix 1. Risk Perception Survey in Khokana Village, Karyabinayak Municipality
This survey is part of a joint research on earthquake risk perception and housing reconstruction conducted by the Graduate
School of Global Environmental Studies (GSGES) of Kyoto University, Center for Disaster Studies (CDS) of Tribhuvan
University, National Society for Earthquake Technology – Nepal (NSET), and Karyabinayak Municipality. Our objective is
to investigate how risk perception and protective actions of the residents in Khokana changed after the 2015 Gorkha
Earthquake. All information collected in this survey will be treated confidentially and used for research purposes only.

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Date and Time
Address

November ___, 2016 ______ AM / PM
House Number ___ Street ________________________Ward ____________________________

Pre-Disaster Situation
1. Name
2. House ownership

M F

Age ___

a) Owner
b) Tenant/Renter
Since when? _________________

3.
4.
5.
6.

Number of floors
Number of bedrooms
Floor area
Typology of house

m2 (if they know)
Typology
Structural Materials
a) Detached house a) Adobe
b) Attached to
b) Brick/Block in Cement
another
c) Brick/Block in Mud
d) Stone in Cement
e) Stone in Mud
f) RC Frame
g) Others (specify): _______________________
----------------------------

7. When was the house constructed?

Exact year:
____________

8. Who constructed the house?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Impact of Earthquake on House
9. Extent of house damage

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
(Only for those who answered a, b, or c a)
to Question 9)
b)
10. If house is severely damaged or if it c)
collapsed, what could have caused d)
the damage? (single answer)
e)

If exact year is not known:
a) Within 10 years
b) 11 to 20 years ago
c) 21 to 30 years ago
d) More than 30 years ago
e) Don’t know
Building contractor
Masons
Myself with the help of neighbors or friends (untrained)
Others (specify): _______________________

Totally collapsed
Severe and no longer livable (condemned)
Severe but still livable
Minimal
None
Cost cutting
Owner’s lack of knowledge/information on safe housing
Poor construction work/materials
House built without proper design by/supervision of engineers
Others (specify): _______________________
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Repair (for those whose house has minimal damage and requires repairs only)
11. When will you start repairing your a) Already started
When? _______________
house?
b) Will start _________________ (e.g., within one month, within one
year, etc.)
c) Don’t know
d) No need for repair
12. What kinds of repairs are needed?

13. Approximately how much is needed Amount: ____________ NPR
to perform all the repairs?
14. How will you finance the repair? a) Myself
(multiple answers)
b) Loan
c) Subsidy
d) Others (specify): _______________________
15. Who will carry out the repair?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Myself with the help of neighbors or friends (untrained)
Masons
Building contractor
Others (specify): _______________________

Which house transformation is being done or will be done by the owner?
□ Retrofit (For those whose house needed partial reconstruction only)
□ Reconstruction (For those whose house totally collapsed or was completely demolished)
16. When will you start retrofitting /
a) Already started
When? _______________
reconstructing your house?
b) Will start on _________________ (e.g., within one month, within
one year, etc.)
c) Don’t know
17. How much is needed for the
Amount: ____________ NPR
retrofitting / reconstruction of your
house?
18. How will you finance the
a) Myself
retrofitting / reconstruction?
b) Loan
(multiple answers)
c) Subsidy
d) Others (specify): _______________________
19. Who will carry out the retrofitting /
reconstruction?

a) Myself with the help of neighbors or friends (untrained)
b) Masons
c) Building contractor
d) Others (specify): _______________________

20. What kind of assistance do you
need in retrofitting / reconstructing
your house? (Choose at most three
with priorities: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd)

a) Damage assessment
b) Consultation on reconstruction / Technical training on masonry
c) Funds/subsidy/loan with low interest for reconstruction
d) Assistance in the procurement of materials and workers
e) Quality control of retrofitted / reconstructed house
f) Others (specify): _______________________
g) None
When? (mm/yyyy)
From whom?
What was received?

21. (Only for those who received
assistance) When did you receive
the assistance and from whom?
What was the assistance? If money,
please specify the amount.
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22. What are you doing to make your a)
house safer than your previous b)
house? (multiple answers)
c)
d)
e)

Hiring trained masons
Constructing with proper design and supervision of engineers
Using construction materials with higher quality
Using advanced technology (safer construction methods)
Others (specify): _______________________

23. What kind of activities do you want
to participate in for the retrofitting /
reconstruction of your house?
(multiple answers)

Damage assessment
House design
Land consolidation
Technical training
Construction of house
Quality control
Others (specify): _______________________
None

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Earthquake Risk Perception and Preparedness Actions
24. Please rate the riskiness of earthquakes to your community.
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Very low
Low
Neutral
High
Very high Very low
Low
Neutral
High
Very high
25. In the community in which you live, how likely do you think a destructive earthquake will happen again in the
next 10 years?
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Very
Unlikely
Neutral Likely
Very
Very
Unlikely
Neutral
Likely
Very
unlikely
likely
unlikely
likely
26. If you answered “Very unlikely” or “Unlikely” in the previous question, why was that?
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
27. Do you know the earthquake disaster mitigation actions you can adopt?
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Very
Unclear Neutral
Clear
Very clear
Very
Unclear Neutral
Clear
Very clear
unclear
unclear
28. What kinds of impacts do you anticipate if a strong earthquake (for example, with the same magnitude as the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake) will hit this area now? (multiple answers)
a) Loss of yourself/family members
b) Injuries
c) Loss of property
d) Loss of livelihood
e) Others (specify): _______________________
f) None
29. To what extent will a destructive earthquake bring you financial loss?
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Not
A little
Not
A little
Very
Very
serious at serious Neutral
Serious
serious at serious
Neutral
Serious
serious
serious
all
all
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30. In general, how afraid are you of a destructive earthquake?
Before the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
After the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake
Not afraid
A little
Very
Not afraid
A little
Neutral
Afraid
Neutral
Afraid
at all
afraid
afraid
at all
afraid

Very
afraid

31. If there will be a strong earthquake at this very moment, how will you keep yourself safe? (multiple answers)
a) Leave the house as quickly as possible after first tremor and stay in open space
b) Switch off electric and gas lines and do not make any fire
c) Take cover under a sturdy desk or table and hold on
d) Stay against an interior wall or column
e) Others (specify): _______________________
32. Where have you seen/heard information about how to prepare for a possible earthquake? (multiple answers)
a) TV
b) Internet
c) Print (newspaper, magazine, brochure, etc.)
d) Radio
e) Lectures/seminars/workshops
f) Neighbors
g) Family members
h) Others (specify): _______________________
i)

None

33. Did you regard the information about how to prepare for a possible earthquake as relevant and useful for you?
Yes
Some relevance and usefulness
No
34. What preparations have you made to make your house and your family safer specifically for earthquake? (multiple
answers)
a) Got basic needs, e.g., food, water, emergency kit
b) Got communications, e.g., battery radio, mobile phone
c) Logistics/planning, e.g., planned with family members where to meet and how to contact each other
d) Checked if the house is safe from an earthquake
e) Prepare your house to be safe from an earthquake
f) Others (specify): _______________________
g) None (skip Question 35)
35. If you did make any preparations to make your house and your family safer against earthquake, what are your
main reasons? (multiple answers)
a) My personality, e.g., I’m proactive.
b) Just in case of an emergency
c) I think an earthquake might happen
d) Checked if the house is safe from an earthquake
e) Past experience of an earthquake
f) Others (specify): _______________________
36. If you did NOT make any preparations for earthquake, what are your main reasons? (multiple answers)
a) My personality, e.g., I’m complacent, lazy, or unorganized and didn’t get around to it
b) I didn’t think about it
c) I think an earthquake will not happen; that it is not a serious risk
d) I have no past experience of an earthquake
e) I do not take advice from the media seriously
f) Others (specify): _______________________
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37. How prepared do you think you are for a strong earthquake in terms of having a safe house?
Very Unprepared
Unprepared
Neutral
Prepared

Very Prepared

38. If a strong earthquake (for example, with the same magnitude as the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake) will hit this area
now, to what extent will it affect your house and your family?
Not serious at all
A little serious
Neutral
Serious
Very serious
39. If your house would collapse and kill some of your family members due to a strong earthquake in the future, who
would you blame?
a) Gods
b) Governments
c) House builders
d) Yourself
e) Others (specify): _______________________
f) Don’t know
40. Who will you rely for advice on safer house?
a) Family, neighbors, friends
b) Masons
c) Engineers
d) Government officials
e) Others (specify): _______________________
41. In the next 12 months, do you intend to:
Yes

Possibly

No

a) check your level of preparedness for disasters?
b) increase your level of preparedness for disasters?
c) become involved in the community to discuss how to reduce disaster
damage or losses?
d) seek information on disaster risk?
e) seek information on things to do to prepare for disasters?
f) get your house checked for its disaster safety?
g) repair, strengthen, or retrofit your house?
h) relocate to another area less prone to disasters?
i) buy house insurance?
42. How much can you spend to protect your house from earthquake?
a) Less than 50,000 rupees
b) 50,001 to 100,000 rupees
c) 100,001 to 150,000 rupees
d) 150,001 to 200,000 rupees
e) More than 200,000 rupees
43. How much can you spend to protect your family members from earthquake? (e.g., on preparedness and nonstructural hazard mitigation)
a) Less than 50,000 rupees
b) 50,001 to 100,000 rupees
c) 100,001 to 150,000 rupees
d) 150,001 to 200,000 rupees
e) More than 200,000 rupees
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Profile of Survey Respondent
44. Education

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Completed primary school
Completed middle school
Completed high school
Completed college/university/graduate studies
None

45. Occupation
46. How much is the Amount: ____________ rupees per month
average income of
the household per
month after the
earthquake?
47. How many people a) --------------- children (0-15)
live in your house? b) --------------- adults (16-58)
(Please draw the c) --------------- elderly (59 and above)
d) --------------- TOTAL
family tree.)

a) Less than before the earthquake
b) Same as before the earthquake
c) More than before the earthquake

Example
Male
Female

48. What
were
the
impacts of the 2015
Gorkha Earthquake
to your family?
(multiple answers)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Loss of family members
Injuries
Loss of property
Loss of livelihood
Others (specify): _______________________
None

Memo to surveyor: Anything else you noticed?

Surveyor: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 2. Risk Perception and Housing Safety in Pazundaung and Tamwe Townships
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Date and Time
Address

October ___, 2016 ______ AM / PM
House Number ___ Street ________________________Ward ____________________________

Information about the House
1. Name
2. House ownership

M F

Age ___

a) Owner
b) Tenant/Renter
Since when? _________________

3. Number of floors (if detached
house)
Which floor (if apartment)
4. Number of bedrooms
5. Floor area
6. Typology of house

7. When was the house constructed?

8. Who constructed the house?

9. Basic infrastructure

(---------------------------- ft2)
Typology
Structural Materials
a) Apartment/condominium
a) RC
b) Detached house
b) Brick
c) Brick noggin
d) Wooden
e) Others (
)
Exact year: ____________
If exact year is not known:
a) Within 10 years
b) 11 to 20 years ago
c) 21 to 30 years ago
d) More than 30 years ago
e) I don’t know
a) Building contractor
b) Mason/Carpenter
c) Myself with the help of neighbors or friends (untrained)
d) Others (
)
Water supply:
Have (piped or well?)
Don’t have
Electricity:
Have
Don’t have
Toilet:
Connected to sewerage or septic tank?
Garbage collection:
Have
Don’t have
----------------------------

m2

Fire, Earthquake, and Cyclone Risk Perception and Preparedness Actions
9. Please rate the riskiness of each of three selected hazardous events to your community. (Check one box only under
each hazard.)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Very low
b) Low
c) Neutral
d) High
e) Very high
10.Have you experienced fire/earthquake/cyclone before?
Fire
a) Yes and I suffered some injury, damage, or losses
b) Yes but I did not suffer any injury, damage, or losses
c) No
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Earthquake

Cyclone

11.In the community in which you live, how likely do you think a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone will happen in
the next 10 years?
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Very unlikely
b) Unlikely
c) Neutral
d) Likely
e) Very likely
12.If you answered “Very unlikely” or “Unlikely” in the previous question, why was that? (Choose one answer per hazard.)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) My house is fire-resistant
a) I think my township is not
a) I think my township is not
b) I and my family members are
earthquake-prone as there is no
cyclone-prone as it is not in the
very careful
fault line there
cyclone path
c) There have been no damaging b) There have been no destructive
b) There have been no strong
fires in recent history
earthquakes in this area in recent
cyclones in this area in recent
d) I have had no personal
history
history
experience of a fire
c) I have had no personal experience c) I have had no personal
e) Others (specify):
of an earthquake
experience of a cyclone
________________________ d) Others (specify):
d) Others (specify):
________________________
___________________________
__________________________

13.Do you know the mitigation actions you can clearly adopt?
Fire
a) Very unclear
b) Unclear
c) Neutral
d) Clear
e) Very clear

Earthquake

Cyclone

14.Do you think that you are capable of controlling a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone to avoid a huge loss?
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Can’t control at all
b) Little control
c) Neutral
d) Considerable control
e) Can totally control
15.If a fire, strong earthquake (for example, magnitude 7)/ cyclone (for example, the same as Cyclone Nargis) will hit
this area now, to what extent will it affect your house and your family?
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Not serious at all
b) A little serious
c) Neutral
d) Serious
e) Very serious
16.To what extent will a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone affect the quality of your life?
Fire
Earthquake
a) Not serious at all
b) A little serious
c) Neutral
d) Serious
e) Very serious
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Cyclone

17.What kinds of impacts to your life do you anticipate due to a fire or a strong earthquake or cyclone? (multiple answers
per hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Loss of yourself/family members
b) Injuries
c) Loss of property
d) Loss of livelihood
e) Others (specify)
f) None
18.To what extent will a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone bring you financial loss?
Fire
Earthquake
a) Not serious at all
b) A little serious
c) Neutral
d) Serious
e) Very serious
19.In general, how afraid are you of a destructive fire/earthquake/cyclone?
Fire
Earthquake
a) Not afraid at all
b) A little afraid
c) Neutral
d) Afraid
e) Very afraid

Cyclone

Cyclone

20.If your house will be severely damaged by a fire, an earthquake or a cyclone, what will be the cause of the damage?
(Choose one answer per hazard.)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Cost cutting
b) Owner’s lack of knowledge/information on safe housing
c) Poor construction work/materials
d) House built without proper design by/supervision of engineers
e) Others (specify)
21. If there will be a fire or a strong earthquake or cyclone at this very moment, how will you keep yourself safe? (multiple
answers per hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Try to get out by escape route
a) Leave the house/apartment as
a) Listen to radio and watch TV for
b) Open the window and call for
quickly as possible after first
storm advices and warning
help
tremor and stay in open space
b) Secure all doors and windows
c) Inform the nearest fire brigade b) Switch off electric and gas lines
c) Move to a safe shelter before the
immediately
and do not make any fire
cyclone arrives
d) Stay indoors and take shelter in
d) Put out the fire with the help c) Take cover under a sturdy desk or
the strongest part of the house.
from neighbors and firemen.
table and hold on
e) Others (specify)_____________
e) Others (specify)
d) Stay against an interior wall or
__________________________
___________
column
__________________________
________________________
e) Others (specify) ______________
__________________________
________________________
____________________________
__
22.Where have you seen/heard information about how to prepare for a possible fire/earthquake/cyclone? (multiple answers
per hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) TV
b) Internet
c) Print (newspaper, magazine, brochure, etc.)
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d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Radio
Lectures/seminars/workshops
Neighbors
Family members
Others (specify)
None

23. Did you regard the information about how to prepare for a possible fire/earthquake/cyclone as relevant and useful for
you?
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Yes
b) Some relevance and usefulness
c) No
24. What preparations have you made to make your house and your family safer specifically for fire/earthquake/ cyclone?
(multiple answers per hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Got basic needs, e.g., food, water, emergency kit
b) Got communications, e.g., battery radio, mobile phone
c) Logistics/planning, e.g., planned with family members where to
meet and how to contact each other
d) Checked if the house is safe from a fire/earthquake/cyclone
e) Prepare your house to be safe from a fire/earthquake/cyclone
f) Others (specify)

g) None (skip Question 25)
25.If you did make any preparations to make your house and your family safer against fire/earthquake/cyclone, what are
your main reasons? (multiple answers per hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) My personality, e.g., I’m proactive.
b) Just in case of an emergency
c) I think a fire/earthquake/cyclone might happen
d) Checked if the house is safe from a fire/earthquake/cyclone
e) Past experience of a fire/earthquake/cyclone
f) Others (specify)

26. If you did NOT make any preparations for fire/earthquake/cyclone, what are your main reasons? (multiple answers per
hazard)
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) My personality, e.g., I’m complacent, lazy, or unorganized and
didn’t get around to it
b) I didn’t think about it
c) I think a fire/earthquake/cyclone will not happen; that it is not a
serious risk
d) I have no past experience of a fire/earthquake/cyclone
e) I do not take advice from the media seriously
f) Others (specify)
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27.How prepared do you think you are for a fire or a strong earthquake or a cyclone in terms of having a safe house?
Fire
Earthquake
Cyclone
a) Very Unprepared
b) Unprepared
c) Neutral
d) Prepared
e) Very Prepared
28.In the next 12 months, do you intend to:
Yes

Possibly

a) check your level of preparedness for disasters?
b) increase your level of preparedness for disasters?
c) become involved in the community to discuss how to reduce disaster
damage or losses?
d) seek information on disaster risk?
e) seek information on things to do to prepare for disasters?
f) get your house checked for its disaster safety?
g) repair, strengthen, or retrofit your house?
h) relocate to another area less prone to disasters?
i) buy fire insurance?
29.How much can you spend to protect your house from fire/earthquake/cyclone?
Fire
Earthquake
a) Less than 150,000 kyat
b) 150,001 to 300,000 kyat
c) 300,001 to 500,000 kyat
d) 500,001 to 1,000,000 kyat
e) More than 1,000,000 kyat
30.How much can you spend to protect your family members from fire/earthquake/cyclone?
Fire
Earthquake
a) Less than 150,000 kyat
b) 150,001 to 300,000 kyat
c) 300,001 to 500,000 kyat
d) 500,001 to 1,000,000 kyat
e) More than 1,000,000 kyat
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Cyclone

Cyclone

No

Profile of Survey Respondent
Education

Occupation

Approximate monthly
household income

How many people live in
your house?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Completed primary school
Completed middle school
Completed high school
Completed college/university/graduate studies
None
Employee (government)
Employee (private)
Employer
Own account worker
Unpaid family worker
Sought work
Full time student
Household worker
Pensioner (retired)
Disabled
Other
Less than 150,000 kyat
150,001 to 300,000 kyat
300,001 to 500,000 kyat
500,001 to 1,000,000 kyat
More than 1,000,000 kyat
--------------- children (0-17)
--------------- adults (18-60)
--------------- elderly (61 and above)
--------------- TOTAL

Memo to surveyor: Anything else you noticed?

Surveyor: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 3. House Survey
Date and Time
Address

October ___, 2016 ______ AM / PM
House Number ___ Street ________________________Township ______________

1. Name of respondent
2. Approximate floor area of house

M F
2
---------------------------- m

Instruction for drawing floor plan:
Please indicate:
 Materials used
 Function of room (bedroom, kitchen, living room, etc.)
 Surrounding facility (in case of detached house)
 Surrounding vegetation (in case of detached house)
 Orientation (north, south, east, west)
 All floors need to be measured and drawn
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(---------------------------- ft2)

Age ___

Safety of Buildings
1. Deterioration (photos should be taken)
 Peeling off / cracks of wall finishing (mortar or coating)
 Exposure of rebars
 Tilting
 Partial breakage / loss of walls or pillars

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No )
No )
No )
No )

If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________
If Yes, where? ________________

2. Against storms / strong winds
(a) Roof






(b)





Shape
( Gable
Hip
Flat
Others_____________)
Roof materials
( RC
Galvanized iron sheets
Tiles
Others_____________)
Fixation
o Nails
( With umbrella Without umbrella Others_____________)
o Spacing of nails (approximate by observation)
 Lengthwise/longitudinal (from top to bottom): ______ cm
 Crosswise/lateral (from side to side): ______ cm
o Rust
( Yes No )
Roof truss materials
( Wood Steel Others_____________)
Eaves length: ______ cm
Others
All openings can be closed in case of storm events?
Are there any wind shields installed to the openings?
Are there any ceilings?
Potential scattering objects
o Large things on veranda
o Large things attached to the building (e.g., aircon)
o Large signboards, parasol, etc.

3. Fire safety issues
 Fire extinguishers




( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If No, provide details _______________
No )
No )

( Yes
( Yes
( Yes

No ) If Yes, specify: ________________
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________
No ) If Yes, specify: ________________

( Yes

No ) If Yes, where? ________________
Quantity _____________
Combustible materials (wall/ceiling materials and any materials stored) in the kitchen
( Yes No ) If Yes, where? ________________
Specify what material/s: _____________
Emergency staircase (for apartment)
( Yes No )
Damaged electric wires
( Yes No )

Anything else you noticed?
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Photos
Please attach photos later [front/whole building, right and left sides, back, entrance to stairs (if apartment), inside,
deterioration, part details, etc.]
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